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THE FINANCIAL CRISIS OF THE BOARDS—THE RA

TIONALE THEREOF .

A special circular to the Churches from theBoard of Missions,

under date of the 18th December, as well as other less formal

announcements from the Board of Education and of Publica

tion , communicate the unwelcome intelligence of a prospective

failure of our contributions to relieve those agencies from actual

embarrassment. The fact that in the January number of the

Home andForeign Record, almost the entire space of theDomestic

Mission department is devoted to appeals on this subject , indi

cates an unusual degree ofapprehension in regard to the matter,

on the part of those most competent to judge of the reality of

the danger .

" The Presbyterian Banner and Advocate,” under date of

December 29th, taking up the matter as thus presented, sets

forth formally in sometwo columns devoted to this question, the

Rationale of this unusual occurrence . We cite here some of

the chief points, for the benefit of such of our readers as do not

read the Banner and Advocate:

" Systematic Benevolence was inaugurated with great cclat by the

General Assembly at Buffalo, and its excellencies were again glowingly

presented by a committee to the Assembly at Nashville, and in each

an admirable paper was sent down to the churches. From all

which there appeared the reports , resolutions, speeches and prophecies - it

might have been supposed that by this time all the treasuries of our

Church, for her varied works and charities, would have been full to over

flowing. Such, however, is not the case. Some of our most important

operations are sadly threatened, if not with suspension, yet with contrac
tion for want of funds.

case

* *
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* *

* * * *

It is high time that we should inquire , how is this ? This inquiry presses

with fearful force and practical importance upon the Boards of the

Church .

We have often thought that there was too much of imagination or

theory, perhaps we had better say abstraction , in the speeches and writing

on this subject; and also too much of a disposition to let the thing work

of itself. Man's nature and habits were not sufficiently considered. His

inertness was not duly provided against.

Our Boards , then , have been too rapid in the reduction of their visiting

agencies . We say this without intending to lay it to their blame. They

were forced into the measure. So much was said about the inefficiency and

expensiveness of the plan they were pursuing, and of the economy of the

new plan and its adequacy to all wants, that they were obliged to yield.

Hence the present barrenness.

But let us not now, like simple ones, abandon a half tried scheme. Sys

tematic Benevolence is beautiful in theory ,and it may becomemost effective

in practice . Hold on to it , but infuse into it a real life. Give it a true

being and a vigorous nature in the use of God's ordained means of bringing

such a thing to pass ; that is , employ an agency. When God would effect

any great thing among men which needs constant toil , he appoints men to

attend to this very thing.

What folly, then , for certain sons of the Church todeclaim against

Boards . " Let the Church do her own work , ' say they. True , say we ; let

her do her work . But by whose hands ?

And when she has ordained her Boards to attend continually to this very

thing, these Boards to reach the individual Synods, Presbyteries, ministers

andcongregations must have their visiting Agents.

There are three reasons for the present poverty of the Board of Missions,

which demand a notice. One of these we alluded to in our article above

—the too sudden abandonment of the old scheme of raising funds through

the exertions of visiting Agents, and the premature trusting to the new

plan of supplying the treasury by the operation of Systematic Benevo

lence .

A second reason is the apparently large balances in the treasury at the

time of the annual reports, for two or three previous years :

A third reason is the (we had almost written insane) clamor against the

Boards, and especially against the Board of Domestic Missions. To pro

fess friendship to the Church and the Mission cause, and at the same time

to oppose, and strive to bring into disrepute, and to cover with suspicion the

very agency by which the Church carries on this department of her work,

arethings so utterly inconsistent, that we know not how to account for their

being found to emanate from the same mind . Such persons we know are

not numerous, but still their opposition has been detrimental. ”

We give these extracts at so great length, not from any con

viction of the importance of the views presented, but simply

in conformity with ourhabit of allowing those whose remarks

we make the subject of criticism the advantage of their own

statements ungarbled. From this very profound and luminous

exposition of the Rationale of this financial crisis in the Boards ,

the Presbyterian selects and re-produces , under the rather inde

# * * * *

*

*

*
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finite caption of "A Reason , the third and last of the causes

assigned, to wit , the clamor óf " persons not numerous” ' against

the Boards ,-a clamor which nothing but the kind and consider

ate second thought of the writer prevented him from crushing

into silence by applying thereto, with all the weight of such

authority as hisħis, the epithet " insane." Weare at a loss to

determine what was precisely the purpose and aim of the Pres

byterian in selecting this particular choice bit of the Banner and

Advocate's disquisition for re-publication . Is it intended slyly

to make fun of ” his old neighbor and rival, by quoting iron

ically this singular logical abortion ? Or is it rather, slyly from

under cover to make a “ stab” (we use the figure simply in con

formity with certain high authority in thelast Assembly) at

the reputation of persons not numerous ? " We are inclined

on thewhole, with our present light, to the former interpreta

tion ; since it seems most naturally to harmonize with the Pres

byterian's relation to the parties, and its well known aversion

to the manifestation of " a bad spirit . ” We can readily conceive

it possible that the Presbyterian might not be disinclined to a

dry joke at the expense of an old rival ; whereas, on the other

hand, it would be unnatural to suppose that a journal whose

candor and excellence of spirit, as well its wisdom , extorts

almost weekly tributes of admiration to " the best paper in the

Church or out of it,” would, in serious earnest, give currency

to such a lucubration .

Having had it in view, for some time past, to offer some

suggestions touching this general subject of Systematic Benevo

lence, and its bearings on the present financial crisis, which we

regard as a most profoundly significant fact to the Church, we

avail ourselves of the opportunity afforded by the very singular

things said in the article above quoted . In the first place, as

touchingthe evil done to the Boards by the clamor, which sheer

charity alone forbids branding as " insane," and that incon

sistency, which we suppose charity alone forbids to call the hypo

crisy, of persons not numerous” so far as we may be supposed

to be aimed at here, we simply falsify the charge by declining

to retort it , and thereby show our freedom from the characteristic

mark of insanity and hypocrisy both—to wit , the propensity to

think all the rest of the world insane and insincere. Indeedthe

very idea of insanity, especially of that intellectual order which

“ clamors'' about subjects so abstruse, implies the possession

originally of powers of mind of which we never suspected the

existence in the Editor of the Banner ; and the very conception

of hypocrisy of this logical sort implies an original capacity for

the plausible, of which we are sure he is equally innocent .

But it so happens that, on more than one occasion — we may

venture to say in so far as the Banner is concerned , one very

memorable occasion-we had taken special pains to show the
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Banner that our “ clamor, " as he is pleased to style it , was not

against either the Boardsas agencies of the Church , or at their

officers as agents of the Church, but at certain very serious

perversions and abuses to which such agencies are liable , and

the danger therefrom to the purity and freedom of the Church.

Unfortunately, however, it seems, we have hitherto failed to

illustrate to his comprehension the distinction between a clamor

against the Boards and their officers , and a clamor against certain

incidental evils in the outworking of the Boards ; evils which we

were compelled in self- defence to prove the existence of-and

which proof,neither the parties concerned nor their champion have

ever ventured to challenge. We now — though almost despair

ing of success — attempt one further illustration of our position,

in the faint hope that it may be better adapted to the Banner's

comprehension, than those heretofore employed.

The Presbyterian church has ever been signalized by zeal for

the spread of religious knowledge among the people; and there

fore would naturally be presumed to be greatly in favor of a

religious journal, cheap enough to be within the reach of the

poorest, and widely enough patronized to remunerate its pub

lishers , even at that cheap rate. And yet some four or five years

ago such a scheme was projected, its endorsement urged with

great zeal and energy on the courts of the Church, its patronage

pressed with equal zeal and energy upon the people , and yet it

most signally failed. Why? According to the philosophy of

the article above cited , the history would be that a " clamor”

almost " insane” was raised against religious papers and their

agents and contrivers , by " persons not numerous," but whose

opposition led astray the people, and thus was detrimental, in

causing a financial crisiswhich embarrassed the cheap paper

movement . But the currently received history of the matter,

on the other hand, seems to be, that the clamor” and the in

disposition of the people, with the consequent financial embar

assment, was not against the spread of knowledge nor against

a cheap paper, nor the advocates of it, but simply against taking

even the blessing of a cheap paper with certain undesirable in

cidental conditions annexed . Much as the people wished a cheap ,

universally circulated journal, yet they did not wish it with the

condition that it should become merely the articulate voice of

what was popularly, but expressively termed, the small potato

ism ”' of the Presbyterian body. For though in no part of the

Church of God is there entertained a deeper sense of the truth ,

that “ not by might nor by power” —nay, but often by the very

feeblest instruments , will God in his sovereignty do his great

work , yet , at the same time, the conviction is not less profound

that ordinarily the place for the employment of such instru

mentality is not the newspaper press .

It will be entirely unnecessary, we presume , to point out in
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detail the bearings of this analogy ; if its bearing on the ques

tion be not comprehended at a glance by the Banner , we shall

give up the attempt to make him comprehend our position on

the question of Boards and the distinction between a clamor

against the Boards and a clamor against the misuse of the

Boards, and the perversion of their true relation to the Church .

Aside, however, from any question as to the fact of such

clamor , we have this additional difficulty with this third cause

of the embarrassments of the Boards . Even admitting the ex

istence of the clamor , it is inconceivable how such a cause should

produce such an effect. That any intelligent people, such as

Presbyterians are presumed to be, should be induced to with

draw their support fromgreat objects of Benevolence by a mere

clamor, and that , too , the clamor of “ persons not numerous''

--yea , an insane clamor at that - yea , and of persons whose

hypocritical inconsistency in sodoing is so transparent– is a fact

almost as inconceivable to us as is our position on this subject, to

this writer . For even if disposed to make all allowance for the

credulity of an unlightened and unwarned people, still we must

remember that the people have been fullywarned ; that these

" persons " and their schemes have been signally putdown;First,

according to the Repertory, they were so utterly extinguished in

the Assemby of 1854 , as to be beyond hope of even renewing the

contest . Secondly, according to the same high authority , they

were re-killed in the Assembly of 1855 ; and , according to the

almost equally high authority of thePresbyterian, their " whim

seys” demonstrated and decided to be unworthy the thought of

the Church . Nay , also did not the General Assembly solemnly

eulogize these officers in the teeth of these clamors ? Has the

Presbyterian Church, then , come to such a pass--so heedless of

the warnings and assurances of her natural guides — so fascina

ted by the insane clamors and idle " whimseys” of these incon

sistent and insincere declaimers ? Well did the Presbyterian

head such logic with the curious caption- " A Reason ! '

We pass by the second of the causes assigned — the reported bal

ances in the treasury—to offer a remark or two on the first causem

the “ too sudden abandonment of the old scheme of raising funds

through theexertionsof visiting Agentsand the prematuretrusting

to the new plan, " to wit , that plan inaugurated with greateclat by

the General Assembly at Buffalo ." Now it is sufficient answer to

this fling at the new plan ,” to state the simple and notorious fact

that the Board of Publication and the Board of Foreign Missions

had abandoned the use of Agents before the " inauguration of

the new plan at Buffalo ." The Board of Publication received

the gratulation of the Assembly at Buffalo for this very reason .

The Board of Foreign Missions reported atthat Assembly having

practically dispensed with Agents during the year previous. That

Board has used no Agenciessince , and yet it has given no notice
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of approaching bankruptcy from that cause . It is a fact equally

notorious,though less susceptible of proof, by official documents,

that so far from the Boardshaving given up Agents because of

of the inauguration of a new plan at Buffalo, that the Church

very generally had declined the labors ofAgents , and that, in

many cases, in a most practical and decided way . And chief

among the causes of this clamor” from the Churches to that

Assembly was not the instigation of " persons not numerous,

for they had notbeen agitating the question , but the spontane

ous expression of the discontent of the Church in various quar

ters with the whole scheme of Agencies. The conviction had

grown with the growth of a revived and pure Presbyterianism ,

that special Agents to teach the one Christian duty of liberality

are an anomaly in the Church — that among all the various

offices which constituted the Ascension Gift of Christ to his

Church, " some prophets, some apostles , ” ' &c. , agents of this

sort are not enumerated; that however needful it may have

been to employ an extraordinary instrumentality , in extraordin

ary circumstances of the Church - however theLord might have

conferred special powers upon the John Breckenridges of one

era to raise a dead Church by the enchanting wand of his

eloquence to life and action — it did by no means follow that

Elisha's staff in the hand of any and every shallow and

conceited Gehazi must raise the dead also, or that extraordinary

means should be depended upon to keep up the ordinary life

and action of the Church .

From such convictions as these spreading abroad in the

Church, the Agents' Mission was rapidly becoming unwelcome,

and the Agent's work becoming a diplomacy and a bargain

driving , wherever he went, to get admission to the Churches.

And hence the memorials that went up to the Assembly in 1854,

and the " inauguration " of whatever was inaugurated there.

Truly enough the Boards were not to blame for dispensing with

Agents; nor are they likely , after such an experience, to hazard

the blame of again introducing them , notwithstanding all the

encouraging assurances of the Banner and Advocate . To attri

bute the present financial troubles of the Boards to the substitu

tion of a new plan” of collecting funds in place of an old one

which had signally failed before, a new one was thought of, is

simply preposterous.

Having said thus much as to the reasons assigned for the

failure of the finances, we now add that the whole statement of

the history of the case in the article above cited betraysan utter

misconception, if not an apparent incapacity to comprehend the

real issues involved in this question of our benevolent funds. In

thefirstplace ,the sons of theChurch ' who havebeen guilty of the

folly of < declaiming against Boards” and demanding that " the

Church shall do her own work ,” have no responsibility for any
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( new plan " inaugurated at Buffalo or elsewhere. Whether by

accident or design of the Moderator — though they called for the

committee — they were not the committee that devised the plan

referred to . That was a committee of the friends of the current

measures of the Board . The “ admirable paper ” and the plan

annexed was not drawn by those who raised the insane clamor. A

single resolution, by way of amendment to the report, declaring

a general principle, not recommending any new plan, was moved

by one ofthe clamorous ones , simply for the sake of drawing

attention to the doctrine of our standards on the subject of Be

nevolent contributions . It is an entire misconception of their

views to suppose them to be the projectors or advocates of any

sort of plan for raising funds for pioususes other than that plan

which they believe, and which our book declares to have been

Christ's Divinely ordained plan, namely, in the regular use of

the ordinances of worship, of which this contribution is a part .

According to their understanding both of the Bible and of the

Confession of Faith , there is no need of planning that which

God has already planned in the very organization and worship

of the Church itself.

The idea that God has ordained a special and separate agency

and office for every part of the service of His house , is in their

view not only a " new plan , ” but a new doctrine—a new theory

of Divine Government, and altogether new logic . If so, the

Church is wofully delinquent in having failed to provide Agents

to travel and enforce prayer and praise, and the observance of

the ordinances, upon the Churches and their Pastors .

This brings us at last , to what we conceive to be the true diffi

culty in the Church , and the fundamental cause of the failure of

the people to sustain the operations of the Boards. It is chiefly

because the artificial “ plans ,'' devised properly enough, it may

be, to awake the Church to life , but temporary in their very

nature, have been allowed to expend all their power in provi

ding for present emergencies in the funds , without having,

meantime, brought fully out to the consciousness of the Church

the great truth , that in the ordinances of his worship Christ has

made provision for this verything; and that this koinonia or

expression of fellowship , in the contribution for pious uses , is

no extraordinary duty, but the most solemn duty of every man

who would worship God aright . If so , then a duty which it is

incumbent upon the Churchto enforce through her courts-and

which it is no more proper to leave to mereresolutions of As

sembly and to the coaxing of Agents , than to leave the enforce

ment of the duty of attending worship or of a moral life, to

mere resolutionsof advice , or to the coaxing of special agents.

This is the position brought out in the admirable papers”

presented to the Assembly, not very distinctly, indeed , in the

paper of '54 , but most distinctly in the paper of '55 . In so far

!
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2

as the causes of the present troubleinthe finances maybe traced

to any given class of persons in the Church , we humbly submit

whether it is not more directly attributable to the journals whose

privilege it is to direct, in large measure, the course of thought

on these subjects among ministers and people . Instead of laying

hold of this great distinctive idea of contributions as one of the

ordinances of worship , in harmony with the spirit of these As

semblies, they seem either from unpardonable oversight, or from

deliberate design, to have ignored the whole matter, beyond

simply publishing the papers. True, they have discoursed of

Benevolence, and reiterated the vague generality, that people

should be liberal ; but in what instance have they endeavored to

illustrate and enforce, as Presbyterians are accustomed to have

the great doctrines of the Gospel enforced — this fundamental

truth , that contributing to aid the Lord's work is an essential

part of true and acceptable worship in the Church ? In what

instance have they labored to enforce the obligation on the part

of the Church courts , not only to recommend, as they would

recommend a mere ordinary act of charity; but to require, as

they require the observance of any other of God's ordinances ,

the observance of this ordinance also ? The very fact that the

Banner and Advocate still talks of the utterances of the two

last Assemblies as a " new plan ," as " the scheme,'' and as

" the system " which needs Agents to carry it out, is a very plain

indication that the very first principles of the action of the As

sembly are even yet not comprehended . All this seems to him ,

therefore, to be " imagination” or theory, or perhaps " abstrac

tion , and not to be classed among the practical realities of the

subject. It is not among the least singular features of this

disquisition, that side by side with this fling at abstractions, we

have, in an adjoining column, this remarkable illustration of

what the writer means by practicalities. An article of near a

column in length discusses the action of the Synod of Baltimore

in re-annexing to Baltimore Presbytery the Presbytery of East

ern Shore , which, from want of resident members, had not been

able to form a quorum for eighteen months — even to grant a

dismission , or to receive and instal a Pastor. The action of the

Synod is first pronounced by the writer wise and beneficial; yet ,

at the same time, we are gravely informed , it “ induces the in

quiring mind to test principlesandthereupon the moving

power of the Presbytery of Baltimore ” is charged with very

great inconsistency in having done this wise and beneficial

act of receiving ,in obedience to the order of Synod, the members

of this defunct Presbytery ; for seeing that said Presbytery ,

among others, had asked that the overgrown caricature of a

Synod of Philadelphia should be divided so as to constitute two

real practical Synods— they thereby are ever after estopped, by

the law of consistency , from even allowing their Synod to add

1
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to their number even the scattered remnants of a Presbytery

that can no longer raise a quorum ! Not indeed absolutely es

topped, but compelled either penitently to confess their wrong

doing to the Synod of Philadelphia , or lose all character for

consistency! Now , considering that at the outset this writer

applauds the " wise and beneficial" act of the Synod of Balti

more - nay more, endorses thoroughly the general principle

which he imagines to be involved in this act : nay more, rejoices

in being “ furnished with so powerful an argument against the

divisive principle” —nay , moreover, expressly disavows any

fear that the Presbytery of Baltimore will ever misuse the tre

mendous power thus gained, by the addition of these two effect

ive ministers from Eastern Shore, to the swallowing up first of

the Synod of Baltimore, and next of the General Assembly ;

considering , we say, alltheseadmissionsat the outset, we humbly

submit whether this grave disquisition on the “ Union of Pres

byteries ” ought not to be classed among the abstractions of van

inquiring mind ? ” However that may be, in all seriousness we

would suggest to the writer , that such subtlety of inquiry, if

directed to some of the abstractions that underlie this great

question of spiritual finance, with an honest purpose to learn

what the Scripture, as interpreted by our Book,teaches concern

ing it ; he would find that a wonderful provision has already

been made for securing the revenues needful to advance Christ's

kingdom , without any artificial appliancesby any " new plan .

He might discover , furthermore, that the insane clamorers have

a " marvellous method in their madness” -yea , perhaps he

might discover even a clue to that mysterious co -existence of two

such ideas in the same mind, as anearnest approval of the true

object , aim and nature of the Boards , and also as earnest a dis

approval of the errors, practical and theoretical, of those who

shape the plans and direct the tendencies of some of these

Boards.

We have already transcended our limits . Our remarks have

assumed this form of a criticism on the article from the Banner

and Advocate , chiefly because we presume that article to be

representative of ideas current - perhaps we should rather say

under-current in certain quarters of the Church , which seldom

expose themselves so fairly on the surface, and give us such an

opportunity. If we could any longer be amazed at any of the

singular vagaries of the human mind, we should be annazed that

men whom we esteem truly sincere and earnest in their Pres

byterianism , as we consider this writer to be , and even men who

are far more capable of enlarged and comprehensive views of

principles than we suppose this writer to be, should still so per

sistently keep up this cant about hostility to our beloved Boards

and their Agents. When are we to have an end of the " two

hours , ” and of that very logical shout of “ Great is Diana of the
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Ephesians ? ” ' Is it conceivable that intelligent men who will

take the trouble to think , do not see , that so far from any petty

warfare against either measures or men , those who have been

endeavoring to direct the mind of the Church back to the great

principles of our ChurchOrder, have been contending for prin

ciples which, right or wrong , relate to the very life of the

Church ? Does not any intelligent Presbyterian see that the

revolution of 1837 had all its significance, aswell as its justifi

cation, in the fact that the men and things which it overthrew

were representative things ? If it was merely a contest about

the most expedient way of managing a scheme of benevolence

standing side by side with the Church, or , more correctly still ,

ruling in a palace-like front building, to which the Church

should stand in the important relation of back -building and

kitchen - and not an effort to make the Church itself " stand

like a palace built for God ' — then no wise man will justify

the strife and confusion and schism . If the war was merely a

war of opinion, divided upon the comparative expediency of this

or that form of developing the active life of the Church , and a

conceded power of choice between this or that system of mea

sures -- and not a war for the vital point that it is not left to the

Church to determine between this and that system ; then it is

not very clear that Finney and his compeers in revivalism , and

Absalom Peters and his compeers in Church politics, at all

transcended the liberty left to the Church to devise ways and

measures according as her feeling and the spirit of the age

should demand . On the Princeton theory of the Church, as left

at liberty to develope under the restriction merely of a few gen

eral principles her measures and agencies , according to her own

wisdom and good taste, it is by no means surprising to be told

that Princeton followed , rather than led the movement of 1837 ;

yea, followed almost in Peter's fashion ! Now if we are right

in supposing these important principles to have been involved;

then clearly the interpretation which these “ persons not numer

ous” put upon the policy which led to the present Agencies in

the Church, is the true interpretation - namely, that it re

garded much of the machinery as merely temporary and extra

ordinary, growing out of the condition in which the Church was

then placed — and to be simplified and brought strictly within

the provisions of the constitution as speedilyas possible . If the

reform of '37 was but another Jehoram reform — casting away

Baal,but substituting the golden calves ; if it was anotherHenry

the Eighth Reformation , -expelling the Pope but keeping the

Popery : then we can readily understand that a separate machi

nery - separated legally , formally and practically — may have

been intended to be thepermanent policy of the Church; yea,

that patent high -pressure measures for raising funds were or

dained to be henceforth permanent ordinances -- yea, and all the
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paraphernalia — ofahundred Doctors blending the dignity of idle

leisure in beautiful harmony with the bustle of hard work , in

the Church's great committees; yea, of life estates in seats on

the Church's committees for $100 in fee, or on $30 ground rent

-of newspaper puffs and all manner of ingenious ecclesiastical

Jim -Cracks. But if on the other hand , that reform was the

struggle and triumph of the great truths already indicated , then

the tendencies of years past in the Church have been to declen

sion from some of the great truths of God's law . And just for

the same reason that whenever the great revival of religion be

gins to bring in error, in faith and practice, and more especially

the error of substituting man's agency for God's — then sudden

decline begins , and soon all the agencies and agents, that once

seemed clothed with the powerof omnipotence, become the poor

est sham :-precisely so in this matter of the Revival of the

Spirit of Benevolence.

If this view be correct, then the true causes of the trouble lie

far deeper than any insane clamor—and the remedy is not to ap

point visiting Agents . On the one hand, the cause of the decline

in funds is to be looked for in the spirit of covetousness , avarice

and luxury , that is growing with the enormous growth of the

country's wealth . Men need more to make them rich now

more to make their style of living genteel :—and more than all ,

it is much harder to give away money when it will bring two

per cent, a month , rather than a half per cent.; and so of half

a score such causes . Meanwhile , on the other hand, the means

and appliances once used with effect, have now lost all their

power . What shall be done ? Wehave heard frequently the

response,- " We needprayer that shall prevail for the presenceof

the Holy Spirit.” This, beyond doubt, is looking in the right

direction. But that presence of the Holy Spirit depends not

merely on prayer , but on honoring his own chosen instrument

ality — the truth — and more especially the restoration and honor

of that truth which has been neglected. The Agents which

the times demand are His ministers in their pulpits, pointing

the people to the great ordinance established by Him , " who,

though Hewas rich, yet for their sakes became poor ,” for the

purpose at once both of cultivating the true fellowship of saints ,

andof providing revenues for carrying on His kingdom just as

fast, and no faster, than the naturally developed piety of His

Church shall furnish them . That by the re-inauguration

of the Agency system we can either reach or remedy the

evil in the Church , out of which comes this financial

trouble to the Boards, is simply preposterous . The statistical

history of the Church demonstrates it . In the largest use of

Agents , not one-half of our Churches have ever been broughtto

do anything ; perhaps not one-tenth were ever actually reached

annually by the Agents of any one Board . And of the number
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actually reached and induced to contribute liberally , every one

knows that fully half would have done as much as they

did , whether an Agent came or not. If a special visiting Agent

be the Divinely appointed means of bringing the Church to her

duty , then it should be extensive enough to afford all the

Churches the means of grace . But it is manifest that even if

the Churches were eager to receive such Agents — which is very

far from the fact — still not more than one hundred Churches

out of some three thousand could be efficiently reached by the

Agent every year ; and that, therefore , at the very lowest com

putation, thirty such Agents, at an expense of $50,000 annually,

must be employed by each of the Boards, or else a large portion

of our Churches must be left destitute ofGod's appointed means

for promoting the grace of giving ! Surely , on such a theory ,

it ought to surprise no one that in the present actual state of

spiritual destitution in the Church , there should be a financial

crisis . If Agents are God's ordained means of providing funds ,

then we submit, the entire disuse of them ought to be a sufficient

cause for existing evils, without the supposed agency of the

" insane clamor."

1

THE RELIEF OF THE POOR .

This is the great social problem of the age : a problem which

has often been solved, to theirown satisfaction, by philanthropists

seriously concerned for the welfare of their race and appalled by

the enduring and obstinate calamities which make its cry con

tinually go upto heaven ; by professional expounders of Political

Economy anxious to vindicate, as by a crucial experiment, the

validity , dignity, and practical value of the science ; by social

istick philosophers forced to grapple with it by all that deter

mines the specific direction of their labours ;-but all the solu

tions have failed in the one capital point of providing a remedy

adequate to the evil . It has been clearly demonstrated , in mood

andfigure, that poverty ought not to exist . Statistical figures

that cannot lie , Parlimentary reports and Society reports, make

a melancholy exhibition of the idleness , improvidence, dissipa

tion and general wickedness of the labouring classes so called ;

they prove to us that there is no need, in ordinary seasons , for

such a pressure of the means of subsistence upon the wages of

labour ; that in Great Britain , for example , the amount annu
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ally expended by the working classes , out of their earnings, for

spirits,malt liquorsand tobacco, is equal to the whole amount of

the profits of capital in the hands of their employers , that is to

say, “ they waste annually as large a sum as their employers

annually save," and , consequently, “ if the operatives saved

like their employers, the annual addition to the fund out of

which labour is remunerated (the available capital of the coun

try) , would be at once doubled . ” And many other such like

things they tell us . But the hydra -headed monster continues

to rear his front and bid defiance to speculatists, philanthropists

and statesmen . Whether it be an undiscovered fallacy in the

theory , or an invincible obstacle in the way of its application,

the fact is certain that the evil is growing. The furrows on the

brow of the wise man become deeper and the heart of the good

man becomes sadder, as the gloomy problem is revolved .

It is not worth while to discuss the question whether poverty

can , by any means, legal , moral or religious, be prevented.

The condition of human nature as well as the clear statements

of the Word of God may satisfy us that it must be a permanent

element in the social economy of the race . The ignorance and

general incapacity of some , the improvidence and prodigality of

others , the low state of morals among the masses in most coun

tries , and above all the sovereign constitution of Him who does

all things according to the counsel of His own will , setting up

one and putting down another, and producing those great di

versities of condition which practical atheism ascribes to chance

or fortune,-conspire to assure us that the poor shall always be

with us, that they shall never cease out of the land . If men

generally could be thoroughly indoctrinated with the lessons of

Political Economy, and be made to understand the inexorable

laws which govern the relations of capital and labour, we should

doubtless have fewer disastrous strikes, and a more satisfactory

distribution of the necessaries and even the comforts of life :

and it is unquestionably the duty of every member of society to

use his abilities for this end . Still this can be only partially

done, even with the most heroick effort ; and where it is done,

the infirmity and sinfulness of our fallen nature will , in great

measure , defeat the beneficent purpose. Evil passions and

habits will be found too strong for argument. But poverty is

not confined to the ignorant and the vicious. Thereis a large

class of cases which has always baffled, and will always baffle

the shrewdest philosophy which leaves the wise sovereignty of

God out of its calculations. Until the day dawn and the day

star arise upon the world , we may, therefore, expect to continue

our struggle with this omnipresent calamity. The great ques

tion is , how shall the evil be mitigated , the sufferings of the

poor be relieved ?

1. If there be a man , in whose breast the fountains of com

130477
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passion have been wholly dried up, and who will assert that the

poor deserve their fate and ought to be abandoned to it , we

have nothing to say to him , as it is not likely that these pages

will ever meet his eye . We have no fear, indeed , that , in any

civilized nation, the poor will not , after some fashion , be cared

for. Publick policy, if nothing else, will prevent a total neglect

of them : and the spirit of Christianity , which pervades with

more or less power all modern civilization , is our security that

what is done will be done, not in concession merely to stern

social and political necessity , but in a good degree also, under

the promptings of humane and generous impulses. Whatever

the voice of nature, stifled and perverted by the selfishness of

sin may say , the voice of God in His Word is clear and explicit .

There can be no manner of doubt as to our duty. " If there be

among you a poor man of one of thy brethren within any of thy

gates in thy land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, thou

shalt not harden thine heart, nor shut thine hand from thy poor

brother : but thou shalt open thine hand wide unto him , and

shalt surely lend him sufficient for his need , in that which

he wanteth. Beware that there be not a thought in thy wicked

heart saying, The seventh year , the year of release , is at hand ;

and thine eye be evil against thy poor brother, and thou givest

him nought; and he cry unto theLord against thee, and it be sin

unto thee . Thou shalt surely give him , and thine heart shall

not be grieved when thou givest unto him : because that for

this thing the Lord thy God shall bless thee in all thy works ,

and in all that thou puttest thine hand unto . For the poor

shall never cease out of the land : therefore I command thee ,

saying, Thou shalt open thine hand wide unto thy brother , to

thy poor, and to thy needy , in thy land . ” Such is the language

of the law of Moses, that law which , some men would have usto

believe , is the distilled spirit ofausterity and harshness . Would

that the spirit of this law pervaded more completely the whole

frame-work of society now !

We turn next to the patriarch of Uz , whom the Lord Himself

pronounces to be a perfect man . With what satisfaction does

he reflect, in the hour of heavy calamity , upon his kindness to

the poor ! With what confidence does he invoke the vengeance

of the Almighty, if he had been guilty of oppressing the help

less and despised ! The recollection of his charities sent a thrill

of joy through his heart, while he sat in sackcloth and ashes,

stripped of property , children and friends, with the terrors of

theAlmighty arrayed against him and the poison of His arrows

drinking uphis spirit : for he regarded them as tokens of the

past favour of God , and they encouraged him to hope that his

righteousness, though now enshrouded with darkness, should

yet be revealed as the noon -day : that He who bestowed such

rich grace , would not always chide , nor keep His anger for ever :
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that the night of weeping should, sooner orlater, be succeeded

by a day of rejoicing. These charities revealed to him his con

formity in character to the Son of God whom , with the eye of

faith , he saw standing at the latter day upon the earth , preach

ing good tidings to the poor , binding up the broken -hearted,

proclaiming liberty to the captives , and the opening of the

prison to the bound . “ When the eye saw me, it gave witness

to me : because I delivered the poor that cried, and the father

less, and him that had none to help him . The blessing of him

that was ready to perish came upon me : and I caused the

widow's heart to sing for joy . I was eyes to the blind , and feet

was I to the lame . I was a father to the poor : and the cause

which I knew not I searched out . And I brake thejaws of the

wicked , and plucked the spoil out ofhis teeth .” — Job 29 : 11 , &c .

See also the striking passage in ch . 31 : 16–22. We offer no

apology for asking ourmerely literary readers to turn to a book,

which even Shelley and Byron kept constantly upon their tables,

to excite their poetic inspiration. But space would fail us té

quote one tenth of what the gloomyOld Testament contains of a

like import.

When we open theNew Testament, we find our Saviour, in one

of the earliest ofHis formal discourses, exhorting His disciples to

imitate their Father in Heaven , in the largeness and comprehen

siveness of their charity. We find Him sustaining and enforcing

His instructions , by a life of unparallelled devotion in the relief

of human suffering, and, though supported by charity Himself,

requiring His followers to keep a fund for the necessities of the

poor :
And as if it were not enough that He had chosen the

condition of poverty as His own , and thus dignified and exalted

it, He condescended to make the poor the representatives, as it

were , of Himself, after He should have left the earth , in those

memorable words : “ The poor always ye have with you ; but

me ye have not always. " Compare Matt. 25: 40, 45. He pla

ces alms-giving foremost amongstthe acts ofworship, concerning

which He gives direction in the Sermon on the Mount. He sol

emnly warns the Pharisee, that, with all his punctilious ritu

alism , nothing can be " clean ” to him , if he fail “ to give alms

of such things as he had .” He represents alms to the

poor
the rental, so to speak, which is at once an acknowledgment of

the rights of the great Proprietor of all , and the indispensable

condition of the Pharisee's own right to enjoy. See Luke 11 :

41 , and compare I. Tim. , 4 : 4 , 5. And in the lasthour, amidst

the excruciating agonies of the Cross , expiring under the frown

of God , in testimony of a love as comprehensive as the world ,

He did not forget to commend her who bare Him , to the affec

tion and care of Him who had leaned upon His breast .

After our Saviour's ascension into Heaven, thepromised gift

of the Comforter was bestowed : and as it is His office ( to take

as
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the poor.

of the things of Christ, ' ' to show them to His people, and to

transform them into His image, we are not surprised to find

that one of the first and most impressive exhibitions of the new

life communicated to the Church, consisted in liberality to

And the multitude of them that believed were of

one heart and one soul: neither said any that aught of the

things which they possessed was his own ; but they had all

things common . And with great power gave the apostles wit

ness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus: and great grace was

upon
them all . Neither was there any among them that lacked :

for as many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them ,

and brought the prices of the things that were sold, and laid

them down at the apostles' feet : and distribution was made un

to every man , according as he had need .” On so grand a scale

was this primitive liberality , that it became necessary to ordain

officers, whose whole time should be given to the business of

distribution . And the Deacon is , to this day, an essential ele

ment of every regularly organized Church .

But these benefactions were confined to the Jews. After the

Gentiles were incorporated into the Church ,—the middle wall

of partition having been broken down by the Man Christ Jesus ,

-an interchange of kindlyoffices took place between those who

had once been enemies. The grand idea of " fellowship " came

more fully out : the idea of a common nature, a common blood,

a common misery, a common salvation , a common father and á

common inheritance, swallowed up all national prejudices and put

to shame all hereditary alienation of feeling and interest, so far

as these circumstances had the effect of annihilating natural

human sympathies,-and Jew and Gentile contributed to the

necessities of each other. God had long ago made a powerful

appeal against the oppression of the poor, upon the ground that

it involved a reproach upon Himself as the Maker of all men ;

that the poor as well as the rich bore His image, and that the

true dignityof a man should be estimated by this consideration,

and not by the number or splendour of adventitious distinctions :

butnow is gloriouslybroughtout the related truth ,-atruth which

had been overlaid and concealed by the Mosaic Institute in its

practical effect ,--that men were brethren , were the children of the

same family, and therefore bound, as bearing atonce the image

of the same Father and the image of one another , to have all

things in common so far as necessity might require.

But we cannot dwell longer upon the direct argument from

Scripture. Enough has been said to show that the poor are

never forgotten of God ; that He takes them under His peculiar

care, blesses those who do them good, curses those who oppress ,

or refuse to relieve them , and uniformly represents Himself as

their advocate, ready at all times to maintaim and vindicate

their cause .
The conscientious preformance of our duty to this
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unhappy class of our brethren , therefore,is the only safe course ,

under the government of such a God as the Bible reveals to us.

It is our highest interest as well as our indispensable obligation :

and woe to the man who lives only to be “ ministered unto , ”

who " liveth to himself. ”

This whole subject, in the aspect in which wehave endeavored

to present it , affords a beautiful illustration of the power of

Christianity in subduing the consuming selfishness of thehuman

heart, and thereby promoting the exercise of those affections

upon which the comfort of men's social condition almost exclu

sively depends . Writers on morals make a distinction between

duties of perfect and duties of imperfect obligation : the former

embracing that class of duties whichimply corresponding rights

on the part of others to enforce a performanee : the latter con

stituting that class which do not imply such rights. The dis

tinction of course has reference only to our social relations with

one another : in our relations to God all obligation is perfect .

Now it is important to observe that while duties of the first class

are indispensable to the being of society , and therefore are the

great objects to be secured by human law with its apparatus of

pains , penalties and disabilities; those of the second class are

indispensable to the well -being, the comfort of society. Truth

and justice,—to adopt the common division of the social virtues ,

—are secured by law , so far as the existence of the social state

demands : benevolence lies beyond the reach of law , as do the

virtues of gratitude, filial affection and reverence for worth or

age . But what would society be without these ? Society is not

a mere juxta -position of human beings ; there is no society in

hell . There must be a pulsation of sympathy , heart with heart :

benevolence on one side, gratitude on the other. Thetrue idea

of society was illustrated in the famous apologue of Menenius

Agrippa ; and still more beautifully in the twelfth chapter of

Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians. A chartist, an agra

rian , a socialist, will doubtless assert , that aid to thepoor is of

the nature of a right which the poor may demand : and we have

heard some unwary people , who abhor chartism and agrarianism ,

take the same ground in their zealous pleadings for the poor..

But this is all wrong : benevolence must not be confounded

with justice , in the nature either of God or man .

have a right before God ; that is to say , God has a right to re

quire those who have more to help those who have less , and the

man who refuses to acknowledge this obligation , makes himself

obnoxious,—as we have seen ,-to the displeasure of his Maker :

but this is a very different affair from the right of the poor to

exact . Property is an institution of God ; let the rights of

property, therefore, be sacred, always and everywhere; but let

those who hold it be mindful of their abiding responsibility for

2

The poor

VOL . II.--NO . 1 .
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the use of it , and beware lest their poor brethren " cry unto the

Lord against them ."

We cannot conclude the illustration of this part of the sub

ject, without alluding to a consideration intimately connected

with the statements in the last paragraph, and which may

serve as a motive to activity in the whole business, at least to

all who value the stability of society. The systematic relief of

the
poor diminishes thedanger of revolution and agrarian vio

lence . Providing for them by law will not do it , as we shall

see ; nor will voluntary associations, with paid agents, answer

the purpose, for the reason, that they are practically liable to

the objections which lie against legal methods of relief. The

poor have , in most communities, a majority: they will one day

have it in ours . In most countries they are restrained by mili

tary force, and are destitute of political power. Herethere is

no such force, and the ballot-box is in their hands. It is well

known how anxiously great statesmen have studied the ques

tion, whether, and in what manner, the right of universal suf

frage can be made to harmonize with the safety of a common

wealth governed by law and not by an army. Further, the

feelings of envy, jealousy, and even hostility, commonly enter

tained towards the rich by the poor, have been the occasion of

serious convulsions. These feelings have been particularly

strong in populous communities, the large cities, for example ,

because the contrast between the two conditions is more obvious

and striking ; because the poor are more conscious of their num

bers and strength ; and because the social affections, which are

our greatest safe-guard, in their existence and operation , against

popular violence , are weaker in cities, being more divided , on

account of the number of objects on which they are to be exer

cised , being thwarted by the selfish passions commonly vigo

rous in commercial places, and not fortified , to the same extent

as in small towns , by the beneficent influences of home. Ver

bum sat, &c .

2. Having dwelt so long upon the duty of aiding the poor ,

we have space only for a statement of the leading points under

the other topick , upon which we had intended to enlarge , which

is, the method in which this aid should be afforded.

That method is the best which shall most effectually subserve

the great moral ends of that constitution of society , which cre

ates the necessity for any aid at all . There are wheels within

wheels , in the vast scheme of providence: there are connexions,

gradations and dependencies : there are forces, mechanical , chem

ical, vital , and moral ; and these in their order, rising one

above the other , all conspire to declare the glory of God in the

restoration of man , and in his preparation , by a course of won

derful discipline , for the destiny before him . Inorganic matter

is subservient to the uses of vegetable life , and this, in its turn ,
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subserves the interests of animal life , and all are subordinate

to the purposes of the immortal spirit . All social relations

have the same end . Husbands educate their wives , and wives

educate their husbands; parents their children, and children

their parents; and so on through the whole round, and during

our whole lives , down to the last gasp, we are educating one

another . God has made individuals dependent upon one an

other in the same political community ; and by this mutual de

pendence maintains the feeling of brotherhood. He has by di

versity of soil , climate , and other conditions , made nations de

pendent upon each other, and thus created commerce, which ,

next to Christianity, is the most powerful instrument of civili

zation , the most effectual means of developing the sentiment of

brotherhood among the various branches of the family of man ,

and of preparing them for their final union under the Man

Christ Jesus. In like manner, he has ordained thatthe rich

and poor shall exist together, and side by side, that in the ex

ercise of kindly offices on the part of the one, the feeling of

compassion, of sympathy, springing out of a common nature ,

may be drawn out and strengthened; may emerge from the con

dition of a mere impulse , or passive sensibility, into the condi

tion of a permanent, active , moral habit : that , by the reception

ofthese kindnesses on the part of the other, the sentiments of gra

titude and humility may be excited and confirmed : and , on the

part of both , that the feeling of dependence upon God , and of

thankfulness for His mercies, may be enlivened and invigora

ted .

Now apply these principles , as a rule of judgment, to the

methods of relief most commonly employed. 1. All poor laws,

it will be perceived at once, are open to the objection that they

are out of harmony with the above-mentioned moral ends of pov

erty. A poor tax, like all other taxes , is paid , if not with

grumbling, at least without cheerfulness ; no feeling of compassion

is brought into play : and the tax-payer is none thebetter man for

it. The poor , upon whom the bounty is expended, know no bene

factor but the abstraction , called the State , or the corporation , or

the stern business man who represents it, and who is the proxi

mate almoner of its bounty. All legal " out-door" relief, is beset

with this additional disadvantage, that it increases the evil it is

designed to remedy. All publick institutions for the relief of

mere indigence , as Chalmers has clearly shown in his able paper

on this subject, give encouragement to idleness and crime. The

history of the operation of the English poor laws is pos

itively frightful in its details . The Essay of Chalmers, just re

ferred to, is entitled , “ The Distinction , both in Principle and

Effect, between a Legal Charity for the Relief of Indigence, and

a Legal Charity for the Relief of Disease. ” It is founded upon

the example of the Saviour , who never , but on two occasions ,
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worked a miracle to feed men , and yet nerer , on any occasion ,

refused to heal the infirm and the diseased . Any thing is a

sore evil which discourages men from work : but men will not

cut of their hands or legs in order to be sent to a hospital. The

sin -door" relief - itmay be added - furnished in our almshouses,

can only be defended upon the ground , that, in regard to the

able -bodied paupers, it is a relief in the way of work, and is

therefore, in a manner, a method of correcting or punishing

vagrancy ; and , in regard to the infirm and helpless, is of the

nature of hospital- care. The policy of these institutions is , in

some measure, justified by the very great repugnance the poor

feel to going there, and their anxiety to get away.

2. Voluntary Associations. First, the Church is a voluntary

association, in the sense that all its members are such without

compulsion or constraint from human authority. In another

and a higher sense , all men are bound to be members of it,

such being the command of God . It is a part of the Church's

duty to care for the poor. Now , we must bear in mind , that

the temporal necessities of men are only among the subordinate

things that the Church is to provide for : that this department

of her liberality has been entrusted by God to officers of His own

appointment, elected by the people , ordained by the spiritual

officers to their work, and responsible to these spiritual officers :

that the bounty of the Church is to be dispensed for spiritual

ends , being itself a part of the worship of God : that it is in

tended chiefly for its own poor, as a testimony of the fellowship

and communion of all the members of Christ's body, one with

another, in and through Him : -let these things be remembered,

and it will be seen , that this method of relieving the poor does

fulfil the moral ends before stated ; and yet is not exposed as a

publick charity, at least in no great degree, to the perils incident

to such charities . But it cannot reach all the poor : and , we

must, as members of society , resort,-Secondly, to voluntary

associations , in the common sense of that term . These associa

tions may either be permanent with paid agents, or temporary

and occasional,asthe exigencies of the poor may demand. The

objections which lie against legal relief, lie in almost their full

force against associations of the first class , such as " The Asso

ciations for the Improvement of the Condition of the Poor , ' ' in

Baltimore and other large cities . And besides, they are very

expensive . According to the Sixth Annual Report of the Balti

more Association , which lies before us, nearly twenty-five per

cent . of the whole amount contributed ,was expended on “ Sala

ries , Office - Rent, & c. " Now if the agents of this Society are

qualified for their office, they are men who could take care of

themselves, without this salary , in some other employment ;

and yet they absorb nearly one-fourth of a charitable fund !

More than this , it is our deliberate judgment, from not a little
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observation and information , that the really " deserving poor ”

would be better taken care of without this association . At the

same time, we judge its affairs to be as well managed as those

of any other similar institution in the country. We blame the

system , not the men who administer it . As to associations of

the second class, occasional and temporary , such as the Balti

more institution was substantially at first , whose object it is ,

by dividing the population into districts small enough to be

visited and personally examined in order to a judicious and kind

distribution of alms, and by some common bond or medium of

communication with other districts , to equalize the burden and

the relief ; in a word , the combination of the charities of the

neighbourhood ," the charities of the weeping eye, the tender

heart , the open hand, which build up the benevolence of the

giver and the gratitude of the receiver , bind each to other as of

one bone andone flesh , and from both make the incense of

thanksgiving ascend unto the Giver of all, these constitute the

surest reliance of the Poor .

( For the Critic .)

THE ACTION OF THE SYNOD OF VIRGINIA ON THE

EDUCATION QUESTION .

The action of the Synod of Virginia on the question in issue

with the Board of Education, has been expected, with great in

terest , ever since the meeting of the body in Alexandria , some

sixteen months ago , when aCommittee was appointed to report

on the subject and present the issues for the deliberate decision

of the court. At its late session in Lexington , the Synod acted

on the report of the Committee , and with far different results ,

from what we had hoped and expected . The Committee, or to

speak with more accuracy, the majorityof the Committee, pre

sented an elaborate report, embodying the legislative history of

the question from its incipiencyin 1846, to the present time.

This document is a clear and able statement of the facts rela

ting to the action of the ecclesiastical authorities of all grades ,

and so far as this statement simply is concerned , we have no

objection to it. Its chief aim seemed to be to show , first, that the

Assembly and not the Board of Education is responsible for the

doctrines set forth in the reports of the Board ; and second, that
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the Assembly had proceeded with " extraordinary deliberation ”

in the whole matter. Upon these points of the report , we have

only to say , we have never dreamed of separating the Board of

Education from the Assembly in the discussions of this subject.

The Board is but the agent of the great court, and the endorse

ment of its reports from year to year has rendered the Assembly

fully responsible for all the positions assumed by the Board , to

say nothing of the fact that the orignal action of the Board on

the question was in obedience to the order of the Assembly .

We have made the Board prominent in the discussions of the

question, not because we desired to put the Assembly out of

view , but simply because the Board was the agency to which

the Assembly had committed the chief advocacy and manage

ment ofthe subject. Upon the deliberation with which the

Asssembly is said to have proceeded on the subject , we must

express the doubt whether any member of the Assembly thought

of the matter, in the principles involved , for one hour from the

time the subject was referred to a Committee, until the next

Assembly convened and the Committee reported. It is certain

the Committee of the Assembly did not proceed with any great

or peculiar deliberation ; for it does not appear from the Report

on Parochial Schools in 1817, that the question was even raised

as to the right of the Church to educate . Care and thought are

manifested in relation to the value of christian education and the

existing demands for it ; but it does not seem as if the question

lying at the bottom of the whole subject was even mooted. If

any deliberate investigation was made in the Assembly itself,

as to the question of jurisdiction, we have never heard of it.

Looking merely at the general fact that ecclesiastical bodies had

sometimes created schools, and without any investigation into

the grounds or limits of such precedents, the Assembly animated

by a desire to accomplish a valuable end, took action on the

subject, ordered the Board to take the matter in hand , and ac

cepting the reports of the Board from year to year, has become

responsible for claims of ecclesiastical power, which in our

judgment,are radically unsound, pregnant with disastrous results

upon the Church , and distinct from all past claims of ecclesias

tical power over secular affairs. In spite of the formal and suc

cessive action of the Assembly on the subject, we are deeply

convinced there has been a very limited amount of deliberate

thought on the real question involved , either in the Assembly

or in the Church at large. As for real deliberation , coolness

and cautious comprehension of thought in the public sessions

of ecclesiastical courts, we have seen a plenty , to convince us, it

is folly to expect it under ordinary circumstances. The elaborate

statements of the Virginia report are not conclusive on the ques

tion , whether the Assembly proceeded on a clear and wide

survey of the whole question involved ; nothing appears to show
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that the question of power was even considered susceptible of

dispute , certainly a very bad specimen of deliberation on an

issue so important.

But to proceed with the action of the Synod . The minority

of the Committee presented a paper embodying the principles

controlling the subject, which was afterwards spread on the

records of the court in the shape of the protest, which appears

in the sequel of this article . In the discussion which ensued,

the opposition to the views of the Board had the worst possible

chance.
All the gentlemen who have taken active part on that

side of the question were absent, with a single exception. He

had to bear the whole burden of the discussion , in a state of

physical exhaustion which rendered him incompetent to do jus

tice to any subject in public debate . Consequently the discus

sion was utterly incompetent on that side , while the chivalrous

spirit of the principal champions of the Board, which would not

suffer them to press the debate under the circumstances, rendered

the discussion equally incomplete on the other. We have never

witnessed a discussion of a set question so completely marred ,

and from such a variety of unexceptionable reasons. After this

debate, such as it was , the question came to the vote , and by an

overwhelming majority , the Report and Resolutionsof thema

jority of the Committee were adopted. ne Report was an

elaborate defence of the Board , and while deprecating sơme of

the arguments used in the official papers of theBoard, it did

unquestionably endorse the substance and the pith of the general

doctrine of the Assembly. In view of this endorsation , the

protest which follows was offered for record . The answer to

this protest , which is also given, in the sequel, has put a new

face on the action of the Synod , giving an explanation of the

views of the body , which decidedly nullifies the endorsation of

the report , and distinctly separates the doctrine ofthe Synod

from the doctrine of the Board . This explanation does not re

nounce wholly the claim of ecclesiastical jurisdiction : it still

claims a power in the Church to educate " her own children and

youth , ” to use the terms of the definition of the power ; but it

merely makes it an alternative power , allowing the Church to

educate , only when other seats of authority have attempted it

and failed. To expose the grounds of this construction of the

Synod's Answer to the Protest, and to display more fully the

issues involved, we publish in order , the resolutions appended

to the report of the Committee and adopted by the Synod , the

Protest presented , and the answer to the protest.

“ 1. Resolutions annexed to the Report of the majority of the Committee,

and adopted by the Synod, extracted from the Minutes of Synod and

certified by the Stated Clerk .

1. Resolved, That as the aiding of candidates for the gospel ministry is

the primary object, for which the Board of Education was established, so
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it should be also the prominent one in all the efforts and appeals of the

Board , and in the contributions of the churches toits funds

2. Resolved, That whereas the Board has been made the organ of the

General Assembly for aiding in the establishment and support of Chris

tian schools, academies and colleges , under the care of the judicatories of

our church , this object may also becommended, as worthy of the enlight

ened liberality of those whom God has enabled and disposed to contribute

to this special purpose

3. Resolved, That the supervision and control of educational institutions,

by the courts of the church , is not essential to the attainment of the great

object — the religious education of our youthi and those institutionsalready

established within our bounds, where sound learning is combined with

Christian influence should enjoy the confidence of our people , as unre

servedly as if more formally connected with any of the judicatories of the

churcb .

4. Resolved, That whatever diversity of opinion may exist in regard to

certain of the views and arguments advanced in former publications of

the Board, yet in the educational policy of the church as defined in the

resolutions of the General Assembly, and explained in the last report of

the Board, will find no gronnds for suspision of the Board, or further con

troversy in the church .

2 . The Protest.

Whereas, the Synod of Virginia has formally endorsed the doctrine, that

the church of God, acting in its high official and governmental capacity,

is possessed of the right to control secular education as a general interest

of society, and consequently to erect and control a system of educational

institutions to any possible extent; the undersigned , believing this claim

to be unfounded , and the principles involved to be of very great importance

as involving the just limitationsof ccclesiastical power, beg leave to spread

the following statement and protest on the records of thisbody.

The duties made obligatory upon man by the law of God, have been

lodged by that law in different locations and circles of duty . The terms,

family, church and State , define the existence and determine the bounds

of these centres of obligation . Any thing like a general and permanent

attempt at interference on the part of one of these seats of authority and

obligation with the duties allotted to another, is contrary to the law which

has made a different distribution of the auhtority . An exceptional use of

the powers of one seat may under a limited condition of things be employed

by another ; but this can only be exceptional in its nature , circumstantial

in its grounds, and temporary in its duration . The duty of the education

of children has been lodged by the law of God in the family combination .

It is the duty of the individual parent. It is therefore the duty of the

individual parent to provide all the means and agencies necessary to it :

hence the legitimate basis for the creationand control of a system of edu

cational institutions is the principle of individual combination. From all

which we conclude , that while the courts of the church, acting in their

high official capacity may erect a school when immediately incident to

their own official duties, or under some peculiar and wholly circumstantial

condition of affairs, the creation and control of the general and permanent

provisions of the means of education , ought to be in the hands of individual

members of the church combining together. If it be expedient to act
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through the courts of the church in any instance , it would only be necessary

for them to demit their purely official and ecclesiastical capacity, and to

act simply as individual Presbyterians for themselves and for all others who

might please to identify themselves with them .
In this way the limitations

of the law of God would be observed , all embarrassing and unnecessary

issues of jurisdiction would be avoided , and all possibility of involving the

church in difficulty would be wholly prevented . All the good anticipated

may thus be attained , and all the evil avoided.

Viewing these principles in connection with the recent action of Synod,

the undersigned beg leave earnestly, but with deep respect for this vener

able court, to protest against their action in the premises .

(Signed , )
C. R. VAUGHAN ,

EDWARD MARTIN,

ALEX . MARTIN ,

A. D. DICKENSON,

WM . P. DICKENSON ,

JAMES CALIOUN.

2

The Answer to the Protest.

The Committee appointed to prepare an answer to the Protest of Rev.

C. R. Vaughan and others, presented the following, which was accepted

and adopted

That the Protestants appear to have misapprehended the action of the

Synod and the tenorof the resolutions adopted. The Synod do not en

dorse “ the doctrine that the church of God acting in itshigh official and

governmental capacity is possessed of the right to control secular education

as a general interest in society, and consequently to erect and control a

system of educational institutions to any possible extent.” This is not

the claim set up by the General Assembly in its educational policy. It

does not claim to control secular education as a general interest of society ;

for such a claim mustimply the assertion of a right which is unlimited ,

and is equivalent to whathas been so often disclaimed , and is distinctly

disclaimed in the Report and Resolutions of Synod , viz : the claim of

exclusive right in the matter of education . Nor does the action of Synod

imply a claim “to establish and control educational institutions to any pos

sible extent. ” But it claims the right ofthe church to provide the means

of a Christian education to her own children and youth whenever those

means are not otherwise provided .

This statement of the case, together with the third resolution of the

Synod, should render it evident that the doctrine of the Synod , does not

involve any interference with the legitimate rights and duties of any cther

party or parties, to the great work of education.

Signed by Committee,

A. B. Van Zandt,

S. D. STUART.

We do not deem it necessary to enter into any very extended

discussion of the principles set forth in the Protest presented to

the Synod . They are simple and radical ideas , which no man

in his senses can question. But it is more difficult to secure

the direct and obvious application of these principles than to

obtain an acknowledgement of the principles themselves. The
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decisions of the Word of God on some of the great questions of

modern inquiry, are so simple, that the vanity of human wit

cannot be content to receive them at first , as indicative of a

practical policy, the wisest and the most complete which could

be discovered . A wider and deeper discussion must be elicited ,

and the pride of the intellect must sweep over a vast field of

experimental and deductive investigation , before it can be con

tent to return and rest simply on the teachings of the Word of

God , as embodying the widest and most profound conclusions .

At the close of all such investigations, when the reason ofman

is purged most fully into a clear and complete vision of all the

element involved , it will be found resting with the invariable

precision of the needle and the pole, on the simplest and most

obvious teachings of God in HisWord. No distinction is more

definitely recognized in the Bible than the separation of the

Church and the State : yet this distinction is not yet recognized

as it ought to be , by immense masses even of some of the purest

churches on earth . They will admit the distinction drawn by

law ; but when they come to the application of it, dismayed by

the sweeping effects it would produce in the existing relations

of the parties,they fly off into long and able discussions of the

necessities of the case, the interest of each in the support of the

other, and the consequence is a permanent union of two great

systemswhich were clearly and authoritatively pronounced per

manently distinct by the Word of God . In like manner the

great questions in relation to popular education still resist the

application of these plain and obvious distinctions of the divine

law . The intervention of the State , instead of being discussed

as a mere temporary and alternative agency , is defended as in

dispensably necessary, by reason of the greatness of the work

and for other reasons, rendering it the only appropriate agency

for anything like a system of education . These views advocated

with great ability , possess an air of practicality and force

whichhas given andwill continue to give them great and con

trolling currency. But it will be seen in the end, that the

wisdom of God is superior to the wisdom of the wisest among

men . It will be seen that duties imposed by the law on the

individual man , can be far better discharged by Him than by

any organic agency seeking to assume His obligations. It will

be seen that the simple distinctions of the divine law have a far

wider and more perfect intellectual reach , than may at first be

imagined . So far fromthe magnitude of the work of popular

education requiring the intervention of the State , it will be seen

that the real and full strength of the commonwealth can be far

more accurately educed and employed, as it is more exactly

measured by the sum of the acts of its individual members , than

by any act of its government, no matter how complete and united

it may be. It will be seen that this question like other ques
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tions involving the issue whether a great interest should be

conducted specifically by the State or left to the control of indi

vidual citizens interested in its success , will be finally deter

mined as most of the questionsalluded to have been determined ,

as most wisely left to Society , in its members, than to Society in

its government : in other words, where the law of God has

ordered it to be left . The great question of the control of the

Chưrch in the matter of education is controlled by the same

clear and obvious discriminations of the law. Nor can these

discriminations ever be neglected with impunity , especially by

the Church of God . He has drawn them ; nor does He ever do

anything without a reason . If there is a reason why they should

have been made, it is a reason why they should be maintained .

If after all we refuse to observe them , the experimental issues of

the trial will demonstrate in the end, both the wisdom of

God in the enactment of these limitations, and the folly of man.

in despising them . Let the Church proceed and carry out this

claim of official power in the secular training of "her own

children and youth , " and she will find before long, that she

could not encumber herself with the management of a great

educational system , without great detriment to her appropriate

business and great exposure to convulsion and disturbance in

the execution of her secular policy . She cannot violate the law

of God , and be either sinless or safe. It is because we are deeply

convinced that no one of the great seats of authority , defined in

the Word of God , can claim a general concurrent jurisdiction

with any other, without committing at once a blunder and a

sin that we have opposed and mean to continue to oppose with

all earnestness, the claims and policy of the Assembly on the

great question before us . Time will show which party are the

wisest and truest friends of the Church , those who stand firmly

by the great , clear, and far -reaching principles of the law , or

those who lead her at the bidding of expediency - an expediency

determined by short-sighted human wisdom , into the manage

ment of affairs wholly foreign to her nature and commission .

The principles of the protest were not disputed in the answer

of the Synod ; on the contrary, they were impliedly affirmed ;

and the defence of the Board and of its own action in the pre

mises was based on a simple question of fact, which narrows the

field of controversy to a single point, so far as the Synod of Vir

ginia is concerned , and which has the additional and very

important effect of distinctly separating the views of the Synod

from the views of the Assembly . The Synod expressly declare

they do not endorse the claim of a general and permanent power

to educate, as such , in the Church of God . They deny that such

is thedoctrine of the Board , and on this denial theysuspend their

formal approval of the policy of the Assembly . They expressly

repudiate a general and permanent power. They explicitly af
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firm the power they claim to be a limited and an alternative power .

They pronounce the claim of general and permanent power to

be equivalent to the repudiated claim of exclusive power , and

deny it wholly, affirming the Church has only a right to educate

" her own children and youth ," not to offer herself as a candi

date to educate the youth of society at large, and only that as an

alternative agency, when the means of this education are not

otherwise provided.

It is obvious that this view of the subject is wholly different

from the view advocated by the Board . The Synod deny this,

obvious as it is ; and the whole force of the conflict terminates

on the question , does the Board and the Assembly claim a general

and permanent power to educate concurrentlywith other Agencies?''

This is a simple question of fact which can be easily decided.

We must confess our surprise that the Synod of Virginia should

have committed itself by the adoption of the Answer to the

Protest , to the denial of such a fact . This claim of general

power is the very gist of the whole controversy . If the Church

had only claimed to erect a School occasionally, when incidental

to her own business or under some peculiar and single circum

stances in which here interests were peculiarly concerned, no

controversy would ever have been raised . If the civil govern

ment should undertake to appoint Chaplains in the Navy, or to

build a house of worship occasionally where the public interests

were particularly concerned in it , as near a public armory or

navy -yard , no man in his senses would ever undertake to dispute

the propriety of its action . But if the Government should

articulately claim a general power to appoint ministers of the

gospel, and to establish a general system of ecclesiastical insti

tutions, not exclusively of a proper ecclesiastical action , but

concurrently with it , it would become a very different matter.

If the Government, in advancing such a claim , appealed in

support of it to the admitted right to appoint Chaplains, or to

build a Chapel under the circumstances detailed above , as

embodying the general power in view , it would be extremely

difficult to determine whether their honors of the Legislature

had not taken leave of their senses . It is precisely so with the

interference of the Church with the general interests of educa

tion . The Church may erect a School when incidental to its

own business, and retain the management of it . It may also

occasionally erect and temporarily control an institution of

learning, when the interests of the Church are peculiarly

involved in it . But there must be this peculiar involution of

ecclesiastical interests, and only a temporary relation of the

Church even then ; simply because , although all the great seats

of authority defined by the law are mutually essential and

necessary to each other, yet this necessity does not operate to

the permanent extinction of the bounds between them , or confer
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on any one of them a permanent right of concurrent action in

what had been assigned to another. An occasional and tem

porary use of the power ofone by another, under some singular

and special condition of things may be allowable: at all events,

such action, apart from an articulate claim of a permanent

concurrent jurisdiction, would never have excited any particular

notice or opposition. So far ecclesiastical action may be proper,

and so far did the Protest admit it to be so . But the claim of

the Board , in spite of the denial of the Synod , is radically dif

ferent from this. It is a claim of power for the Churchin its

organic and governmental capacity, carefully distinguished from

the State on the one side and the Family on the other , to exer

cise a concurrent , but general and permanent control , over edu

cation as a general interest of human life . It claims it for all

parts of the government of the Church , from the Sessions to

the General Assembly, and seeks to embark the whole Church,

in all its parts, in the practical embodiment of the claim . It

claims not a temporary and limited, but a general and per

manent power. It claims a right in the Church to educate as

such , and consequently to erect a School wherever, in its own

judgment , a school is needed for educational purposes. It is a

claim to erect an educational system , of any extent, on a claim

of official power to control education as such . That this is the

doctrine of the Board, we refer to the whole of their official

papers to prove . The very object for which this claim of eccle

siasticalpower hasbeen started, demonstrates the nature of the

power which is claimed . The very aim of the Assembly has

beento get an educational system of the widest range , on a safe

and Christian basis ; and by thenecessity of the case, the power

claimed is the power to do that very thing. The Board pro

claims there are three parties to education , and it claims for

each of them what it claims for all of them . The education

here alluded to cannot be mistaken : it must mean the great

general interest of society , commonly designated by that term

Nor is the Synod any the less mistaken in asserting , that this

claim of general power to educate, is equivalent tothe repudi

ated claim of exclusive power . It is , in one importantsense ,

what the Answer to the Protest pronounces it — an unlimited

claim ; but it is not exclusive of other agencies bidding for the

control of the same great interest of human life . It is unlimi

ted, inasmuch as it allows the Church to go into the business of

education to any extent she is able—as far as any otherparty

to the great work of education , but it does not make the Church

the only or exclusive party . For a statement of the views of the

Board , which has never been impeached for accuracy , we refer

the reader to the extract below :

“ This view is not new in reality : it was announced by the Board itself

in the report of 1852. The whole course of argument previously, logical
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ly resulted in the conclusion that the church was the only safe and appro

priate depository of power over the subject, and this seems to have been

the conclusion they wished to establish . But it was found necessary to

modify this result, and hence the statement in the last two reports that the

church is a party, but not the exclusive party of supervision and control

over the general interests of education . This modification of the claims

of the Board will not meet the requirements of the truth : we deny it as

emphatically as we do the logical conclusion of their original arguments.

The whole argument which we submit in the following pamphlet is as good

against the claim of the church in her organized capacity to be a party,

as against her claim to be the party to control the interests of education.

The claim is that the church , as such, has the right to become, not merely

an alternate agency where others fail to attend to the subject, but also , a

co -ordinate agency where others are attending to it ; that she may become

a party, not only to the erection of a secular school as an exceptional in

stance and as a preliminary basis for teaching the gospel , but to the general

system of educational interests , as they always will exist—one of the per

manent and universal interests of civilized society ; that she may come

into the field with her system of schools, as a rival to schools created on

another principle, and appeal to all the motives which lead men to confide

in the Churchof God to enable her to become a successful rival. In short,

the present modification of the views of the Board, present the church, not

indeed as an exclusive claimant of the patronage of the people, but as a

great educationalrival of other agencies of concern in the subject, enfor

cing her appeal still by the sacred grandeur of her character as the visible

kingdom of the blessed God , and still insisting on the greater security or

the higher value of schools under her control.”

To leave no room for doubt, however, as to the views of the

Board of Education , we cite the following passage by way of

specimen :

Whatever may be yielded to the State temporarily, and in view of

present exigencies, it is clear to the Board that the Church has a divine

title to engage in the work of public education , and that it is both right

and wise for the General Assembly to persevere in efforts to establish reli

gious institutions of every grade, under the care of the Church, as exten

sive as possible." - (Report of 1852. The Home, The School, and the

Church : vol. 4 , p . 40 .

We hold it to be absolutely unquestionable, that while the

Board deny this claim an exclusive power for the Church , they

do claim a right in the Church concurrent with the conceded

rights of other parties, to come into the general field of educa

tion, competing with other agencies of control , and necessarily

claiming what the Answer to the Protest distinctly repudiates

-a general power to do it— and urging, as the foundation on

which the confidence and patronage of the public is challenged,

the superior safety to the interests of education involved in the

ecclesiastical control. This is the doctrine of the Board , which

is distinctly repudiated in the language of theSynod and denied

to exist . We call the attention of the Board directly to this

fact. They will , perhaps, find reason to think the victory ob
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tained , by their policy in the Synod of Virginia , does not afford

quite so complete an occasion ofexultation as at one part of their

proceedings, seemed to be displayed . The doctrine of the Synod

we hold to be equally unfounded with the doctrine of the As

sembly ; but not equally extensive or objectionable. The claim

to educate “ her own children and youth ” as an alternative

agency, certainly postpones ecclesiastical action until other

agencies have triedand failed in the attempt to provide the

the means of education . Let this doctrine be carried into effect,

and its practical result will be to supersede ecclesiastical action

altogether . Since the Church may not act , save as alternate

to other agencies, the honest interpretation of her power in the

premises requires her to exert all her influence to secure the

action of other more legitimate parties , before it will become

her duty to proceed to action . Let this be done : let thepeople

—the masses of the Church in their individual capacity - be first

appealed to by the Church, acting in her legitimate relations to

the subject, teaching the people their duty, and urging them to

discharge it, from the pulpits ; and if they fail , we may safely

say it will be time enough for the government of the Church to

act . Let the Church urge the individual parent to his duty,

and there will be but little use for ecclesiastical intervention .

But we object strongly to the insinuations conveyed in the lan

guage of the Synod , that the relation of baptized children to the

Church of God gives , in certain contingencies , a right to inter

fere with the secular education of “ her own youth . We deny

wholly that any such rights appertain to the Church , directly

or collaterally , from that relation . The Church has no right,

alternate or otherwise, to control the secular education,the

professional career, or any other private affair of herbaptized

children ; and if the friends of these views of the relation of

children to the Church are determined to press them , we tell

them beforehand they are preparing a convulsion in the Church

which will shatter it to pieces. It was well said on the floor of

the Synod , the Church has only to do with her children through

their parents. We are only surprised the avowers of that

sentiment could not see it gave the Church a right to meddle

with their education only through their parents.

The result of the action of the Virginia Synod , on the edu

cation question , has assured us of one thing ; and that is , that

it is of all things the most difficult to obtain a calm and com

prehensive understanding of an issue of power or jurisdiction

amid the excitements and incomplete statements of truth, inci

dent to the discussions of a court of the Church . The contest

must be waged elsewhere , and in forms which will secure the

reiterated attention of the ministry of the gospel . The influence

of precedents, without considering the necessity of a due esti

mate of the limits and grounds on which they proceeded, is
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controlling with the masses of our ecclesiastical bodies. The

fact that Church courts, in the days of the fathers , had some

times erected secular Schools, was considered all -sufficient to

justify an unlimited claim of ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the

interests of education at large. When the Church , in her As

semblies and in her great agencies, has become so deeply com

mitted to any view , it must be a slow and laborious work to

urge her back within the limits of the truth . But it can be

done by the constant impetus of a bold and able Press . The

doctrine of a distinct and general official control over the inter

ests of education , by the courts of the Church , cannot maintain

itself before the public sentiment of this country . Let the

masses of the people fairly comprehend it, and it will perish , in

defiance of the votes of ecclesiastical bodies. The action of the

Virginia Synod , is significant on this subject, in more than one

respect. For all the strong endorsations of the Report, there is

a very distinct, though implied censure passed in the Resolu

tions , on some of the views and arguments of the Board in all

its official papers but the last, the approval of the Synod being

articulately confined to that Report. This is somewhat remarka

ble , since the Reportfor the last year contains a distinct appeal

to all the reports before presented , and a re -affirmation of all

their positions. This is certainly difficult to reconcile with the

position which the Synod allege to be now held by the Assem

bly and the Board. If this allegation is true, we shall find it

extremely difficult to comprehend the official utterances of the

parties in question . If it is true, it will indicate one more rev

olution in the positions of the Board , which will make us

decidedly hopeful of a complete return to sound views of the

subject. At first it seemed to be argued , that the Church was

the only safe and reliable agency for the control of education .

But the noise raised by thisposition caused the public retreat

to thenew position , that the Church is only a party , notthe

exclusive party to education. Now , according to the Virginia

Synod, the Church has become merely an alternate agency ,only

entitled to act where other parties have not provided the means

of education . We call upon the papers of the Board to say

distinctly, whether the Virginia interpretation of their present

position is correct or not . If it is , we feel all the more encour

aged to apply the same remedy of a bold , but candid criticism ,

which has been found so effective heretofore ; and we trust we

shall be able to congratulate the Church , before long, on the

complete return of her great agents, to a just theory , and a safe

practical interpretation ,of the true limits and bounds of eccle

siastical action.

1
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MR. BURT'S DISCOURSE ON NATIONAL CHARACTER

RELATIONS OF THE STATE TO RELIGION .

We know not how or when originated the prevalent fashion

of prefacing pamphlet discourses , and even volumes of dis

courses , with a formidable roll of names attached to a note of

request for publication, instead of the request through a com

mittee, as formerly. To our taste , and with our views of being

" buried in a pamphlet,” the whole thing sadly associates itself

in idea , with the long array of carriages which city notions of

respectability seem to demand; oft times, alas , of familieswho can

illy afford it—as a testimony to the honorable standing of the

dead . Do the two ideas originate in the same tendency of human

nature to “ pay last honors ? ”

The first instance of this fashion which fell under our notice ,

was the case of the publication of a sermon preached in the Hall

of Congress some years since, by Archbishop Hughes. Though

the intrinsic merit of the discourse was not above the average

performances of that dignitary - which average itself is of pro

verbial mediocrity — yet its publication is called for and heralded

forth to mankind by a roll of names of most enormous length

and prodigious greatness in political circles . Whether it was

that the grave statesmen, fascinated with the witchery of a

sermon by an Archbishop, were constrained to think, it must

from its high source, contain something of momentous impor

tance to mankind ;—or whether in those days when the “ Catho

lic vote ” was so ingeniously made to loom up before the imagi

nations of politicians , it was thought desirable that each party

should be as strongly as possible represented in paying honor to

the great politician, though the poor preacher, isamong the curi

ous questions about which men differ . Immediately subsequent to

this , we find the fashion current in New York, and still more

in Philadelphia. Discourses of about the same grade with the

Archbishop's, and prefaced with a note of the same peacock

elegance, with similar peacock tail , became at once the established

order among the clerical dilletanti of all denominations.

We would be very far, however, from either classing Mr.

Burt's sermon with that of the Archbishop and his imitators,

or the note of the sixty-six gentlemen , members of his congre

gation , requesting its publication with the complimentary notes

just referred to . It is but sheer justice to our good neighbors

of the Franklin street church to say , that they have been the

occasion, not the cause of this present utterance . We have for

some time past desired an opportunity to enter our protest

against this fashion as evil in its tendencies. Evil , if for no

other reason , than this , that the effect is practically to set the

VOL . II.-NO. 1 . 3
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From a very

critics at defiance. For what critic would have the nerve to

raise his lash over a back already endorsed by a backing of sixty

to seventy names, already publicly committed in the author's

favor ? As an unlawful conspiracy, therefore, against the

rightful authority of the profession, we have only been waiting

for a fair occasion to speak out. Heretofore such an outspeaking

was inexpedient, chiefly because it might be construed as an

attack upon the fashions of our neighbors and rivals , the Phila

delphians, with whom , as all the world knows , we have reason

to be specially careful how we meddle. But now that our own

home people afford us the occasion , we are very ready to avail

ourselves of it . And we are less cautious about doing so ,

since, we regard the discourse, not only as one of marked ability,

but as indicating a degree of thinking power in the author, not

likely to need the aid of names to work its way to the attention

of men . Besideswethink it altogether likely that other reasons

than mere compliance with fashion , may have induced the pub

lication, with the preface of the sixty-six names .

liberal use of their own rights and privileges, as well as of the

courtesy and forbearance extended by the church courts to cer

tain dissentients from the action of the congregation it has

become generally known , through pamphletsbusily disseminated ,

and through newspaper articles, as well as through the ordinary

channels of information in the published proceedings of some of

the church courts, that our friends of the Franklin street con

gregation have had some trouble , in relation to the settlement

of a pastor among them . As rarely fails to be the case in such

instances, especially when either of the parties undertake to

heal the troubles of the congregation bylaying them before a

sympathzing world at large, through pamphlets and newspapers,

as well as before the tribunals of the Church ; the public abroad

is very apt to imagine the trouble greater than it is , and not

unfrequently to misapprehend entirely the true position of the

parties to it . The present Franklin street congregation have,

we think , displayed a commendable degree of patience and for

bearance, under the strongest temptation to lay their cause

before the world too , in self-defence .

In no instance that we are aware of, ( for their article in

the Presbyterian had not then been published ,) had they ever

undertaken , by means of the press, to set the public right, even

though feeling that the public had been led altogether wrong in

reference to them and their affairs ; choosing rather to endure

the injury , till time should set things right, than keep up , and

add to the excitement by publications in defence of their course.

Under these circumstances they are certainly to be excused,

if prominent among the reasons for this publication in just this

fashion, were to let their friends abroad know in this very quiet

way how well things were going on among them .
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Whether this , our conjecture as to their motive , be well

founded or not , we cannot conceive of a better method of proving

in response to all rumors to the contrary : first, that the con

gregation has a man as their pastor, and secondly , that the man

has as a congregation , and a congregation very far from being

in a crippled and enfeebled condition at that. The sermon is

very satisfactory proof of the one , and the prefatory list of sixty

six such names, by most pastors , even of large city churches ,

would be considered very satisfactory proof of the other .

Our chief purpose , however, in this notice of Mr. Burt's dis

course, is to offersome remarks upon a single point in it , wherein

we difter very materially from him , as well as from some very

eminent writers in our Church ; we refer to the statement of

the position of the State in America toward the question of

Religion. Mr. Burt,treating of the matter only incidentally,

does not indeed bring out very fully, or state in a strongly ob

jectionable form the doctrine against which we protest. It may

be , even , that he did not himself mean all that his language

necessarily implies ; and perhaps had not our attention been

particularly aroused to the subject by what had been said and

written of a similar kind by others, wewould not have construed

his language as we do . As the subject is one of paramount

interest , at the present junction of affairs, both in Church and

State, and one that deserves more particular attention than it

has hitherto received from our ministry ; we are the more dis

posed to call in question statements in regard to it , which seem

even to have a bearing in what we cannot but consider a wrong

direction .

With a view to present the theory of the State to which we

object, in the language of the advocates of that theory, we cite

several passages from the discourse of Mr. Burt, and shall pre

sent in connection therewith citations from other recent writers

in our Church going to the same general conclusion .

" It is in the idea of Government, the idea of the State , in which an

associated body of men rises to view as a personality, and as a sovereign

power, clothed with divine privileges and prerogatives , subsisting for high

moral ends , dispensing justice amongst its own citizens in the name of

God, and treating with other States as responsible persons like itself, with

whom it dwells as in a family of nations to possess the earth ;-it is in this

idea that the ideas of community of origin and of language, and occupation

of the same territory , merge themselves as subordinate or accidental , and

that our view of a nation is most satisfactory and complete.

And especially is it because the State as a sovereign power, not only holds

the persons and property of its citizens at its disposal, but deals with its

citizens and with all mankind as moral beings , and as itself a moral person

responsible to God ,-being a sovereign only as his minister ;-it is because

of all this, that we give the name history to the biography of nations rath

er than to that of any other society . The State has a religious

character. Nations derive their existence as such from God. The State

*
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is of divine institution . It enjoys and exercises divine prerogatives It is

hence under duty to God ; it has herein a religious character.

I do not propose to argue the question of the nature of civil government.

I will not undertake to show that the theory of a social compact - the theo

ry that all just powers of government are derived from the people , who

voluntarily yield them up and consent to their exercise — that this theory

is false . Enough for me - enough for you , I presume, -- that it is unscrip

tural and infidel .
The State , then , has a character directly

religious , due to its origin and nature , as instituted by God for doing his

ministry with men . And yet, on the other hand , it must seek

to promote the interests of true religion , with whose prosperity the public

welfare is vitally connected.

It belongs to our government, my hearers, to conform its legislation to

the principles of the Bible, and to impose its penalties for violated law, on

the authority and with the sanction of the God of the Bible : and it belongs

to our government, while indulging the largest and most liberal toleration

of religious opinions and practices, still to seek the diffusion and establish

ment of Christianity throughout the length and breadth of our land . It is

right that our government enforces, to a good degree, the observance of

the Christian Sabbath . It is demanded that such observance be enforced

in still larger degree. Our government,if it be bound to afford an educa

tion to the children of its citizens at all , is bound to give them a Christian

education . The Bible should be in all our Public Schools. Chaplains

should be provided for all State institutions, as they are for the Army and

Navy .

I know, indeed, that these views , when fully expressed, are not general

ly conceded . Many seem to think that government hasno proper con

nection with religion. The cry of Church and State-of the invasion of

religious rights, is raised against these views . * But not only has govern

ment a necessary connection with religion , but what may seem still more

objectionable, the freest government must have reference , in its laws and

institutions, to some form of religion , as that held by the great body of its

citizens : and it is a mistake, as egregious as it is frequent, which supposes

that because our Federal Constitution prescribes no religion as that of this

country , and unites the government to no Church, our country is therefore

as much Pagan or Infidel as it is Christian. The Constitution and the

legislation of our country presuppose and take for granted, if they do not

distinctly affirm , that Bible Christianity is the religion of this country .”

Now in regard to this whole view of the religious character

of the State , we hold it to be altogether too broad - broader by

far than is consistent with the freedom — we will not say of the

State, but of the Church . For ourfundamental objection to this

whole idea of strengthening and aiding the Christian religion by

the strong arm of the State , is not the fear of what theDema

gogues make such an ado about — the danger of Church and

* See Congressional Reports — Col. R. M. Johnson on Sunday Mails, and Mr. Petit on

Chaplains to Congress . Of course , in practically meeting and adjusting the two claims

upon the government, first to respect the conscience of its citizens , and secondly , to

promote the interests of religion, great diversity of opinion may exist even among

those who hold to the same principles . There is room for a variety ofprudential con

siderations . Yet the principles above expressed are discarded in the documents refer

red to , as they very often are elsewhere.
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State; but on the contrary, the danger of State and Church . If

any truth stands out clearly on every page of history, it is that

Church of God is ever the principal sufferer by this co -partner

ship between Cæsar kingdom and God's .

Mr. Colwell, whom Mr. Burt cites with commendation , though

arguing in the same general strain , is yet very far from assuming

the same broad premises , as to the personality and the moral

character of the State which is here assumed . He cites indeed

Mr. Webster and Judge Story to prove that " Christianity is the

law of the land ,'? — but on page 28 places a restriction around

the power of the State altogether against Mr. Burt's view . We

cite both passages that they may be compared .

“ Mr. Webster in connection with his reference to this leading case, has

the following remarks. Referring to certain great features in the Consti

tution and laws of Pennsylvania, he says : “ These great principles have

always been recognized ; and they are no more part and parcel of the public

law of Pennsylvania, than is the Christian religion. We have in the

Charter of Pennsylvania, as prepared by its great founder, William Penn,

we have in his “ great law ,” as it was called , that the preservation of Chris

tianity is one of the great and leading ends ofgovernment. This is declared

in the Charter of the State. Then the laws of Pennsylvania, the statutes

against blasphemy, the violation of the Lord's day, and others to the same

effect, proceed on this great broad principle that the preservation of Chris

tianity is one of the main ends of government. This is the general public

policy of Pennsylvania. In fact, the members of Congress have

only such powers in relation to religion as belong to them individually

and such as have not been excluded from their consideration by the Con

stitution itself. The power thus left to Congress, though exceedingly

restricted, would be large if exercised for the good of the whole nation in

the enlarged spirit of that Christianity which requires men to love others as

they love themselves. Under this great law the Congress of the United

States has power to promote the general welfare to the full extent of all

their wisdom and skill without trenching on any religious dogma in a way

to excite jealousy or apprehension even in the most sensitive.”

A statement of the case far nearer Mr. Burt's view , will be

found in the following view taken by the Biblical Repertory ,

of the relation of the State to religion :

“ Neither the existence nor the power of theState, depend on any social

compact as their ultimate foundation . The State is a body of organized

men under Divine authority, as a political community, for the protection

of human rights, the promotion of the common good , and enforcing of the

moral law . It is a new and a latitudinarian doctrine, that the

State cannot teach , or cause to be taught, the great truths and duties of

religion .

All the arguments which go to prove the right and duty of the State to

provide for the education of the people, go to establish the right and duty

of making that education religious . * It may be objected to this

argument , that since the preaching of the gospel is essential to the public

good, the State is under obligation to secure the preaching of the gospel to

the people . So it would be, were there not other agencies by which that

* *

* *
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end might be more safely and effectually accomplished . In every case in

which other agencies cannot operate, the State is bound to provide its sub

jects with the ministrations of the gospel. It is under the most sacred

obligations to provide chaplains for the Army and Navy, for Military

Schools and Penitentiaries, and on this principle all Christian States, our

own among the number, have ever acted .” -- Biblical Repertory, July, 1854,

pp. 517-19-20.

Now to this general view of the whole subject, we are obliged

to object very carnestly, as involving a theory of the duties and

prerogatives of the State, wholly inconsistent with the best in

terests of the kingdom of God on earth . Inconsistent with these

interests because any theory of the nature and function of the

State from which the rights and duties here claimed are derived,

must necessarily involve a concession to the State of still wider

prerogatives, such as all experience has shown to be subversive

of true religion. We confess our inability to see any wide dis

tinction between the veiws above cited , and the famous views of

Mr. Gladstone as developed in “ The State in its relations with

the Church ;" first published in 1840 , and received with such

applause by the high -toneel advocates of Church and State in

England. Nay, we have been forcibly struck by the remarkable

similarity of the reasoning , especially in the first steps of the

reasoning processi innd were by no means sure that, if we

could go on in company with the two parties as far as they go

together, we should not feel obliged , by logical consistency, to

go on with Mr. Gladstone to his conclusions. We cite here a

a few passinges trom Mr. Gladstane's State in its relations with

the Church , " on illustrate what we have said .

Why; then ,who come to ask, should the gorerning body in a State

profess a religion ? lirse, because it is composed of individual men ; and

they, being appointed to set in a definite moral capacity , must sanctify their

aets done in ihas capacity by the ottices of religion : inasmuch as the acts

cannot otherwise be padle to God , or any thing but sinful and punish

able to themselves They must efter prayer and praise in their

public and collective character - in that character wherein they constitute

the organ of the nation, and wield its collective foree. Wherever there is

a rusening agnersker is a moral day and responsibility inrolved in it.

The governors and reasoning agents or ibe nation in their eonjoint acts as

such trashortinho eust be attached to this agener , as that without

whiel noneormore this casino a ragiou . And this religion

must be that of thecheavete : mue.

Sacousl hendasin ja erers coe's mouth. How

do theykeranasade thedetotards God for

which arevoi ration then a personality ,

lies under the words reais eendagi gorerning body,

of senesiting or senesc religion, and

thus ir dare amystemaca i secinea Saiz

m70 %

Versmarinelaid down in

Mr. Gladstones resiste en c: V : Bart ,
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(in pages 7 and 9 , ) and that of the Repertory are substantially

the same, nay more the steps of the reasoning the same — as

far as they go ; the chief difference being that the latter two

stop short, having gotten as far as the exigencies of their argu

ment require ; whereas the exigencies of Mr. Gladstone's argu

ment require him to go on farther. Nor if his premises be

admitted, and the correctness of his reasoning , up to the point

at which they stop , is it easy to see how his subsequent reason

ing and his conclusion can be impeached .

With the presentation of this parallelism simply , we might

stop , and here rest the justification of our dissent from the views

of Mr. Burt and the Repertory . For to American readers at

least , it will ever be conclusive demonstration that any doctrine

concerning the relation of the State to religion is erroneous,

which may be shown to justify in any degree a State religion.

And the length to which these remarks have already extended

forbids us from even entering into the general argument on the

subject. We venture however, without attempting to present

even a synopsis of the reasoning by which we would defend

them , to enunciate several propositions affirming the contrary

of most of the positions contained in the foregoing citations ,

for the serious consideration of all who take an interest in the

the subject of the relation of the State to religion in our country .

We affirm then :

1. That it is not true as an abstract proposition that “ The

preservation of Christianity is one of the main ends of govern

ment." Nor that the promotion of true religion is primarily

among the objects for which the State is established . But that,

primarily, the ends of government are simply the protection of

the persons and property of men , irrespective of any religious

opinions they may entertain . And therefore any relation which

the State may have to religion is merely incidental , and any

respect whichthe State as such pays to any religious opinions,

is not because they are true in the judgment of the government,

but simply because the people , creating the State hold, such

opinions.

2. That the State has no such moral personality, nor " is itself

a moral person responsible to God” in any such sense as infers

any obligation devolving on the State, as such, to promote the

true religion . Nor cananymoral personality be predicated of

the State which is not equally predicable of any other associa

tion of men under solemn covenant-as a bank or a railroad

corporation. For though there be in an important sense a

judgment (temporal) appointed for national wrong doing , yet

not States as States, but men as men are to stand at the judg

ment bar of God, and " every one of us shall give account of

himself before God . "

3 That , therefore, in no direct and proper sense , can the
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" State have a character directly religious." Nor in any other

sense religious , than a railroad corporation must be religious.

That government is of Divine appointment, no more infers that

government is a religious thing, than the fact that Cyrus was

constituted a government by Divine appointment infers that

Cyrus was religious.

4. That the ground on which our laws recognize the Sabbath

as a day of rest , and prohibit blasphemy, appoint oaths , &c . , is

not because the State as a religious “ moral person ” determines

the Sabbath to be of Divine authority , or that blasphemy is a

sin against God , or that God will punish men who swear falsely,

but simply that the people who have created the government

believe the Sabbath to be of Divine appointment and necessary,

and that the people are aggrieved in their religious feelings by

blasphemy, &c .

5. That it is not one of the functions of the State, as such , to

teach religion , or to send outmissionaries, or to ordain, or cause

to be ordained , Chaplains for its Legislature, and Army and

Navy. Nor does theuseof Chaplains involve any determination

by authority, of the question of religion . But Chaplains are

simply recognized thereby as among the proper personal ne

cessities of the members of the Legislature, or of the men in the

service of the government - just as stationary and fuel and rations

are personal necessities to be provided for . And but for the

peculiar position ofmen in the Army and Navy , which renders

a choice and a " call” of a minister impossible, the government

ought not to assume the prerogative of appointing them . We

hope at another time to return to this subject,

" IS AMERICAN EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANITY A

FAILURE ?"

Time was , even so late as half a century since , when the cry ,

“ Christianity a failure ,” was the watch -word of philosophic

infidelity alone . Grave Savans demonstrated , as they thought,

the inevitable bankruptcy of the whole scheme of revelation,

from its failure, as they averred , to satisfy the scruples of science

-as she discovered now startling variations of the sacred text

now a mysteriously sculptured Zodiac in Egypt — now some curi

ous astronomical tables in India - or now the stony historic

leaves in the lava of Vesuvius.
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It was reserved for our Democratic era and country to hear

this cry no longer from the privileged circles of the Savans

merely, but also from the million ; not only as the dignified

philosophic scoff at all revelation ; but as the only common

catch -word in the Babel chorus of that war song chanted ever

by the allied elements of a nominal as against a real Christianity.

This fact renders it important, therefore , in the outset, to

elucidate and to justify fully the classification of religious ideas

implied in the very terms of our theme— “ Evangelical and Un

evangelical.” If then , it is demanded, why adopt this instead

of the popular distinction ,-as Protestant and Roman Catholic

-Episcopal or Presbyterian - Lutheran - Calvinist, or Armini

an ? We answer-First : because it is our aim to discuss things,

not words—fundamental ideas, not forms . Secondly : because

there is no more fruitful source of the current confusion of ideas

about religion ; or any more favorite battle-ground of mere

theological sophists, than this popular classification of religious

opinions according to some mere historic incident in the

Church , or to the relation of these opinions to great men in the

Church or to some distinction of mere outward form of the

Church . Perhaps no one controversial trick has imposed so

extensively upon the popular mind in modern times, as that of

playing off the word Protestant for a merenegation of faith, or

as a comprehensive term for all phases of religion not Roman

Catholic - not excluding even the vulgar atheism of Theodore

Parker, or the hybrid Mohammedism of the Mormons.

Thirdly : we adopt this, rather than the popular distinctions,

because they are utterly inconsistent with any scientific arrange

ment of the question . As well might one attempt to discuss the

principles of Botany, adopting merely an alphabetical arrange

ment of the popular names of plants. Whereas , on the con

trary , the distinction of evangelical and unevangelical is in

precise analogy with the classification of subjects of science. If

we rightly define religion, with Cicero , as that science which

expounds the relation of obligation between man and his Maker,

then the scientific classification of religious systems should be

according to their theories, severally , of man's natural condition

in the sight of his Maker , and the terms on which man may

secure the Divine favor. This is precisely the nature of the

distinction involved in the use of the term “ Evangelical re

ligion ” -viz : “ the good news" religion. It is that theory

which assumes man to be in a state of guilt and misery, and

comes with the good news? of pardon and strength offered

freely to all who will accept of it . Any theory on the contrary,

which contemplates man as either not originally guilty-or, if

guilty , offers him the favor of God on condition of his working

out some equivalent good works as an offset to his guilt - is

unevangelical, not " good news religion , from the simple fact
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that it brings him no news at all. For already, by the spon

taneous instincts of his moral nature, he knows that innocence

has nothing to be afraid of in all the realms of God , and that a

just equivalent for sin, if it were only procurable, would not

be refused by a righteous Judge. And therefore the announce

ment of such truths can be no “ Evangel, ” no “ good news,"

for however good reasoning, it is no " news" at all. Since,

therefore, it is of the very essence of a logical definition that

it be “ the explication of a thing by its kind and differences , ” it

is manifest from the foregoing views that our definition of

religion as evangelical or unevangelical is the only true scien

tific distinction . Any religion that answers the great question

" What shall I do to be saved ? " by the direction “ believe , ' '

only “ believe with thy heart ,” - is Evangelical ; on the other

hand , any religion which grounds the hope of divine favor on

something in the way of character or merit in the man himself,

is unevangelical. Or again, if we consider the question of

religion in reference , not to its intrinsic nature, but the sources

whence its ideas are derived, we should find the distinction we

have made to be the clearest and most intelligible distinction .

In this view the difference between Evangelical and unevan

gelical religion is organic. As the former of these views of

religion holds as the grand central article of its creed , the jus

tification of man before God by faith only -- though a faith

evidencing itself by works — so its rule of faith, the source from

which it derives its ideas, is the word of God only. Whereas

it is the grand characteristic of all unevangelical theories of re

ligion , that whilst they may agree to the word of God as the

rule, they at the same sime strike out the " only ." Obviously

it is little matter what other thing is appended to the Bible, as

a part of the rule, it must change essentially the character of

the religion derived from its rule. For the difference be

tween an authority wholly divine , and an authority partly

divine and partly human , is in its nature an infinite dif

ference. The religion, therefore, founded upon a rule of faith

wholly divine , is generically a different religion from any

that is founded on even the divine word , and also additions

thereto. And these latter must scientifically be considered as

belonging to the same genus, however variant the species . All

religionsare properly classed as unevangelical therefore, that

strike out the wonly '' from the definition of the rule of faith ;

and that no matter what they add , or however discordant

the addition , whether it be traditions and dogmas of coun

cils , or the antecedent speculations of reason or the supple

mental revelation of Joe Smith's Golden book , or the supple

mental communications from heaven, strangely enough sent,

through either wooden table legs or through wooden human

heads, by " spirits, red , white, or grey .”
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And these more abstract views of the subject are at once illus

trated and confirmed by the more practical view of the facts

arising under the outworking of these great principles in the

daily life of the Church . As would naturally be anticipated,

those who hold intrinsically to the same theory of salvation and

a common rule of faith , are found to adhere together in all that

is essential to religion in that view . Whatever varieties in their

external form , or whatever varieties even in the expression of

their creed , yet what is in the creed , being there only because it

is in the Bible first, there can in the nature of the case be no ge

neric difference, whatever the seeming diversity. Nay, the rule

of faith being in the very structure of it a harmony amid diver

sity , a like diversity with harmony must be anticipated in the

religion which is derived from it . As the gospel of Jesus is yet

a four-fold gospel-of Matthew , Mark , Luke and John ; as the

one theology is yet a two- fold theology - now the theology of

Paul starting with man groaning, “ 0 wretched man that I

am , who shall deliver me ? " and ascending height upon height

till thegroan becomes a shout from the Alpine summit = " Thanks

be to God who giveth us the victory !” — and now again the

theology of John, starting from the throne of God and coming

down with its shout , “ God is Love ” -As there is one practi

cal Christian life , yet two-fold — now of Peter teaching men how

to suffer for Jesus, and now of James teaching men how to work

for Jesus — soweshould expect to find the one Evangelical Church

of God , yet diverse in the outward exhibitions of its inner life .

And the most slight and casual observation of the actual rela

tions of these evangelical bodies of Christians will manifest the

truth of these general views . In spiteof many differences they

tend ever to unite in common objects with each other, but never

with those of the other classes . However they differ ,and how

ever strong the prejudices in favor of favorite forms of the

Church , neither ever objects against theothers teaching his

child the way of salvation , apart from all questions of form ;

while scarcely, if ever , will the intelligent man of either of the

two great classes be found willing to have the other teach his

family his exposition of the way of salvation . So in the hour

of sorrow , or of approaching death , when the soul of man is

made conscious of his need of the great truths of religion , the

professor of one form of evangelical faith , in the absence of his

own religious guide, is not only willing to receive , but grateful

for the guidance of the other.

Harmony out of diversity is then the law of the Church as of

the rule of faith. Hence may be seen why we speak of Evange

lical religion as one thing , though of different names ; and also

may be seen the groundlessness of the scoff and cavil at these di

versities , as though inconsistent with the truth of their religion .

There is no essential dissonance - nay, there is combination of
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all in harmony. Just as we remember to have heard that won

drous combination of most unlike sounds - yea, by most unlike

instruments - in the Julien band ;—all would seem to be sepa

rate , and each musician intent upon his own part , as though un

conscious of the presence of any other but he. This one with

his Obæ at work as if the atmosphere were made for nothing

else than to conduct the sounds of the Obe . This one tooting

upon his great horn , as though the world of men were made

simply to be an audience to the notes of the horn . This one

sawing upon his viol as though the chief end of man were to

saw music out of the viol. All seem to be independent, and each

to have his own one idea , and yet the work of all combined was

glorious harmony. Just so all these varieties of Evangelical reli

gion, make the one glorious harmony in the anthem of “ Grace !

Grace ! ” that ascends ever from earth to heaven . This then is

that Evangelical Christianity concerning whose position and

prospects weproposed to inquire. And if we seem to have dwelt

long on the preliminary exposition , it will be found, presently,

that we have rather saved time greatly thereby, for we have now

the matter of inquiry so distinctly before us that nothing is

wanting but a few synoptical statements to complete our answer

to the question - is it a failure ? and to give the answer, and that

in shape of stubborn facts, easily remembered and not to be gain

sayed .

But whence comes this hue and cry of the failure of Christi

anity ? We are obliged to glance, at least , at the answer to this

question in order to appreciate the force of any response to the

clamor. So far as relates to its philosophic history we may

state in a word that this cant of Christianity a failure, comes im

ported to us from Britain , whither it liad been imported from the

neological schools of Germany; and was the next phase of the

fashion , after the going out of vogue of the cant made current by

the celebrated satanic school of Literature.

It was a natural and fit succession . For as the cardinal arti

cle of the creed of the satanic school was “ whatever is , is wrong,

and as it had become fashionable to regard modern society with

its marrriage laws and family notions, as a profound failure;

and gloomy and interesting young gentlemen professed to find

life itself a blank at the age of twenty - five, it was therefore a

most natural and easy change of the fashion , to find next, the

church a failure, and all religion but " unreality and sham .'

Of this new fashion the two Newmans - Francis William of the

Westminster Review , and John Henry, of Oxford Tract notori

ety - became chiefly the articulate voice. It is no paradoxical

classification which puts them in the same category—though

apparently at opposite poles. So far as concerns religion - evan

gelical religion — their clamors were remarkably in unison .

And though travelling in exactly opposite directions , they ar
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rived after a Columbus voyage of circumnavigation of thespirit

ual globe at the same point, in regard to ourreligion. The one

travelling east through realms of old and venerable traditions ;

the other westward over wild and trackless ocean wastes of
specu

lation, meet again - one as he comes in shouting " no bibliola

try ,” but the voice of the church - the other, “ no bibliolatry ”

but the voice of the soul within . And in like manner, on our

own side of the Atlantic , so far as concerns the mere intellectual

fashion of this cant , we have had a remarkable parallelism to the

English case in the very similar spiritual histories of two young

men, (originally personal friends we believe , ) who, starting from

the same point, also have performed a similar circumnavigation :

we allude to Orestes A. Brownson and Theodore Parker . And

we cite them as illustrations of the fact of which we speak ; and as,

both of them , remarkably representative men . We mean not

in the sense of representing the religious sects to which they

severally adhere, but representatives of a certain class of ideas

in a modern American philosophy which finds Christianity, the

Christianity ofthis country, a failure- an " unreality and sham ."

True , there is a most important sense in which those writers

represent most faithfully the two great evangelical sects to which

they belong . But it would be unjust to hold all of either of

these sects to the opinions of representatives whom they some

times seem eager to disown . However, they may be grateful

to them for their attacks on all other religions in general

they seem disposed to have more regard for them as independent

volunteers for a “ free fight , ' ' than a portion of the regular army

responsible to the laws of war.

But as already intimated, with us the cry no longer confines

itself to the intellectual men . Once the fashion set, all sorts of

men of all sorts of incredible impostures , take up the cry , and

with most ludicrous pomp , discourse of the “ failure of the

Church ,” — “ failure of Protestantism , failure of Christianity .”

While , as of old, here philosophy, falsely so called , with

haughty patronizing sneer, suggests thefailure to meet the de

mands of science for an explanation of her facts : -or , here, again ,

Pantheistic Spiritualism , proclaims all without the soul of man

to be unreality and sham , and christianity a failure to satisfy

the yearnings of its infinite soul within-or , here , secularism

with its evangel of a new social structure, scoffs at the failure of

the church to relieve the beggaryand wretchedness of a suffering

humanity :-on the other handall manner of fanaticisms, taking

up the burden , rant at every street corner amid the busy toiling

multitudes. Here pseudo philanthropism rants at the church's

failure to fulminate blasphemous anathemas over humanity

chattelized. Here baptised infidelity , given over to driveling

delusion, mumbles its pious curses and its dogmatic assurances

that Protestantism is a failure. Here debased and degraded
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sensualism proclaims a new latter -day church , risen upon the

ruins of Christianity already passed away . Here brazen -faced

imposture chuckles over the credulity of nineteenth -centuryism ;

—and any, and every braying ass, assuming the philosophic

lion's skin, most solemnly swears to his captives,-silly women

of either sex-by his own long ears , that the church - that is

the revelation that is , has failed to meet the necessities of na

tures so lofty as theirs ! And whatever be the alleged point of

failure, all combine to declare that the church and christianity

is utterly losing hold of the people .

Now , to the grand burden of this Babel chorus, we have a

very simple answer to make; a simple statement of facts against

these balloon-fulls of theoretic gas. What has the Evangelical

Church done here in America ? What is the present position

and strength relatively to her unevangelical opponents and to

professed indifferency ?

With a view to the illustration of the general subject , we have

condensed the results of a somewhat careful investigation of the

statistics of Religion in the United States, into a general tabular

form , so as to exhibit at a glance the relative position of Evan

gelical to unevangelical religious organizations, and to the

population of the whole country. For the facts contained in

the table , we have relied in chief upon the last year's official re

ports of the several bodies of christians. For some of the

smaller bodies whose statistics were not within reach , we have

relied upon the admirable report of Dr. Baird on religion in

America, to the Conference at Paris, in August, 1855-- a pam

phlet which we would recommend to the reading of all who feel

an interest in such views as we are now considering . Most of

the estimates of the value of church property and church accom

modations are based upon the census of 1850, with certain por

tions of Prof. De Bows estimates. For the exhibit of the Roman

Catholic Church, we have relied upon the statistics and estimates

of the large almanac of the Lucas Brothers, of Baltimore (Ro

man Catholic .)

As it is the purpose of this exhibit to illustrate a general idea,

rather than present accurate details , we have used in every case ,

merely the nearest round numbers, that the facts may more

readily be borne in memory . And , lastly , we have selected only

those elements of religious statistics which are most important

in estimating the strength and activity of such organizations.

First ; the number of ministers engaged-next the number of

members in actual communion with the church . Thirdly : the

amounts raised annually for their benevolent objects as indica

tive of the spirit and activity of the body . 4th ; the value of the

property occupied by them . 5th ; the amount of accommodation

provided for the hearing of the Gospel. And, lastly , the por

tion of the population of the country directly or indirectly con
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nected with the congregationsby reason of their general religious

preferences. To avoid prolixity , we have grouped together bo

dies of the same general character

1. Evangelical Denominations.
Several bodies of Methodists,

Several bodies of Ev. Baptists,

Several Presbyterian Bodies,

Episcopal ,

Lutheran ,

Orthodox Congregationalists,

Other smallerEvangelical Bodies,

Total ,

2. Unevangelical Denominations .

Roman Catholic ,

Unitarian ,

Universalists ,

Campbellites and Christian,

Other Unevangelical Denominations ,

Total,

8,500 1,500,000 $ 750,000 $ 15,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000

10,000 1,250,000 11,000,000 3,250,000 5,000,000

6,000 600,000 750,000 20,000,000 2,500,000 2,750,000

1,800 108,000 728,000 11,500,000 650,000 600,000

1,000 230,000 3,000,000 600,000 850,000

1,800 200,000 8,000,000 800,000 800,000

1,000 112,000 1,500,000 450,000 500,000

30,100 4,056,000 $ 70,000,000 12,250,000 16,500,000

1,800
250 35,000

650

1,350 150,000
50 51,000

10,000,000 750,000 2,250,000

4,000,000 140,000 150,000

1,250,000 205,000 200,000

1,000,000 350,000 600,000

1,750,000 150,000 200,000

$ 18,000,000 1,595,000 3,400,0004,100

Before proceeding to remark on the facts presented in this

table, let it be distinctly understood that we are far from pre

senting this array of the numbers and strength of evangelical

religion inthe way of proof of the truth of this, as against any

other religion. Evangelical religion must be the last to teach

that truth goes by majorities. Nor are we disposed either to lay

much stress upon the fact that our Church makes progress in so

enlightened an age and country . On the Evangelical theory, the

obstacles that oppose the reception of the true faith in the hearts

of men are not removed by the enlightenment of the age . Nor

is the enlightenment of the age any guarantee against even the

grossest forms of delusion . Man
“ Man is not rational, but rather

has capacity for being rational , If the fact of making the

greatest number of converts is to be relied on , then Mormonism

stands high, for it is a pregnant fact against this wholeboasting

of converts in this great age and country, that Mormonism num

bers its hundreds ofthousands. And surely if the question is to

be carried by the loudest boasting of converts, spiritual rapping

ism stands beyond all hope of rivalry , for we find in one of the

organs of that grand burlesque of 19th centuryism , under date of

12th January last, this modest estimate:- " In addition to more

than 3,000,000 believers in the United States , it numbers among

its converts more than 25,000 professed infidels , whom the teach

ings of the Bible and theefforts of the clergy in vain sought to

arrest or control.” Surely, after this , boasting of converts will
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be at a discount. But this table serves far higher ends. A

slight examination of it reveals several very striking facts in

regard to the religion of our country. First: as a general state

ment of the relative numerical strength of religion , it brings out

this grand total , that out of a population estimated at twenty

six and a half millions, we have sixteen and a half millions

(near two -thirds of the whole) connected by education and sym

pathy with the evangelical bodies. Three millions and a half,

something more than one-eighth of the whole , connected with

unevangelical bodies ; and six millions and a half, about one

fourth of the whole, under no ascertained relations to either.

In so far as concerns the cry of failure, with reference to which

only it is presented, it certainly leavesthat cry with its “ spinal

column broken . ”

A second fact from this view is, that these bodies composing

the two -thirds of the population , in spite of all the clamor and

demagoguery to the contrary, are tolerant in their spirit, not

from want of power, but in accordance with true principle. For

not only is the very abuse founded upon them so incessantly by

some of the weaker parties, itself a standing contradiction of the

authors of it , but also the rapid growth , and the spread of more

and more liberal views with the growth and spread of the in

fluence of these great bodies, demonstrates that their influence

is all in favor of “ largest liberty ” as their professions are.

Why has the question of the Baptist vote or of the Methodist

vote never yet in the history of our politics been made an ele

ment in calculating the prospects of a candidate for the Presi

dency ? Surely not because the vote of one-fourth of the entire

nation was unimportant, but simply because “ the Baptist

principles ” and “ the Methodist principles ” made it needless

for politicians to ask for it - simply because the spirit of evan

gelical religion accords with the spirit of Him who said , “ My

kingdom is not of this world .”

A third fact is made manifest from this view , to wit : the tri

umphant success of the voluntary principle in sustaining the

institutions of religion . Here in the space of fifty years have

been built Churches enough to afford sittings to thirteen and a

half millions of people,—full two -thirds of the entire adult

population of the country ; an evangelical ministry of 30,000—

sufficient to supply one to every ninehundred of the inhabitants ;

a Church membership , in full communion, of four millions

nearly one in four of all the adult population ; near seventy

millions invested in Church property by voluntary gift of the

people ; twenty millions annually expended in supporting their

own ministers and ordinances—also voluntary offerings of the

people; and perhaps not less than four millions expended annu

ally in the efforts to send the gospel with its blessings to others

in all parts of the world .
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Here is the evidence we have to offer that Evangelical religion

needs only to be let alone. And here, at the same time, our

answer to the clamor of " Protestantism a failure.” Surely if

a failure, it has failed “ full-handed !” With such assets as

these , might not charity and kind feeling call it a " suspension ”

rather than a " failure ? ” Thirty thousand ministers ; four

millions of Church members ; seventy millionsinvested in Church

property ; twenty millions annually raised for the support of

ordinances at home , and four millions for the spread of the gos

pel abroad ; twelve millions of sittings in their houses of wor

ship for our sixteen and a half millions of population . Will

they not soften down the clamor to simple " suspension? ” And

yet wehave taken no account of the Church's investment in ed

ucational agencies. If space permitted to tabulate and analyze

the educational efforts of the evangelical churches ; if we should

calculate the direct agencies of these religious bodies in furnish

ing the means , especially of the higher education of the gene

ration of men now on the public stage , and making provisions

for coming generations , it might turn out not less surprising

than the facts already exhibited . And on this score , if no other ,

would we plead with those profound scoffers at the Church,

whose intellects have reached such a vast expansion , that even

the Church and her christianity have become dwarfed into child

ishness — we would ask themto remember, in the sovereignty of

their contempt, for how much of that superiority of knowledge

and mental discipline they are indebted to the Church at whom

they scoff ? If the Church of God is to be contemned for her

imbecility, she at least deserves some gratitude and respect for

helping them to become so great. But we shall have failed to

appreciate the full force of the answer above made to the cry,

" the Church a failure ," until we come to inquire into the rela

tion of the present to the past state of things, and the growth

of the evangelical Church as compared with the growth of the

country itself.

It is claimed by Archbishop Hughes, that the growth of the

Roman Catholic body, from Father Carroll and 24 priests and

30,000 people , at its organization in 1785 , to its present extent

of 1,800 priests and two and a quarter millions of population in

1855 , is a most conclusive proof that in America that Church is

no failure. But what thenof the Methodist Church , whose first

single church was organized within a few months of the date of

Father Carroll's commission, and which has grown from that

one Church, in the same space of time, to a ministry of 8,500,

(besides her 12,000 local preachers,) to a membership of a mil

lion and a half,—and to a population of six millions, against

the Roman Catholic population of two and a quarter millions ?

What of the Baptist Church that,during about the same period,

has grown from perhaps some 450 ministers and 40,000 mem
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bers to 10,000 ministers, a million and a quarter of members,

and a population of five millions ? What of the Presbyterians

of the two Assemblies, who organized in 1789 with their 177

ministers and probably 30,000 communicants, and during a cor

responding period have grown to 4,000 ministers, near half a

million of communicants, and a population of some two mil

lions ? But it must be borne in mind in this comparison , that

several most important abatements are to be made from this

view of the Roman Catholic statistics — first : that during this

period the filibustering propensities of the American people had

bought up, or fought into the original territory over two millions

of square miles , more than twice the original area of the coun

try , and all that , save Oregon , perhaps, Roman Catholic terri

tory.

What aid came from that quarter in the way of helping to

make up the present two and a quarter millions of Roman Ca

tholic population may be inferred from the fact that by the sum

mary of the Roman Catholic population , given in the almanac

of Messrs. Lucas from the reports of the Bishops of each dio

cese , out of the 1,996,000 there reported, near 400,000, about

one-fifth of the whole, are reported from this annexed Roman

Catholic territory : Thus, New Orleans 175,000, Natchitoches

30,000 , Santa Fe 68,000, San Francisco 70,000, Monterey,

28,000, &c . From Texas no report . With some half a million

of the original stock , or their offspring, thus converted into

American Catholics,by act of the Government, not of theChurch ;

and the eleven hundred thousand acknowledged on all hands to

have been imported , we may be able to account for the remain

ing 800,000 of Roman Catholic population much more easily than

for the six millions Methodists, even without the help of native

converts from Protestantism . But after an examination of these

statistics in the almanac of the Messrs . Lucas, we feel constrain

edto differ materially from Archbishop Hughes' conjecture of

only eleven hundred thousand foreign Catholic population , out

of the two and a quarter millions , against twelve hundred and

odd thousand American born , at least independent of the half

million of the annexed and their descendants . In the first

place, to read aloud a page of the alphabetical roll of the Priest

hood in the almanac referred to , and then a page of a Methodist

Conference roll, or a Presbyterian General Assembly roll , will of

itself throw suspicion upon this theory. The large proportion

of the sounds of the names utterly impracticable to an English

tongue, (we should judge 35 out of 50 on a page ,) indicates a

far greater proportion of foreign element in the Church . Think

of the roll of the ministry of a native American Church , that

can boast the romantic prefix of “ De, ” twenty -five times re

peated in a roll of 1,800 , and the jolly Irish O' , some 84 , and

yet but two John Smiths, three Millers, two Wilsons , and not a

Robinson ! To the great mass of the people , this fact alone

would be very significant.
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more .

There are , however, some grave facts in these reports of several

dioceses. Among themost significant of these is the distribution of

this population. Inthe dioceses of the four great commercial cities ,

New York , Philadelphia, Baltimore and New Orleans, four out

of forty-one , are reported 448 clergy-one-fourth of the whole

priesthood — 348 churches-near one- fifth of the whole, and

700,000 population, near one-third of the whole. No one living

in these cities need be told that the foreign immigration accounts

for these in large part . So again , what is rather more remark

able from the dioceses of the four new western cities , Buffalo,

Cincinnati, Chicago and Milwaukie, the four great centres of

attraction to western immigration , we have reported 430,000

Can any one be at a loss to account for the origin of

these ? Here then , in and around these four eastern centres of

foreign commerce , and four western centres of emigration , we

have already over one -half of the entire Roman Catholic popu

lation . And from this view of the matter is it not apparent that

we have no need of any ingenious speculation as to the reason

of this phenomenon of the two and a quarter millions ? That the

philosopher ought first to let the fish drop into the brimfull

bowl of water without causing overflow , before he begins to ac

count for the water not running over.

From all that has been said it is manifest that, considering

the sources of the growth of the Roman Catholic population , in

connection with the present relation of this to the Evangelical

portion of the country , Dr. Brownson and the organ of the

Archbishop of New York should, at least , have hesitated to make

themselves conspicuous in this clamor of “ Evangelical Religion

a Failure .

We find that space will not permit us even to attempt an an

alysis of the growth of the other unevangelical sects of the

country. For the same reason , we shall be obliged to omit the

comparison which we intended between the growth of the Evan

gelical churches and the growth of the country itself, during

the same period, from five millions to twenty -six and a half mil

lions . Suffice it to say , the result would establish the fact that,

great as has been the growth of the country , the growth of the

Evangelical churches has been much greater . So far from fall

ing behind , as is constantly asserted, they gain upon the popu

lation . Whilst the population, in the first half of the present

century, multiplied four times and a half, the ministers and

communicants of Evangelical churches multiplied near ten

times . This argument, however, cannot now be pursued .

As to the prospect for the future , we have little to say.
For

the same reason that Evangelical Christianity is not disposed to

press past success as an argument, for its truth as a religion , it

is as little disposed to rest on outward prospects for the future.

For however bright the prospect — nay, however great the suc
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cess, which already attained , spiritual declension may begin in

the midst of the highest prosperity. Evangelical faith, as em

bodied in the Church of God , has ever been peculiar in the

world's history as the only embodiment of thought that can

survive decline, and even apparent ruin . That Church floated

once , a single speck upon the blank desolation of waters which

was a dead world's winding sheet-yea, and even then was nur

sing a traitorous Ham , to become a scoffer at her " failures ." A

thousand years later that Church hid herself in the dens and

caves of her own covenanted inheritance, where under David

and Solomon she sat queen of empires ; then, a thousand years

later, she stood represented by a lone widow and her three

friends by the cross of her murdered Lord . Yea , and a thousand

years later , after unparalelled triumphs, once more was driven

to her lone eyrie in the Alps . And therefore if even now her

dominions were from the river to the ends of the earth ,” true

faith would not point to that as the ground of her confidence.

The falling away may follow that. The great battle of Arma

geddon may remain still to be fought . True faith rests her

hope of conquest simply on the promise, “ I will give the utter

most parts of the earth for thy possession.” The Church's

Sovereign holds a title to the whole world against adverse pos

session. And thoughAnd though “ possession be nine points of the law ,

it shall not stand good , nor shall limitation be a bar , no matter

how long it runs. Standing upon this promise, the true Church

of God calmly waits , unterrified by all the clamor of besieging

legions .

History dwells with exultation upon the story of how stern

old Rome, with Hannibal at her gates, went on with the public

sale of her grounds ; and the auctioneer put up the very lots

upon which the Carthagenian was encamped , and sold them too ,

at no sacrifice of price. Just so the Church of God . Amid the

clamor of these combined hosts, of her " failure" and their

certain triumph , she goes forward offering to the enterprise of

her people, the very ground upon which the fiercest of her foes

encamp . True, alas, it is , in an important sense , the Church of

our day fails — fails in faithfulness - fails in holy zeal — fails to

make half the impression she ought ; but not true in the sense

of her foes. The Church herself, now in the winter of her

discontent, " takes up the complaint of failure. And the great

mistake ofher foes is that they, judging bythe outward appear

ance only , know not that this is her strength.

Imagine some Esquimaux who had heard the description of

the country and home he had left from Dr. Kane-a descrip

tion of nature all alive in balmy breezes , flowing streams, and

green fields, and golden harvests — which to the inhabitants of

the polar circle , would seem as wild and fanciful as the Church's

description of Millennial glory . But imagine now that, lured

66
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by the enchanting picture, the Esquimeaux had left all and

followed Dr. Kane, and arrived hereat any time within the last

six weeks , what language could he find to express strongly

enough his deep conviction that Dr. Kane had deluded him with

the merest yarn -spinning ?

Where are the running streams, and green fieldsof the living

nature ? Alas , these terrific blasts have killed her ? She is

dead and wrapped in her white winding-sheet - just as at the

poles! All this seems indisputable proof to him of the utter

failure of Dr. Kane's promises . And seems so simply because

he perceives not the one grand fact, that nature is not dead

but sleepeth .” He understands not that faith in the power and

goodness of God , which is hid in the hearts of our people, that

summer and winter , seed -time and harvest shall not cease .

That in due time His love shall breathe itself forth in soft breezes

and warm sunshine. Nature shall have a resurrection ; the

tender buds shall begin to burst , the green blade to spring forth,

the blossom to expand , and in its season the golden harvest be

shouted home by the voices of happy myriads ! So with the

Church ofGod—the decline of herzeal, and thechilling down

of her active life may call forth many a terrific blast to sweep

over her surface, as fierce and loud as blowing geese and hissing

adders and well plied puffing bellows can make it—and the cry

through a whole spiritual January be— “ the church is a failure,

is dead ;" but " her life is hid with Christ in God. "

As to the external prospects for the future of the American

Evangelical Church , everything is full of encouragement. Such

a country — such a race of men — such agencies for doing good

such strength already attained — what shall limit the results ?

Amid all the elements that enter into the calculation for the

future, we see but one—save that of desertion of God's Spirit,

which can possibly stay the progress of Evangelical religion.

And thatone not to befearedfor any intrinsicpower in itself,

but simply from its satanic recklessness in doing evil . We

allude to that Atheistic pseudo Philanthropism whose zeal for

the down- trodden and oppressed instead of assuming the natural

phase of kindness and sympathy for the suffering, aspires to the

glory of destroying the glorious theatre which God hath erected

here, as if for the very purpose of displaying the gloryof his

Church , and thereby, if possible to win the world to himself.

All else would seem to indicate the speedy , universal trimuph

of true religion.

Here then is our answer to the cavil of failure in the ordinary

and popular sense in which it has been applied to the Church.

And here finally is our answer to the manifold phases of the

same cavil among the speculators and essayists of the age.

“ Where are the great men of the Church ? ” ask these logical

Goliaths in proof that the glory of the Church has departed.
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Where now the Titans who warred in past ages — the Cudworths

—the Hookers - the Leslies and their hosts ; that Christianity

(as saith the Westminster Review ) hath failed to meet her mod

enemies on the field of battle ? “ Here ! ' ' we answer,

" feeding and taking care of these four millions of God's re

deemed ones and proclaiming still, There is room ! There is

room !” Other employmentby far hath God for the great intel

lects of his Church now than spinning metaphysical cobwebs to

catch such flies as you . He has interfused the intellect of the

Churchwith that practical spirit which glories more in saving

one soul from destruction than impaling two infidels on either

horn of a merciless dilemma .

“ Where now the martyr spirit to suffer for Jesus," ask you?

" Here !" changed into the propagandist spirit to labor for

Jesus. God raises not up the martyrs for holiday show . When

the hour for suffering and testifying to the death shall come,

then shall the martyr spirit be found. The same Spirit traces

the same lineaments upon the souls now as ever . But as with

sympathetic ink that shows not till exposed to the heat of the

fiery furnace of afliiction . Martyrs will they be, when martyrs

are wanting

" Where,do you ask, is the spirit of holy ambition thatinspired

her heroes in time past, to toil and struggle in the Church's

defence ? "

" Here ! ” ' at work in this great world-field , with its Chinese

walls all broken down, aspiring to gather trophies of God's

saving grace to be “ stars in their crown of rejoicing,” rather

than trophies of fading laurels won in academic logical victories

over such as you . “ Here ,'' at work among the million , who

have snatched from the Monarch his sceptre - in the true spirit

of this new democratic age recognizing the truth that all men

are equal as before the law , and still more that all souls are

equal as before God. Wisely choosing to expend their strength

for the docile thousands that will hear God's voice rather than

in hopeless struggle with the one disputer, of this world ,"

given over to strong delusion to believe a lie. If Christianity

has " failed ,” it has been only in the same sense , as she has

been wont to fail from the first --namely, to accomplish the

conversion of such as , from the foregone conclusions of folly ,

prejudice and pride, “ will not come to Him that they may have

life .”
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STATISTICKS OF CHURCH SEMINARIES , AND EDUCA

TION IN THEM FOR 1855-6 .

We have had access to the Catalogues of Princeton, Alleghe

ny , and Danville Seminaries , for the session of 1855–6 : and

propose to analize their statistical statements, and illustrate their

significance. We have not seen any thing from either of the

remaining Seminaries .

The three Seminaries above named , are under the care of the

General Assembly : and are therefore in a manner , the property

of the whole church. They are a part of the instrumentality

used by the church, in executing one of its plainest as well as

most important duties — in striving to perpetuate an adequate

supply of able and faithful ministers of the gospel . No part of

the operations of the Church , ought to be more carefully regard

ed , more liberally provided for, or more deeply sympathised

with, by the people of God , than this vital part of them .

These three Seminaries were establishedby the General As

eembly , --Princeton in 1810, - Allegheny in 1826 , sixteen years

after Princeton ,-Danville in 1853-twenty-seven years after

Allegheny . They are located nearly on an east and west line

passing through the central portion of the nation on the east side

of theMississippi river : Princeton and Danville being seven or

eighthundredmiles apart, and Allegheny aboutmid -waybetween

them ! Princeton in New Jersey , and Allegheny in Pennsylva

nia , are located in two of the more southerly of the sixteen non

slaveholding States : Danville in Kentucky islocated in one of

the most northern of the fifteen slave-holding States . The first

of these Seminaries was established 21 years after the organiza

tion of the General Assembly, the second one 37 years , and the

third one 64 years after that event . The first one is now 46

years old , the second one 30 years old , and the third one 3 years

old .

The number of candidates for the Gospel Ministry reported

in the Minutes of the Assembly for 1855, is 435. The Report

of the Board of Education for 1855 , states the number of candi

dates under its care at 364. We have no means of determining

with certainty what proportion of these candidates reported

either by the Presbyteries or the Board of Education , are in their

preliminary course — and what proportion are pursuing Theolo

gical studies. It is to be regretted that both sets of reports do

not distinguish precisely, on this very important part of a most

important subject. Will the Clerks of the Assembly, and the

Secretary of the Board, try to have matters put on a better foot

ing ?

Princeton has , according to its catalogue , 100 candidates for

the ministry studying there this session : Allegheny has 76 :
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Danville has 45 : in all 221. Resident Graduates and Resident

Licentiates are omitted in all cases : the whole number of both

classes however is but 5 , of whom 3 are at Allegheny and 2 at

Princeton. Such private information as we have, leads us to

suppose that the whole number of candidates for the ministry at

Columbia, Prince Edward and Albany, does not not exceed 70

this session : making , for the six Seminaries about 290 students

in all . If the whole number reported by the Board of Educa

tion ( 364) were studying theology — then about 74 of them would

be studying privately-even if all the students in all the Semi

naries were Beneficiaries. But as it is probable that not so many

as half of them , probably not one -third of them are Beneficia

ries : and as it is believed nearly all the Beneficiaries of the

Board who finally reach the ministry - do study in some Semi

nary : upon rectifying the matter by these principles, it is pro

bable that of the Beneficiaries of the Board, not above 120 out

of 364, are in their Theological course ; and that out of 290

students in the Seminaries, at least 170 have no connection

with the Board of Education . Moreover, if the whole of the

435 candidates reported by thePresbyteries to the last Assembly,

were students of Theology, then at least 145 of them were

studying privately . But as it is known that many students of

Theologyin our Seminaries do not put themselves under the care

of any Presbytery until they are nearly ready to ask for License

(a most unsafe and improper practice ): and as it is also known

that many of those reported by the Presbyteries as candidates ,

are in Colleges and Academies ; there are no means of forming

even an approximate conjecture, as to the proportion of the 290

students in the Seminaries, who are embraced in the 435 candi

dates reported by the Presbyteries : no means, therefore , of even

guessing, how many of the 435 are students of Theology : no

means of forming the remotest conjecture, what proportion of

those amongst these 435 who are students of Theology , are

studying privately. Surely statisticks which are of no value in

enabling one even to guess at important facts, need to be put on

a more sensible plan . One more source of error , is outside of all

these Reports. These 290 students in the Seminaries, are not all

members of our church or looking to our ministry : a number of

them , no one can tell by means of any published information,

how many , are members of other christian denominations : but so

many as they may be — that for an error is produced every time

they are counted - an error vitiating every subsequent result .

If we have been accurate in a hasty count, the 100 students

at Princeton , are distributed as follows : 36 of them reside in

New York — 28 of them in Pennsylvania - 11 in New Jersey-6

in Ohio — from those 4 States 81 - while the remaining 19, are

collected from 11 other States—except that one is a foreigner,

and the residence of one is not stated . Of these 11 States last
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mentioned , Indiana and Missouri, furnish 3 each : Virginia, N.

Carolina , S. Carolina, and Georgia 2 each : and Iowa, Illinois ,

Michigan , Wisconsin and Alabama 1 each . Twelve States , in

cluding Ohio - furnish 25 students : three States around the

Seminary, to wit, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania ,

furnish 75 students : and sixteen States are without any

student in that Seminary. So far as these statisticks reveal the

state of public feeling, Princeton has a hold , more or less , in

various parts of the Union , more or less remote from it : but its

reliable patronage is local . This is a most weighty fact : and

must have results of great importance in many ways. We ob

serve with surprise that not a single student of Theology from

all New England is found in any of these Seminaries. This

also is a most significant fact.

Again if our hurried count is correct , the 76 students in Al

legheny, are distributed as follows : 53 from Pennsylvania, 14

from Ohio — making 67 from those two States : while the re

maining 9 come from 5 of our States-and 3 foreign countries .

Of these 5 States, Virginia furnishes 2 students, and Iowa , In

diana, Tennessee and New York 1 each . Here the local patron

age is almost the totality . Out of our 31 States , only 7 are re

presented at all ; while of these 7 , there are 4 who send 1 stu

dent each , and i that sends 2 students : and 24 States are with

out a student there. It is Pennsylvania — aided by Ohio, which

furnishes the students for this important Institution . The two

Colleges near to it, at Canonsburg and Washington, graduated

no less than 53 of its 76 students : as we observe that Nassau

Hall graduated 34 of the 100 at Princeton. That noble Pres

byterian Population of Pennsylvania furnishes 84 of the 221

candidates now pursuing their studies at Princeton , Allegheny

and Danville .

Supposing our rapid count to be again correct , in the case of

Danville , its 45 students are distributed as follows: 12 from

Kentucky, 10 from Ohio , 6 from Tennessee, 6 from Virginia,

making 34 from these 4 States : the remaining 11 are gathered

from 6 other States , except that 1 is from the District of Col

umbia , and 1 is a Prussian . Those 6 States , are Pennsylvania

3 students, Illinois 2, South Carolina , Mississippi, Alabama,

and Maryland 1 each . By the way the only Marylander in any

of these Seminaries, is the one in Danville : and we observe no

Kentuckian or Mississippian , reported in any Seminary but it.

Ohio divides her patronage—14 to Allegheny, 10 to Danville, 6

to Princeton . Of our 31 States, 10 are represented at Danville

but mainly 4 : and 21 are not : nevertheless the figures are

not by any means so decisive in fixing the patronage as local, as

in the case of either of the other Seminaries — more particularly

Allegheny.

In Princeton 15 States are represented : in Danville 10 States
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and the District of Columbia are represented : in Allegheny 7

States are represented . But the rate of 10 States to 45 students

—which is the rate at Danville, ought to have given Princeton

22 States to the 100 students instead of 15 , with the same posi

tion as to local and general patronage. And upon a similar

basis, Allegheny ought to have had students from17 instead of

7 States . Danville appears to have absorbed all the local pa

tronage of Kentucky - and Princeton to have absorbed all the

local patronage of New Jersey ( 12 in the former case-11 in the

latter ), — but Allegheny, though the most local of all — did not

absorb the immense local patronage of Pennsylvania — of whose

students 53 are at Allegheny—28 at Princeton — and 3 at Dan

ville . Considering the relations of Philadelphia and the greater

part of Eastern Pennsylvania, to Princeton , it is rather surpri

sing that her share is not larger, than that it is so large. It is

rather odd that Danville got any there.

There are 19 States represented in these Seminaries taken all

together : to wit : New York , New Jersey , Pennsylvania, Ma

ryland, Virginia , N. Carolina, S. Carolina , Georgia , Alabama,

Mississippi, Tennessee , Kentucky, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin ,

Michigan, Illinois , Indiana, Ohio. There are 12States not repre

sented, to wit : Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont , New Hamp

shire, Connecticui, Rhode Island, Delaware, Florida, Louisiana,

Texas , Arkansas, California . Still however the Presbyterian

Church has important interests , in all these twelve States

unless perhaps in about three of the New England States ; in

terests of the greatest magnitude in several of them . Of the 7

States represented at Allegheny, all except Tennessee, are also

represented at Princeton : 3 out of the 7, to wit , New York ,

Iowa , and Indiana, are not represented at Danville. Out of the

10 States represented at Danville, 6 are not represented at Alle

gheny, to wit : Kentucky , Illinois, South Carolina, Mississippi ,

Alabama, and Maryland : while four ofthem are not represent

ed at Princeton , to wit : Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi and

Maryland . Ofthe 15 States represented at Princeton , 9 are not

represented at Allegheny, to wit : Missouri, Illinois, Wiscon

sin, Michigan , New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia and Alabama: and 9 are not represented at Danville,

to wit : New York , New Jersey , Michigan, Iowa , Indiana, Wis

consin , Missouri, Georgia and North Carolina.

It is rather tedious to adjust these statements , and rather dry,

perhaps , to read them : but whoever will put himself to the

trouble of comprehending the facts themselves, and their signi

ficance,will be rewarded for his pains - provided he cares any

thing about either of these Seminaries, orabout the actual pos

ture of the Presbyterian Church with regard to the position ,

bearing, and probable outworking of the immense question of

Theological Education in its bosom . There is an eternal nexus
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in events : and we had as well examine the way in which it

forces things to tend—and try to estimate the rate, as well as

the direction of the drift. The surest of all methods, in case

like this , is the wise and candid use of accurate facts , past and

present. We have tried to make the facts which lie in silence

and pell-mell, in these three catalogues, articulate and orderly .

Their testimony has surprised us , and instructed us .

We have not said any thing as to the Seminaries themselves ,

in general or in particular . Every one will judge for himself,

as to the advantages afforded by all of them , or any of them .

What the Church does think - and is likely to think — may be

guessed , in part, by the facts we have copied and stated : what

the Church ought to think, these statistics , do not , of course open

their mouthconcerning: nor shallwe , atpresent. Our wish is , that

all these Seminaries may be furnished with every thing that is

really necessary - houses, books , endowments , & c ., & c., to en

able them to do in the most effectual manner , the great and dif

ficult work committed to them . Our conviction is , that they

who do their work as it ought to be done—will risehigher :

while they who do it otherwise, will sink lower . There are

fluctuations in all things human ; and these hidden causes at

work always, disturbing the natural course of things : so that

delay, and some uncertainty, must be expected, in all mortal

things . But, unless we greatly deceive ourselves, the Presbyte

rianpeople of this country have made up their minds to provide

and use an improved article in the way of preaching the Gos

pel. Let those whom it concerns , therefore, take heed ; for

verily they have much at stake .

EDITORIAL EXCHANGE .

FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1856 .

I. The Christian Spiritualist (Rapper . ) Published by the Society for

the diffusion of Spiritual (Rapping) Knowledge. New York , January

12th , 1856 .

Some one having sent us this paper, which purports to be a sort of or

gan ; we have had the curiosity to look into it, and the patience ( for we

mention it as a proof of our remarkable patience) to look through it . It

has occurred to us that we might do a service to our readers, who have not

been favored either with our opportunity or our patience, to present them

with a sort of copy , on a reduced scale, of this picture of Spiritualism ; by

quoting and arranging in some sort of logical order, representative passages

from this paper. The quoting would be easy enough , but as to thearrang

ing, that is a more serious matter . For the ( self-styled ) “ apostles of the

New Dispensation" seem to reason with Rowan Kardin's dying client,
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that as his is a hard case, he had better send for ministers of every sort of

name , and thus secure all the chances. Or what may illustrate the case still

more appropriately; as " fishers of men ,” they seem to operate altogether

with what is known among fishermen — especially in muddy waters in the

West—as a “ trot line” —viz : a long rope stretched in the water, from

which are pendant innumerable hooks, of all sorts of sizes , and freighted

with all sorts of baits ; the purpose being, while securing , in chief, the

larger species , as the mud -cat and others ,whose instincts render them a

sure prey, yet incidentally also to catch the less wary occasional straggler

of the small fry, whose instincts are less muddy - with a view to use them

as bait for the next setting of the line(!) Hence, tberefore, the difficulty

of classifying the utterances of this oracle, and also the still greater diffi

culty of classifying its devotees , in whose Sabbath evening gatherings

around some “ inspired speaker,” may be found not unfrequently side by

side , a member of the last Tom Paine's birth -day committee, and a mem

ber perhaps of the last church business committee. We are driven , there

fore, by the necessity of the case , to the use of parallel columns--by aid

of which we may be able to exhibit, by representative extracts, from this or

gan , a true picture of this “ Christian Spiritualism .” And with a view to the

greatest possible clearness and brevity, we arrange them under the heads

severally of — Philosophy and Theology; of the church, and of themselves,

then opinions of the doings of the body — and lastly , of the agencies by

which the New Evangel is to be spread .

1. PhilosoPHY AND THEOLOGY OF CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALISM .

1. " Of religion—to a thinking genera " To the church we say bear with us."

tiam — that of Christianity is most vital ; 'Spiritualism ( is) not inimicalto Chris

and this , because in its pure philosophy it tianity .”' For though conversing with

is in advance of all the creeds , which from spirits be forbidden by the Old Testament,

time to time have shaken the ground work yet , it is only the New Testament which any

of society. Protestant can recognize as authority in

" The creeds which now exist , or have the case . “ What then does faith in Spiri

had existence in the world , may be said to tualism require ? Only this, that miracles

be the mile marks, or eras of human intelli- are now being wroughtas in the time of

gence , suiting the capacities of particular Christ,"' & c . That the Bible and its teach

ings are a finality for the sake of argument

“ That Christ lived, was impaled, and died we grant . ' '

are historical facts . * * * But are we to " Instead of entering into this wicked

be called upon to believe in a miraculous crusade against Spiritualism , the clergy

birth, and a mysterious death without should hail its re-appearance, its manifes

proof. Because we reject a misera- tations through miracles and clairvoyance,

ble legend which has not the merit even of as an old and powerful ally , and co-work

being new , are they to be consigned to eter- er with them in the great business of pre

nal perdition. The Hindoo Mythology da- paring souls for the joys of a never ending

ting ages before the Christian era , abounds eternity . Such was the original object as

in miraculous conceptions, and other such proclaimed in the Scriptures."

stupendous narratives.'' " Mr. Pierpont, with HenryWard Beech

er, Chapin and others, have had something

to say against wearing the beard and mou

stache. They are atheistic in logic, irrever

ent in character, impious in example, and

inconsistant with these honored antece

dents in Bible times—when thus making

war on the beard ."

2. OPINIONS OF THE CHưRCH—AND OF THEMSELVES.

" Time honored faith is a tyrant over “ In addition to more THAN THREE MIL

timid minds . LIONS OF BELIEVERS in the United States,

The church is feared to-day by people Spiritualism numbers among its converts

who have no faith in its forms, doctrines more than twenty - five thousand professed in

1 * * *

races . '

* * *
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one over

and dogmas, and who have no respect for (fidels, whom the teachings of the Bible and
it . efforts of the clergy IN VAIN SOUGHT TO AR

" Believer in the consoling doctrines of REST, or control.'' ( ! )

spiritual intercourse--those who hast cast " And yet when Spiritualism with its

aside and forever,the teachings of creed and army of teachers tenders its services, it is

form , be thine, ” &c . , &c . " Let all Spirit- spitupon , scoffed at, and rejected . Thus

ualists who have become released from the it was with the people of Israel who reject

bonds of the churches, read this little book .”' fed the Saviour of mankind," &c .

" Thank God ! the chains which have

bound down the world, has been broken .”

&c .

3. OF THE DOINGS OF SPIRITUALISM .

" Some of the most refined and intellect " There hung the bell-wire allin scraps

ual women of Troy are mediumsof these dangling down the wall . Who broke it ?

private circles, and they all live in constant Someunseen power ! Twang ! went the

fear of the church .Heart stricken widowswires Twang ! Twang! A bonnet belong

steal away to the presence ofmediums under ing to a young lady whodislikes spirits,

cover of dark stormy nights to be strengthen- was left a complete wreck . ' '

ed and encouraged by their spirit husbands.”'
Something like a heavy arm or leg float

“ The spirit of Lorenzo Dow came anded over us * * while one was attempting

answered several test questions. If this todescribeitsmanner, he was slapped

measure ( excommunication ) is carried out, upon the forehead so smartly, that every

it will leave some vacant spots in the body one in theroom heard thespank. It would

of the church, and break up some of the have been considered a sound one in the

best choirs in the city ,' &c . nursery ! The tips of the fingers were
downward as if from some

head(!!)

OF THE AGENCIES FOR PROMOTING SPIRITUALISM .

" It is with pleasure that the society for RESIDENCES OF MEDIUMS .

the diffusion of spiritual knowledge in " Mrs. E. J. French , Clairvoyant and

forms the public ** * * That Miss Kate Healing Physician, 341 Broadway, G. A

Fox resumes her labors at the rooms of the Redman, Rapping, Tipping and Writing

society , subject to the direction and pay of Medium , 45 Carver street Boston .”'
the same . She will sit without charge to " J. M. BARNES, Publisher of the Lock

the public , for the benefit of SCEPTICS, or port Messenger, devoted to Spiritual and

such ENQUIRERS as are not yet convinced . *
Anti- Slavery principles, also dealer in

It is expected that those who are con- Spiritual, Anti- Slavery, and Liberal books.”

VERTED will not occupy the time of the me " A. C. STILES, M. D. , Bridgeport, Conn.

dium . "
Is developed as a Clairvoyant Medium ,

Now received and offered for sale at and can describe perfectly the locale of di

the office of the CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST, sease, and the feelings of the patient.

the following works : Those who cannot personally visithim , CAN
HISTORY OF THE ORIGIN OF ALL THINGS- FORWARD A LOCK OF THEIR HAIR . Consulta

written by God's Holy Spirits --through tion fee$ 1. Best consulting physician of the

an earthly medium .
age.” (!!)

SPIRIT VOICES . Odes dictated by spirits.
" MRS. LINES ,

The PhilosoPHY OF CREATION, By Thos. Clairvoyant. Healing and developing me

Paine , through the hand of Horace Wood, dium .

Medium , &c . Those who cannot attend in person, send

PARENTS' GUIDE, or Child -birth made a lock of hair for examination .

easy . THE SPIRIT MINISTREL, a collection P. S. A small FEE to be sent in all let

ofHymns for Spiritualists in the churches,'' ters containing hair ."

&c . & c .

Our space forbids further extracts from the Organ , but we think these

may suffice to enlighten our readers concerning this wonderful phenomenon

of the 19th century. We speak of it as wonderful. To us it is so.

Though not so much because of the wonderfulness of its strange spirit

works, by half, as of the ineffably brazen -faced hypocrisy of the real flesh

and blood , which dares call this blasphemous impertinence " Christian"

spiritualism . After the birth of such a monster as Mormonism in that

great centre of light - Western New York , and in the 19th century - we

* *
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cannot well be astonished at any possible degradation of the human mind .

The effrontery of Joe Smith and Brigham Young was and is utterly in

effable. But what was theirs compared with the nauseous whine and cant

of this vulgar infidel rant against the Word and the Church of God , bap

tizing itself “ Christian ?” The credulity of Joe Smith's dupes was im

measurable, yet what cool philosophic incredulity compared with the

credulity of the victims of this imposture. We speak not now of the poor

agonized , nervous females, already half insane, from loss of husband , chil

dren or friends, whom these impostors, with more than Moloch cruelty,

lure into their dens, with the hope of a message from their dead. God

forbid, our pen should ever drop a word of gall , into the cup of their bitter

ness ! But what shall we say of men — at least those who physically wear

the form of men - led by the nose after such imposture ? To us this is

the true wonder of this phenomenon. We care little to " investigate" (as

their cant is) the wonders done by their “spirits,” till we shall first have

solved the more puzzling riddle involved in the fact of such an insanity of

credulity in the real flesh and blood . Nay, we might perhaps have been

less surprised, that such a phenomenon should find a nativity in the land,

become of late famous for its cod fislı philosophy and wooden nutmeg

theology ; but to think of its ever “ playing its fantastic tricks” outside the

limits of the cod fish malaria ,—even here in our own city ;—this we confess

is to us more amazing than all its achievements, through spiritual bell wires,

spiritual bed -posts, or spiritual spankings. We confess ourselves stumped,

at the threshold of the inquiry . The only solution we can find of the

mystery, is one which would be scouted at by these progressive philosophers.

It is that suggested by an ancient writer, “So that they are without excuse;

because that when they knew God , they glorified him not as God, neither

were they thankful ; but became vain in their imaginations, and their

foolish heart was darkened ; professing themselves to be wise, they became

fools, and changedthe glory of the incorruptible God to four-footed beasts,

(or still worse tables) . For this cause God gave them
up to

vile affections. Andeven as they did not like to retain God in their knowl

edge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind . And then shall that wicked

be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and

shall destroy with the brightness of his coming - even him whose coming is

after the manner of Satan, with all power and signs and lying wonders,

and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish, because

they received not the love of the truth that they might be saved . And

for this cause God shall send them strong delusion that they should not

become incredulous of every thing ,) but that they should believe a lie .”

II. Cyclopaedia of American Literature ; embracing Personal and Cri

tical Notices of Authors, and Selections from their Writings ; from the

the earliestperiod down to the present day; with portraits,autographs.

and other illustrations. By Evert A. Duyckinck and George L. Duy

ckinck. In two volumes . New York : Charles Scribner, 1855 .

These imperial octavos, of about 700 pages each, must have required an

immense research among worm -eaten pamphlets and forgotten biographical

dictionaries. The specimens of writing are not taken from professed

authors merely, but from sernionizers and pamphleteers. It is not to be

expected , that in a work of such magnitude there should not be serious

omissions. But there is one which is unaccountable to us . The compiler

* *
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give us a swarm of small fry, whose only chance for immortality is to be

found in a compilation like this : they have not overlooked the Ballous ,

Hosea , Moses and Adin : they devote two whole pages (a large space in a

work like this) to Mr. E. H. Chapin : but the name of a man who has

written voluminously; who has done more to mould public opinion in this

country, during the last quarter of a century , than any other one man

connected with the Church ; who has a world-wide reputation as a sort of

representative American ; a man, the lustre of whose name will be increas

ing , when the vast majority of those commemorated in this work will be

known only to some indefatigable Dryasdust like the Messrs. Duyckinck-

is not even mentioned, except incidentally in connection with one of the

contributors to the Baltimore Religious and Literary Magazine, of inferior

reputation to himself. That name is ROBERT J. BRECKINRIDGE. If the

Messrs . Duyckinck ever undertake to publish a catalogue of the fixed stars,

they will of course omit Sirius.

What makes the omission the more marked is , that the Compilers, in the

Preface, call special attention to the honour they have done to the South .

They have actually discovered that there is some intellectual power in that

dark corner of the country ; that it can boast of some names worthyto

have a place alongside of obscure Unitarians and Universalists of the

North ; but one of the most illustrious of Southern men they did not

chance to stumble on . The name of his brother John is in the Index ;

but , on turning to the page referred to , wefind that he only figures inthe

back-ground of a sketch of Hughes, of New York ! This is American

Literature with a vengeance !

We cannot understand the principles upon which the “ selections, ” illus

trating the style and other characteristicks of the authors, have been made.

They appear to us, to border upon the ridiculous. But the art of book

making is a wonderful art ; and we leave it to our Yankee neighbors.

The work may be examined at Rev. Mr. Guiteau's Book -store, Fayette

street near Charles.

III. The Gospel in Ezekiel, illustrated in a Series of Discourses. By the

Rev. Thomas Guthrie, D. D. , of Edinburg . New York : R. Carter &

Brothers, 1856. (From Mr. Guiteau's ) .

This series of discourses is based on a part of the thirty-sixth chapter of

Ezekiel . The Preacher has all the liveliness of fancy which belongs to

Dr. Cumming ; but is a far better theologian . We have found none of

that recklessness, or at least incautiousness, of statement in these sermons,

which the Westminster Review , with some show of reason , charges upon

the popular London preacher. Dr. Guthrie's faculty of “ ideal presence ”

(as Lord Kaimes termsit) might have made him a rival of Thompson as a

descriptive poet , if he had given himself to that kind of composition. His

theology , though accurate , is not obtruded upon the reader. It is like the

bones in the “valley of vision ” ofthe sameprophet, afterthey had become

clothed with flesh , and the spirit of life had been breathed into them . We

predict for Dr. Guthrie a more durable, if not a wider popularity, than that

of Dr. Cumming.

IV. The Parabolic Teaching of Christ , or the Engravings of the New

Testament. By the Rev. D. T. K. Drummond, B. X. , Oxon . N. York :

Robert Carter & Brothers, 1855 . (From Mr. Guiteau's) .

Mr. Trench's work on the Parables has given an extraordinary impetus
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to the study of those utterances ofour Lord, which as miracles of speech, are

scarcely less wonderful than His miracles of work : but we have not yet

met with any treatise at all to be compared with that exquisite performance.

Mr. Drummond differs from his predecessor, in giving a wider range to the

Parable and including the Proverbs as well. He has erred, we think, in

going too far ; as Trench , perhaps, has erred in not going far enough. His

classification of the Parables is as follows : 1. Those which contemplate

man as a member of Satan's kingdom . 2. Those which describe the Per

son of the Prince of the Kingdom of Light , with His principal offices.

3. Those which illustrate Christ's work of grace in its personal and exper

imental character. 4. Those concerning Christ's work of grace, in its

historical and prophetical character. The tone of the book is evangelical.

It is gratifying to see the Messrs. Carter using their capital as publish

ers , under a sense of their personal responsibility to God ; while the sole

purpose of other publishers, professing to be Christian men , seems to be

the making of money. Not a few Christian tradesmen need to be some

times reminded of the anecdote of the Baron and the Bishop. Men who

aid in circulating such works as " Little Dorritt," whose aim or tendency

is , to undermine the Sabbath and all true religion , and thereby to degrade

men to the level of mere beasts of burden ,—have a grave responsibility to

meet . Alas ! that the mass of men should get their opinions, on the most

important of all subjects, from dandies and perfumed exquisites, upon whom

God has been pleased to confer great descriptive powers !

V. The Smitten Household : or Thoughts for the Afflicted. By Drs.

Prime , Sprague , Bethune , Waterbury and Butler. New York : Anson

Randolph, 1856.

Maria Cheeseman , or the Candy Girl: with a Preface by the Rev. James

W. Alexander , D. D., of New York . Philadelphia : A. S. S. U. (From

Mr. Guiteau's) .

If the people who confine their reading to the daily newspaper,—which

is emphatically a " map of busy life ” in and of the world , would look

into such books as these, they might learn that something else exists on

earth, beside the love of gain , the love of power and the love of sensual

pleasure ; that murder, larceny, adultery, and Schuylerism , great and

small, are not the only things done by men; that there is such a thing as

Christian sympathy and self-denying benificence. The little book last

named is a veritable history, and serves to show what can be done by per

severing effort, in rescuing pauper children from ruin . It is a sufficient

vindication of the Christian people of the great city of New York from

the charge which is indiscriminately brought against them , of systemati

cally neglecting the religious interests of the poor.

VI . A Treatise on English Punctuation ; designed for Letter - Writers,

Authors, Printers, and Correctors of the Press ; and for the use of

Schools and Academies. With an Appendix, containing rules on the

use of Capitals, a listof Abbreviations, Hints on the preparation of

Copy and on Proof-Reading, etc. By John Wilson . Fifth Edition.

Boston, 1856.

A very useful book , evidently written by a practical printer. His read

ing , however, if we are to judge by the examples given under the rules,

has been chiefly in Unitarian authors . Is it accidental, or is it another il

lustration of the policy of that little sect which employs every expedient

except the preaching of the gospel in its proselyting efforts,—that so much

of their fine-sounding nonsense is found here ? Addison, Johnson and

Burke, we suppose , have been forgotten in the “ Athens ” of America .
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SEYMOUR ON ROMANISM — THE VIRGIN MARY.

The work entitled “ Mornings among the Jesuits at Rome,”

by the Rev. M. Hobart Seymour, M. A., has been for some years

before the world . It consists of “ brief notes of conversations on

the subject of religion held with certain Jesuits," while the

author was residing in Rome. These champions of Popery

were selected , as it would seem , from amongst the most subtle

and practised dialecticians connected with the literary institu

tions of that city ; they were men who had made victims of

Protestants before, and had all the confidence and quiet self

possession in debate which experience and the memory of past

victories are adapted to inspire ; and some of them , perhaps,

were really anxious for Mr. Seymour's salvation from the doom

of a heretick, and talked with that persuasive manner which is

the natural offspring of sincerity, but which it is hard for any

but a Jesuit to assume. Whatever may be thought of their

religious knowledge,-and it is extremely small according to

any other than a papal standard,—they were men of very con

siderable attainments in science , men of renown among their

fellows. Mr. Seymour's statements are pervaded by such an air

of truthfulness, and indeed have so much antecedent probability

to commend them , that we are sure no candid mind can hesitate

to accept them as a record substantially authentick : and this

being admitted, the perusal of his book will of necessity deepen

our impressions ofthe pitiful weakness of the logicalfoundations

of Romanism . The weakness of the system has a tolerably fair

exponent , in the Jesuitical arguments-if we may be allowed to

abuse that word ,-recorded here. We ought to give up the the

ory of insanity , which is the fashionable method of accounting
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for perversions to Popery, as it is for swindling and suicide , and

adopt that of idiocy. We honestly confess that we can come to

but one of three conclusions in regard to those who go Protes

tants to Rome, and are converted there by Jesuit reasonings.

Either they listen with a foregone conclusion, and are Papists

before they begin ; or they are in such a state of natural imbecili

ty as to be incapable of comprehending any principles oflogick ;

or they are judicially abandoned and given up to believe a lie .

A French manikin manufacturer could make as good a reasoning

animal as one of Mr. Seymour's interlocutors.

His last work , reprinted in this country a few months ago, is

entitled " Evenings with the Romanists , and is mainly a re

cord of the substance of conversations and familiar cottage lec

tures , among theIrish. It is a more valuable work by far than

the other . The author was not exposed to the temptation of

playing the Jesuit himself on a small scale, in his intercourse

with the impulsive Celts , as he had been in his debates with the

wary champions at Rome; and , consequently , there is an atmos

phere of honesty and candour about this book , quite refreshing,

after having just emerged from the sulphurousazote of the other.

As to the Irish side of the controversy, it would be very faint

praise to say, that they argue infinitely better than the learned

priests at Rome; that is to say, the peasants ; for when an Irish

priest comes upon the stage , he seems smitten with the same

fatuity as his Italian brethren .
The great strength of the

" Evenings with the Romanists” lies in the free and almost ex

clusive appeal to Scripture as the only umpire on all questions

of religion. This is the sword of the Spirit, and is always the

most effectual weapon in debates of this sort . It may now and

then be necessary, in obedience to Scripture , to answer a fool

according to his folly by turning his own weapons against him

self : but where conviction, as well as victory, is our aim , we

shall find no weapon so piercing as the ipsissima verba of the

most High God . It is the incessant flashing of this trenchant

blade in Mr. Seymour's chapters, which has produced a flutter

ing among his Episcopal brethren ofa certain party ; and which

has led , we imagine, to the disreputable expedient of publishing

a mutilated edition of the work. If a two edged sword be ne

cessary to cut, at the same time, Popery and Tractarianism, here

we have it . The author is a minister of the Church of Eng .

land, and we cannot endorse every sentence in his book : but

we hope the editions will be mutiplied, until a copy is in the

hands of all our American people . It is the best adapted book

for popular circulation , on the subject of Romanism , we have

We say it is adapted for popular circulation , not as

implying that there are any clap -trap, ad captandum argu

ments in it , such as often disgrace books intended for the many :

but as being a simple, pointed , striking exhibition of the truth .

ever seen .
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It is a book which any plain Christian may read to aid his devo

tion , as well as to furnish his mind . In the manner ofputting

his points , in his handling of Scripture , and in the general tone

and spirit of discussion, we have been frequently reminded of the

simple majesty of Jonathan Edwards . And we say again, that

it is a book which cannot well be dispensed with by those who

are called in providence to deal with Popery in the pulpit, in the

market-place, and at the fire-side.

We transfer to our pages the greater part of the chapter on

the Virgin Mary , as at once a fair specimen of the author's man

ner, and a conclusive argument in itself. The late superfluous

blasphemy of the Roman See in " defining the doctrine of the

Immaculate Conception , has given additional interest to the

whole subject ofMariolatry in that apostate community.

Papal popular orators in the United States have industriously

laboured topersuade the people, and such is the ignorance of

Mr. Chandler and others of his class , in regard to the dogmas of

their own church ,charity requires us to suppose that they them

selves believe,—that Popery in this country , is essentially a

different thing from Popery in Europe. Without stopping to

ask ,-if this be so , where is the boasted unity of the universal

church of Rome?, we remark , that no greater difference exists

between that church in Italy and the same church in the United

States , than exists between that church in Italy and the same

church in France or Ireland . Calum non animum mutant qui

trans mare currunt — ought to be as true of a community which

boasts of being the same always and everywhere," as it is of

individuals. It is very evident that † John Hughes had a very

strong conviction of the identity of American and Foreign Po

pery,when he thought proper , in his late lecture in Baltimore,

to attempt the proof ofthe paradox, that such a religion as his

could flourish in such a country as this; that the religion of be

sotted and down -trodden Rome could flourish in enlightened ,

free, and progressive America. But the reader will see from

the extracts we have added from the “ Freeman's Journal,

(which blazons upon its front, the words , " The official organ of

the Most Rev. Archbishop Hughes ” ) that Mariolatry, the wor

ship of the Virgin , is as deep an abomination here as across the

seas. We insert these extracts, together with some from Brown

son—who has been endorsed byall the Bishops — for the very

purpose of forestalling this cry about the superiority of Ameri

can Popery. It will be seen that not even aProtestant publick

is any longer able to shame the priests and doctors of " Catho

licity out of an avowal , before the face of the sun , of their

blasphemous absurdities.

THE VIRGIN MARY.

“ The distinctive characteristic of the Church of Rome at the present

day , is the worship of the Virgin Mary ; not that it is a modern invention ,
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but that it has of late years assumed a prominence, all -pervading and all

absorbing , which it had not known before. I once remarked to an ecclesi

astic in the city of Rome, that it appeared to me that the religion of Christ,

as received inthat city, would be more fitly called the religion of Mary.

He replied , approving the sentiment, and adding that every year it was be

coming more and more developed as--THE RELIGION OF MARY !

It is important, therefore, that we should understand something of the

nature and extent of this worship .

In almost all the devotional books of the Church ofRome the Virgin Mary

is styled — THE MOTHER OF God , and in most of the pictures and images in

the churches she is crowned and sceptered and enthroned as — THE QUEEN

OF HEAVEN . These titles are so frequently given to her, that they are re

garded as distinctively belonging to her, as is that of God of heaven , to

the Almighty himself .

The origin of this is far decper than a mere corruption of Christianity.

It has its roots as deep and as universal as human nature . It originated

in a symbol - a symbol universal among the nations in the darkness of

heathenism . The ideal of the creative or productive power was intimately

connected in their minds with the idea of maternity. It was a power that

conceived and brought forth , and in ages in which it was thought neces

sary to represent the creator or creative power under a symbol, it was not

unnatural to adopt the symbol of a WOMAN , as developing this idea ofma

ternity . Accordingly, in almost all the mythologies of ancient times,

whether in the east or in the west, there was a female divinity—a goddess

whose maternity was worshiped . In one mythology it was Astarte of the

Assyrians ; in another it was Ashtoreth of the Sidonians; in another it

was Bawaney of the Hindoos. In the classic mythology of Greece and of

Rome, eclectic as it was, there was a Venus adopted from one , and a Juno

from another. It is said , that the image of Diana of Ephesus was that of

a female, from whose body, in every part, there seemed to be issuing all

the various animals of creation, symbolizing the conception and production

of all things. The Egyptians on one hand , and the Etruscans on the other,

had their Ísis , the same symbol , a female divinity whom they regarded as

" the mother of the gods."

Even the Scandinavian mythology had its Freigha ; and of the two great

systems of religion that held possession of the platform of the Roman Em

pire, namely , Judaism , and the classic mythology, the latter styled its Juno,

the“ Queen of Heaven ,” and the former, when corrupted by the admixture

of the heathenism around it, was charged by the prophet Jeremiah , with

having also its “ Queen of Heaven . ” Jer. vii. 18, and Jer. xliv . 17. This

divinity in all the systems had a mysterious and indefinite position . Her

power and province were left very much to the imaginations of her vo

taries ; it would seem as if it was an element congenial with all natural

mythologies, as answering some impulse or feeling in the fallen and natural

heart, that there should be the embodiment of some such idea — the symbol

of the creation or production of all things, enthroned among the gods, as

the Queen of Heaven . Now the argument against the Church ofRome is,

that she has adopted that element of heathenism — that instead of imitating

the prophet Jeremiah in denouncing this worship among the Jews-instead

of following the apostle Paul in opposing it among theGentiles; insteadof

fighting against this tendency of the people of the Roman Empire, she

rather encouraged it ; and though perhaps with the zealous but illregulated

2
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desire to induce a more easy and extended profession of Christianity, she

allowed the easterns to accept the Virgin , instead of Astarte — their former

queen of heaven, and permitted the westerns to receive Mary,instead of Ju

no, the queen of heaven they had previously worshiped . It is not the least

striking fact connected with this, that the two favorite titles ascribed to

Mary in the Church of Rome - namely the “ queen of Heaven ,” and “moth

er of God,” are the very same titles ascribed to this female divinity -- the

goddess of the ancients . She was entitled in the east-the mother of the

gods, and in the west—the queen of heaven ! But, however it originated,

there is no doubt that Mary is now as much recognized as worshiped in

the Roman Church, as was the queen of heaven in the wide platform of the

Roman Empire . In all its essential elements the Roman Empire and the

Roman church—the Pagan Rome, and the Papal Rome are in accord in

this matter. The transfer to Mary, of all the devotion previously paid to

a Juno, an Astarte , an Ashteroth , or an Isis , does not alter the essence of

the thing. It is as much idolatry to worship Mary, as it was to worship

Juno, as the queen of heaven .

There are persons in Italy and Spain who freely and readily admit much

of this , and say that the prevalence of this conception , of a female divinity

among so many ancient mythologies , was as it were the dispersed and scat

tered element of a coming truth - a sort of all-pervading prophecy or an

ticipation of a future reality - a looking into the depths of the future, as

“coming events cast their shadows befere," and that all was to be fulfilled

in the exaltation of the Virgin Mother. They imagine, that as the prom

ise of a Messiah was once universally spread among the families of Noah ,

and as it passed by tradition through many generations, so the woman ,

through whom He was to come, became a hope, a creation in their mythol

ogies , and was thus the great archetype of all these female divinities of the

heathen world . Persons who believe this , argue, that when the nations

lost all knowledge of the true God , and created false gods for their worship,

and worshiped them in his stead , their idolatry consisted not in their wor

ship of god, but in their worshiping a false one ; and in like manner the

idolatry of the heathen was not their worshiping a female divinity, but in

worshiping these that were false, instead of herwho is revealed as the only

true one-even Mary . This view of the subject is a favorite one in coun

tries where Mary is worshiped , not indeed in name and title , as a goddess,

but with all the same reverence and devotion and service and worship, as

if she were a goddess. There can be no question as to the fact that, in those

countries, she is the divinity prayed to more frequently - loved more fer

vently - worshiped more devoutly,and depended on more entirely, than

either God, the Son , or the Holy Spirit. Whether the Church of Rome

approves of this is another question ; but of the matter of fact, there can be

no doubt whatever .

All this , it is apparent, only makes the charge of idolatry more strictly

and painfully applicable . That which was the religion of Christ is gradu

ally becoming the religion ofMary. And in these countries it is customary ,

as with us, to speak of, the religion of Christ, so with them to speak of the

religion of Mary.

The answer, however, which they usually give on this subject is , that

they do not worship Mary as a godiless or as a divinity --thatthey regard

her as a creature ; the most exalted of all , even as queen of angels and of

men , but a creature still — that they feel as strongly as ourselves the hei
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nous sin of giving divine worship to a creature — that they give to her a

different worship - an inferior worship to that which they give to God.

And that, inasmuch as they do not worship her as God or as a goddess,

they are not liable to the charge of idolatry , which , in their view , consists

of giving to a creature that kind and degree of worship which belongs only

to the Creator.

I have answered this by reminding them that our charge against the

Church of Rome, was not that she worshiped Mary as a goddess; our

charge was , that she worshiped her as a creature ; that knowing her to be

only a creature , a woman , she worshiped her as God only ought to be wor

shiped. If the Church of Rome regarded her as a goddess, and worshiped

her as such, it would at leastbe consistent; but regarding her as a creature,

and worshiping her as a woman , with a religious worship which belongs

exclusively to God , is the very essence of idolatry .

I have often asked yet further --wherein consists the difference between

the worship paid to Mary, and the worship rendered to God ? The offering

prayer - the presenting Hymns of praise-- the making solemn vows - the

consecration of the votary to her service — the devoting gifts and offer

ings of wealth - the dedication of children — the sacrifice of the Mass -- all

these are done to Mary, and in honor of Mary, as well as to God, and in

honor of God. They pray to her by her sufferings beneath the cross.

They plead her merits even as they do those of Jesus Christ. And there

fore I ask—wherein consists the distinction in the Church of Rome, be

tween the worship paid to Mary , and the worship paid to God ?

The following illustrates the full extent of the power she is supposed to

possess, not indeed inherently, but by cession from her Son. Weread in

“ The Glories of Mary,” by Saint Alphonso de Liguori :

“ St. Bernardine of Sienna does not fear to advance that all , even God

himself, is subject to the empire of Mary. The saint wishes to insinuate

thereby , that God hears Mary's prayers, as if they were commands. The

Lord , O Mary, says St. Anselm , has so exalted you that his favor has ren

dered you omnipotent ! yes , says Richard of St. Lawrence, Mary is omnip

otent, for according to all laws the queen enjoys THE SAME PRIVILEG ES as

the king, and that power may be EQUAL between the Son and the mother .

Jesus has rendered Mary OMNIPOTENT ; the one is omnipotent by nature , the

other is omnipotent by grace," c. vi . sec. 1 .

There is here an ascription of the Divine attribute of OMNIPOTENCE to

Mary. There is also an assertion of an EQUALITY in “ privilege” and in

" power" with Jesus Christ. There is also a statement that God himself

is SUBJECT to the empire of Mary . As this awful statement professes to be

founded on a saying of Saint Bernardine, the original words may here be

cited . The words of Saint Bernardine are these :

“ As many creatures serve the glorious Virgin Mary as serve The Trinity,

namely, all created things, whatsoever degree theymay hold in creation ,

whether spiritual as angels , or rational as men, or corporeal as the heavenly

bodies or the elements . And all things that are in Heaven and in earth,

whether they be the damned or the blessed , all which are brought under

the government of God , are likewise subject to the glorious Virgin Foras

much as He, who is the Son of God, and of the blessed Virgin, wishing to

make the sovereignty of his mother EQual in some sort to the sovereignty of

his Father, evenHe , who was God, served his mother on earth . Whence,

Luke ii . 51 , it is written of the Virgin and the glorious Joseph , 'He was
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subject unto them , that as this proposition is true — all things are subject .

to the command of God, even the Virgin herself, so this again is also true

-all things are subject to the command of the Virgin , even God himself.”

These words make the government of the Virgin co-extensive with the

government of God . They also expressly state that Christ has willed the

sovereignty of the Mother to be equal with the sovereignty of the Father .

They also state thatas the Virgin is subject unto God, so it is equally true

that God is subject to the Virgin !

These are the sentiments of Saint Bernardine and Saint Alphonso de

Liguori . And in the act of canonization of the saints , it is declared by the

Church of Rome, that there is no error contained in their writings. These

words, therefore, are pronounced to be free from error ! And yet a Chris

tian can not read them without inexpressible sadness and dread .

The American Romanists endorse the foregoing doctrine , and

St. Alphonsus's work above cited. Brownson begins a Review

of this work thus : - “ The Glories ofMary, by St. Alphonso di

Liguorio , is a standard work on the subject of which it treats ,

and too well known and too highly appreciated to require, or to

admit, any other notice of it at our hands than the simple an

nouncement of its publication . The works of the saints are to

be read and meditated , not criticised, and whoever finds himself

unable to relish the Glories of Mary must accuse himself, not

the author . The edition before us is a new translation of the

unabridged work of the Saint, from the Italian , by an estimable

lady of New York , like ourselves a convert from Unitarianism ,

and has been executed at the suggestion , and under the super

vision of the children of St. Alphonsus established in this coun

try . The translator has, we doubt not , found in the perform

ance of her pious labour an ample reward, for Our Lady never

fails to obtain rich graces for those who devote themselves to her

service . " * * “ But we have named these works merely

as the occasion of some remarks which we wish to offer, in the

light of Catholic faith and theology, on the honour which we as

Catholics pay to Our Lady , the Most Holy Mother of God and

Queen of Heaven, our life, our sweetness, and our hope.” In the

same article , an argument is made upon Luke 1 : 38 , to show

that Mary's consent was necessary , before the Incarnation could

take place .
Brownson says: “ There was then a moment

when the salvation of the world depended on the consent of

Mary . Man could not be redeemed , satisfaction could not be

made for sin , and grace obtained , without the Incarnation , and

the Incarnation could not take place without the free, voluntary

consent of the humble Jewish maiden . " (Brownson's Quarter

ly Review , Jan., 1853 , pp . 1 , 2 , 15. ) The imprimatur of twen

ty -odd Bishops of the Church in America is on the cover of this

number. As to the extent of this endorsement , see " Critick "

Vol . 1, pp . 320–329 .

This system of placing Mary practically on an equality with Christ is
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carried out in a variety of ways. The following prayer is a well-known

instance :

" Jesus, Mary, and Joseph , have mercy on us .

" Jesus,Mary, and Joseph , receive my last breath .

" Jesus, Mary, and Joseph , receive me now and in the hour of death .”

Another illustration is in the closing words of “ The Glories ofMary.”

" O Jesus ! O Mary ! may your names live in my heart and in the hearts

of all men ! may I forget all other names in order to remember your admi

rable names alone ! O Jesus, my Redeemer ! O Mary, my Mother ! when

my last hour shall come , when my soul shall be at the eve of its departure

from the world , grant, I beseech you ,
that my last words may be -- Jesus !

Mary ! I love you ! Jesus ! Mary! I give you my heart and my soul.

Amen,”

This certainly places Mary on an equality with Christ as one to be pray

ed to, invoked , and loved alike. The Spanish form of the doxology is still

more striking

“Glory be to the Father.

"Glory be to the Son .

“ Glory be to the Holy Ghost.

" Glory be to the Most Holy Virgin .

“Throughout all ages, forever and ever . Amen !" *

It is due to many Roman Catholics of the laity, to say that I have never

read these and similar passages from the devotional books of the Church of

Rome, while conversing with her members, without observing shame and

confusion in the faces of my opponents . It is the homage they are forced

to pay to truth. It is always apparent that they feel such language to be

blasphemous and idolatrous; or, at least, that it approaches thereto- that

it justifies the strong feeling that we manifest against the practice ; that

such language completely cuts away the ground under their feet ; and it

comes before them vexatiously when arguing with us ; and they have no

answer or explanation further than, that these passages have a meaning

widely different from what they seem to convey—that they are to be un

derstood in what they call a Catholic sense that a Catholic reads them

with a Catholic sense; and that they do no harm to one who knows that,

however idolatrous and blasphemous the language may seem , yet it is not

to be understood in that sense . I have asked what that Catholic sense

was, and I never could learn it . It certainly must be something very dif

ferent from the natural construction of the words.

I have pressed this matter further ; I have asserted that in these books

they not only place Mary sometimes on an equality with Christ, but some

times above him .

And first for placing her on an equality with Christ.

I can never, while I live, forget the shock I received when I first saw

in their churches in Italy the Virgin Mary crowned as Queen of Heaven ,

seated on the same throne with Jesus crowned as King of Heaven . They

were the God-man and the God-woman enthroned alike . In all my previous

experience of Romanism it never occurred to me for a moment that any

thing so truly awfulcould possibly have been perpetrated. I felt the

shock ; every holy feeling felt its violence ; no heathen idolatry could have

There were Jesus and Mary, crowned alike, enthroned alike,

bearing a scepter alike . There was nothing to distinguish one above the

* See Meyrick's " Working of the Church in Spain .”

done more .
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other . They appeared precisely like a Jupiter and Juno, like a man and

wife, like a king and queen. And I loathed in my soul such representa

tions, as elevating the creature Mary to a level with the God Christ, or

lowering the God Christ to a level with the creature Mary. It made them

both on an equality. They were god and goddess , or they were merely

man and woman . I soon found that this pervaded the whole region of

Italy . However kindly I might be disposed to interpret or explain , and

however gently I might be disposed to judge, I could not shut my eyes or

ears to the evidence that there was a manifest tendency to exalt Mary to a

level with Jesus, that she should be crowned , sceptered, and enthroned

alike , and that she should be loved and served and worshiped alike , and

that Christianity should be made the religion of Mary as well as the re

ligion of Christ. *

But this was by no means the only or most sad evidence of an equality .

It is painful — it is saddening, to commit the dark and dreary reality to

paper . It is enough to freeze the blood of any Christian man ; and yet it

is the common , I may say, the universal faith of Southern Europe. It is

this : whatever were the mysteries or glories connected with the miraculous

conception , the miraculous birth , the miraculous resurrection , the miracu

lous ascension ; whatever were the mysteries of wonder and of awe in the

history of Jesus Christ, theyare all copied or rather travestied and applied

to the Virgin Mary ; so as that she may appear as wondrous a person as

Jesus Christ, as having been characterized by an immaculate conception

as miraculous, a birth as wonderful, a resurrection as marvelous , and an

ascension or assumption as glorious . Whatever were the miracles of awe

and of mystery and of glory connected with one , are claimed and attributed

to the other . And to such an extent is this carried , that in some of their

churches the paintings on one side represent the striking incidents that

give wonder to the birth and life and death of Jesus Christ, and on the

other side the very same or similar incidents as characteristic of the birth

and life and death of the Virgin Mary . For example, if on one side of the

church there is painted the angel announcing to Mary the miraculous con

ception of Jesus, it is paralleled by another on the other side , representing

an angel announcing to Anna the immaculate conception of Mary. If

there be on one side the miraculous birth and the infancy of the Son , there

will be on the other the birth and infancy of the mother. If here there

is a representation of the reception of the child Jesus by the High Priest

in the temple, there is another representing the presentation of the child

Mary under similar circumstances . In one compartment there may be

seen represented the death of the Saviour, and opposite may be seen in

another compartment a representation of all connected with the death of

the Virgin . Here we see portrayed all connected with the resurrection

of the Lord, and there we see in like manner all the apocryphal details of

the resurrection of the Mother. On one side may be seenall that human

art can do to exhibit the glories of the ascension of Jesus Christ, and on

the other side all that the most exquisite art can accomplish to represent

the glories of the assumption of Mary . Here the eye is arrested to see

* In the Baptistery of Parina there is a representation of the Trinity. At the top

of the triangle is the Father . At the two angles of the base are the Son and the Moth

er ; the two armsof the Father resting on the heads of the Son and Mary, form the

legs of the triangle ; while the arms of the Son , extended to the head of Mary, form the

base. I looked at it with horror ! The Sacristan smiled, and called it the Trinity of

the Father, the Son , and the Virgin .
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the paintings of Jesus Christ entering the heavens and enthroned and

crowned as the King of Heaven , and there the eye is attracted to another

painting of Mary entering the heavens and enthroned and crowned as

Queen of Heaven . In all the miracles and mysteries of His life, she is

placed on a level with Him . If she is not the rival , she certainly is the

equal in every wonder and mystery . And, therefore, in one half the

churches of Italy, Mary may be seen crowned with a like crown, seated on

the same throne, and holding a similar scepter with Jesus Christ. It is

impossible to see all this and not feel that it embodies an item in the popu

lar faith of the Church of Rome ; and that she, in authorizing these pictures

in her churches, does authorize the notion , so prevalent, that the Virgin

Mary is the equal of Jesus Christ ; not, indeed, in the essence of her na

ture, but in something which she has never defined , and which is left to

the imaginations of her votaries .

The Church of Rome has taken away the Holy Scriptures , and has giv

en these pictures to the people in their stead. God gave the Holy Scrip

tures to teach the people, and the Church of Rome has taken them away,

on the ground that the people might mistake their meaning; and she has

given in their stead these pictures, which are still more liable to lead them

astray . God has permitted no error in that Book which He has given ;

and the Church of Rome was bound to see that there was no error in these

pictures which she has substituted for them . The truth is, that the Holy

Scriptures do not teach the doctrines of Rome, and therefore she has re

moved them ; while those pictures do teach her unscriptural tenets ; and

therefore she allows them . The people naturally think that what is per

mitted to be seen in the Church is authorized by the Church. These pic

tures come before them with all the apparent sanction of the Church ; and

no one can be surprised that, seeing them , they regard Mary as equal with

Jesus Christ.

I have sometimes called the attention of my Roman Catholic friends to

the practice in the Church of Rome of taking those passages of the Holy

Scripture which are applicable only to Jesus Christ, and applying them to

Mary ; and even going so far as to apply to her the distinctive titles that

belong to Him . In the devotional books of that Church , even in her au

thorized litanies , as the litany of the Virgin , the very titles that in Holy

Scripture are applied to Jesus Christ are addressed to her. In the Holy

Scripture He is styled “ the Advocate with the Father;" in those books she

is addressed as “ our advocate.” If in Holy Scripture He is called “ the one

Mediator," in these books she is called “ our mediator, or mediatrix .” If

in Holy Scripture He is described as “ the Door, ” or Gate, in these books

she is designated as " the gate. ” If in Holy Scripture He is described as

the “Refuge for sinners,” in these books she is likewise declared to be the

refuge forsinners . If in the word of God He is called “ the Father of mer

cies,” she is styled in these books “ the mother of mercy.” If in Holy

Scriptures He is “ our Saviour, ” in these books she is also designated“ our

saviour.” If He is styled in Scripture “ the Good Shepherd ,” she is called

“ the divineshepherdess.” If He is “ our Lord,” she is “ our lady : " and if

He is the King of Heaven ," she is proclaimed the “ queen of heaven."

She is thus, as far as the language of Holy Scripture goes, placed on an

equality with Him , and although they profess not to mean or intend this,

yet it is enough that they do it, and that every one who reads their devo

tional books may see it , and read it for themselves.
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Hear American Popery again , through Brownson : -“ Mary

is thus called, and rightly called, " The Mother of Grace' , for

she is it inasmuch as she is mother of the Sacred Flesh through

which grace has been purchased and is communicated to us.

“ So long as spiritual life is dependent on God in His

human nature, so long is Mary truly the mother of spiritual

life, and so long as she is the mother of that life, so long is she

our spiritual mother, and to be honoured as such , and honoured

even more than our natural mother , for the spiritual life is infi

nitely more than the natural life. Mary is also our spiritual

mother, inasmuch as it has been through her intercession that

we have been regenerated, and hope to obtain the gift of perse

verance .
“ We are unworthy clients of Mary, and

we may fail of beholding her and her Divine Son in heaven, but

we have no hope to persevere unto the end but through her in

tercession for us ; and we are sure that we become acceptable to

her Son , only in proportion as we love and honour her. She is

our sweet mother ; she is the mother of our life, of our hope,

and we pray to her to obtain grace for us that we may be made

worthy to be termed her son . ( Art , above cited, pp. 14 , 19,

24. )

Of the same import, are the following sentences from the

" Freeman's Jourual of Jannary 6th , 1855. They are taken

from the editorial leader : - “ The glorious news has reached us

that on the eighth of December, Pope Pius IX . , of immortal

renown , in the presence of the Cardinals and Princes of the

Church , declared it an article of Divine Faith that THE MOTHER

OF GOD, Our Most BLESSFD LADY WAS CONCEIVED WITHOUT ORIGINAL

He that has ears to hear, let him hear ! He that is

athirst, let him leave off waiting beside dry and broken cisterns

[Query? John 4 : 10, 7 : 37], and make haste to this City of

God , which is made glad by the torrent of a river flowing from

the living fountain of waters . [Qu . The Virgin ?]

“ The very depths of human misery and anguish have plead be

fore the throne of God for a more powerful intercession ; and the

Holy Ghost, the Comforter, has taught by His church truths

that the world in earlier ages was not able to bear .

banner is raised on the walls of our salvation . It is set up by a

strong hand, and one that cannot fail.' " Let the

Catholics of America acknowledge their past tepidity of faith,

and hasten to shake it off. Let us betake ourselves to our great

Patroness-MARY OF IMMACULATE CONCEPTION . Let faith , and

hope, and charity, grow strong within us, and let us remember

that God has set our task before us—that of being , all of us ,
in

our various places, missionaries of the Tabernacle of God with

men , [Qu . The Virgin ?] whose great business it is to save our

own souls, and to convert this young and mighty nation to the

love of God , who was born , for love of it and us , of the IMMACU

LATE VIRGIN . '

STAIN .

*

A new
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even

We cite one more passage from Brownson, to show how the

doctrine concerning Mary has been growing in his capacious

and stable understanding, in the lapse of three years . In the

number of his Review for January, 1856 , we have the following

latest exposition of the theory of the Church : — “ If it be asked ,

since the Church in one sense is the congregation of the faithful,

Where was the Church or what was the Church organization

prior to the gathering of believers ? we might answer by ask

ing , Where or what was natural humanity prior to individual

men and women ? If humanity is inconceivable without indi

viduals, individuals are equally inconceivable without humani

ty . But we will not insist on that answer . The Church derives

from Christ, through the Incarnation , typified in the fact that

Eve was taken from the side of Adam , and formed from

him , bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh . Regarded as prior

to the visible congregation of believers, the Church was in the

Blessed Virgin , from whom our Lord assumed His flesh. Hence

the Blessed Virgin , a mother and yet a virgin , is termed the

Mother of God , and the Spouse of the Holy Ghost. She is the

second Eve, as Christ is the second Adam ; the mother, as He is

the father, of regenerated humanity. In a certain sense , we may

say that she is the Church , and hence the Saints apply to

her those texts and epithets which they apply to the Church

herself. She is in more than a figurative sense our spiritual

mother . She is the mother of grace, through whom flows the

Christian life, and through whom we receive from God His gifts

As the mother of our Redeemer, she is intimately

connected with the work of our Redemption, and participates in

our regeneration. Hence the reasonableness and justice of that

high honour and deep veneration which we Catholics renderher,

the filial love we bear her ,and the prominent place she holds in

our devotions, so scandalous to no -Church Protestants, and

which they foolishly, not to say blasphemously, affect to brand as

Mariolatry .' Poor men ! How. little do they understand of

the mystery of the Incarnation ,andof the part of Our Lady,

through the grace and election ofGod , in the conception , birth ,

and progress of the Christian life . ” ( Rev. for Jan. , 1856 , pp .

4 , 5.)

There lies upon onr table a book with the following title :

" The Holy House of Loretto : or an Examination of the Histori

cal Evidence of its miraculous Translation . By the very Rev.

P. R. Kenrick , V. G. Philadelphia : Published by Eugene Cum

miskey , 130 South Sixth Street. The author , we suppose, is

the dignitary whose imprimatur appears on the cover of Brown

son's Review , as " + Peter Richard , Archbishop of St. Louis . "

He attempts to show, that the house “ in which the Virgin was

born and brought up at Nazareth, in which she received the

message of the Angel Gabriel , and conceived the Son of God ,

and graces.
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and in which her Divine Son lived with her , until the time of

his manifestation among men , -was taken
up

from its fonnda

tion , and transported whole, (through the air, or in some other

miraculous way) first to Dalmatia on the Eastern Shore of the

Adriatic ; then, across the gulf, to Italy into the midst of a wood

in the district called Lauretum (Loretto ; ) then , to a small hill ,

not far distant from the road ; and lastly, to its present site !!

We say, here are one hundred and eighty odd pages written by

an Archbishop—the book , perhaps, being the cause of his pro

motion -- to prove to the people of the United States , in this

nineteenth century, the historical verity of a ridiculous old

wives ' fable, which, according to his own showing, has been re

jected by a number even of European Papists !! Quem Deus vult

perdere, prius dementat .

And not only this : they have gone further ; for in the well-known

Psalter of SaintBonaventura,a portion of which was republished with au

thority in Rome,in 1844, every prayer,every blessing, every thanksgiving

that the sacred Psalmist addressed to God , is altered and adapted to the

Virgin Mary, as being to be ascribed to her, and prayed of her. The title

“God” is omitted, and “ Mary" substituted for it . The title “ Lord” is re

moved , and “ lady ” inserted in its stead . The awful character of this blas

phemy and sacrilege can only be understood by examples . Even the Lord's

prayer is altered and addressed to her— "Our lady who art in heaven , hal

lowed be thy name,” etc.; and the Te Deum is changed and addressed to

her—"We praise thee , O Mary ; we acknowledge thee to be the lady," etc.

And now, as to elevating Mary above Christ.

These devotional books proceed further. If they sometimes elevate Mary

to be the equal with Christ, they also sometimes elevate her beyond and

above Him in all the attributes of mercy and love . I have myself been

witness to this ; for in my conversations with the priests at Rome, they re

peatedly asserted that as Christ was the Judgewho must deal justice, and

as Mary was the “mother ofmercy," who could exercise pity and love ; so

it was better for us to pray through her than through Christ; that His na

ture and characteristic was justice and not mercy ; and that hers was mercy

and not justice : and that God heard those prayers sooner which were offered

through her, than those that were offered through Him . This belief is

prevalentnow universally in the south of Europe .

The following passage from " The Glories of Mary” will illustrate this in

their own words, c . 4. sec . 1 .

“ In order to increase our confidence in Mary, Saint Anselm assures us

that our prayers will often be more speedily heard in invoking her name,

than in calling on that of Jesus Christ ; and the reason he assigns is, that

Jesus being no less our Judgethan our Saviour, he must avenge the
wrongs

we do him by our sins . While the Holy Virgin being solely our advocate,

is obliged to entertain only sentiments of pity for us. We are far from in

sinuating, nevertheless that she is more powerful than her son ; Jesus Christ

is our only Mediator, He alone has obtained our reconciliation with God

the Father ; but as in rendering to Him , whom we must necessarily con

sider a judge who will punish the ungrateful, it is probable a sentiment of

fear
may lesson the confidence necessary for being heard, it would seem

that in applying to Mary , whose office is that of mercy, our hope would be
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so strong as to obtain all we ask for. How is it , that whereas weask many

things of God without obtaining them , we no sooner ask through Mary than

they are granted us ?”

This assuredly is strong language, and as strange as it is strong . It

plainly teaches, that prayers presented through Mary are more readily

heard than prayers presented throrgh JesusChrist . It is practically dash

ing the Mediatorial crown from the brow of Jesus, and hurling Him from

the Mediatorial throne ; and as a greater blasphemy could not be uttered,

so a greater sacrilege could not be committed by man or devil . But it

does not stand alone. Let the following speak for itself.

“ We read in the chronicles of St. Francis, that brother Leo once saw in

a vision , two ladders, one red , on the summit of which was Jesus Christ ,

and the other white , on the top of which presided his blessed Mother . He

observed that many who endeavored to ascend the first ladder, after moun

ting a few steps , fell down . And on trying again were equally unsuccess

ful, so that they never attained the summit. But a voice having told them

to make trial of the white ladder they soon gained the top, the blessed Vir

gin having held forth her hands to help them .” c . 8. sec. 3 .

These are the words of Saint Alphonso, in whose writings it is asserted

that there are no errors . And these words are from that very book of

which a new editionhas been published ,with the authority and recommen

dation of Cardinal Wiseman. And yet these words plainly teach that those

who seek to enter heaven by Jesus Christ “ ever attain the summit,” while

those who approach through the Virgin Mary " soon reach” their place of

glory !

It is plainly implied by the former extract, that Mary is more accessible,

more pitiful, more merciful than Jesus Christ; at least that He is a Judge

to avenge, and she is an advocate to compassionate — that He is all justice,

and she is all mercy — and that our prayers when offered through herare

more easily and quickly answered than when offered through him . This

certainly is placing Mary above Christ, in that which is the gem of the

royal diadem, mercy and compassion . In the second extract this is carried

out to its natural sequence. Those that approach heaven by Christ fail.

Those that approach by Mary succeed . And this at least is placing her

above him, in thematter of our salvation. The ladder or way red with

his blood has failed ; while that which is white with her virginity is found

to succeed . Christ is described as giving no help. Mary is pictured as

putting forth her hand and saving !

And now the question comes- What saith the Scripture ?

The contrast is striking indeed . The devotional books of the Church of

Rome are full, even to overflowing of the religion of Mary. The Holy

Scriptures contain nothing of it , but only the religion of Christ.

The Holy Scriptures " given by inspiration of God,” and “ able to make

us wise unto salvation through faith,” say nothing whatever respecting her

birth, as little as possible concerning herlife, and not one word about her

death. This silence is significant.

But the Church of Rome, instead of imitating the Divine silence , has

supplied material in abundance ; she professes to tellusall about the mar

riage of her parents-her own miraculous birth - the incidents of her child

hood - her intercourse with Joseph-her betrothal and marriage- her

conversations with the kings of the east-her after life—her death, burial,

and assumption into heaven — her coronation as queen of heaven , of angels

and of saints ! An inventive genius has not been wanting.

* * *
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There is in all that concerns Mary, a strange contrast indeed between

the Holy Scriptures and the writings of the Church of Rome.

It is not the least remarkable fact of the gospel history, that it does not

give a single instance of our Lord's having addressed Mary as his mother .

The gospels omit all mention of his childhood, except that he was subject

to his parents, and of course that they directed him as his parents, and that

he obeyed them as their child . But in all his ministerial life — from the

moment of his manifesting his Messiahship -- from the baptism in the Jor

dan , he never once addresses Mary as his mother. He seems never to have

recognized her as such .

There are only three instances in the Holy Scriptures where our Lord is

described as speaking to Mary.

I. The first occurred in his childhood . He left his parents , and they

knew not where he was. They found him among the doctors in the tem

ple . The Gospel narrates, Lukeii. 48-51 , that “ when they saw him , they

were amazed , and his mother said unto him , Son , why hast thou thus dealt

with us ? behold thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing . And he

said unto them , How is it that ye sought me ? wist ye not that I must bo

about my Father's business ? And they understood not the saying which

he spake unto them . And he went down with them , and became subject

unto them : but his mother kept all these sayings in her heart.” This inci

dent occurred in his childhoodand these his first words detailed as addressed

to Mary, certainly do not justify any very extravagant devotional language

toward her on our part .

II . The next occasion was after he had commenced his public teaching .

The Gospel narrates, John ii. 3 , 4 , “ When they wanted wine , the mother

of Jesus saith unto him , they have no wine . Jesus saith unto her, Woman ,

what have I to do with thee ? mine hour is not yet come . ' He here ad

dresses her not as his “mother,” but simply as “ woman,” a term not of

contempt or of slight, but the term of respect or courtesy ordinarily applied

to females. He thus addresses her with no peculiar deference, butonly

with the same language in which he would have addressed any other

woman present . And when he adds “ What have I to do with thee ?” or

as the Roman Catholics translate it, “ What is it to me, and to thee ?” the

words seem to convey some gentle reproof for her interference, implying

that he could notrecognize any thing in common between them - ang rela

tion which could justify her interfering ; and though she might think the

time was come for his intended iniracle, he preferred waiting longer, “My

time,” he said, “ is not yet come. ”

III. The last instance of his addressing Mary was on the cross . He

could then see her naturalsorrows -- the sorrows of a mother beside a dying

One might suppose it the occasion of drawing from him language of

touching endearmentand tenderness—but no. He knew what was in man,

and knew what any endearing or tender words toward her might and

would be perverted into words to justify the worship of a woman . He

therefore would not even call her his mother; he addressed her only as he

would have addressed any other female, “ Woman.” And he commits her,

now widowed, childless, destitute, to the care of his loved disciple John ;

and desires her to regard John in future as her son , and desires John to

protect her as his mother in future. “ Woman , ” said he, “ -behold thy son ! ”

and addressing John— " Behold thy mother ! " And in obedience to this

dying wish , the beloved disciple “ took her unto his own home. John was

to be a son to Mary, and Mary was to be a mother to John .

son .
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In these , which are the only instances in which our Lord is described as

having spoken to Mary, there certainly is nothing to warrant the high, ex

treme, extravagant language of devotion which characterizes the devotional

books of the Church of Rome. On the other hand, the fact — the simple

fact—that in all the gospel history these are the only instances recorded ;

the simple fact that there is a settled , formal, deliberate silence on the sub

ject , is calculated to convey the feeling that the Holy Ghost designed to

cut away all excuse or occasion or ground for such language of devotion

and worship, as He, who knew the future as well as the present, foresaw

would be introduced into the Church.

But the Holy Scriptures go further than this. Our Lord is described as

speaking twice about his mother ; and on both occasions his words bear a

wonderful significance.

I. The first is in Matt. xii. 46— “ While he yet talked to the people , be

hold his mother and his brethren stood without, desiring to speak with him .

Then one said unto him , Behold, thy mother and thy brethren stand with

out , desiring to speak with thee . But he answered and said unto him that

told him , Who ismy mother ? and who are my brethren ? And he stretch

ed forth his hand toward his disciples , and said, Behold my mother and

my brethren ! For whosoever shall do the will ofmy Father which is in

Heaven , the same is my brother, and sister , and mother.” He thus heard

of Mary wishing to speak with him ; He does not comply ; He remains as

he was ; and though He had then the opportunity of magnifying her before

the eyes of all , He carefully avoids it, and seems not so much as to recog

nize her as His mother. He asks " Who is my mother ?” and he answers

the question Himself— “Whosoever will do the willof my Father which is

in Heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother.” Whatever

the tie or the love He owed a mother, should now be the tie and love which

He would feel for all who do the will of God ; and other relationship He

recognized not He was now the manifested Messiah, and He knew no

ties on earth but that common manhood which gave Him sympathy with

all the people of God .

II . The second instance in which He is narrated as speaking of His

mother is still more remarkable. Luke xi . 27— “ It came to pass, as he

spake these things, a certain woman of the company lifted
up

her voice,

and said unto him , Blessed is the womb that bare thee, and the paps which

thou hast sucked ! But he said , Yea , rather, blessed are they that hear

the word of God, and keep it.” Here is a woman , in the feeling so natural

in a woman, blessing her who was the mother of Jesus. She blesses the

womb that bore Him and the breast which suckled Him . It is to this day

the universal argument among the members of the Church of Rome. And

here we learn how our Lord regarded it. His answer is remarkable ;

“ Yea ," was his confirmation of the words of the woman . She was indeed

blessed who had borne and suckled Him ; but there was a greater blessed

ness still than this—and however great was the blessedness of Mary as His

mother, there was a blessedness still greater which every Christian woman

may possess ; for, " rather blessed ,” that is , “ more blessed are they that hear

the word of God, and keep it.” If, then , any woman among us would have

a blessedness , still greater than thatwhich Mary possessed, as his mother,

she has only to hear the word of God and keep it.

Truly there is a great contrast between the words of the Holy Scriptures

and the teaching of the Church of Rome .
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One only consideration remains ; it is that connected with what is called

-most untruly called — the Angelical Salutation.

A young man, a fine , open, generous fellow , who was very earnest and

zealous for the religion of Rome, stopped me one day to ask me whether

“ the Angelical Salutation” was not in the Holy Scriptures ; that a Protes

tant had denied it to him ; and he wished to hear it from myself.

I asked him to repeat it for me .

Hedid so.- “ Hail, Mary, full of grace , the Lord is with thee .

" Blessed art thou among women , and blessed is the fruit of the womb

JESUS .

" Holy Mary, pray for us now and at the hour of death . Amen .”

I then said , that it consisted of three parts. There was, first, the saluta

tion of the angel : there was, next, the words of Elizabeth , the mother of

the Baptist: and, lastly, there was a prayer of the Church of Rome, which

is not in the Holy Scriptures at all .

He did not seem quite to understand me ; so I produced my little Roman

Catholic translation of the New Testament, and showed him the place in

Luke, i . 28— “ Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee, blessed art thou

among women . ” There is nothing more , I remarked, in the angel's saluta

tion .

He read it again and again ; he wasinexpressibly puzzled ; but , he asked

me , where was the rest of it ? Was not the rest of it a part of the Angeli

cal Salutation ?

I replied , of course , that it was not, and showed him the second part of it

in Luke , i . 42. It was not the angel-it was Elizabeth who said , " Blessed

art thou among women , and blessed is the fruit of thy womb. " I desired

him to read it for himself

He read it, and paused , and read it again and again , and asked where

was the remainder of it ? He seemed perplexed , and , as I thought, an

gered and chagrined.

I said , that the third part was, “ Holy Mary, pray for us now and at the

hour of death,” and this was not spoken by the angel, nor by Elizabeth,and

was not in the Holy Scriptures at all . It was the mere invention of the

priests ofRome. And, I added, it was wickedly added to the angel's salu

tation ;—it had been wickedly taught to you under the name of the angel's

salutation ;—it has been wickedly done to deceive you into the belief that

the angel prayed to Mary, that you might be induced to think it could not

be wrong for you to do what the angel did , and thus to pray to Mary to

pray for you . Here is the Roman Catholic translation ; you can judge for

yourself.

He looked on the ground for a few moments — clasped his hands almost

convulsively - covered his face with his hands — then letting them fall, he

said , with a voice of dcep pathos - 0 , sir, when our clergy deceive us , poor,

ignorant people, thus, what is to become of us, and what are we to believe ?

He spoke with intense earnestness.

I said - God has given to you His word , the Holy Scriptures : He has

told you “ they are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith . ”

He has commanded you to search the Scriptures ; " real and believe them,

and then no man shall be able to deceive you.

I believe you are right, was his only reply , as he left me very thought

fully.

It may here be noticed that there is nothing in the angel's salutation to

justify either prayer or worship to the Virgin Mary.

TOL . 2.-NO. 2 .
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The word , “ Hail” does not justify it, for it was only the ordinary salute

of the time, and was addressed by our Lord himself to his disciples : he said ,

" All hail,” when certainly he did not pray to them nor worship them.

Matt. xxviii . 9 .

The words— " The Lord be with thee," do not justify it , for the very same

words are addressed also by the angel to Gideon , “ The Lord is with thee ,

thou mighty man of valor ;" Judges vi . 12 , and certainly they do not en

title Gideon to any worship.

The words— “ Thou art highly favored, ” or , as the Romanists translate

it, " full of grace,” will not justify it , for the same words, indeed stronger,

are addressed to the prophet Daniel— “ O man , greatly beloved ,” Dan . X. 19,

and such words do not imply prayer or worship to him .

The words— " Blessed art thou among women,” as spoken to Mary, are

no more than the words spoken of Jael— “Blessed shall Jael the wife of

Heber the Kenite be ; blessed shall she be above women in the tent ;"

Judges v . 24. Such words do not justify prayer or worship, either to Jael

on one hand, or to the Virgin Mary on the other .

Let us think of Mary with tender affection, as of the mother of Jesus ;

but let us neither pray to her nor worship her ; for prayer and worship be

long exclusively to the Godhead .

[ For the Critic . ]

LEARNED LECTURERS OR LEARNED PREACHERS ?

It is now generally admitted that man is an improvable being

in regard of all his faculties, and that special gymnastic prepa

ration is always of advantage before the athlete appears upon

the arena . None will deny that eloquence is a proper theme

for study , and any youth whose profession will lie in endeavor

ing to pursuade his fellow man , should make this study a pro

minent speciality. If all art in ministerial education be a pro

fanity, then let us proclaim ourselves disciples of George Fox :

but by the same token all ministerial education, whether secu

lar or sacred , is profane, and we should tear down our semina

ries of learning and burn our books. But, as achurch we have

adopted the principle , that the instruments offered to God for

his service , should be finished to their utmost capability . We

believe that whilst God often blesses very rude instruments to

the accomplishment of great ends, the rule of His providence is

to bless the means in proportion as they are adapted to the end .

It is so in all the departments of His government. The appeal

to individual cases of men who have preached eloquently with

out having studied elocution , should not be made unless it is

meant to take the ground , that elocution is a useless study-a

position that few intelligent men , in this age , would be willing

to assume .
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It is acknowledged that in a sparsely settled country like

ours , there is a great tendency in the common mind to under

value special training generally. Long apprenticeships are un

popular with the masses. People are apt to “ take up" trades ,

and sometimes even professions — and sometimes you meet a

man who has tried a half-a -dozen without ever having had a pre

liminary training for any one of them . This is the lowest form

of anti-education. It has, however, this to recommend it : it is

practical. The aspirant begins at once to do the thing aimed

at . He begins his practice of gymnastics in the arena itself :

and if he has the stamina to endure the failures and hard knocks

he gets , he may finally hold his standing with the best .
Thus

some men, “ take up ' preaching , and by dint of working at it

with untiring devotion ,like Pitt in the Halls of Parliament,

rise even to eminence . There was good sense in the plan of the

pious Baptist lady , who appeared on Sunday afternoon in the

midst of a congregation of colored Baptists , and addressed them

to this effect, Brethren, my son John, has, you know, lately

been baptized , and I want him to be a preacher . I came here

to knowif you would allow him to come to your meetings every

Sabbath afternoon, and practice on you, till he gets fit to preach to

white people.

How ' son John ' turned out, the deponent saith not , but we

think that the Baptist lady's philosophy was rather better than

that of some who hold a form of anti-education which is very

learned in its mien . Its radix seems to be the idea that arts

should all be learned speculatively ; so that when the learned

has his brain (or his note book) well furnished with theorems

he is ready for the full practice of his business. The sham

science-man walks out very superciliously on his stilts among

the homely experienced men,-but alas , he soon trips and

spreads his dignity in the dust. Not many years ago , a college

bred gentleman came from a great city to our neighborhood ,and

settled upon a farm . His shelves exhibited an array of books

on Chemistry , Geology, Meteorology, and all the branches of

farming, such as had never been heard of in this country. He

treated the opinions of his unlearned neighbors with no great

respect - followed his books in defiance of all the experienceof

the country , and it was told on him (perhaps untruly) that he

would carry out to the field a selection of his books , and would

issue an order from Stephens, and onefrom Allen , and then one

from Norton-until the laborers were bewildered, and the whole

neighborhood were laughing.

Now we would not be understood to affirm that our seminary

students come forth to their pastoral duties just so learnedly

foolish as this — but there might be worse illustrations than the

one we have used , of the unpractical style of our theological

education . Let us suppose that Lowell Mason , instead of drill

ing his pupils through a variety of exercises under rythm , melo
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dy and dynamics — rehearsing times without number, scales , airs

and anthems- curbing, correcting, stimulating - leading on to

greater ease of execution, to purer tones, to juster expression, -

should undertake to make singers of a hundred boys and girls

by burying himself up to his arm -pits in a big chair, and pros

ing away hour after hour, day after day, on the art of music in

the abstract—its history, its power , the different systems which

have prevailed , the biographies of its great composers, and the

rules for becoming adepts in the art - and then as he finally left

the tripod saying, “ Go forth my young friends and sing — sing

with heart and voice—I have filled the cask - you haveonly to

turn the spiggot and pour forth your liquid notes to refresh the

world . It would have been desirable to have bestowed more

attention upon the details and practice of the art— but facility

comes by time and experience. Farewell. Let my “ Musical

Letter ” be your vade mecum .'

Of course some will choose to interpret this as a satire upon

learning, and will retort that dogs bark at strangers ;—but these

had better - hold their breath , and see if it may not mean

something different . Learning is a most important part of

ministerial furniture, but learning is not training , and learning

alone may tend to unfit a man for being a good speaker . There

are instances in which good natural gifts for speaking seem to

be extinguished by what is called education . The secluded life

of a student tends to make him awkward and diffident when he

appears in public, and some scholars have usually a morbid

aversion to all public performances. And that system of train

ing men for the ministry is defective, which has no provision

for keeping the thoughts and sympathies of the pupils in their

proper relations to their fellow men . Behold the unpractised

savan on the platform with the practised ' man of the people. '

The savan may feel something like contempt for the shallow

spouter at his side - neverthless both he and the audience would

at that moment give something if he possessed a little more of

the spouter's ease and fluency , and power of touching the hearts

of the people . He is in a manner chest -foundered—and the peo

ple first sympathize, then murmur , then sleep or retire — or the

more devout ones pray for grace suited to the emergency .

It is not a rare sight at a watering place to see a fine young

gentleman arrive with anincredible cargo of sundries for sport

ing - horses, dogs, guns , fishing rods , and fixtures innumerable.

He first would go a fishing. A neighborhood man is hunted

up to guide him to the trout stream . The sportsman steps forth

in presence of the company all furnished and equipped - rules

of angling in his pocket , jointed and silver mounted rod , India

rubber boots to his thigh, his body girt with game bag , bait

bag, and tackle bag , gauntlet, canteen and lunch : whilst along

side of him walks the plain countryman with his hazel rod,
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thread line , and grasshopper bait- but when they reach the

rugged creek -bank , and have to force their way through the

tangled thicket, the sportsman finds many things to be attend

ed to, which the books had not provided him against, and his

elaborate incumbrances distress him beyond measure, and worse

than all, the trout will not bite at his jaunty flies ; whilst the

nimble woodman glides lithely along without slip or scratch ,

and soon has his forked switch bedecked with a long row of

bright, spotted trout - and as the pair return to the hotel, there

seems to be a general giving in , to the divine's old proverb .

“ He is not the best fisherman who has the best tackle, but he

who catches the most fish .

Some are of the opinion that the art of speaking belongs more

particularly to the college than to the seminary course . We

are of the opinion that it belongs very particularly to both , but

most particularly to the seminary. Education in this depart

ment properly begins with the first reader of the primary school ,

if not sooner - and ought to proceed pari passu with all other

studies to the end of aprofessional man's life. But there is a

delivery specially becoming the pulpit, which ought specially

to be attended to under the eye-not of an ordinary teacher of

elocution — who is commonly a jackanapes—but of a pious , ex

perienced and accomplished professor -- who can often conduct

a pupil to a point of much higher elocutionary effectiveness than

he has ever attained himself - as we not unfrequently observeto

be the case with the very best teachers of music . We deside

rate no thing like the theatric training—which is a system of

acknowledged hypocrisy . The most painfully ridiculous per

formance we ever heard , was a literary address from a clergy

man , who is said to have been in the habit of boasting that he

spent two years under the tuition of a certain well-known actor,

( in order to acquire a natural manner.” Many of his attitudes

and expressions of countenance strikingly reminded us of the

Laocoon group, and of the Centaurs in their battles with Her

cules . Far distant be the day whens uch solemn farces shall be

enacted in our pulpits. Cicero said that no one was qualified

to be an orator without a pure character and a sincere heart.

Let us have an elocutionist in our seminaries whose critical

thong shall never cease to play upon the shoulders of the pupil,

who dares to utter a religious address, except from a sincere,

devout, and profoundly earnest heart, or who indulges in the

slightest coxcombry of toneor gesture. It forms the very staple

of a suitable culture, to remove all unpleasant peculiarities of

manner from each pupil, and to promote simplicity , grace and

warmth . Can it be well for the church, or kind to the youth

to send forth the licentiate with all his peculiar faults left to

offend the eye and ear of the auditor , and to be brought back

to him in the form of criticisms , which tend only to irritate , or

dishearten him !
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craving fresh pabulum . So that the active pastor can usually

Of course this sort of training cannot be done independently

of the study of the compositionof sermons . For a suitable pul

pit manner cannot be superinduced upon a chapter of divinity.

The student without very frequent practice in the composition,

as well as delivery of sermons, will inevitably come away from

the seminary with the professorial lecture floating in his mind

as the beau ideal of a discourse, than which nothing could be

more unfortunate — and the lecture room delivery is apt to fol

low , which will effectually guard his prospects for anaudience

after the first trial.

Is it not a principle almost too axiomatic for argument, that

along with the acquisition of knowledge, there ought to be form

ed and strengthened by almost constant exercise , a habit of

weaving that knowledgeinto the warp ofthe student's thinking ?

He ought to be compelled, not simply to write as a compiler,

but as a thinker, and to utter his thoughts, not as a child say

ing the alphabet , but as one who has passed the bullion he has

dug from the placer through the mint of his own mind , and

stamped it with the image of his own originality.

The facile reply to all this is , that such attention to the de

velopment of the individual student's powers would trench too

much upon the hours needed for acquisition. We meet this by

a simple joining of issue, and declare the position that the for

mer is entitled to its full share of attention even at some expense

to the latter, After a symmetrical outline of fact and doctrine

is once fastened in the memory and comprehension, the filling

up can go on without the living teacher . In old seminaries,

much of the pupil's time is occupied with studying books written

by the professors themselves, and containing the substance of

all their prelections upon those topics. And the press is always

replenish his " cask”at pleasure , at the theological hydrant (it

sounds as if the old divine was thinking of a wine press ! ) But

training is not a thing of books and lectures exclusively — not a

thing to be postponed to mature life and active service . The

drilling andthe target practice must precede the day of battle ,

or the men will fight as those who beat the air . One reason

why Americans make the best volunteer soldiers in the world

is , that they are bred to the use of arms from boyhood . He

who would be a good rifleman , must practice in his youth . And

thus one may say of every thing else, as a rule . The orators

who move multitudes , are not the men who have spent their

early life in the closest study of books : but usually those who

have exercised freely their social affections, and insensibly

learned where lie the hidden springs of human thought and

feeling . The mountain streams, retired groves , and village ly

ceums of the land , have given us some of our greatest orators.

It is an error to suppose , that constant application of the
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mind to books , is the way to make some scholars, much less

preachers. After all the wide fields of knowledge which our

young menhave traversed, this is not a learned generation of

divines. May it not be that too much is attempted , and that

when the student comes forth , his knowledge is to him like

great continents seen through amist , which gradually thickens

into an opaque fog. Which of the ancients was it who said,

“ Beware of the man of one book ?” — by which he meant not that

such a man must be narrow - but that he possesses at least one

instrument perfectly at command. We once heard of an old

lady , who had committed to memoryYoung's NightThoughts,

and she always had an effective couplet ready to applya moral,

or confound an adversary. And the reader of Scott's novels

will remember the Cameronian woman , who could hurl texts

about with such tremendous effect. And there is no doubt that

were the ipsissima verba of the Bible made more of a speciality

in the training our youth , the ministry would be rendered far

more powerful. But, what we wish here to say is, that the

ministers who have the most leisure for collateral studies , are

not commonly those who have during their curriculum , gone

over the most ground—but those who planted in their minds

the seeds of things, and undertook only what they could digest .

And we often see those who have been most absorbed during

their seminary course in mere acquisition, the most driven

through life in preparing discourses , and have the least time

for adding to their stock of ideas.

It is indeed to be lamented that so many are prone to lay

the blame of the church's inaction upon some one or other defect

in the machinery of doing good , instead of upon the general

want of earnest prayer and deep faith-but surely God will ap

prove all honest efforts to elevate the tone of the ministry.

A PRESBYTERIAN FARMER .

[ For the Critic . ]

ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS .

Eating my breakfast in my sick -room - five minutes ago : took

a mouthful of buckwheat cake — and asked the servant woman ,

Aunt Becky—if she knew whether old Uncle Isaac had saved

any pumpkin seed for me , last Fall ? The question followed the

cake immmediately - long before the mouthful was swallowed :

the time allowed to the mind, being probably one, or at most

two seconds, in which to fill up the gap between the buckwheat

cake now , and the pumpkin seeds last Fall - and give any de

cent show of sense to such an incoherent proceeding. Ofcourse ,
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was

neither Aunt Becky, nor any one else standing by,—could have

had the least idea , what induced me to enquire about pumpkin

seeds — in that abrupt manner. That, I propose to tell — if any

one cares to know ,—and thereby give a specimen of the mental

operations , which precede all abrupt questions.

1. The cake was too much salted ; so I thought I would di

rect my servant to tell the cook about it .

2. At the instant I saw the butter before me , and it occurred

to me, that the excess of salt might be in so much of it as

on the cake , and not in the batter ofwhich the cake was made :

so I changed my mind about sending any message to the cook .

3. It then occurred to me, that some fresh butter had been

sent to me, a few days before, by one of my daughters from my

principal farm , some fifty miles off, by one of my young sons

who had come to see me, in my sickness : then I wondered if this

could be it : then I thought of the kindness of my
children and

years of love and anxiety rushed through my mind : and then I

wondered if they did not deprive themselves to send this to me :

I doubted if their cows gave milk enough this terrible winter :

then I took in , in an inconceivably short space of time, all my

plantation affairs - past and present : chiefly my beautiful Dur

ham cows : and the question came up , is corn a good food to

keep them in full milk ?—for they are being wintered on corn

chiefly.

4. Upon the good food question, come up the fact that in 1854

the pumpkin crop had failed almost entirely in that region : that

in 1855 ,we farmers there had been extensively imposed on, by

having seed of the large yellow squash imported from the East,

and sold to us for extra fine pumpkin seed , at the rate of$8 a bush

el , which was about eight hundred times more than it was worth :

and my consequent vexation — and the disappointment and con

tempt of my Durham cattle last Fall over these bogus pump

kins,—with which I, like a ninny, had been , through sheer

inattention , imposed on with the rest .

5. Then came a scene in the streets of this little village last

October-- of my casually meeting a negro driving a two horse

wagon which was full of very fine true pumpkins:my having a

talk with him — and engaging him to bring mea couple of loads

to my stable — if his master would sell them : then his telling

me— a few days afterwards, that he could not bring them -- but

that I would get them by sending for them : and the conclusion

that I had better see his master personally — but would probably

miss getting them .

6. Then a scene a couple of weeks later , at the sale of Mr.

Hutchinson, out in the country, who was about to move to Tex

as : my going there for other purposes, to wit , to purchase pork

and a wagon , -forgetting all about the pumpkins and Mr. Davis ;

saw him at that sale , and then remembered the pumpkins when
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I saw him - and now recalled the whole of that, and all things

at the sale : how I bought several loads — had them hauled home:

and could not now recollect whether they had been paid for.

7. Remembered on reflection, that I had given my old ser

vant Isaac , who is head man over us all , in his department , the

money to pay Mr. Davis for the pumpkins—and at the same

time had directed him to save a bushel of the seeds of those fine

pumpkins , for use next Spring, on the farm where the present

ofbutter came from : Uncle Isaac's habits, I reflected , are none

of the best - did he in fact save the seeds for me ? Did he, Becky ?

Fact ;-mouthful of buckwheat cake:-Question ; about pump

kin seeds : The gap between the two - most imperfectly filled

up-by the above detail. I suppose the case illustrates millions

of millions of processes , through which the human mind is con

tinually passing : but to which we pay no attention . And I

suppose further, that if we did attend to the operations of our

own minds with as much assiduity as we do to the operationsof

matter ; and then reason upon them as carefully : we should be

as well acquainted with our souls as with our bodies.

In a second or two—as it were in a mere flash - the mind per

vades and takes in whole years of past existence, and innumera

ble objects:—at the same instant , viewed with the past , the whole

future as connected with the views of the part then taken ; and

simultaneously with both , a distinct sense of our present exis

tence and action . All the faculties of the soul set to work , in

this instantaneous way, and with this inconceivable velocity,

power and exactness. Not running pell mell--but fastening on

specific things — and while seeing and feeling every thing in all

directions— yet using only these specific things, to link up a

chain more or less extended, until at a certain link , the chain

breaks off- in an abrupt act or question . Meantime, the con

sciousness of every oneof these complicated, innumerable , and

inconceivably swift and powerful operations— is perfect in the

mind ; and the attention is directed, effectively to every one of

them - by the million in a second ; and the memory retains every

one of them , long enough for you to reflect on them , ifyou think

fit; and if you will do it, the mind passes along through them ,

and looks steadily at them — and makes its note of every thing ;

or if you will not - dismisses the whole — and they vanish .

The manner in which the most ordinary physical sensations - in

this case the taste of salt - are capable of setting all the faculties

of the mind to work—is well worthy of our grave attention

The manner in which the chain of movements thus set agoing,

terminates sooner or later, in an outward act , on a level with the

starting sensation—in this case a question about pumpkin seeds ,

is a most important element for us to ponder. The immeasurable

compass, power, elevation - of the range between the exciting

sensation and the abrupt end of the chain of associated ideas

is most wonderful of all .
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MINISTERIAL SUPPORT THE RELATION OF SUPER

ANNUATED MINISTERS, AND THE FAMILIES OF

DECEASED MINISTERS , TO THE CHURCH - SOCIE

TIES FOR THEIR SUPPORT .

The Old School Presbyterian Church has spoken with empha

sis , while she would urge and enjoin Ministerial support. She

has spoken in the acts of her General Assembly, and the Pres

byteries and Synods , all over the land , have re -affirmed her doc

trines , and repeated her injunctions in the solemn form of enact

ments , and in the adoption of plans to secure, at least in part,

the adequate pecuniary support of ourMinistry . And she unites

her testimony that it is a divine injunction, which can never be

neglected , without detriment to the active and efficient work of

the church , and without involving a deep criminality of the

church in withholding that support claimed by Jesus Christ .

The Jewish priest was always supported from the service of the

altar . Moses and Paul both claim , as a dictate of nature , that

the laborer , though a beast, should live of the avails of his labor,

(Deut . 25 , 4 ; 1 Cor . 9 , 9.) Then it is positively claimed , as the

right of the Christian Minister ; even though it may not be de

manded byhim , or may be withheld by the church ; ( 1 Cor . 9 chap .

9, 14. Thus nature , reason and scripture, unite their testimony

that the church is bound to furnish a full physical support to

those whose time, energies and substance, are bestowed upon

her service . Nor can there be any appeal from the voice of a

devoted pastor's or evangelist's wants . The church must supply

their wants . And to relieve this doctrine of a common preju

dice, that operates injuriously against it , we would exclude the

entire band of sine titulo reverends (who are not the servants

of the church , in any proper sense , and are not even laboring

under her direction and control,) from this high claim for sup

port, at the hands of the church . But we would insist , that the

obligation is correspondingly binding, to see to it that “ they

which wait at the altar, are partakers with the altar " And

as this is the doctrine of our church, and of the orthodox every

where, there is no need that it should be discussed . The bare

statement is sufficient for our present purpose , viz : —That it

shall become the basis of a few enquiries respecting the relations

of superannuated Ministers, and the families of deceased Minis

ters to the church .

And first. What is necessary to the severance of the relations

of a Minister fromthe church ? (so as to relieve the church from

the obligation to support him . )

No one will deny, that, should he hold and promulgate opin

ions , or exhibit a character and life warranting deposition , the
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church would be freed from the obligation . This, however,

does not present the case of a superannuated Minister. But the

declaration is , that he is not a Minister in any proper sense .

The case we are considering, is one in which the Minister has

become physically disabled for the performance of his ministerial

labors . It may be from accident, disease or age .

Well , here he is . And what is to become of him ? Is it true

that , physically , he is dependent upon the charity of somebody

for support, as , thatwhile he served the church actively , she

was bound for it ? Is the relation he sustained to the church ,

at all changed , because of his inability to work actively ? I trow

not . Civilized and Christian States not only pay the charges of

their soldiers while actively employed, but if any are disabled

in the prosecution ofwarfare, or remain soldiers until disquali

fied from age, they have the guarantee of a pension for life.

And if a slave becomes disabled, from any cause, to do his mas

ter's service, the laws of all well regulated Christian States , re

quire the master to support him . And the best dictates of our

nature demand that the faithful horse or dog, shall be fed and

protected by the master , even after they have become useless ;

having worn out their energies in his service .

Nordoes the church fail to recognize the transcendently higher

obligations to her Ministers , worn out in her sacred service ,

even in the service of their Divine Master . Particular cases

have been met and supplied by the promptings ofa public charity,

in the communities where they have occurred, thus acknowledg

ing the general Christian dutyto sustain both the supperannua

ted Minister, and the family of the deceased Minister.

Individual congregations have made permanent provisions for

such cases as may arise in their churchand with their Minister .

Different denominations have sanctioned , and even urged , the

duty upon the Christian public to provide themeans of such sup

port , in the way of permanent funds and otherwise. It is time

then , that both in recognition of the duty , and in the fact that

the thing is done , the Christian public is agreed . And so far,

the thing is right , and should receive the the full sanction that

it does , in the great Christian heart.

But there arises , just at this point, several important sugges

tions , or rather inquiries, viz :-By whose authority should this

work' be done ? Under whose control ? and in whose name ?

But what of the associations and societies , that exist in the name

of different denominations, with reference to this subject ? In

some cases, they are so much under the ecclesiastical control of

the church, as to constitute them boards , or committees of the

church, (in a tolerably good sense.) Against such , there is no

objection , so far as the principle is involved, for which we are

contending. There are instances, however , in which they are

strictly voluntary societies or clubs , withoutthe least control of
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any of the judicatories of the church . And we know that such

societies exist under the sanction of our own church , and in dif

ferent sections thereof' ; but we do not believe that they ex

press the deliberate judgment of the church, or even those sec

tions of it , on the subject of voluntary societies as agents in the

work of the church ; but we believe that they are more the re

sult of inattention , or from the want of mature deliberation .

To illustrate. A case like this can easily occur, viz :-A par

ticular synod may be impressed with a sense of dutyto provide

the means of support for superannuated Ministers and the fami

lies of deceased Ministers, within its own bounds, and that a

general contribution should be made by the congregations in its

connection ; whereupon , a committee may be raised to report

upon the constitution of a society for the conduct of the work,

in connection with the synod . The synod may request each of

its Ministers to act in the interim , as agents, to collect funds

for the object, & c . But when the committee shall appear upon

the floor of the synod, ready to report , a motion may prevail

that synod take recess from business, in order to receive the re

port of this her committee. Thereupon, a public meeting may

be constituted , with a ruling elder or minister in the chair . The

report may then be read , embracing a constitution and by-laws,

and the whole may be adopted . And , as we have seen , it may

turn out , at last , that a voluntary society is formed, and that the

synod has absolutely no control over it — nor can have , only at

the option of the society.

It may also be true , that the qualifications of membership, in

said society , do not involve membership in the synod , nor even

in the Presbyterian or any other church ; but that it is purely

pecuniary, requiring an initiation fee, and the payment, annu

ally , of a fixed amount. It may , however, be provided, that

said society shall hold its annual meetings at the place, and

during the time of the annual meetings of the synod. It may

be further provided , that all the funds of the society, shall be

for the exclusive use and benefit of the objects above named .

And when all this shall have been said and done, there is not

the semblance of any real connection with the synod . For , as

to its meeting at the time and place of the meeting of the synod,

so also might the State Agricultual Society provide ; and the

only thing that could be claimed on that score , would be , that

that society afforded a liberal convenience to the members of

synod , who happened to be of its members . And should it also

provide , that all its funds were to be held for the exclusive use

and benefit of the same objects , but wholly under its own con

trol , we should then have two societies on the same footing, as

to the synod .

But let us come to the main issue at once . If the supportof

the objects contemplated, is a Christian duty , why does not the
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Church , as such , distinctly , in recognition of her obligations to

her Divine Head, resolve to do thework , in her own name and

under her own control ? And if the church has not excluded

from her brotherhood her superannuated Ministers, and the

families of her deceased Ministers, let her frankly acknowledge

the duty , and claim the privilege and right " to sustain them in

her own pale, and in honor to the Father of us all , ' even to

Christ, whose beneficiaries they are .

ZION, THE PERFECTION OF BEAUTY ; OR, THE

TRUTH , ORDER AND SPIRIT OF THE PRESBYTE

RIAN CHURCH BRIEFLY CONSIDERED . A SERMON

PREACHED AT THE OPENING OF THE SYNOD OF IowA , AT OSKALOOSA ,

OCTOBER 11th , 1855 : BY THE REV. JOSHUA PHELPS, President

of Alexandria College and Pastor of the Presbyterian Church

of Dubuque. Published at the request of the Synod. Du

buque, 1856 .

This is a bold , honest , manly defence of Presbyterianism ,

and we congratulate our church in the far West in having å

man like Mr. Phelps to stand and plead for her distinctive char

acter and mission . As the President of a Literary Institution

and Pastor of a Church, he has a noble opportunity of doing

good in the vigorous and growing Commonwealth in which his

lot has been cast ; and we rejoice in the assurance afforded by

this sermon , that his influence will be exercised very decidedly

in behalf of our Scripturalfaith and order . There is one point,

however , in regard to which we are constrained to take excep

tion to Mr. Phelps' views : and we do it the more freely, be

cause, as it appears to us , he departs from his own analogy of

faith , under an unconscious reverence for the authority of Prince

ton ; and because the Board of Publication , by printing Doctor

Hodge's Discourse on Presbyterianism , and the Assembly of

1855, by causing to be printed Dr. Boardman's Sermon , have

given greater conspicuity and currency to the error . In illus

trating his views, Mr. Phelps, we think, betrays some appre

hension that the proposition he is defending is not exactly the

truth ; and whether it be the actual struggle with Congrega

tionalism, the great foe of Presbyterian order , which consti

tutes no small part of the discipline of our ministers in the

West, or whatever may be the cause, it is quite evident, we

think, that he has some lurking doubt in regard to the theory
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of the “ Discourse on Presbyterianism .” The point to which

we refer, is the statement on p . 28 , of the “ 2d fundamental

principle of Presbyterian Church Order ,” which is , “ the right

of the people to exercise government through their divinely appoint

ed officers.” Now , the right of the people “ to exercise govern

ment” in Christ's House, we deny to be any principle at all ,

much less a fundamental principle of Presbyterian Order . And

on this point, we would respectfully commend to the candid

study of Mr. Phelps and our readers generally , the following

extracts from an old number of the Southern Presbyterian Re

view . The subject of these extracts is the nature of the office

of the Ruling Elder, considered as “ the representative of the

pe ple : " )

" It is becoming common to represent it , not as the immediate

appointment and institution of Christ, the only King and Head

of the Church , but as the creature of the people, possessed of

no other powers but those which they have chosen to entrust to

it .
The Elder is an organ through which the people exercise

the jurisdiction which Christ originally committed to them .

He can do nothing but what the people themselves might do ,

and his office is Divine only in the sense that God is supposed

to sanction the act of his constituents in delegating their power

to him , instead of exercising it in their own collective capacity.

According to this extraordinary theory, the people in mass

might constitute, in connection with the ministry, the judicial

Assemblies of the Church . The Session might be composed ,

not of the Pastor and Elders, but of the Pastor and the brother

hood .
The Presbytery might be composed , not of the Ministers

and a Ruling Elder from each church within the bounds of a

district --but of the ministers and entire congregations of pro

fessed believers committed to their charge. Our government

upon this scheme, as it was originally instituted byChrist, and

as it might now be jure divino practically administered, is an odd

mixture of an elective aristocracy — the clergy — and a pure
de

mocracy , the people. We have no hesitation in affirming that

thiswhole theory of the origin and nature of the Elder's office ,

is absolutely false — unsupported by a single text of Scripture ,

or a single doctrine of our standards . Presbyterianism
vene

rates the rights, but it is a new thing under the sun to main

tain the judicial power of the people. Christ has not commit

ted the government of the church into their hands. The lan

guage of our law is as clear and explicit as language can be

made. “ The Lord Jesus, as King and Head of the Church ,

hath therein appointed a government~IN THE HANDS OF CHURCH

OFFICERS , distinct from the civil magistrate." Not a word is

said about the right of the people to co - operate in all acts of

* Confession of Faith , chap . xxx . , $ 1 .
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discipline and government. The potestas jurisdictionis per

tains to church - officers , - " to these officers " —it is added—and

not to the people, " the keys of the kingdom of heaven are com

mitted ' * — ". it belongeth to the overseers and other rulers of

the particular churches, by virtue of their office, and the power

which Christ hath given them , for edification , and not for de

struction , to appoint " Synods and Councils” — “ and to convene

together in them as often as they shall judge it expedient for

the good of the church . " " Our blessed Saviour, for the edifi

cation of the visible church , which is his body , hath appointed

officers, not only to preach the Gospel and administer the sacra

ments, but also to exercise discipline , for the preservation both

of truth and duty ; and it is incumbent upon these officers, and

upon the whole church in whose name they act , to censure

cast out the erroneous and scandalous ." I

These passages of our Standards recognize the doctrine of

Owen , $ which we apprehend to be the true doctrine of the Scrip

tures—that " all church -power in actu primo , or fundamentally

is in the church itself : in actu secundo, or its exercise , in them

that are especially called thereunto." “ He hath instituted ,"

says this great man , || " and appointed the officers themselves ,

and made a grant of them unto the church for its edification.

As also, he hath determined and limited the powers and duties

of the officers. It is not in the power of any or of all the church

es in the world , to appoint any office, or officer in the church ,

that Christ hath not appointed. And where there are any such,

they can have no church-authority properly so called ; for that

entirely riseth from and is resolved into the institution of the

office by Christ Himself. And hence , in the first place , all the

authority of officers in the church proceeds from the authority

of Christ in the institution of the office itself : for that which

gives being unto any thing, gives it also its essential proper

ties . ' “ It is hence evident,” he insists in another place,**

" that in the communication of church -power in office unto any

person called thereunto , the work and duty of the church con

sists formally in acts of obedience unto the commands of Christ .

Hence , it doth not give unto such officers a power or authority

that was formally and actually in the body of the community,

by virtue of any grant or law of Christ , so as they should re

ceive and act the power of the church , by virtue of a delegation

from them ; but only they design , choose , set apart the indi

vidual persons, who thereon are entrusted with office -powerby

Christ Himself, according as was before declared . While,

* Confession, of Faith , chap . XXX . , $ 2 . † Ibid . , chap. XXX . , $ 1 .

| Form of Government , Book I. , chap . 1 , $3 .

s Owen on the Nature of a Gospel Church , chap . iii . , $2 . Works , vol . 20 , p .

378 .

|| Ibid . , p . 386. **Ibid . , p . 383 .
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therefore, “ all church-power, which is nothing but a right to

perform church duties in obedience unto the commands of Christ

and according unto his mind, is originally given unto the church

essentially considered ,” yet it has evidently “ a double exercise

-1 , in the call or choosing of officers ; 2 , in their voluntary

acting with them and under them in all duties of rule . "

That the people , and not Christ, are the direct and immediate

source of all the power and authority committed to the office of

Ruling Elder, is an error which , though it evidently contradicts

the express teachings of our standards, has arisen from a

total misapprehension of the title with which they distinguish

him—the representative of the people. A representative and a

delegate are essentially distinct—they differ not merely, as Lord

Brougham * seems to suppose, in the extent of the subjects on

which they are authorized to act , but in the relation which they

bear to those who elect them .

Representative government is a different kind of government

from a pure democracy. It is essentially a limitation upon the

people—they choose representatives because it is not safe that

they themselves should discharge the functions of legislators or

rulers . In human governments , the power of representatives

may , for the most part, be ultimately traced to the people, as

this whole system of polity is generally , though not always,

the offspring of popular will . In establishing this species of

government , the people create the office of representative, define

its powers , specify its duties , and settle its rights. They form

a Constitution , the very object of which is to prevent the accu

mulation of too much power in their own hands--to restrain the

supremacy of their own will—and to check the tendencies of ab

solute authority to abuse and tyranny . This Constitution once

fixed, is the immediate source of all power to all the represen

tatives chosen under it—to it, and to it alone,must they appeal

for a knowledge of their rights, privileges and duties. . It, and

not the will of those who elect them , becomes their law. Their

relations to the Constitution, which equally binds them and

their constituents, render it absurd that they should be treated

as mere organs , machines or automatons through which others

act . It deserves further to be remarked, that in all organized

States in which the representative principle is a partof the Con

stitution , the representatives possess powers and dischargefunc

tions to which their constituents as a mass can lay no claim

putting it in this way beyond all doubt that a representative

and deputy are fundamentally distinct. In the Church the

representative government is not , as in the State, even ultimate

ly the creature of the people—it is the direct appointment of

Christ , and the powers and duties of ecclesiastical representa

!

* Political Philosophy , vol . 3 , chap . 6 , p . 31 .
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tives are prescribed and defined in the word of God — the only

Constitution of the Church . They are there represented as ru

lers, and not as tools — they are to study and administer the

laws of the Saviour , and not bend to the caprices of the people ;

and they are to listen to no authoritative instructions but those

which have proceeded from the throne of God . Christ never

gave to the people, as a mass, any right to exercise jurisdiction

or to administer discipline . They cannot appear in Session or

Presbytery. It is not only inconvenient that they should be

there , in their collective capacity, but they have no right to be

there. The privilege of attending as members , as component

elements of the Court, would be destructive of all the ends which

representation is designed to secure-it would subvert the whole

system of government. The business of the people is to elect

the men who give sufficient evidence that they are fitted by the

Spirit to fill the offices which Christ has appointed. “ This is

the power and right given unto the church essentially consider

ed with respect unto their officers, namely, to design , call, choose

and set apart the persons by the ways of Christ's appointment

unto those offices whereunto by His laws He hath annexd church

power and authority . ” *
These men represent the people , be

cause they are the choice of the people . The term representa

tive , therefore, is equivalent to chosen ruler-it designates the

manner in which the office is acquired , and the source of its

powers . When Elders , consequently, are styled in our Stand

ards the representatives of the people, it is a total misapprehen

sion to suppose that the meaning intended to be conveyed is ,

that they are the deputies or delegates of the people , occupying

a position and exercising powers which the people themselves

might occupy and exercise. The title imports nothing more

than that they are the persons whom the people have selected ,

as duly qualified and called of God , to perform the functions

which Christ has enjoined upon the rulers of His house. The

people as such possessnot a singleelement of the potestas juris

dictionis which pertains to the Elders and the Courts of the

Church .

It is obvious from this explanation of the term , that Pastors

are as truly representatives of the people as Ruling Elders .

They have, in this respect , a common ministry ; and the reason

why the title is not given to them as well as to the elders is ,

that they are called to discharge other duties , unconnected with

the department of government, so that this title connot be a

complete description of their office. Pastors are more promi

nently preachers than rulers-and hence the names by which

they are distinguished have a more pointed reference to the min

istry of the word than the power of jurisdiction . But in rela

* Owen on the Nature of the Gospel Church , chap . iii . Works , vol . 20 , p . 389.

VOL . 2.-NO. 2 . 7
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tion to the Ruling Elder , the term representative of the people

is a complete description of his office . He is a chosen ruler and

nothing more . While the Pastor, in so far as he is a ruler, is

as much a representative of the people as himself, yet he com

bines other functions with his representative character, which

would render this term a very inadequate description of all

his relations to the Church of God. His right to rule depends

precisely upon the same grounds with the right of the Ruling

Elder.
* *

REV . A. CLEVELAND COXE'S IMPRESSIONS OF ENG

LAND . — YANKEEO -ANGLICANISM .

Impresssions of England ; or , Sketches of English Scenery and So

ciety. By A. CLEVELAND Coxe, Rector of Grace Church, Bal

timore. New York : Dana & Company. 1856 .

Christian Ballads . By ARTHUR CLEVELAND Coxi, M. A. , Rector

of Grace Church , Baltimore. With Corrections and Additions.

Fifth Edition. H. Hooker . Philadelphia : 1855 .

The latter of these volumes is named in connection with the

former, to which special attention is now to be called , first, be

cause it would seem that an English re- print of the “ Ballads”

previous to the Author's visit , was his letter of credit” , and

determined in a good degree the character of his associations

with English society ; and secondly , because the Ballads obvi

ously furnish a key to the spirit and sentiment of the Book of

Travels, which itselfmight not unaptly have been entitled “ An

Ecclesiological Sentimental Journey .'

We felt sorry in reading , and feel not less so now in being

called upon as Journalists to give utterance to our impressions

of this author's Impressions of England . The book presents

altogether a reverse side to that character with which, in the

natural partiality of an ecclesiastical neighbor , we had invested

the author's Churchmanship . Of good report,as an amiable

Christian gentleman , even to the full measure in which that

character is supposed to be compatible with the spirit of a cer

tain phase of Episcopacy toward other Christian people ; and ,

judging from a published volume of discourses, as also from

current report,an earnest and practical Gospel preacher,-per

haps to the full measure in which that peculiar phase of Epis

copacy is compatible with being a Gospel preacher at all ;-we
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are not a little surprised that such a book should have emanated

from such a source . Our charity disposes us to regard it as a

sort of vacation piece, --of a grave Rector in the exuberance of

freedom turning young again : transporting himself back to his

seminary days to re-“ sow his (ecclesiastical) wild oats. If it

seem unfair to hold a mere book of impressions and sketches to

so grave a responsibility, it must be borne in mind that the au

thor himself avows it as among the objects of the publication, to

contrast “ the sober and healthful progress of society in our an

cestral land” with " the vulgarizing influences of a dissocial sec

tarianism which are beginning to be perceived ” in our own

country ;—and this for the special benefit of “ those of his coun

trymen who deprecate this deterioration, and who for themselves

and their families are anxious to cultivate an acquaintance with

those domestic, educational and religious institutions which have

given to England her moral power and dignity among the na

tions of the civilized world ." * With so important an object in

view , and seeking the attainment of that object in so peculiar a

way , to say nothing of the importance of that peculiar class of

vulgarity-hating, if not sin -hating Christians to which especial

reference is had throughout the volume, it can hardly be unjust

to hold this book responsible in a higher measure than as a mere

series of fugitive sketches . The light form which it assumes ,

renders it only the more dangerous in so far as its religious sen

timent may be erroneous, since that form will give it the more

currency among just that class of semi-religious readers least

likely to possess the requisite amount either of religious intelli

gence or of good sense , to counteract its injurious tendencies.

And in lependent of all this, the official relation to the commu

nity of any pastor of a large city congregation of itself gives

importance to whatever he may publish.

It is not, however, from any considerations of this sort , that

we now call attention to this production ; but altogether because,

beyond any volume which we have met with , it is a representa

tive book : representativeof a novel and singular system of Epis

copacy, which ( perhaps, because of its being chiefly local to New

Yorkand Connecticut) the American Christian public seems not

generally to have discriminated as a system distinct from both

the High and Low Church, so called. For the purpose ofma

king this distinction, we have , after due consideration, been able

to devise no better term than that at the head of this article.

We vouch not by any means for the classic Latinity of the term .

But desiring to finda convenient expression whereby to distin

guish from the two other phases of Episcopacy, a peculiar system

of ideas, which has recently grown up in the particular locality

referred to , and at the same time grown out of the modern mania

for an independent Anglican succession , we have ventured the

use of this term - Yankeco -Anglicanism .

* Preface, page 8 .
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As it is the chief purpose of this present writing to illustrate

some peculiarities of this new system , we shall aim to sink the

author out of view , and look only at the book . This we are the

more free to do, since , as already intimated, the book must cer

tainly misrepresent its author, whom we highly esteem as a

neighbor, whilst on the other hand it is singularly articulate in

representing the new system of religious ideas, which we are

aiming to illustrate.

In order to a just comprehension of the phase of American

Episcopacy developed in these “ Impressionsof England” , it is

needful first to glance at the leading points of the Oxford sys

tem in which this New York system had its origin , and to

which it owes chiefly its growth and progress . It will be re

membered that the Oxford movement had its origin , by way of

reaction, from the extremeLow Church tendencies of the English

Reform party from '25 to '33 . The passage of the Irish Church

Act of 1833, abolishing several Irish Bishoprics, and the open

talk of a reform of the Prayer Book itself by Parliament, proved

to be the last drop poured into the cup ofHigh Church affliction.

And thereupon measures — and very effective measures -- were

taken for organized opposition and for staying the threatening

overflow of Church Reform . In this effort originated the Ox

ford Tract writing ; which , as we infer from Mr. Perceval's fa

mous letter to the Irish Ecclesiastical Journal, was the semi-of

ficial utterance of a sort of “ voluntary society ” gotten up in

the Church of England for the Church's defence. As we learn

from the same authority, the principles, which this body of wri

ters combined to spread, by tracts, sermons, reviews, stories ,

ballads, poems, & c . , were by no means merely of any tempora

ry sort , but far-reaching in their extent , scarcely coming down

to the low level of current Church politics at all . The funda

mental points of the new doctrine are these: 1. “ The only way

of salvation, is the partaking of the body and blood of the Redee

mer, through the Sacrament of the Supper.” 2. T'he security

for the due application of that sacrament is the apostolical suc

cession of Bishops andPresbyters under them .

Setting out with this as the grand fundamental principle of

Christian faith , they resolved , “ That there is great danger of

these truths being slighted , and Christians tempted to unautho

rised ways of communion ; and therefore, (we quote Mr. Perce

val's words), Wepledge ourselves one to another , reserving

our canonical obedience; (1 ) To be on the watch for all oppor

tunities of inculcating on all committed to our charge, a due

sense of the inestimable privilege of communion with our Lord

through the successors of the Apostles, and of leading them to the

resolution to transmit it , byHis blessing, unimpaired to their

children . ( 2. ) To do what in us lies towards reviving among

Churchmen the practice of daily common prayer and more fre
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quent participation in the Lord's Supper." This was theorigin

of Oxfordism , since become so renowned for its prolific writers ,

its intensity of zeal — its effectiveness in the work of corruption,

and its fruits of folly. Starting out thus from a purely sacra

mental platform of faith , and all the while spurred on by all the

excitements of party zeal - it seems not so wonderful that the

more logical, earnest and enthusiastic of these theorists should

have found their anti - Protestant theory of religion compelling

them onward to Rome . Indeed with all the ado about the in

sanity of Newman , we gravely doubt whether it be possible, for

any mind capable of perceiving logical relations at all , (bating

always of course , an understanding narrowed after the manner

of a Chinese lady's foot, by the patent Anglicanizing process)

can accept the two fundamental propositions above cited , and

not be driven to adopt the Roman rather than the Anglican

succession . It is surely beyond the bounds of human effort, to

accept it as true , that one's salvation hinges upon the unimpaired

integrity of a line of succession - and that too , an " opposition

line” , of one insular , national church against all other churches

combined ;—and that line moreover running through a thousand

years of illiterate barbarism ;—and among a people not only the

most fierce and revolutionary, but perhaps the most frequently

revolutionized of all nationsduring that thousand years;-and

in face of all these grounds of uncertainty still feel sure of sal

vation ! The world had learned to listen with politeness to the

dogma of an Apostolical Succession , which cautiously gave its

line full sea -room to drift deviouslyin any direction, back over

the trackless ocean that separates the ancient from the modern

church and civilization , to the Age of the Apostles. But this

Anglican Succession — this line straight back through all the ig

norance, and superstitions, and bestial coarseness, and blood

thirst , and feuds, and wholesale murders, and exterminating

wars , and civil revolutions and dynastic changes of British histo

ry - and yet assuring us of a sound welding of each successive

link of the chain by three competentworkmen--this is altogether

another sort of draught upon our politeness. The common mind of

the world , at least , can never comprehend how a mere sacramental

religion , resting its faith upon administrationby an unimpeach

able line of succession, can be essentially a different religion in

its nature from that of Rome;-and as to the comparative lines

of succession, can the common mind comprehend how men should

pronounce the Roman credentials counterfeit, if the Anglican be

genuine? Its sympathies must be with thatdistinguished Ken

tucky statesman , better versed perhaps in political than ecclesi

astical affairs, who after patiently hearing an enthusiastic An

glican through his demonstration of his official pedigree, could

only respond : “ All well enough , except at that one point of

your being a different spiritual race from the Pope's people , and
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yet tracing back through the Roman line ! Your argument has

just the defect of General M.'s elaborate speech at the cattle

show , in regard to the pedigree of a certain imported bull there

on exhibition ;-more learned in law than in cattle, he traced

back the line of his bull to the great Godolphin Arabian , ( race

horse)—a cross of breeds that our plain fariners seem puzzled to

understand ”?! Is it at all singular, that John Henry Newman

and many of his co-laborers, having first accomplished the won

derful feat of deriving the bull from the race horse, should have

come next to regard the distinction between the two species of

animals as very unessential !

The relationbetween the American and the English Episcopal

Church , is too intimate, to admit the possibibility of any so re

markable a movement in the English , without a corresponding

movement in the American Church . Independent of the politi

cal agitation in which the counteracting Oxford movement took

its rise , and aside from the political issues which are necessarily

involved in all the prominent ecclesiastical agitations in Eng

land—the causes of excitement in both churches — the divisions

of sentiment — the platforms of contending parties are very much

the same.
As the Oxford movement gave rise to a third party

in the Church of England-distinct from either the Old High

Church or Low -Church parties—nay , utterly repudiating these

old distinctions, so the germinal elements of a third party soon

began to manifest themselves in the American Episcopal Church .

Aside from the natural propensity of a certain class of the

Episcopal mind here, to await in eager expectancy , the latest

new definition ” of religious dogma , ritual, or fashion from

England, with almost the implicit reverence of Roman Catho

lics awaiting some new definition " of Immaculate Conception ,

or latest new wonder of winking Madonna from Rome;-aside,

too , from the natural propensity of Jonathan , under either Ro

man or Anglican rule , to outdo his brethren across the water in

implicit credulity,—by way of relieving himself of suspicions

to which the very vulgar and democratic company he is obliged to

keep here “ in partibus in fidelium ” naturally exposes him ;

there was much in the earlier development of the Oxford move

ment, to win for it favor. Its obliteration of old party lines in

the church ,was looked upon by peace-loving eclectics , as an omen

of good. Its appeals to the esprit du corps struck a sympathetic

chord in the hearts of the more exclusive and enthusiastic

churchmen. Its muddy patristical logic filled with profoundest

awe that class of young theologians, whose only measure of

depth is inability to see bottom Its exquisite, pious and sen

timental aesthetics fascinated that very large class of aspiring

sprigs of theology--larger in the Episcopal Church than any

other — the Unitarian even not excepted — that class who choose

the clerical profession for the sake of its imagined gentility , and
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the easy way it offers to indolent mediocrity and unfortunate

incapacity to clothe itself in black silk and white linen , and be

come altogether very respectable. But higher causes than

these gave it currency for a time . The very earnestness of the

Oxford spirit, as a stern rebuke ofthe fashionable semi-Christian

indifference and worldliness of the Old High Church , made it

attractive to all Low - Churchmen whose carnestness and pious

zeal exceeded their knowledge to discern ” truth and error.

Whilst on the other hand , the Pharisaic punctiliousness of Ox

ford delighted the High -Churchmen as being a terrible rebuke

of the Low -Church indifference to the " anise, mint and cummin. ”

And it must be borne in mind , that the earlier developments of

Oxford theology , were cautious in the extreme . The doctrine

of “ reserve, was no mere barren abstraction with Newman its

author. Professing merely the vague desire “ for something

deeper and truer, than satisfied the last century ” —a desire in

which, surely, every pious Episcopalian might well unite ,-New

man's drift was not at first generally suspected in this country.

True , he had announced in the advertisement prefixed to the

first volume of the Tracts — that “ the sacraments,and not preach

ing, are the sources of divine grace . But such oracular an

nouncement, apart from any detail of the logical results which

flow from it , was not alone sufficient to startle the fears of a re

ligious community , so long accustomed to hear the sacraments

magnified. Once Oxford proceeded to deduce the irresistible

conclusions from this dogma, it was easy enough to see that it

utterly overthrows all the reformed doctrines . And very soon

did Oxford , condescending to do their thinking," for the mass

of her admirers, proceed to deduce from this germinal proposi

tion ;-first, the Apostolical Succession as an essential security

for the sacraments - next, the mysterious sacredness of the min

istry as holding in their hands the most precious gifts of the

church---nay , as being essentially the corporate church itself;

next, the consequent propriety that men with whom the means

of salvation are deposited, should be endowed with wisdom to

discern the truth and authority to enforce it ;-next , the con

sequent danger of trusting to the individual conscience, rather

than the command of the church , and of claiming for the indi

vidual reason the right to interrogate the record , or question

the dogma of the church ;-next, the practical conclusions,

that in the judgment of this body of men,the corporate church,

celibacy is the state of higher perfection - fasting and pen

ance, are of highest Christian obligation , &c . , & c . No sooner

were these deductions fully made, than all eyes were opened to

the utter falsehood of the first proposition . And when , now ,

the reasoners themselves proceeded to avouch their honest con

fidence in their own logic, by accepting practically, as well as

theoretically, their own conclusions, then the whole church was
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filled with horror, at the “ Roman intrusion !" But, up to the

period of the publication of Tract No. 90 , if not even up to the

period when the author of the Tract practically attested his

honest belief in its truth - there was a general applause, more

or less open , in the American Church . A re -print of the

“ Tracts for the Times '' was undertaken in New York. Episco

pal Doctors in their sermons, patronizingly declared the Tracts

to be the best expositions of Christian doctrine. Bishops in

their official addresses , lauded their high attainment in primi

tive theology — their skilful expositions of apostolic truth - their

general apostolic spirit . Even moderate Low -Churchmen ven

tured to hint mysteriously that with a little error, there may be

mixed up much truth . And such was the impetus in that di

rection , that a young man -- even after openly avowing his belief

of the dogmas of Tract No. 90 , yea even of the decrees of Trent,

bating the damnatory clauses — was solemnly ordained notwith

standing. In short, it was not until the general alarm that

arose fron the open defection of the Oxford leaders, and a large

portion of their more logical andconsistent followers, that the

fascination abated . Once the spell was broken , the zeal against

Rome became intense , and of a fierceness hitherto unknown in

High -Churchism . For ourselves, we have no particular par

tiality for the " erring sister ” of our High -Church brethren , yet ,

we are free to confess our inability to understand their charge

agaist her , of “ intrusion ” into their household. To our no

tion , it sounds somewhat Hibernian to hear of " intrusion ” in a

case in which one hostile power receives the deserters from the

other , and accepts an invitation from those disaffected towards

the government, to come and receive the surrender of a strong

hold . It is , at most, nothing more than the intrusion which

the Stuart head of the English Church , suffered from the Or

ange head of the same church .

It was during this era , upon which we have thus dwelt at

length , that the foundation was laid for thenew third party in

the Episcopal Church. As after the subsiding of the momen

tary volcanic throes, the little island in the sea , or the range of

hills upon the land, remain as the permanent memorial of their

action and power ; so, in the little ecclesiastical world of which

we have been speaking, this new party which we have de

nominated the Yankeeo -Anglican , remains the enduring me

morial of the Oxford era . Having detailed so fully the causes

which gave it origin, and the elements out of which it was

formed , we are enabled the more briefly now , to present an

analysis of what seems to be its spirit , itsprinciples, and agen

cies . As illustrating in a practical way the more abstract and

theoretic views of this party, nothing could be more apt than

Mr. Coxe's “ Impressions of England.” On the one hand, be

ing the production of a mind in the process of training, just
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while the Oxford excitement was rising , and trained at the

very centre into which , as a focus , the rays of Oxford light were

gathered in this country : on the other hand , treating almost

solely of the ecclesiastical aspects of the field in which Oxford

ism had done its work , and revealing fully the 'impressions'

produced upon the character of one so trained - it leaves us

nothing to be desired . The Ballads too - most of them writ

ten while under the full influence of the Oxford fascination , and

obviously intended as an exposition of the sentiment, and emo

tional religion which the Oxford influence engenders in the

Episcopal mind in this country , --- furnish at once a specimen of

the spirit of the student life in the New York seminary, and

also a key to the book of ' impressions.' It may seem , indeed,

that something more profound than such a series of sketches ,

some theological treatise , or volume of sermons, should be

chosen as the examplar of a rising party in the church. It

will be found, however, that in this case, theology in any large

scientific sense , is not one of the distinguishing elements of the

system . In fact, the Yankeeo-Anglican is distinguished from

the Oxonio -Anglican system , from which it sprang , chiefly in

this , that the former is Oxfordism , with the theology of Ox

ford left out,-a sort of theologicalHamlet-play, with “ the

part of Hamlet omitted .” And in this fortunate ignoring of

theology lies chiefly the comparative harmlessness of the new

party. Its chief positive peculiarities as its chief zeal , regard

rather the social position and spirit , the pedigree and prerogą

tives , the ritual and sacraments, the architecture,—and general

ly the aesthetics of the church ..

It will not have escaped the notice of any thoughtful observer ,

during the last twenty years , that in a certain quarter of the

Episcopal Church, it seems to be regarded as the first,the second ,

and the third fundamental mark of the true church , that it is

highly genteel. Not unlike the royal ambition of George IV , a

former head of the church of England , to be renowned as " the

first gentleman in Europe ,”' is the holy ambition of this phase

of American Episcopacy , to be renowned as the most genteel

church in America. Unfortunately the gratification of this am

bition of gentility is too often at the expense of its Christianity.

Thackeray's witty analysis of the character of that royal “ first

gentleman,” struck us when we heard it , as a very apt analysis

of the religion which George IV represented ; it is still more

apt as the analysis of this American religion of first gentility.

Beginning with the exterior of this royal first gentleman,

George IV ,” says the wit , “ we have first an outer garment be

decked and bedizzened with stars and lace of gold . Removing

this, we have next a coat of finest fabric and texture ; next, a

vest of exquisite finish - after that, linen ; then flannel ; then

-nothing !” It is very far from our intention to charge
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this folly upon the whole Episcopal body, for we rejoice

to know , that in that body are to be found as earnest advocates

for “ the truth , as it is in Jesus,” ag noble spirited , and as

humble christians as any in the world - our only regret is , that

relatively to the growth of the whole body , in the last ten

years, this portion seems to be becoming smaller. Nor do we

mean to charge this folly even upon the less evangelical old

High -Church party as a body, for in that party, were many,

who, by education and position, were beyond the reach of these

uneasy , self-conscious aspirations after this Jonah's gourd

aristocracy, and vulgar gentility. But what we do mean to in

timate is, that over and above the causes which engender this

spirit in the church ---causes which are commom to the Episcopal

and other churches alike ;-causes growing out of the sudden in

flux of wealth in large cities, and the sudden social importance

which wealth gives often to vulgar, coarse, and ignorant people,

with the natural jealousy of its standing, which is the charac

teristic mark of wealthy vulgarity ;-over and above these in

fluences, common to all our churches,--there are peculiarties in

certain portions of the Episcopal Church , which so far from

holding in check, tend naturally , though indirectly, to foster

in the minds of such a class , this Pharisaic and exclusive spirit.

The affectation of social distinctions of high and low , analagous

to the English social distinction of nobility and peasantry , the

everlasting din about the essential importance of a pure spiritu

al pedigree; the incessant eulogium of the beautiful decencies ;

and the modest claim to a monoply of all true dignity and taste

in religious worship ; the pious sneer at dissent, so very soft

in its meekness, as to melt into a sigh of compassion ;--what

more natural than a spirit of Pharisaic bitterness, exclusiveness,

and haughty self-righteousness, as the result of such a system ?

We cite from Mr. Coxea few passagesby way of illustration.

Our readers may judge therefrom , whether our notions of the

tendencies of such a church spirit , to promote both social and

spiritual Pharisaism are exaggerated . It has been observed , al

ready, that one avowed aim of these “ sketches," is to counter

act the vulgarising " influences of a dissocial sectarianism ” —or

what on p. 226 is termed " saturnalia of unbelief, which are

fast developing under the influences of our illimitable sectarian

ism .” Our readers must understand that in the view of this

new Anglicanism , “ the sects " and vulgarity , seem to be

synonmous terms for that which is the bane, and " Anglican

unity,” and gentility , for that which is the crowning glory of

Christianity.

The traveller philosophizes thus over the “ three spires of

Coventry, ” (p . 174. )

“ A town of many spires in America, is generally a town of many wrang

ling creeds ; and the major part of the steeples are but vulgar rivuls, re
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alizing the droll idea of Carlyle's eel - pot, in which each individual eel is

trying to get his head higher than his neighobor's. The fact, however, is

less droll than melancholy, when one thinks of the sickening results upon

a community of so many religions , all claiming to be reputable types of

Christ's dear Gospel,although so widely differing among themselves,that

some of them must necessarily be its pestilent antagonist. Dissocial hab

its ; cold incivilities ; open wars ; disgraceful rivalries ; bickering animosi

ties ; and a degraged moral sentiment — these are the things signified by

your poly -steepled towns in our own land, and God only knows the irre

ligion, and the contempt for truth , which are festering within them , as the

result of these acrid humors ; but as yet, it is not generally so in England .

The three spires of Coventry all point faithfully to the throne of the Triune

God, and are symbols of one Lord , one Faith , one Baptism . "

We confess ourselves somewhat at a loss to know how Eng

land is better off in this regard , than the “ poly - steepled Ameri

can towns.' Since , whether English towns be poly -steepled ,

literally or not , it is manifest they must be quite as " poly

sected ” as the American . For by the public census of Britain ,

in this very year 1851--the year of Mr. Coxe's visit—it is

shown that, in spite of all the advantages of an enormous State

patronage , one -half the church going people of England were

in attendance at " the vulgar rival " churches,-- and , therefore,

at least one-half the people of England were exposed to all the

evils so graphically portrayed in the foregoing paragraph . Mr.

Coxe , indeed , seems to have a holy horror of all figures, save

figures of speech , and some half a score times , cautions his read

ers against the “ untrustworthy statistics of Disssnting Alma

nacs . We presume, however, that the census taken on 30th

March, 1851 , of the attendance at all the places of worship in

England, some three weeks before Mr. Coxe landed , is free from

the suspicion of untrustworthiness. Though we are not without

our misgivings, that this census, just then taken - and its de

pressing influences upon the particular ecclesiastical circle in

which he moved , may have had quite as much to do with creat

ing our author's poetical disgust for all statistics, as had the Dis

senting Almanacs. By this census, it appears that of seven and

a quarter millions of church -goers in England and Wales—three

and three quarter millions attend the Church of England, which

all are compelled to support ; and three and a half millions at

tend other churches, which they support by their voluntary

contributions in addition to snpporting the established church.

Now , to our mind this single statement is of most fatal signifi

cancy to the theory of English exemption from the vulgar rival

ry of spires. For it appears , that after two hundred years of

uninterrupted effort on a clear field--the Anglican Church , with

all the powerful aid of the British Government to back the

respectability and attractiveness of Anglicanism, has not been

able to elevate more than one-half even of the serious church-go

ing people , above the condition of the American people of the
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“ poly -steepled towns !” One of two things follows: either there

is a peculiar proclivity to vulgar poly -steepleism in the English

mind , that no amount of church respectability, decency, refine

ment, learning, wealth , and power can resist ,-or else mono

steepleism , is sadly deficient in energy and piety ; too sadly de

ficent to authorize the hope that, unaided by State patronage, it

is ever to redeem the " American towns” from the like pro

clivity to vulgarism .

Mr. Coxe, however, assures us , that the influence of the

Church of England extends beyond her own pale.

“ And let it be remembered too , that all that is good among English

Dissenters, is sucked from the church, as the parasite derives its nourishment

from the oak. The Dissenters are mainly the small tradesmen of England, a

people intelligent enough to perceive the faults of their hereditary religion,

but not generally enlightened enough to know its value and its services to

themselves .” (p . 317.)

Whether the Dissenters suck what is good among them from

the church , or whether, what is notoriously nearer the truth

the church sucks what little spiritual life there is in her, from

the fervid evangelical zeal of the Dissenters, and is kept from

utter intellectual stagnation and death , by the healthy exercise

which the rivalry and political hostility of dissent compels her

to take— we care not now to enquire. The " good sucked from

the church ,” cannot be very great, according to Mr. Coxe's own

showing, since it makes them only “ intelligent enough to perceive

the faults of Anglicanism ; ” to perceive which certainly requires

a very small amount of intelligence. Nay , it appears, they de

rive not enough of good even to elevate them , in point of intelli

gence and religious respectability, to a level with the unfortu

nate dupes of American poly-steepleism , who have no such Holy

Mother's breast provided for them by the munificence of the

government. For Mr. Coxe tells us in the very same page :

" I have known even American Presbyterians to experience the greatest

revulsion of feeling against the mass of English Dissenters,after actual

contact with their coarse and semi-political religionism .”

This no doubt is true ; one of the most fruitful sources of evil

to religion in America has been the transfer from the Indepen

dents of Old England to those of New England of the spirit

and measures of that " coarse semi-political religionism .” The

consequences of the evil communication ” have been almost as

corrupting to American Independency, as have been the conse

quences of a similar and cotemporaneous transfer of the imper

tinent arrogance of this Oxonio -Anglican Sacramentalism to

American Episcopacy. But the obvious inference from all this

is , the ineffable folly of the thing proposed as the aim of this

book ; viz : to counteract “ the vulgarizing influences of our dis

social sectarianism '', and to restrain the Saturnalia of un
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belief which the influences of an illimitable sectarianism are

fast developing ” , - by holding up such a specimen of “ the sim

ple but always dignified " religion of " our ancestral land " -as

a model. English Mono-steepleism has certainly not yet presen

ted such results at either pole of its duality, as to claim our

confidence in it as a panacea for our American Poly - steepleism !

It was not our purpose, however, to refute, but merely for the

information of our readers to cite the " Impressions."
Unfor

tunately our space is now becoming too narrow for the full cita

tions we intended . We shall therefore subjoin merely a few

random specimens, as representative at once of the books and of

the system of which the books are a type. And in order to

greater clearness , as well as brevity , we shall aim so to arrange

our citations as to illustrate severally some of the distinctive

features of the system

I. Of its arrogance, exclusiveness and unevangelical Pharisa

ism .

“ This is enchanting, and more, ’ tis heavenly ! A church but a few rods

in one direction and another less than a mile before and many others

near us all around ! All churches too—not so many tokens of religious

strife and schism , but each the centre of one faith and one baptism and the

· worship of one Lord . One wonders what a dissenter is made of,

when he beholds these churches " , &c . Impressions, p. 158 .

- The Roman Churches have divorced themselves from the promises, and

in the Catholicity of England chiefly is fulfilled the promise of Christ to be

always with His own Apostolic Commission even to the end of the world .”

us,

*

p . 320.

*

“ And though the injudicious counsels of good John Newton gave a turn

to his ( Cowper's) piety which may well be deplored in its consequences upon

himself, it is ground for rejoicing that the influences of the Church upon

his own good taste were strong enough to rescue his contributions to lite

rature from the degrading effects of religious enthusiasm .
There

(in Pollok’s ‘Course of Time') the same enthusiasm exbibits itself as de

veloped by sectarianism .” p . 304.

He (Whitfield) now lies buried under a Puritan pulpit in New England,

having completely revolutionized the Calvinism of our country, and en

tailed upon it the Convulsionism of which it is now expiring.” p . 161 .

There is nothing left us, as the direct result of Puritauism , except a few

Socinian congregations and the Dissenters' Chapels bill.” p . 284.

" In Geneva, where the Presbyterian schism was instituted by Calvin , we

find that the whole sect, in the time of Voltaire , had privily lapsed into

Socinian Deism , denying the Lord that bought them . The Presbyterians

of England have so universally lapsed into the same heresy that the Dis

senters' Chapels bill has been passed, within the last few years, to allow

them to retain the property which they received as Calvinists. The Puri

tans of Massachusetts have, in like manner, lapsed from the strictest Calvin

ism into the coldest Socinianism . And let earnest minded persons consider

66
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whether schisms thus universally running to seed in the most heathenizing

of heresies, can possibly have been the planting of the Lord . ” (Notes to

Ballads , p . 205.)

“ God help thee, Church of Scotland , it seemeth thy death -blow !

They've robbed thee of thine altars , they've ta’en thine ancient name;

But thou’rt the Church of Scotland, till Scotland melts in flame .

Not she that thus usurpeth, can boast one grace of thine ;

That Grace-it cometh only of Apostolic line .

Then leave to grim Genevans, Cathedral choir and aisle ,

Let psalms of Covenanters, be quavered there awhile :

The very stones shall flout them ,-in beauty built , and might,

For Apostolic service , and high liturgic rite."

Ballads, pp . 88 , 90.

“ Ye love your dear home festivals with every month entwined ;

Oh weepfor those whose sullen hearths, no Christmas garlands bind !

Those Iceland regions of the faith , no changing seasons cheer,

While our sweetpaths drop fruitfulness through all the joyous year,

And eat thy bitter herbs awhile, that when our Feast is spread ,

These too — that gather up the crumbs, may eat the children's bread .” (!!)

Ballads, pp. 57 , 58.

Let this suffice as a specimen of the “ brotherly affection ” of

the newsystem . Comparing the last with the first of them , we

doubt whether the puling Anti-Churchism , which in these days,

claims a monopoly of all the brotherlylove, everproduced a more

melting specimen of what we may call the ice -dagger tear-drop

than this last cited passage.

We cite next, passages in illustration ,

II. Of the Mecca, or Holy Pilgrim centre of the Yankeeo

Anglicans .

“ On landing in the morning, I inwardly saluted the dear soil, on which

I was permitted at last to place my feet, and on which I could not feel alto

gethera foreigner. It was Holy Week . The Bishop of W

had sent me his permission to officiate, and when I went to Church it was

always as a priest of the One Communion . * * After the Nicene Creed ,

I ascended the pulpit and preached Jesus and the Resurrection, and then

returning to the Altar, celebrated according to the English rite the HOLY

Eucharist,† administering to my reverend brethren and the lay communi

cants. To this high privilege I was pressingly invited by the pastor him

self, in token of entire communion with the Church in America.” (Im

pressions , pp . 2 , 3 , 5. )

“ AndI could yet my dust lay down , beneath Old England's sward,

For lulled by her, ' twere sweet to wait the coming of the Lord .

* This specimen of " Notes” to a " Book of careless Ballads ” may suffice to justi

fy our opinion that so light a form of book may represent thoroughly an ecclesias

tical system . The “ Stories ” of Paget and poenis of others of the school did more

to give currency to Oxfordism than the “ Tracts. " Yankeeo-Anglicanism' seems

to have profited by the hint and provided a “ parlor theology ” of intense sectari

anism ; as these two books will show .

† The capitals are the author's own—and the obligation so to print this word

wherever it occurs in the book seems to be as binding as the bowing at the mention

of the name of Jesus .

* * *
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What though upon thy dear green hills, my footsteps never trod ,

Thine empire is as far and wide as all the world of God !

And by the sea - side glorious have I been wont to stand,

For Ocean is Old England's own where'er it beats the land . (!!)

Thy Holy Church , the Church of God , that hath grown old in thee,

Since then the ocean -roving dove, came bleeding from the sea : --

At least that Holy Church is mine, and every hallowed day

I bend where England's anthems swell , and hear Old England pray ;

But here by Hudson's glorious wave , a song of thee I'll sound ,

For England's sons andspires are here, and England's God around."

Ballads, pp . 70_72.

We take it for granted , that this claim for England of " all

of Ocean " is merely “ poetic license” , and therefore pass on to

cite illustrations;

III . Of its saint and hero -worship — and the contrary .

“ The earnest Laud , the gorgeous Taylor, the magnificent Strafford, the

royal Charles * there issomething belonging to them in common,

which invests them with no ordinary glory . It is the beauty of holiness

which they drew from the breasts of the Church in which they lived and

died . " ( Preface to Ballads , p. 9. )

" The great man (Dr. Johnson ) went to the site of his father's humble

book-stall in the market place and there stood bare-laded in the storm ,one

rainy day, bewailing his sin. ( Disobedience to his father when a child.)

What moral sublimiiy ! worthy indeed of a memorial, and doubtless record

ed in the book of the Lamb that was slain to take away his sin . ” ( !!)

Impressions, p. 16 .

We may properly remind our readers , that Dr. Johnson's re

cent canonization as an Oxford saint, rests on the additional

ground of his high example asa model reasoner ecclesiastical.

They will remember his memorable demonstration of Campbell's

piety . “ Campbell is a good man--a pious man . I am afraid

he has not been inside of a church for many years, but he never

passes a church without pulling off his hat. This shows he has

good principles . It will be remembered too how Johnson no

ted in his diary his sin of drinking coffee on Friday ; and how,

in Scotland, he spent months without attending church, because

the ministers had not beenordained by Bishops. Bearing these

things in mind, they will be somewhat prepared for this item

from the “ Impressions" :

“ Surely,' said I, ‘old Samuel's bones must have been stirred to-day by

the Church's Jubilee ; but don't think you have shown me his grave for

the first time. I already know all the choice spots in this floor, and have

konelt on that
veryslab and given God thanks for His servant Samuel.” (!! )

This is all the more remarkable when contrasted with the fol

lowing moralizing , in another place, at the tomb of Bishop

Hoadley , the famous Latitudinarian championof Civil and Re

ligious Liberty ;-and, of course, no favorite of Oxford :

" Strange that the same Church should contain the tomb of that bloated

Hanoverian, the notorious Hoadley, surrounded by such emblems as the
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Cap of Liberty, and the Magna Charta, in close juxtaposition with the

Holy Bible ! The character of the Bishop would have been better symbo

lized by some ingenious device illustrative of the truth that ' the ox know

eth his owner and the ass his master's crib .” ( Impressions, p . 252.)

We promised not to comment, yet cannot but add one word of

approbation of this closing suggestion as to the proper sym

bolizing of the Prelatical office in England ;—with the slight

modification, that it be the official emblazonry of the living ra

ther than sepulchral ornament of the dead . Any one who has

ever seen the list of incomes of the English Bishops, and heard

of the small service to religion and learning rendered by them ,

cannot fail to be delighted with the surprising felicity of Mr.

Coxe's conception. As to the ingenuity requisite to execute in

detail a " device” for the conception, we do not see but the very

simplest and most obvious symbol would be the most truly ex

pressive ;—say a crib — well filled - in some cases enormously piled

up--the animal haltered to the crib -- and leisurely , lazily eating !

We pass over a score of like spiteful thrusts at living men -- as

Lord John Russel, Macauley, Brougham , Prince Albert, Newman

-in fact , any and every public man in England, not within the

pale of the Oxford political High Tory faith --to make room for

illustrations on themore important article;

IV . Of the Ecclesiology of the new religion ,----which indeed is

fundamental in the whole scheme.Accordingly this will be found

to be the ever -recurring topic. We undertook to count --but

soon gave up in despair--the number of churches described in

detail of nave, aisle, chancel and altar, in the " Impressions.”

The first that comes in our way , and which immediately follows

the happy suggestion of the asinine symbol just discussed - as

though yet under the same spell of inspiration - is this :

“ One cannot but hope that the superb Altar screen of this Cathedral

will be more fully restored than at present, and that a proper altar , a Holy

Table, will be added, such as may illustrate the true spirit of the Anglican

Liturgy, and the richness of its Ortholozy. (!! ) A poverty stricken altar

is surely no recomniendation of reformed religion ; and were I only an

Ecclesiologist, it would delight me to show that such a Holy Table as even

the Court of Arches could not presume to desecrate , might be erected , in

strict conformity with the Anglican ritual , and in perfect keeping with such

a choir that should put to shame the tawdry Bubylonianism of the Romish

Altars on the Continent . ” (pp . 252-3 . )

The restorations are truly superb ! the choir of Ely will be one of the

most impressive temples in Christendom . What an age of restoration is

this in the Church of England ' Tis a nobler reformation than that three

hundred years ago.” .p . 284.

** In the Church of St. Michael , the font, which is a relic of very high

antiquity , has lately been restored to its place ; and nearly the whole of the

nave is a late restoration . iere there is another proof of the revival of

primitive life and zeal in the Church of England ! And all so truly na

tional, Anglican, and yet Catholic ; consistent with itself and with antiqui
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ty, and attesting a continuous ecclesiastical life from the days of Ceadda

and his predecessors till now ." Impressions, p. 17 .

“ St. Philip's looks like nothing more than a plethoric Hanoverian tem

ple , in which inclolent and drowsy worldlinesswould be content to say its

prayers not more than once a week .” Ibid , p . 20.

Wykeham (an Oxford architect in 1400) was , for his day, a reformer

as really as Wyckliff, and the true Anglican alone has a right to glory in

his achievements. Theymark a period of contest with the Papacy" , &c .

" A church in the suburbs, built in George IVth's day, partaking both

the merits and defects of that period of transition, when the Church was in

palmy prosperity, as the venerable Establishinent The Curate, I

can testify from personal knowledge, is of the true spirit of an English

Parish priest . In his church the prayers are perpetuul; the fire never

going out on the altar , and its gates standing open, as it were, night and

day." Ibid, p. 20 .

* Alas, how much rather would I have seen the old Paul's , which poor

Laud so munificently repaired than all this Italian and classical

display of Wren's. Cold , cheerless, modern , all but Hanoverian St.

Paul's ! Who dreamed of such a worship here ! Yet so it was ; and I am

sure , from subsequent experience, that it is capable of being made a most

attractive Cathedral, and a very useful oue . Knock away that detestable

screen ” , &c . , &c . p . 77 .

But in the “ Ballads '' we have the Ecclesiological Creed

summed up , both negative and positive:

“ Its merit, first is -- what ' tis not ; that hippogriff of art

By cru:le Genevan rites begot , half temple and half mart ;

Nor yet that type of changing shifts, a hall low -roofed and tinned,

On which a wooden Babel lifts , its weathercock to wind .

Like many a pine wood parody of Parthenon or Pnyx,

Which oft as frontispiece we see , to meeting house of bricks.

Again -as country parsons speak, some merit it may claim ,

In thut it dares to look antique, in color and in frame.

And then no passer -by can doubt, its spiritual lein,

For ( it tells the truth without, of what it is within .

All thout the Church requires it hath , chancel, and porch, and nave ,

A sacristy, and holy bath the sinner's soul to lave,

Aud in the baptistery, a well ; o'erhead an open roof,

A gabel cot to hold the bell ; the Cross, a Church's proof.”

As befits so profound a subject, this careless ballad” is in

terpreted by a series of learned “ notes” —one ofwhich we can

not forbear citing, if for no other reason than for expressing our

alarm at the sad dilemma to which its merciless logic reduces

our " dissenting ” neighbors in New England:

“ There is a kind of respectability about it (the “ old Puritan meeting

house ” ) as being the honest exponent of its origin ; a respectability which

vanishes when the modern meeting house, with its tin roof and Grecian

pillars, is substituted ; and which is superseded by vulgar pretension when,

as is sometimes the case , its place is supplied by a Gothic structure , with all

the external symbols of Liturgy and Episcopacy.” Notes, 217 .

VOL . 2.-NO. 2 . 8
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It would seem , therefore, that the " uncovenanted ” are in a

sad predicament. If they build " Hippogriffs, with tin roofs

and Grecian pillars ,” their respectability vanishes.” If they

build “ Gothic structures ” , their respectability is superseded by

vulgar pretension . Of course, those who have them , must stay

in the sold meeting houses” as long as they shall stand up

then go without,-or - still worse — to Church ; unless the inge

nuity of Yankeeism shall devise some way of building an old

meeting house. Or would it consist with orthodox Ecclesiology

-in an extremity - to apply some patent antiquizing process to

a new house ? Doubtless Yankee genius could master the prob

lem of some machine, or process for antiquity manufacturing,

which could clothe a new structure with , at least, “ a green old

age,” and make a new house “ look just as good as old .” But

would that conform to this canon :

“ And 0 it tells the truth without, of what it is within ."

Being ourselves Presbyterians of the strict construction school,

we should say not; yet we see no reason why an Oxonio -Angli

can , or a Yankeeo -Anglican, who can devise a construction of

the 39 Articles wide enough to let his conscience work easy ,

might not construe this canon favorably for the case we have

supposed. And this the more especially since, having them

selves already applied the principle of the patent above sug

gested , in the structure of their venerable Anglo-Catholicity,

they ought not, as consistent Ecclesiologists, be over-jealous of

the application of the same principle in a mere question of Ar

chitecture .

Our readers in their simplicity will suppose that we have

been occupying too much space with what they may deem this

unimportant matter of Ecclesiology ;-may, perhaps, think we

have been quoting only to amuse ourselves and them . Let them

be assured that not only we are in grave earnest in making

these numerous extracts, but that Mr. Coxe was in still graver

earnest in writing them . As they will now see , this matter

of an orthodox architecture is really a fundamental principle of

the new theory ;-nay the germinal truth out of which their the

ory of practical religion springs , and from which it derives its

sustenance. Not more essential to the development of the acorn

is its peculiar cup, or to the hickory nut its peculiar sheath,

than is its own peculiar architecture to this sacramentalreligion .

When it lays down its great fundamental dogma, “ The sacra

ments, not preaching, are the means of grace" , it does not

mean the sacraments of a “ starving Table” , or “ poverty-strick

en Altar ” , as Mr. Coxe so expressively terins them . The rela

tion between ecclesiology and worship will be perceived more

readily from a few illustrations;
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V. Of Ritual , Worship and Devotional feeling.

The Evening Service at the Cathedral was far more gratifying than

the morning's experience had led me to anticipate. The evening sun

streamed through the windows of the clere-story with inspiring effect, and

the Magnificat quite lifted me up to the devotional heights I had desired

to attain ." Impressions, p . 17 .

“ Going to St. Paul's tomorning service on Sunday I never, be

fore or since , heard any Cathedral chaunting, whether in England or on

the Continent, that could be compared with it for effect. The Clergyman

who intoned the Litany, knelt in the midst of the Choir, looking towards
the Altar. * Then us the next suffrage was continued, the throbbings

and echoes of this organ blast supplied a sort of under current to its sim

ple tone, at first pouring down from the dome like the floods of Niagara,

and then dying off along the distant nave and aisles like the waves of the

Tears gisherl from my eyes, anil my heart swelled to my throat, as

this overwhelming worship continued ."

“ The Service was intoned by one of the curates in a severe old tone, art

thorized in Archbishop Cranmer's time." p . 7 .

" Was the Duke (Wellington ) about to communicate ? Was I to see

him in the most solemn act of our holy religion ? Was I to kneel beside

him and receive the sume cilp of salvation and bread of life ?
I

could not but observe the Duke at the saying of the Nicene Creed. As

usual in England, he faced about to the Erst, and at the name of Jesus,

the great Captain of his Salvacion , he bowel loon his hoar hea: l full low ",

&c . He is now gone to the dread realities we then confessed ; and there

is something peculiarly touching in the recollection of that morning at St.

James's, when that cup of salvation, out of which Kings and Queens have

so often drank their weal or woe, passed from his lips to mine. ” pp. 74, 75 .

We feel constrained to subjoin the following very significant

parallel between the Anglican and the Roman services at West

minister and at Rouen respectively.

“ On the preceeding Sunday, I had left the Cathedral services at Rouen,

in circumstances precisely similar, and niy mind naturally fell into a com

parative train of thought. There was a great similarity in the effects

produced on the senses bythe two services. A stranger to the Latin and

English languages would have failed to note any marked difference between

them . Ile would have recognized the Catholic unites of the tico rites, and

would have frilul to observe their diversities (!! ) Papal and Reformed .

The French sermon had been vastly better than the English one; the for

mier was preached by an orator, the latter by a spiritless and formal favorite

of Lord John Russell . Yet, between the two solemnities, in their entire

effect, the disparity was greatly in favor of the English service, wbich was

audibly and reverently performed, while the other was mumbled and not un

derstood by the congregation . I felt that the Church of England was

strong.” &c . , (p . 315. )

We are obliged to pass this very remarkable demonstration

of the superiority of the Reformed to the Papal religion , with

out comment-our thoughtful readers will doubtless not pass

it so rapidly . The Ballads still more clearly developed the de
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votional spirit of this system — thus in the model church of

“ Dreamland :

And Dreamland folk, they kneel them down right on the stony floor,

I saw they were uncivilized, nor knew how we adore,

And Dreamland folk do lowly bow , to own that Christ is God,

And I confess I taught them not the fushionable nod ;

The Dreamland folk they wed in church, they dream the Lord is there,

And as of old in Galilee, may bless a bridal pair.

• The Dreamland folk count seasons four, all woven into one,

' Tis Advent, Lent, or Easter-tide, or Trinity begun .

Ballads, pp . 45, 47 .

I know thine Abbey Westminister, as seabirds know their nest ,

And flies my home sick soul to thee, where it would find a rest ;

I feel the sucramentul hue of choir and chapel there,

And pictured panes that chasten down the day's unholy glare.

I hear the priest's far dying chant, the organ's thunder roll,

I kneel me on the chilly floor, und pray with all my soul. ” [p . 68 , 69. ]

The musingsover the New Trinty Church New York after the

re -erection in 1846, are highly significant; not only as terrible

back handed thrust at the Low -Church Episcopalians, and the

Gothic-loving Presbyterians, but as thoroughly representative

of the spirit and doctrines of the Yankeeo -Anglicans.

“ Not this a church withont-- to hide conventicle within ,

Here is no masquerade outside, of but the Lion's skin !

As human flesh grows sound and fair around the human bone,

So doth the church this glory wear, and clothe herself in stone.

Not this a Gothic gazing stock , when naught is meant or told ;

Transluted into solid rock the prayer book's self behold !

But Oh ! to all the faithful - see, from porch to topmost tower

It telleth of the Trinity, and preachcth Christ with power."

p . 113, 114 .

Such , then , is this New Evangel, claiming to preach Christ

with power." For ourselves, who have no partiality for new

versions of any sort, we are little pleased with this new “ trans

lation into rock ," and its new method of preaching Christ .

The translatio
n

is altogethe
r

too free, and the preaching alto

gether too obscure and pointless - especially for a religon whose

mission is to preach the Gospel to the poor. The commissi
on

of Jesusto his church , reads rather oddly in this new version .

“ Go ye into all the world , translati
ng this Gospel into stone,

intoning it in severest old orthdox tone, and blowing the organ's

thunder blast at all people.''! And not less oddly , all the

cautions, precepts and exhortati
ons of the Gospel in this new

translatio
n

. The warfare of the church now , is of “ a little

flock ” against a whole world wholly given to conventic
les - and

lying under the “ vulgar influences of a dissocial sectariani
sm

.”

Themission of the church is , to teach the right pattern ofnaveand

aisle and choir . The inspiratio
n
of the worship, not from His

Spirit, but from “ light bathed in sacrament
al

hue,” falling on

priestly head and altar, “ and organ-echoed high liturgic words."
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The promise of His special presence with His people, is no longer

where “ two or three are gathered — there am I ” —but where

there is fit temple, with open roof” over head, and " chilly

floor” under the knees, and altar before the face, and book in

the hand ofthe worshipper; there I am ; " there enter and pray, -

and not in thy closet , or in thy family, or in conventicle of

two or three . '' So also the evidences of grace in the heart, are ,

that “ le taketh off his hat in passing, though he go not inside

the church for years ; ” and that, “ though (Wellington-like)

not eminent for his sanctity," yet, " he bows low his head, with

no fashionable nod , at the name of Jesus.” Indeed , we hardly

dare make the simplest substitution of the new readings in the

old connection , lest we seem to speak profanely.

We have expressed our regret , that this evangel should have

found its utterance and its representative in a book with a Bal

timore imprimatur. For this reason chiefly , have we felt called

upon as Baltimore journalists, to enter our remonstrance against

it. Though fully aware of the existence and the activity of this

new fashion of Episcopacy in the region around the New York

General Theological Seminary - and the Episcopal College in

Connecticut, we had fondly hoped that the tastes and habits,

and the sober good sense of the more Southern latitudes would

have operated as a barrier to confine this , as also the many

other strange, moral and religious epidemics of that singu

larly ' ism ’-producing country, to the original locality which

it birth. We feel bound in our humble way, to resist any

intrusion of the new evangel, directly or indirectly , cunning

ly or boldly, among us here . We think we have a warm

place in our hearts for almost any sort of Christian people, of

almost any namer - even though we make less ado about it than

some others. We have no war to make upon the Episcopal

Church. For the old Low -Church party , as ardent lovers of sim

ple evangelical truth , we feel not merely the highest regard,

but the inost earnest sympathy; for the old High -Churchism ,

with its burly dogmatism , we have become accustomed to make

allowance - as for a worthy kind old neighbor, sometimes a lit

tle crusty in his ways. Butwith this parvenu Episcopacy , that

comes clad in the cast -off aristocratic finery, and aping the airs

of Rome , neither our self-respect, nor our respect for the truth

of Christ will allow us to keep any terms. Of its spirit , our

readersmay judge from the full samples wehave quoted . Of

its tendencies , they can be “ only evil , and that continually .”

Ecclesiastical Jesuitism ; grace -hating Formalism ; heartless

sentimentalism ; spirtual Pharisaism ; intellectual dillettanism ;

social cockneyism ; Mammon worshipping, and fashion worship

ping toadyism ; civil and political Jacobitism : -these have

been, and these only can be its legitimate fruits - and, indeed,

nly because of the tendencies of the country to luxury and

r rup tion, is it possible for such a plant to bear fruit at all .
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CHURCH AND STATE - DR. BROWNSON ON THE CA

THOLIC CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF MARY

LAND .

In our last number we took occasion to raise our remonstrance

against certain views of the relation of the State to Religion in

the United States, which we are sorry to find current among

even Presbyterians of deserved repute as thinkers. By way of

illustrating still further the brief hints there thrown out, as

well as of putting an extinguisher upon a vast amount of latitu

dinarian cant, from both the inner courts and “ the outer courts

of the Gentiles ” of the American Papacy, we transfer to our

pages a portion of a very remarkable article in the last number

of Brownson's Review . How some of the sentiments of this ar

ticle are to be reconciled with some previous utterances of Dr.

Brownson, in regard to the power of the spiritual over the tem

poral , it is not for us to concern ourselves about. Whether the

recent developements of American sentiment have had a modi

fying and mollifying effect upon Dr. Brownson's theoretic views,

or whether his recent changeof locality has withdrawn him from

the temptation , by which Yankee thinkers are so commonly beset,

of saying surprising and extreme things, rather than true and sen

sible things — it is needless for us to speculate. It certainly gives

us too great pleasure to find Dr. Brownson leaning toward the

right side of any question , to quarrel with his want of consist

ency, in so doing . Nor would it be generous in us, who have

labored somewhat to extend the Dr's fame as a champion of the

highest claims of the Pope, to withhold our aid in extending

his fame as a champion of the Puritans ; especially since , in be

coming their champion in this case, he will doubtless bring down

upon his head the curses of the Custom House Catholics,” for

having " taken away their gods.”

To enable our readers the better to understand the force of

the following extract, we remark that the article from which it

is selected , is in review of a recent publication entitled “ The

Day -Star of American Freedom , or the Early Growth of Tolera

tion in the Province of Maryland, & c., & c . By G. L. L. Davis,

of the Baltimore Bar . ”

“ But the first government of Maryland was not founded on the distinctive

principles of American freedom . It was a feudal government; and the

charter instituting it, provided for a Colonial aristocracy by subinfeudation .

It recognized religious toleration; but toleration is not a principle of Are

rican freedom . The American principle is religious liberty , not religious

toleration . The charter secured to the freemen of the Colony a voice in

the government, and so far it was democratic ; but the general spirit and

tendency of the Colonial Constitution were to an aristocracy, into which it

would have developed, if a political aristocracy could have taken root in our

new world , colonized by Englished Commoners. But without underrating
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the popular character of the Maryland Charter government, it certainly was

not so democratic as the government of the Plymouth Colony, or that of

Massachusetts Bay, the northern source of American freedom , as Virginia

was the southern. We, however, are not disposed to enter further into

this question. Comparisons, as Dogberry says, are odorous. Few of the

colonists, we apprehend, except those of New England and New Netherlands,

were , in our present American sense, republicans when leaving the mother

country , butnearly all gradually became so ; and when the struggle came

for national independence, nonewere more patriotic or more ready to devote

themselves to the cause of American Liberty , than those of Maryland. She

holds an honorable place in the Union , and has contributed her full share

to the glory and prosperity of the Republic.

But, passing over this , we must beg leave to remark, that toleration is

not liberty, and the act of the Maryland Assembly does not assert religious

liberty. It tolerates all Christian denominations holding the Divinity of

our Lord, and belief in the Ever Adorable Trinity ; but it docs not recog

nize this liberty as a right prior to, and independent of , the civil power .

The civil power grants or confers the right; it does not recognize it as an

existent right which the State cannot take away, and which it is bound to

respect and protect for each one and all of its citizens . In this respect, the

Puritans of Massachusetts really went farther in the assertion of religious

liberty than the Catholics of Maryland . Maryland was not founded ex

clusively by Catholics, or for Catholic purposes. It seems pretty evident

that the majority, a very large majority, of the first settlers were Catho

lics ; but there certainly were several Protestant settlers who came over in

the Ark and Dove . It was no part of the plan of the first or the second

Lord Baltimore, to found a Catholic Colony. His plan was to found a

colony in which Catholics, then oppressed and persecuted in England,

night profess their religion in peace, and enjoy equal rights and privileges

with any other class of citizens . Neither aimed at anything more; and

whatever might have been their abstract convictions as Catholics, it is

evident that, as founders of a colony, they could claim no exclusive privi

leges for the Church , and must concede to Protestants, of the so -called Or

thodox Sects , what they attempted to secure to the followers of their own

religion . Intolerance, or exclusion , would have been in direct violation of

their plan , directly opposed to the very idea of such a colony as they con

templated. But the case was different with the Puritans. They had no

intention of founding a general colony, open to settlers from all creeds and

nations. They had their peculiar notions of Christianity. Right or wrong,

true or false , they were theirs; and they fled to the wilderness, in order to

found a community in which they could enjoy them in peace and tranquility.

They did not invite those who differed from them , to join with them in

their enterprise ; they professedly excluded them . They sought not to en

force their peculiar views upon others; but they thought they had, as

against others, the right to hold them for themselves, and to found a State

for themselves and in their children, accordance with them , and from which

all others should be excluded . They were not persecutors in principle.

They did not deny to others the liberty they claimed for themselves; they

only denied to those wbo differed from them , the right to come and settle

in their community. What they did, when persons of different notions

came among them , was to warn them off. If they did not go, they sent

them out of the Colony ; if they returned, they punished them , not for their

heresies , but for being found in a colony from which they had been banished .
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Their right to do so, depends on their right to be Puritans . If they had

a right to be Puritans, they had the right to found, in the wilderness, a

Puritan Commonwealth, and to exclude from it all not Puritans. You

may, or you may not, approve their policy , but you cannot say that they

were persecutors, any more than you are a persecutor for turring out of

doors a troublesome fellow that you do not choose to have in your house.

Their condemnation is , that they were Puritans ; not that, being Puritans,

they did as they did .

But, aside from this notion of founding an exclusive Puritan Commou

wealth, the New England Puritans asserted , what the Catholics of Mary

land , in their Toleration Act, did not assert, the absolute independence of

the Church, and the incompetency of the State in spirituals, the foundation

of all true religious freedom . In the Puritau Commonwealth, the magis

trates had no authority in any spiritual matter, and whenever they had to

act on a matter which involved a spiritual question, they were bound to

take the decision of that question from the ministers, the alleged expound

ers of the word of God . The incompetency of the State , in spirituals , was

a fundamental principle with the old Puritans; and this is the fundamental

principle of that religious freedom , not granted , but recognized, by the

American people in their institutions. It is the Puritan doctrine of the

spiritual incompetency of the State , and the freedom and independence of

the Church , rather than the doctrine of toleration of the Marylaud Assembly ,

that has prevailed, and become incorporated into the fundamental institu

tions of the country.

We are quite willing to concede this,Catholic as we are , because the

Puritan doctrine, thus far, save in its application, was borrowed from the

Church , and is unquestionably that of the Holy Scriptures. The
pretence

that religious liberty was first understood and applied by Lord Baltimore

and his colonists, we look upon as ridiculous, notwithstanding it is supported

by names we cannot but respect. We believe there was an emperor of

Rome, named Constantine , sometimes Constantine the Great, usually reck

oned as the first Christian emperor. Well , this Constantine issued an edict,

giving liberty to Christians, and allowing, at the same time, the free exer

cise of the old worship to the Pagans. Constantine, if we mistake not,

lived some time before Lord Baltimore. There is a very strong assertion

of religious liberty , in its true sense, earlier still , which it is not well to

overlook . Certain magistrates commanded Peter and John, Apostles of

our Lord , to teach no more in the name of Jesus . These refused to obey,

and answering , said : If it be just in the sight of God to bearken unto

you rather than unto God , judge ye.” We have a profound respect for

Lord Baltimore and the Maryland colonists , and cherish , in many respects,

the memory of our Puritan ancestors, but both came quite too late into the

world, to be regarded as the inventors either of religious liberty or of re

ligious toleration .

The question of religious liberty, though always asserted by the Church ,

has, we concede, been inore fully recognized by our government, than by

any that had preceded it . The modern political world holds, as to most of

its principles, from the ancient Roman world . In that old world, under

Paganism , the civil power and the spiritual were united and rested in the

same hands. Cæsarwas Imperator, or supreme civil ruler, and Maximus

Pontifex, or Supreme Pontiff, and the temporal government has always,

down to the American Revolution , had a tendency to perpetuate the union

of the two powers in the person of Cæsar, and has warred, almost constantly,
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against the separation and independence of the spiritual authority . It has

struggled, almost without interruption, to rule men'ssouls as well as men's

bodies, and to be supreme in spirituals as well as in temporals. It has

never willingly recognized the freedom of religion , and has seldom been

forced to do more than to concede it as a favor, as a franchise, not as a

right, anterior to the State , and which it is bound to recognize and protect.

It would never, unequivocally, confess its own incompetency in spirituals,

and leave all spiritual questions to be settled by the Church or individual

conscience. Hence it has seldom left conscience free , and accountable to

God alone. It has sometimes left it free as to some points, but seldom , if

ever, free throughout. This has caused the existence of religious tyranny

and oppression . When the Church existed along as the only religion , she

was oppressed by the State , and when there were various sects existing

along with her, then she , or some one of them , was favored by the State,

and the others were tyrannized over by it,though in general she far more

than they

Among the American colonists , the first to protest energetically and

practically against this assumption of spiritual authority on the part ofthe

State , were the first settlers of New England , the rigid old Puritans. They

left England and her church , to get rid of the tyranny exercised by the

State over conscience . So far were they from suffering the State to oppress

conscience, they, not having the true religion , run to the opposite extreme,

and tyrannizedthrough their associated churches over the State. Lord

Baltimore and his colonists , without disavowing the right of the State to ex

ercise spiritual authority, did , as a fact, in the name of the State, grant free

dom to Catholics and Trinitarian Protestants. The American revolution

came in time, and with it American independence . In organizing the govern

ment and founding the republic , or rather a confederacy of republics, the

principle of the incompetency of the State in spirituals was recognized, and

frankly conceded. This is the case with the Federal government,and with

all the State governments, except that of New Hampshire,which is officially

Protestant, and only tolerates the Catholic religion . Here for the first

time, we will not say,has religious liberty been asserted , or toleration con

ceded ; but has the State frankly, fully, and unequivocally abandoned the

reminiscences of Pagan Rome, and acknowledged its own spiritual incom

petency. In doing this it leaves religion perfectly free, and therefore fully

and distinctly recognizes religious liberty as a right of American citizens,

and its duty to protect it.”

Dr. Brownson applies to Abbe Poisson , in this number, the

Dublin Review's sarcastic' appellation “ one of the class of can

did Catholics ” --(and by the way, we think the combination a

witty paradox, sure enough ) - who cause us to exclaim , save

me from my friends." Wegravely suspect that our Baltimore

and Georgetown neighbors will reproach him as pre-eminent

among the class of candid Catholics," after such an utter

ance as this. Surely, they have need to cry “ save us from our

friends. ' '

Having cited thus far Dr. Brownson's testimony - in be

half of Puritanism - in justice to him , as well as for the sake of

illustrating some of the views presented in our last number, by

showing how they appear as contemplated from the new Papal
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stand -point; we present the following disquisition from the

same article— on the relation of the State to religion in our

country :

" In this reasoning we assume that the government in recognizing re

ligious liberty, declares simply its incompetency in spirituals, not its hos

tility to religion. The American state is not an infidel' or a godless

state, nor is it indifferent to religion . It does not, indeed , as the state,

profess any particular form of Christianity, but it recognizes the importance

and necessity of religion , and its obligation to respect and protect the re

ligion of its citizens. It does not assume that it has the right to ignore

their religion, and pursue a policy of its own , regardless of its effect on the

forms of religion they profess . In all spiritual questions the teachings of

the Church, in dealing with Catholics, and each sect in dealing with its

members, is its law in so far as protecting the claims of one is compatible

with those of the others. The state must recognise and protect the doc

trine and discipline of the Church in all cases where they exact of it

nothing inconsistent with the equal rights of the sects. This obligation

to protect the religion of the citizen, in so far as it demands nothing

against the equal rights of others, rests on the principle that all citizens are

equal before the state. Our government is founded on the principle that

all men have certain inalienable rights, which they do not hold as grants

from civil society , and revocable by it , but from a source above and ante

rior to it . · These rights are , in some cases, enumerated and prefixed to

the constitution of the state in what is called a " Bill of Rights,” which the

government is bound to recognise, to protect, and when occasion demands,

to vindicate against the domestic or the foreign aggressor. These rights,

again , are equal, equally the rights of all citizens ; and among them is the

right of each citizen to choose his own religion , and worship God according

to thedictates of his own conscience , providing he does nothing under

plea of conscience, contra bonos mores, and to interfere with the same right

in others. Hence my religion is my right, my property as a citizen , not

dependent on the will of the state, but, so far as I am concerned , my liberty
and its law . The state is bound to protect nie in the free , full , and

peaceable enjoyment of my religion, because it is bound to protect me in

the free, full , and peaceable enjoyment of allmyrights , held independently
of its concessions, and not subject to its will . For this reason , it must

recognise the entire freedom , and afford full protection to my Church ac

cording to her own constitution , doctrine, and discipline . It is my right,

an element of my liberty, and , therefore, of its duty. As the Catholic

Church, it can claim nothing from the state ; 'but as the Church of Ameri

cau citizens, it can claim full freedom and protection. The principle is

my equal rights as a citizen. If my Church is not protected , or if not

placed on ü footing of perfect equality with the other sects, my equal rights

as a citizen are denied me, and the boasted equality, recognised as the

American principle, is outraged. My equality is denied in the denial of

the equality of my Church. I have the right, within the limits already

mentioned , to have whatever I hold sacred respected and protected by the

state. The same, undoubledly, may be said by any Protestant citizen in

regard to his peculiar form of Protestantism . Though a Protestant, he

has the same rights before the American state that I have as a Catholic,

because he is equally with me a citizen, with rights the same with mine,
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and
may demand protection for his religion to the same extent, and on the

same ground. He can demand nothing on the ground that he is a Pro

testant , but can demand perfect equality for bis Protestantism on the ground

that his right as an American citizen is eqnal to that of any other Ameri

can citizen .
If he asks a special favor for his Protestantism , or the aid of

the state to use it against my equal rights as a Catholic, the state cannot

conform to his wishes ; butso long as he keeps within the linits of equality,

asking only what is equal, he has the right, as well as I , to the respect and

protection of the government.

This conceded , it is not correct to say , that our government has no re

ligion, or is free to treat all religions with indifference ; for it is bound by

the religion of the citizen , which it must recognize and protect ; and

against which it has no right to perform any act , whether that religion be

Catholic or Protestant Some of our friends, very few of them , indeed,

misinterpreting the relations of the state to religion in former times, and

not finding our government making a formal profession of religion, have

joined with the enemies of religion in representing our government, whether

State or National, as an infidel , and irreligious, or a godless government.

This is not true , if we look either to its principles or to the intentions of

its founders . According to its principles, the religion of the citizen is

its religion , in so far as the religion of one citizen dues not exclude that of

another : and according to the intentions of its founders, it is bound to

maintain the freedom of all religions, and defend each in all its peculiari

ties for those who embrace it , against all physical, material, or legal vio

lence.”

But it will greatly add to the value of this extract, to be able

to compare Dr. Brownson in 1856 with Dr. Brownson in 1853 .

Whether, as already intimated, recent events in our country

have operated to lower the tone of the great Papal mouth -piece,

(as certain sorts of drizzly weather are said to lower the key

of the pig's squeal;) or whether this is the natural result of

progressive infallibility, is not for us to determine. We pre

sent without comment, in contrast with this - Dr. Brownson's

utterance on " The Spiritual Order Supreme,” in July, 1853 :

" In these revolutionary times the great point to be specially insisted on ,

it seems to us, is , that the Church is a government, a kingdom , the King

dom of kingdoms and Principality of principalities. What is most im

portant is, to understand that she is a power, an organized power, divinely

constituted, assisted and protected, representing the Divine authority on

earth , and as such universal and supreme. How the state is organized , or by

whom administered, is a matter of comparative indifference. The state

may be monarchical or republican, aristocratic or democratic, if it only be

understood and conccded that over it , as over every individual, there isa

spiritual kingdom , a spiritual authority, commissioned by God himself, to

interpret and apply his law to every department of human life , individual

or social, public or private; for if such authority be recognized and sub

mitted to , no interest, temporal or spiritual , can fail to be protracted and

proinoted.

We do not, indeed , claim for the Church in relation to the temporal

authority the right to make the law , for God himself , and he only, makes

the law ; but we do claim for her the right to declare and apply his law

* * * * * *
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to kings and princes , states and empires, as well as to individuals, in public

as well as in private matters. The Church , of course, has no right to

depose a legitimate prince, that is , a prince who has the right to reign , or

to absolve his subjects from their allegiance, for she has no right to do

wrong or to violate the law of God , and we are not at liberty to suppose

that she ever does, ever will , or ever can , for she is holy and infallible by

virtue of the indwelling and assistance of the Holy Ghost'; but she has

the right to judge who has or has not, according to the law of Gol, the

right to reign , whether the prince has by his infidelity, his misdeeds, his

tyranny and oppression, forfeited his trust, and lost his right to the alle

giance of his subjects, and therefore, whether they are still held to their

allegiance or are released from it by the laws of God . If she have the

right to judge, she has the right to pronounce judgment, and order its

execution "; therefore, to pronounce sentence of deposition upon the prince

who has forfeited his right to reign , and to declare bis subjects absolved

from their allegiance to him , and free to elect themselves a new sovereign.

She has the right, we say, to pronounce sentence, but whether the sen

tence shall be carried into effect or not in the temporal order depends, in

point of fact, on that order itself ' ; not because she has no authority over

the temporal power, but because she has no temporal arms with which to

enforce the execution of the sentence . She bears indeed the temporal

sword, but it was not the will of her Spouse that she should wield it with

her own hands. She ordinarily exercises it only by the hands of the laity,

and she has only spiritual means by which to compel them to exercise it

according to her orders. So, however extensive her authority, or full her

right over the temporal power,she depends solely on the faith and con

science of her children for its practical assertion beyond the sphere of the

spiritual order.

“ So he has not willed that his Church should with her own hands wield

the temporal sword , and has left the nations , not the right, but the ability,

to resist her judgments, and to refuse to execute her decrees. If their

faith and conscience will not lead them to execute her sentence , when that

sentence requires the exercise of physical force, she can herself do no more,

and the responsibility rests with them . Iler practical power over temporal

affairs is therefore restricted to that which is yielded her by the faith and

piety of the faithful, although her right, her authority, is supreme and

universal. If her children are uninstructed as to this right, if they grow

up with the persuasion that she has no authority over temporals, and that

her power is restricted to teaching the Catechism and administering the

Sacraments, she will be able to exert little or no power over temporal

governments, and her children, as in the French Revolntion , will too often

be found siding with the state against her, and rushing headlong into

heresy and schism , to the ruin of the state and the perdition of their own

souls .

* * *

' L It is due to both our correspondents and our readers , to say , that a portion

of the matter in the present No. was prepared for No. 1 , but crowded out .
In

like manner, by a miscalculation of space , and a mistake of the printer-most of

the “ Exchange” of the present No.-embracing many notices of books, &c . , and
even a portion of the last article—has been crowded out again . We have been

delayed in our present issue some three weeks , by reason of sickness in the family

of one of the editors . Our next issue will , perhaps, be delayed till the last of

June, for the article on the General Assembly.
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EDITORIAL EXCHANGE .

FOR MARCH AND APRIL , 1856 .

I. Southern Presbyterian Review for April, 1856 . Who burnt Servetus ?

The articles in this number of the Review , are of unusual interest and

ability. The article of Mr. Wallace on Michael Servetus, has the more

specially arrested our attention , for its being the second of the only two ans

wers, in what we consider the right direction, to the current cant and clamor

against Calvin as a persecutor. Dr. Smyth, in 1843 , in an address deliver

ed during the sittings of the General Assenibly, with that patience of his

torical research for which he is distinguished, had, for the first time, so

far as we know , directed public attention to the utter goundlessness of the

charge against Calvin , asthe instigator and procurer of the deathof Ser

vetus . Mr. Wallace, from new sources of information, discovered a year

or two subsequent to Dr. Smyth's publication, demonstrates still more con

clusively, that after all the clamor on the subject, the responsibility for the

death of Servétus rests neither upon Calvin, Calvinists, nor Calvinism .

We have thought it worth while to subjoin a brief synopsis of the facts, for

the benefit of such of our readers as have not access to the Southern Pres

byterian Review , and especially such as have occasiou to meet this popular

cant.

It appears that, in 1844 , a Mons. Albert Rilliet, of Geneva, a Unitarian

Minister , (and of course having little partiality for Calvin ,) discovered the

original records of the trial of Servetus before the Little Council of Geneva ;"

which records had been supposed hitherto to be irrecoverably lost . Mons.

Rilliet immediately published a treatise founded up n these documents, en

titled “ Relution du process Criminel intente a Geneve, en 1553, contre

Michd Serrete, redigee d'apres les Documenis Originaux par Albert Ril

liet.” It is in a review of a translation of this important work, that the

article of Mr. Wallace brings out the facts concerning Calvin's relation to

the matter of Servetus. The facts in the case are as follows:

1. About the beginning of 1553, Servetus procured secretly , at Vienna,

the printing of his " Restitutio Christiunismi," contaiving Partheistic sen

timents, and blaspheming the Trinity as a “ three -headed Cerberus ”—which

he secretly circulated over Europe. Through a correspondence between

one Arneys, a Papist of Lyons, and his kinsman, De Trie, a Protestant

gentleman of Geneva , it leaked out that servetus was the author of the

anonymous and on information of Arneys, he was brought to trial

at Vienna by the inquisitor of the diocese . On the trial , there was a

failure in fixing the authorship of the work upon Servetus,and De Trie,

wbo , in a private letter to his kipsman, had ascribed the work to Servetus,

was called upon to make good his statement or stand disgraced as a slanderer.

De Trie, after great difficulty, prevailed upon Calviu to allow him the use

of certain letters of Servetus to Calvin , in which he announced himself as

the author. By aid of these letters, the proof was complete. Servetus

was condemned, by the Popish authorities at Vienna, to be burut. He

escaped from prison and thus avoided the doom .

2. Servetus then went to Geneva --not as a forlorn outlaw, for shelter

and concealment, but as a restless adventurer, to try his fortune. For

book ;
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being fully aware of the precarious position of Calvin , at that time, and the

violence of the Libertine faction against him , and supposing Calvin to have

been the procuring cause of his late trial at Vienna, he thought to revenge

himself hy aiding in his overthrow .

3 . At this tine Calvin and his adherents in Geneva , after a fierce

struggle of ten years with the party who opposed his efforts in behalf of the

liberties and purity of the church, were in the minority ,as a party, in the

three governing Councils of Genera. Perrin , at the head of the Libertine

faction, had procured the election of a number of his friends to the “ Little

Council ;" and had also procured the prohibition ofMinisters of the Gospel

from sitting in the “ Council General.”

4. Not only so , but at the very time of the trial of Servetus, Calvin

and the Consistory of the Church, were at open war with the “ Little Coun

cil. ” The Consistory ( session ) having excommunicated Berthelier from

the Church , the civil tribunal cancelled the sentence, and undertook to

command Calvin to administer to him the Lord's Supper Determined to

maintain the independence of the Church, Calvin refused to administer the

sacrament on the appointed day.

5. Coming, in disguise , to Geneva, just at this exciting juncture, Ser

vetus found patrons among the friends of Berthelier -- and all the circum

stances indicate clearly a purpose not to hide hinself; but, as the ally of

these powerful opponents, to overthrow Calvin . And his malignity toward

Calvin , manifested during the entire progress of the trial, was in accord

ance with this spirit.

6 . At Calvin's suggestion of the danger of the presence of such a man

in the city. Servetus was arrested and committed to prison in August 1553 ,

and according to the singular requirements of the Genevan law , his prose

cutor , Nicholas de Fontaine, formerly a student of Calvin's, was committed

with him . He was brought to trial before the " Little Council, ” on an in

dictment for heresy - thirty-eight articles having been drawn from his book

by Calvin , to whom he had sent it. A stormy debate arose in the Council,

in which Calvin , rather than Servetus, was the object of attack. Servetus

having made the attack, it was followed up by one of his most powerful

advocates. Calvin, in self-defence, was compelled to appear in the Council.

In the discussion which thereupon arose . Servetus gave utterance to Pan

theistic and blasphemous sentiments, which lost him the sympaihies of the

friends in whom he relied so confidently.

5 . At the next sitting of the Council, (21st August,) it having appear

ed to the minds of the members, from previous developments, that Servetus

was a dangerous person --they resolved “ to write to Vienna, to know why

Serretus had been imprisoned there, and, after that, to write to the magis

tracy of Bernc, of Bale, of Zurich , & c ., to acquaint them with the whole."

Luying aside now the articles of Fontaine, charging heresy , the attorney

general framed a new bill of indictment.of an almost entirely political com

plexion -- referring chicfly to Servetus' previous history, bis object in coming

to Geneva, and his connections in that city . Says Mons. Rilliet, (the

Unitarian compiler from the original documents,) he was tried “ not at all

as the opponent of Calvin-- scarcely as a heretic — but essentially as SEDI

Politics acted a much more important part than theology, towards

the close of his trial. They came on the stage with the Attorney General.”

6. On the 31st August , a response came from Vienna, denanding the

rendition of the prisoner, as one under sentence , which, at Servetus' en

TIOUS.
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treaty , was refused . And though the prosecution was now closed , it was

yet deterniined to grant Servetus another hearing, in a written discussion

with ' Calvin , in order to make the whole matter intelligible to the Swiss

Churches. The friends of Servetus had , mean time, been exceedingly

active in exciting public opinion against Calvin. And on the very dayon

which this discussion occurred, Berthelier's appeal to the Council, to be

restored to the communion, over the heads of Calvin and the Consistory,

was granted.
Servetus entered into the discussion flushed with the success

of his party, and avowed, publicly , his design to pursue Calvin , “ till the

cause be determined by the death of hini or me.”

7 . At the close of the discussion, at the desire of Servetus, but against

Calvin's desire , the matter was referred to the Swiss Churches. On the

18th October, an answer was returned, unanimously adjudging Servetus

guilty and worthy of death . Thus confirmed in their own opinions, the

" Little Council” proceeded to condemn him to death by burning. That

Council was composed of twenty members, ONLY SEVEN OF WHOM WERE CAL

VINISTS ! Of the remaining thirteen, only four voted with Perrin against

the condemnation of Servetus.

8 . From all which facts, it is plain that whoever was responsible for

the death of Servetus, it was not either Calvin , Calvinists, or Calvinism .

The court that issued the sentence , was not an ecclesiastical but a civil

court. Nor was Calvin a member of the court, but , on the contrary , had

actually been excluded with other ministers, from his political rights, to

sit even in the Council General. Nor was Calvin's party in the majority

in the Council that passed sentence . It is plain , moreover, that Servetus

was not burned for heresy ; but, in the language of Mons. Rilliet , " the

heresy of Servetus had assumed , in the minds of the Council, the two-fold

character of blasphemy and sedition . That the sentence was not procured

by Calvin's personal influence, is manifest from what has been said of the

state of feeling toward him in the court. His personal influence was not

sufficient to defend himself and his Consistory, against the appeal of Ber

thelier from their sentence of suspension from the sacramients. That Cal

vin's feelings were strongly enlisted against Servetus—but more especially

against the party who were using Servetus for their own purposes - will

hardly be deemed a crime, when it is borne in mind that the triumph of

this party, in the matter of Servetus, involved , almost certainly, his own

overthrow , and exile or death . That his part in the case, should have

furnished fruitful theme for the rant of Anti-Calvinistic demagogues — both

theological and political -- for three hundred years , is not surprising, once

we remember that the whole affair, originally, was part and parcel of a

fierce struggle between two political parties in a little republic. All candid

men , in view of all the facts, will say , with Coleridge, " if any poor fanatic

ever thrust himself into the flames, that man was Servetus. ”

II." The American Presbyterian Almanac for 1856 .

Having occasion to look for some statistical information recently, we fell

in with our quondam acquaintance, the " American Presbyterian Almanac ;"

and rarely have more enjoyed a half hour's reading. Not, indeed, that we

found much reading beyond theusual statistics and exhibits ofthe Denoni

ination ; but that what we did find , was of a character so entirely in con

trast with that of the former year. Perhaps no one thing better exhibits

the tone prevalent in a Denomination than the Almanac - of late, an indis
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are

pensible to every Church. We have been struck with this fact, in looking

over recently some half dozen . They who get up the Almanacs, seem some

how to understand the spirit of their people far better than they who write

the elaborate reviews ; and they seem , also , to be peculiarly sensitive to all

changes of the weather, ( Ecclesiastical.) Thus nothing can be more man

ifest than the change which has come over the Almanac, from the recent

effort of our New School neighbors to denominationalize themselves. The

very captions of the paragraphs are full of the idea1.-— " we are getting to be

somebody.” For instance,we have first “ Our Church " ---then “ Our position”
—then “ Our Efforts at reconciliation ”-then Our Mission ” --then Our

theology compared with Richard Baxter's"—then -Our work for the year ”

- then “ Our Seminaries, and so on . And as a natural consequence of

this new esprit du corps, the temper and spirit of the whole thing is greatly

improved . From this, as from other instances, it is manifest that a true

love of one's own Church , and the feeling that ours is indeed a Church ,

if not the Church , generates a good feeling toward all churches of

Christ . Whereas, the wretched canting professions of ecclesiastical cos

mopolites never fail , somehow , to generate, under all its hypocritical

show of love , a spirit of malignity toward all who have a Church that

they care something about. We are free to confess . moreover, that to

our eye, the show of “ our” standing committee of missions, of education ,

&c . , each one of some dozen names all told, looks very
attractive. We

glad to find our New School neighbors getting back to sound views of

ecclesiastical policy , and cannot but indulge still a faint hope of a like im

provement in their theology, at some distant day. Thoughwe confess that

recent developments, in the Presbyterian Quarterly Review and in Mr.

Barnes' new “way of Salvation ,” augur not so favorably in that direction.

Among the first things we looked for in the new Almanac, was the Free

'immortality list, which last year so arrested our attention. We were curi

ous to know what additions had been made during the year, to the “ List

of 81 Clerical Authors, who are, or have been, connected with our Church .”

Perhaps, indeed, we may have felt a vague, inarticulate apprehension of

finding ourselves in that unlucky list . The fact that the Presbyterian

Quarterly Review had claimed thatwe had “ adopted their suggestions,"

furnished some ground for alarm . But, to our pleasure and surprise, the

roll of the immortals is missing ! Dare we claim a share in the honor of

abolishing that roll ? May not a paragraph in our polite pote to John

Livingston, Esq . , declining the honor of a place in his immortality list,

havehad its influence in determining the Publishing Committee,” to give

up the project? The very thought that it might be so, stirs joyfully the

Puritan blood within us, over the success of our incipient iconoclasm .

And if we seem to magnify our office, let it be borne in mind, that in that

roll may have been-nay, most likely was the germ of another Saint's

Calendar. llow easy the transfer of this list to the vacant spaces of the

Monthly Calendar ! How plausibly justified on the score of economy! Once

50 transferred, how readily connected — each name with a day; and then all

that is wanting, is the lapse of a little time to give venerableness—and these

namesbecomeobjects of pious commemoration ! St. Barnes'day-St . Bush's .

day - St. Beecher's day! Who that knows how easy is the lapse into such

corruptions of worship, will think lightly of the amount of evil prevented

by our successful foray into that list of the 84 immortals !
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The number of commissioners present at the opening of the sessions of

the Assembly of 1855 ,-one of the largest since the disruption ,—was less

than two hundred . The number of votes cast for Moderator of the As

sembly which has just adjourned , was two hundred and thirty-two . This

full attendance atthe beginning was, doubtless, due to the extraordinary

facilities for travel furnished by the capital and enterprise of the great

commercial metropolis of the country, and to the natural curiosity felt by

the more distant members, to see the city of which all the rest of the United

States is a sort of suburbs.

This is the first meeting of the Assembly in the city of New York, and

we doubt not , that the good Presbyterian people thereof, will not only be

willing , but even anxious, to welcome it again, if we may judge by the

heartiness and largeness of their hospitality to the members at this meet

ing. We feel assured also that good has been done by this meeting, to

the churches connected with us in that city . City churches are too apt to

live for themselves, to be vigilantand active in promotingtheir own prosperity,

and to forget thata single congregation, however large or rich , is but a small

fraction of the great Presbyterian Church in the United States of America .

There is a tendency to isolation of effort, and consequent alienation and jeal

ousy of feeling, in every quarter of our church, among the particular con

gregations; but this tendency is aggravated by many circumstances in a

crowded commercial population . The absence of a vigorous social life, the

very feeble play of those affections and sympathies which can only be nour

ished by a vigorous® social life, the conventional forms ich have been sub

stituted in its stead , to some extent insincere , because conventional ,—these

are among the circumstances which go to increase the unhappy tendency

referred to. There are gentlemen in New York, we have reason to fear,

who do not know that thePresbyterian Church in the United States has

its Foreign Missionary Office in that city, although they contribute to its

funds. Now, if any thing can annihilate such narrowness of views, it is a
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No man

meeting like this of the representatives of a church extending over a terri

tory of three millions of square miles : and we earnestly trust that not

only the members of this body, but the Christian friends who entertained

them , have a wider conception and a sweeter sense of the fellowship of the

saints , since this meeting has been held .

As to the effect of the meeting on the city at large , it was probably the

same as the effect of all other sorts of conventions -- that is to say, nothing.

An enthusiastick gathering of thousands at the City Hall, with all the

noisy pomp of musick and cannon, would never be known to the inhabi

tants up -town, but for the press . There were several assemblies ecclesias

tical in session at the same time in New York during the month of May ;

but the great monster was scarcely more conscious of their presence than

the ox in the fable was of the presence of the fly upon his horn . It is im

possible to determine how many assemblies might pour into that city, with

out in the slightest degree, disturbing its equanimity. For purposes of

general impression, there can be no doubt that any other place in the

country ought to be preferred to New York , for the meeting of the Gen

eral Assembly

In looking over the Assembly, one of the most striking features to an

observer, was the large , perhaps unusual number of grey heads.

could doubt that a body of men was here, who worked hard, and endured .

privation for Christ's sake: and it was a pleasant reflection, that no man

ever worked or suffered for that Blessed Master in vain ; and that the time

was coming, when a premature old age , brought on by incessant labours in

His cause , should be rewarded with the joys of immortal youth andvigour.

Ifour infidels who are always canting about “ earnest-minded -men,” would

look in now and then, upon an Assembly like this, during the devotional

exercises, they might perhaps be led to suspect, that men who worship a

God above them , may be as “ earnest-minded” as those who worship them

selves , the divinity within . While we say this , it gives us great pain to

add , that there is not in the lobbies, nor always even in the house, that

silence during the worship of God , which eminently becomes such a body

of representatives of His people . The lobby nuisance will have to be abat

ed, or there will be an end to all reverent worship or profitable debate.

One remark more of a general kind . No one could fail to be struck

with the conservative temper of the body, in regard to the subject which is

now agitating the whole country . Henry Clay is reported to have said ,

that he would never despair of the Union, until the Old School Presby

terian Church was rent asunder. And in this “ deliverance ” he showed

more sagacity than in some others which have become more famous. Long

may she be a bond of union to these States, and a blessing to the world !

TIIE OPENING SERMON.

The propriety of publishing opening sermons by the authority of the

Assembly admits of serious question. It is often the case, that retiring

Moderators make the sermon the vehicle of their own views, touching cer

tain points which are subjects of debate between different parties in the

church, or between the church and the world . The sermon of Dr. Board

man at the opening of the Assembly of 1855 , was an instance of the for

mer ; the sermon of Dr. Rice, at the opening of the last Assembly, an ex

ample of the latter . The Assembly, as such, ought not to be committed

before the world to certain doctrines, or to certain methods of handling

doctrines, by a vote upon a mere complimentary resolution . No man likes
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to refuse to join in a vote of this kind, and yet the effect of it is to commit

him, as a member of the body, to the doctrines or methods of the perfor

mance proposed to be published under its imprimatur. If the theory of

the church , propounded in Dr. Boardman's sermon , had been brought be

fore the Assembly last year for discussion and formal vote , there would

have been a large and respectable minority against it ; and when it comes

to be thoroughly examined , the whole church , we doubt not, will reject it.

And yet the resolution to print, so far aswe know, was adopted nem . con.

In regard to . Dr. Rice's sermon, we may say, that the impression made by

its delivery was , upon the whole, a happy one and a wholesome one . But

as a discussion, we think , it was defective even for a sermon . His text

was, “ Preach the Word ;" his leading topicks , the “ matter” and “ man

ner” of preaching. He professed his intention to say little or nothing

about the “ matter," and to devote himself chiefly to the “ manner;" but,

in point of fact, as it appeared to us, be said a great deal about the “ mat

ter,” and comparatively little about the “ manner.” This, however, is a

mere affair of arrangement and logical distribution. A large part of the

sermon was occupied with defining the true position of the publick ex

pounder of the word in regard to philosophy and science,-a very delicate

point in the present posture of opinion . The prominent postulate here

was, that, on all questions, science and revelation should each be re

garded as supreme in its own sphere, and its decisions final. Sometimes,

consequently, science must correct its conclusions by the voice of revela

tion , and, sometimes, the interpretation of revelation must be modified and

corrected by the discoveries of science . But the preacher did not propose

any criterion , by which we might determine to which of the two classes

any given question is to be referred. The divine, Sumner for instance ,

will insist that it is in the last degree improbable , that there should be no

authentick record of so stupendous a series of facts as are implied in a cos

mogony ; and if there be such a record , our whole business is one of inter

pretation : we are to interrogate the record, according to the established

usagesof language. This record having been made by the Creator Him

self, —for, in the nature of the case , none other could be authentick ,-its

deliverances must be final , and the geologist must bring his facts into har

mony with it . The geologist, on the other hand, maintains that the re

cord he has found written upon the stony tablets of the earth , is equally

authentick , and more prespicuous; and , therefore, Moses must change his

voice . Now , will Dr. Rice tell us, how we are to arbritate between the

divine and the geologist ; upon what principle , or by what criterion , we are

to decide to which sphere these questions belong ? If he can do this, he

will impose a debt of gratitude upon Christian geologists and geological

Christians, all over the world .

Again , in another part of the sermon , he justly defined the office of reason

in respect to revelation to be two -fold ; first, to examine the evidences of

revelation,and second, to interpret it . But he did not tell us, what this

term “ evidences” includes. Are the contents of the record any part of the

evidence ? If so, then what are the limitations under which the reason of

man is to judge of these contents considered as evidence, or, which amounts

to the same thing, considered as determining the interpretation ? The in

fidel geologist says, Moses, interpreted according to the laws of the He

brew language , is wrong ; therefore , he did not write by inspiration of

God . The Christian geologist says, Moses, as commonly interpreted , is
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wrong ; therefore , we must seek another interpretation . The principle

upon which they both stand is the same, the authority of reason. Now

what are the limitations upon this authority ? Will Dr. Rice tell us ?

The truth is , we are too sensitive altogether about the pretensions of

science ; and especially, now , about the pretensions of geology. There is

no contradiction among the facts of nature ; the contradiction lies in the

theories which men have framed to account for them . We may rest as

sured , that the Bible, which is even now necessary to reconcile the appa

parently contradictory conclusions of different sciences, geology and eth

nology, for example, will ultimately be found to be in perfect harmony

with the highest and maturest conclusions of them all .

If any apology be necessary for making these remarks, we refer to the

fact already mentioned, that the Assembly has ordered the sermon to be

printed , and thus made it, in some sort, a part of its proceedings . And

we may add , that the reputation of Dr. Rice as well as his official position

before the Assembly , gives weight to every thing he speaks or writes.

THE BOARDS.

These institutions occupied , as usual, a very considerable share of the

attention and time of the Assembly. The address of the Rev. J. L. Wil

son , one of the Secretaries of the Board of Foreign Missions, was listened to

with great interest. No man who loves the Lord Jesus Christ can help

rejoicing in such intelligence as the Report of this Board communicates

to the churches. The Lord has demonstrated His faithfulness in perform

ing His promises to His people; and it should have the effect of increasing

their faith, patience, diligence and zeal. The resolutions reported by the

various committees to whom the annual reports were referred, were adopt

ed , as is generally the case , without discussion , and we may add, without

examination The only apparent exception to this remark ,—and it was

only apparent,—was a speech of two or three minutes in length by the

Rev. Dr. Thornwell, of South Carolina , by way of protest against the con

trol of the Board of Education over secular education , and against the as

sumed duty and constitutional power of the Church to exercise any con

trol over this department of the interests of society. He insisted that the

whole affair of general publick education belonged to the State , and not to

the Church ; and that the Board of Education had been created for the

sole purpose of assisting candidates for the Christian ministry, while en

gaged in the prosecution of the necessary course of study. He stated ,

that he did not intend to make an argument upon these points, though

he was prepared to do so ; and no argument was made. The resolution

objected to is as follows:

“ 5. Resolved , That while the Assembly continues to approve of the

course of the Board in establishing scbools, academies, and colleges on a

definite religious basis, a sound discretion is necessary as to theirnumber

and location ; and lest the observations of the Board in this relation should

be exposed to invidious misconstruction, it should be distinctly understood

that the Church does not undervalue the importance of any institution of

learning, which, though not subjected to ecclesiastical supervision, recog

nizes the authority, and inculcates the principles of God's written word ;

much less disparage the common school system , as adapted to useful ends,

so long as the Bible is not excluded .”

It will be observed , that this resolution is so constructed as to be inca
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pable of division ; and the vote, therefore, was of necessity, a vote either

for or against the whole . We do not know whether the hand of Joab ”

was in it or not, but it marvellously resembles most of the statements of the

Board of Education upon this delicate subject, mixing up the true and the

false, the unquestionable and the doubtful, in one mass , and forcing the

Church to the disagreeable alternative , either of accepting some error, or

of rejecting some truth . We cannot understand these perpetual saving

clauses in regard to common -school education, while the effort is systemati

cally made to drawoff from it the support of the Presbyterian Church. If

all the evangelical denominations set up for themselves,and leave the com

mon schools to the care of themselves, or to the care of the world and the

devil , of course these common schools must become a curse. We cannot

but hope, that our church will pause and consider the drift of this whole

scheme, and will refuse to abandon the glorious mission which the past

history of our country demonstrates that God has committed to her. Let

her not cut herself off from the sympathies of the great American people.

We cannot pass from this subject without expressing our gratification

with the remarks made by Dr. Dabney, of Virginia upon the low standard

of qualifications for the ministry, practically established by too many of our

Presbyteries, or , in other words, upon the easy admission of candidates to

the privileges of the ministry. He showed that the effect of slight and

merely nominal examinations, was to degrade the whole office in the eyes

of that very class of young men , whom we should be most anxious to get

into it. What any body can get, is not worth any body's striving for.

The wider we open the door, the fewer men of generous minds will come

in . In our anxiety to increase the number of ministers, we should beware

of degrading the office in such a manner, as to discourage any but ordinary

men from seeking it.

Dr. Peyton Harrison , of the same State, protested against the current

notion , that only indigent young men are to be expected to offer them

selves to the Lord , in the service of the ministry . And it deserves to be

considered , whether we have not, in our plans and prayers, practically

limited the Holy One of Israel, in choosing His ministers, to a certain

class, to young men, and poor young men . The sooner we get rid of the

idea of a class-ministry, the better. We cannot help thinking, that a

large infusion of that sort of tone, which is acquired in the honourable

practice of the other learned professions, would greatly improve the tone

of the ministry , by counteracting the tendencies of the exclusively profes

sional , we had almost said , monastick education , acquired in the Semina

ries .

There was one circumstance connected with the operations of all the

Boards during the last year, which will gratify all the strict-construction

ists ” in the church, and that is,that they have dispensed, in whole, or in

part, with paid collecting agents, notonly without detriment to their reve

nues, but to the positiveincrease of them . The Assembly does some good

things as well as bad, without knowing precisely at the time what it is

doing. It has called attention by its action of 1854 and 1855 on Syste

matick Benevolence, to principles which will work an entire revolution,

ultimately, in the plans and schemes of the church for sustaining and pro

pagating the Gospel. These principles are very far from being fully com

prehended as yet, but they are working. Let us have faith in God, and

wait !
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INADEQUATE SUPPORT OF MINISTERS.

The Rev. Dr. Junkin offered a resolution , which the House agreed to,

for the appointment of a committee to draft a pastoral letter to the church

es , in reference to this subject. Dr. Dabney was made chairman of this

committee, and reported a paper containing many hints and suggestions,

which our congregations would do well to consider.

There can be no doubt, that the ministry is inadequately supported ; but

there is as little doubt, in our own mind, that the whole blame ought not

to be laid upon the people . The first question in regard to any particular

preaching is, whether it is worth paying for at all . There is not a little of

what is called fine preaching, which is not worth the moneyexpended upon

the sexton, fuel and light, simply for the reason that it is not the gos

pel . 'Unfortunately, preaching of this sort is generally well supported ; for

the world loveth its own . There is very little of this preaching, we re

joice to believe , in our own church. But there is a kind of preaching,

which is evangelical as to its matter, but any thing but that, as to its man

ner and form . It makes no impression upon the people, and they cannot

be expected to value the truths it is designed to convey. There is no

earnestness, no freedom , no urgency of exhortation or entreaty, nothing

to make the people feel that they are in contact with a living soul . It is

utterly idle to expect, that a genuine gospel ministry will be sustained ,

unless the people live and grow under it . A few men may be found, in

almost every community, who are willing to contribute to the support of

the church and its ordinances, from a general consideration of the happy

influence of these institutions upon society ; but such comprehensive views

In the great majority of cases , all depends upon the man him

self, first of all. Let him be baptized with the baptism of the Holy Ghost,

and preach Christ, with all his heart and soul , and mind, and strength ;

give himself wholly to his work , and throw himself upon the people for his

living . Next, let the people grow in grace ; let them be “ rooted, ground

ed , settled in the truth , abounding therein with thanksgiving,” — as they

will be very apt to be under such a ministry,-and nothing can hinder

them from coming up to the full support of the Gospel among themselves,

but want of means, or want of instruction in regard to this particular duty.

If they are poor, then the Lord accepteh according to what they have, and

not according to what they have not. If they do not know that it is their

duty to minister in temporal things , to those who minister to them in

spiritual things; that the Lord has ordained, that they who preach the

Gospel should live of the Gospel ; that contribution to the cause of God is

a regular, stated , ordinance of worship, like prayer or singing ; whose fault

is it ? Their own fault, no doubt ; but the fault also of the preacher, who

ought not to shun to declare any part of the Divine counsel. But it is a

delicate matter, it is said. It might be so considered , if it were not a Di

vine ordinance, and designed fully as much for the edification of the peo

ple who give , as for the comfort and usefulness of the minister who receives.

Even if a minister were able to live without a salary, it would still be the

part of mercy to the people , to require them to give according to their

ability. If a man , therefore, understands the spiritual relations of this

ordinance of giving,and believes in it as a means of grace , provided by

the “ Author and Finisher of faith , ” there needs be no delicacy in the

matter.

are rare .
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Let these conditions then concur : life in the preacher, and life in the peo

ple, along with proper instruction as to their duty, and acompetent measure

of pecuniary ability; and there willbe no difficulty on the score of support.

The great trouble is thewant of life. We are expecting the grace of liber

ality to flourish , while all the other graces are languishing ; we are looking

for a vigorous arm , when a mortal paralysis has smitten the heart. Let

us give up our galvanism , and pray for the Spirit of life . There can be no

substitute for that. We need never distrust the grace of God in the hearts

of His people ; only let us appeal always to their faith in the word of

Jesus , and their love to His Person . But if professing Christians believe

not in Him, and love Him not, what right have we to look for any better

treatment ? The disciple is not greater than his teacher, nor the servant

than his master. It is enough that the disciple be as his teacher, and the

servant as his master. It would be a wretched thing for us and for the

church , if we were allowed to ride in triumph upon our high places, while

the honour of our royal Master was in the dust.

PROVISION FOR DISABLED MINISTERS AND THEIR FAMILIES.

Upon the reading of the annual report of the Trustees , to whom the

funds contributed for the relief of disabled ministers and their families are

entrusted , a Committee was appointed to prepare and present a plan to the

Assembly, by which the wants of this class of sufferers should be provided

for more cffectually. Dr. Rogers , of Philadelphia, as Chairman of this

Committee, made a report, in which, after setting forth the poverty and

distress which actually exists, and arguing the right of worn out ministers

to a competent support, and the corresponding duty of the Church to af

ford it, a plan was recommended for a permanent fund; this fund to be

raised by a contribution of not less than five dollars from every minister,

and one of not less than ten dollars from every church, annually for five

years ; and to be distributed according to certain rules laid down in the

same paper. The plan was simply the constitution of an insurance com

pany.

The report was adopted by parts, but when the question was about to be

taken upon its adoption as a whole, the motion was made and carried to

re-commit the paper to the committee. The committee reported the second

time substantially the same plan, and, after very considerable discussion,

the subject was committed to another committee, consisting mainly of Rul

ing Elders , to report to the next General Assembly. The only portion of

the original committee's report adopted by the house , was the rhetorical

preamble to the resolutions , and that not without some expurgation . We

cannot refrain from expressing our surprise, that a paper of this kind should

be ordered to be spread out upon the Minutes . It ought to have been put

in the Appendix , if printed at all .

The whole discussion showed, -and there was more said upon this sub

ject, first and last, than upon any other ,—that a majority of the Assembly

were afraid of permanent funds. Wherever the church has been , or ises

tablished, endowed by the State , no objection is made to such funds; but

under any purely voluntary system , men feel, even when they have not the

perspicacity to perceive, that they are foreign to the genius of the system ,

and are liable to great and dangerous perversion and abuse. It was in

deed argued , that we must have permanent funds, that we could not have

Seminaries, &c . , without them ; but it was conceded that they were danger
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ous ; and the history of Seminaries is a signal proof of it. Dr. Thornwell

argued, that a permanent fund ought always to be avoided , in providing

for contingent wants ; it ought only to be resorted to, in the case of wants

or demands permanent in their nature, and existing and operating accord

ing to a settled law, capable of being ascertained and defined . He con

tended , that Seminaries belonged to this last class , and the wants of disa

bled ministers to the category of contingencies , to be met as they arose.

He argued against such a fund, also , from the well-known principle of po

litical economy, that a publick institution for the relief of poverty, has the

effect of increasing the evil. And a fund of the kind proposed by the

committee, wouldbe apt to bring men into the ministry of our church,

whom we did not want. It would be a great calamity to weaken that spirit

of self- denial and of trust in God , which is now so honourable a characteris

tick of our ministry, and which contributes so largely to their respectabili

ty and usefulness . He conceded , it was conceded by all , that our brethren

in affliction, their widows and little ones, ought to be and must be taken

care of ; but be held that the sympathies and charities of the people of God

would not be found wanting, when the cases of distress became known. It

was the duty of the church to provide for the poor saints, and this duty

would be performed, without a permanent fund.

It appears to us, that a great many random assertions are made by our

brethren, in discussing this subject. We do not believe it to be true, for

example , that ministers, as a class, leave their families in a more helpless

condition than any other class of the people of God ; and the people ofGod

are not, as a class, forsaken , nor are their seed , as a class, beggars of their

bread . That they are not rich , is true ; but that is no calamity. God ,

who loves them , does not intend that they shall have their portion in this

life. He has a better and an enduring substance in store for them . They,

who have their portion in this life, whose belly is filled with hid treasure,

and who leave the rest of their substance to their babes , are “ men of the

world .” Again , it is no disgrace to be poor, or to live upon the charities

of the church , if the Giver of all has denied to us the privilege of working .

If we are able to work , and do not, we have no right to eat . If we are

able to work , and do work, we shall eat . If we are not able to work, then

are we Christ's poor, and must live as He lived , upon the charities of His

people. We must not fret against that sovereign, and, we doubt not, mer

ciful constitution of society , which has made poverty a permanent element

in it, especially since Jesus has made the poor the representatives of Him

self, and has said, “ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto these, have done

it unto me.” So long as it stands upon record, that the Son of Man had

not, on carth, a place to lay His head , how can any child of God doubt

his love , because he is poor ? It is enough , that the servant be as his mas

ter . A great deal was said , in the debate in the Assembly, about minis

ters and their families being thrown upon “ the cold charities of the world.”

This is not the true statement of the case. They are thrown upon the

charity of those who love the Lord Jesus Christ, and that charity is not

“ cold.” It was a charity, to which the Savour was willing , amidst His

dying agonies, to commit her who bare Him .

We think, therefore, that our chief concern , as rulers in the house of

God, should be to have the living and working ministry adequately sup

ported ; and the rest should be willing to be numbered among the poor of

the flock, and to be provided for as they are. At any rate , the plan of an

ye
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insurance company is not the thing. If a man has no conscientious scru

ples about insurance, he can be accommodated by others than the Trustees

of the Assembly. One remark more, and we dismiss this subject. If any

systematick effort is to be made for the relief of the class in question, it

ought to be made by Synods or Presbyteries, and not by the General As

sembly. The Church of Scotland is no model for us, in matters of this

sort . It covers a territory not much larger than the State of Maryland,

and may act as an unit in every thing . Our church covers a vast expanse

of country, and the sentiment of sympathy operates with comparative lan

gour and feebleness between the distant parts . It would be well , on this

account, if, following the analogy of our political system , we relied more

upon the energies of the local bodies,and less upon the Assembly. If, for

example, the interests of education and of domestick missions were man

aged by the Synods for themselves, with some small central committees of

the Assembly, to be the means of communication between the weak and the

strong, the business would be much more effectually done, to say nothing

of the great saving of expense , But, in the matter before us , in which so

much depends upon the natural operation of compassion , the nearer the

parties needing assistance are brought to the parties who are to give it, the

more certain is the result. We do not believe that any Assembly's fund,

of any kind , will ever answer the purpose.

THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR VOTERS FOR Church OFFICERS, AND THE RELATION

OF BAPTIZED PERSONS, NOT PROFESSING FAITII IN CHRIST TO THE CHURCH .

An Overture was sent up from the Presbytery of Londonderry, asking

the Assembly to express its judgment in reference to these points; and

the Committee of Bills and Overtures recommended, that the Assembly

content itself with the following deliverances :

1. That only communicating members have a right to vote for Ruling

Elders.

2. That inasmuch as the Pastor sustains the relation of Teacher as well

as that of Ruling Elder, there is no impropriety in the non -communicating

supporters of his ministry voting for him , provided that no communicating

member be excluded .

3. That a baptized person, not professing faith in Christ, stands in a

relation to the Church , analogous to that in which a minor in the State

stands to the State .

As the official Minutes of the Assembly have not yet appeared ,we have

been compelled to rely upon our memory for these statements, as for many

others contained in this article . There can be no doubt, however, as to their

substantial accuracy.

The report of the Committee was put upon the docket , and was not

taken up until the last day of the sessions. It was evident, from the con

versation which then took place, that there would be very considerable de

bate upon these propositions, and, as the House was not prepared at that

late stage in the proceedings, to go into it, the motion was made and car

ried to lay the whole subject upon the table, with the expectation that it

would come up again at the meeting of the next General Assembly . This

fact, together with the fact that one of these questions was before the As

sembly of last year, justifies us in throwing out some hints, which may

contribute a little towards a final and satisfactory decision upon the subject.

1. In regard to the qualifications of voters for Ruling Elders, there is
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scarcely any room for a difference of opinion . The XIII Chapter of the

Form of Government provides, that “ every congregation shall elect persons

to the office of ruling elder, and to the office of deacon, or either ofthem ,

in the mode most approved and in use in that congregation . ” (Sec. 2)

If nothing more were said , it might be supposed that the mode," here,

included the question of qualifications. But the form of installation in the

4th section , is conclusive in favour of the interpretation of the Assembly's

Committee :: — The minister shall address to the members of the church

the following question :-viz.— Do you , the members of this church, ac

knowledge and receivethis brother as a ruling elder ( or deacon,) and do you

promise to yield him all that honour, encouragement, and obedience in the

Lord, to which his office, according to the word of God , and the constitu

tion of this church, entitles him ?" Now independently of the express de

signation “ members of the church ,” applied to the electors , the question

itself is one which, by its very terms, is incapable of being properly answered

in the affirmative, by any other persons. We wish this point to be remem

bered, as it is an important circumstance in the consideration of the ques

tion touching the qualifications of voters for Pastor, so far as that question

is one of constitutional law . Let it be observed , also , that the terms

“ church” and “ congregation" are used interchangeably in this chapter

The “ congregation” shall elect ; the “ members of the church ” shall answer.

We do not intend to assert, however, that these terms are , either in gen

eral use, or in the use of our book, precisely equipollent. We think that

the framers of the constitution intended to use them interchangeably, when

they had reference to a particular society of believers ; but that the term

church , was used only of the whole body, consisting of a plurality of par

ticular churches or congregations . Compare C. 8. S. 2. where it is said ,

that the governing assemblies “exclude the contumacious and impenitent

from the congregation of believers. " ? If the persons excluded be elders,

deacons, or private members, then the congregation from which they are

excluded , is of course a particular congregation. If they be ministers, then

the congregation is the church represented by the Presbytery (not the

Session :) and as this is an unusual sense of the word , our fathers thought

it was well to add the epexegetical clause , “ of believers.” The exception

proves the rule . No instance, we think, can be found in our book, in

which the term “ congregation ,” without any explanatory phrase is used of

the whole church , considered as a unit, or of any portion of it larger than

a particular society under the jurisdiction of a session . But of such a par

ticular society , the term is used interchangeably with the term “ church .”

See the foot note to Form of Government, chapter XII .

But even if the constitution were less explicit than we have found it to be

upon this question of the voters for Ruling Elders , we should still have no

difficulty in settling it in the light of the great principles of our system

and of the word ofGod . There is a broad distinction made in the New

Testament, between the church and the world , the sphere of God and the

sphere of Cæsar . Our Saviour makes the distinction so broad , as to ex

clude not only the interference of the State as such, but also the interfer

ence of the world as such, in whatever form that interference may be at

tempted. “ My kingdom is not of this world .” Any power or “ patronage”

exercised by those who are not subjects of this kingdom , citizens of this

commonwealth, members of this household of faith, is an usurpation , a ty

ranny , incompatible, de jure , if not de facto, with its freedom and indepen
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dence . Let the history of all religious establishments, even that of Scot

land, witness the truth of this proposition . It is nothing to the purpose

to say, that this is State patronage, but , in this country, where no such

thing is possible as usurpation by the State, there can beno harm in non

professing people voting for Elders. The ready answer is , that the latter

sort of patronage is the more dangerous, because it is exercised wholly

without responsibility ; while patrons, under the authority of the State , are

at least, in name, responsible to that authority ; and further , because the

State patrons may be God -fearing men , whereas these Church-patrons of

ours, are, ex vi terminorum , without Christ and without God in the world .

If then , a body of voters outside of the Church of Christ, which is his king

dom , a body of voters not subject to the jurisdiction of ruling elders, can

imposea man, as a Ruler, upon the Church , where is its freedom ? If one

body ofmen are bound to obey a ruler, which another body of men have

chosen to rule them , what becomes ofthe cardinal principle of liberty, that

the ruled have the right to choose their own rulers ? that the people are to

be governed by representatives elected by themselves ? Will it be said ,

that this argument proceeds upon an extreme case, and that inthe vast

majority of instances, the feeling of the outside supporters ofa Church is

not antagonistick to the interests of the Church members ? The answer is,

that these so called extreme cases are not infrequent in the choice of a

Pastor ; and extreme cases are the crucial tests of principles . Let us never

forget, that our revolutionary fathers " went to war against a preamble."

Death is preferable to the loss of a few shillings of ship -money, where the

right to exact the payment, involves the right to make slaves of freemen .

The principles laid down in the chapter on the Civil Magistrate , (xxIII)

in our Confession of Faith , are applicable to the whole subject of outside

controul over the affairs of the Church . “ As Jesus Christ hath appointed

a regular government and discipline in His church, no law of any common

wealth should interfere with, let, or hinder, the dueexercise thereof,among

thevoluntary members of any denomination of Christians, according to

their own profession and belief.” Any influence, any custom , operating,

with the force of a law, upon the Church from without, most certainly

comes under the condemnation of this sentence . Trustees exercising cer

tain functions under a State law of incorporation , or pew -holders invested

with certain rights of property under thesame law, may imaginethat they

have a right to exercise certain privileges in a corporation existing under

the law of the great King Christ, qua Trustees and Pew -holders; but if

they have, then verily the people of God have no king but Cæsar, and

freedom is “ of all our vanities the motliest, the merest word that ever fool

ed the ear from out the schoolman's jargon .”

We have dwelt the longer upon the first proposition of the Committee,

because it afforded the occasion of calling attention to some of the great

principles which controul the whole subject of the Committee's report; and

because it will require us to say less on their second proposition , which is,

2. That as the Pastor sustains the relation of Teacher as well as that of

Ruling Elder, there is no impropriety in the non-communicating supporters

of his ministry voting for him , provided that no communicating member be

excluded .

As the Pastor is a Ruling Elder, it will not be denied that the principles

already laid down in regard to the election of that officer, apply, and apply

with greater force, to him . Being generally superior, in point of educa
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tion and of knowledge of ecclesiastical law, to the other elders associated

with him in the government of the congregation , and having greater ad

vantages for theacquisition of personal influence among the members of

the Church, than his colleagues and equals in authority, and being, official

ly, primus inter pares ; it is of vastly more consequence to those who are

subject to the jurisdiction of the session over which he presides, to have a

free election , to resist all outside interference in choosing him as moderator,

than in choosing the other members. And the more especially, as in the

event of his malversation in office, he is to be tried, not by the session , like

his colleagues , but by the Presbytery, a court in which only one represen

tative of the aggrieved congregation can sit . Practically, in many cases,

either through the modesty or neglect of the Ruling Elders, or the fault in

some way of the Pastor himself, he is the session . If he should be a bad

man , and yet with talents enough, and of the right sort , to secure the sup

port of the worldly supporters of the congregation , it is easy to see what

havock he might makeof the sheep. If it is said, that the remedy is in

the Presbytery, without which body no man can be installed as Pastor in a

Presbyterian Church ; we answer, very true ; but prevention is better and

easier than cure.

Again , the ruling function of the Pastor's office is that in which, onma

ny accounts, the people are more concerned , than in any other. It is this

which gives him authority. It is this which places the character and hap

piness of the church -members, in a great measure, in his hands. Every

body knows, what tremendous power an ungenerous, malicious man hasto

persecute,-and yet to keep clear of exposing himself to prosecution for

transcending the legal bounds of his authority,-provided he be invested

with the power ofjurisdiction over any department of his victim's life.

The history of the Pastoral office is not free from such examples. We are

astonished, therefore , that men can be found, cautious , prudent, men of

sense, to argue, that because, by the charters of many of the city Churches,

the Pastor is, ex officio, a member of the Board of Trustees , none but elec

tors of trustees have a right to vote for him ! Surely, if there is any force

in such an argument, it would conclude , a fortiori, that because a pastor is

a Ruling Elder, rone butcommunicating members should have a rightto

vote . The office of Ruling Elder is a Divine office, in which all church-mem- ,

bers are deeply and permanently concerned ; the office of trustee'is an office

of the State, in which the people are only slightly and occasionally con

cerned .

But the Committee base the assertion of the “ propriety ” —they do not

say, right—of non - communicating supporters of the ministry voting for

Pastor, upon the ground that they have an interest in him as a Teacher.

Upon this argument we submit the following considerations:-1. It is the

relation of a Pastor , and not the relation of a mere Teacher, that is now in

question. Nobody doubts, that a minister of the gospel might be invited

by a number of persons, making no profession of religion , to preach to

them, to instruct them in the plan of salvation . Each regiment in the Ar

my of the United States,or each ship in the Navy , might be allowed to se

lect their own chaplain, instead of receiving him , as they do now , by the

appointment of the government. But the chaplain has no authority ; he

is a mere witness for the truth as it is in Jesus. In a settled church - state,

the case is different; a Pastor implies the existence of a flock, he is invested

with the function of discipline , in order to the more effectual exercise of the
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function of teaching. Christ , the chief Shepherd , has two staves, the one

of Beauty, and the other of Bands . “Blessed is the man , O Lord , whom

thou chastenest and teachest out of thy law .” These two functions are

combined in all the institutions of God for the education of the race . The

mere supporters of the ministry, therefore, refusing to submit to the juris

diction of the Pastor, as invested with the power of discipline, cannot be

said to have sufficient interest in him , even as Teacher, to entitle them to

vote .

It is generally conceded , that church -members only should vote for

deacons : and our constitution is perfectly explicit upon this point. But

non -communicatingsupporters of thechurch contribute to its funds, some

of them very liberally . According to the argument of the Committee ,

therefore, they ought to be allowed to vote for deacons.
These same sup

porters are interested in the election of Ruling Elders, because the session

regulates the whole affair of the distribution
of the funds, the office of the

deacon being merely executive ; therefore, according to the argument, the

supporters should vote for Ruling Elders. But the Committee say, no.

3 . The Committee have not said what is meant by '" supporters of the

Pastor's ministry.” It is not every man who hears him preach . Is it

every man who contributes
to his salary ? What then shall we say of

those , of whom there are very many, who pay their pew -rent or their an

nual subscription
, and yet seldom or never attend church ? And is the e

lective franchise in the church of God , then , a thing to be bought with

money, and capable of being expanded and contracted, at the caprice, or

by the ambition,of wicked men ? Upon this view of the subject, we do

not see that the franchise has any limits. A property -holder, in the neigh

bourhood of a city church, is interested in the teaching of the minister, and

by the payment of atrifling sum , may exercise the privilege of voting, on

the samefooting with a church -member, albeit he never comes inside of the

meeting-house ! He is not subject to the session : he can not be disci

plined for non -attendance. He has paid his money ; and that is all that

can be exacted . The conclusion seems to us to be monstrous. 4. Again,

if we understand the doctrine of the Committee, baptized persons, who are

neither communicating members nor contributors, have no right to vote for

church officers of any sort , and yet they are subject to the jurisdiction of

the session , and have an interest in the Pastor, as Teacher. Then we have,

here, a discrimination made in favour of a class of non-communicating

persons, who refuse to submit to the government of the Pastor and session ,

against another class of non-communicating persons, whodosubmit to

that government,—both classes having an equal interest in the Pastor as a

Teacher ! This, also, to us , is a monstrous conclusion . 5. Once more

we deny, that such a privilege should beallowed to unbelievers, for the

reason that all power ecclesiastical , whether that which is exercised in

office, or thatof electing and setting apart to office, is “ ministerial and de

clarative; " that is to say, is merely the power of servants to declare and

obey the will of their master, Christ. The only rule, in which this will is

expressed, is the word of Scripture : the only effectual source of the know

ledge of this will is the Holy Spirit of God . The natural man receiveth

not the things of the Spirit, for they are foolishness unto him ; neither can

he know them , because they are spiritually discerned . Now, in the elec

tion of all church -officers, the process is a spiritual process, regulated by

the law laid down in the word of God. The qualifications of officers are
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described in the word ; their existence in certain persons is an indication

of the will of Christ, that those persons should exercise the functions of

such offices; their existence in said persons must be discerned by the

church , rulers and people, through the operation of the same Spirit, who

bestowed them upon the possessors of them ;and then acknowledged by a

formal choice and formal ordination . But whether in the people who elect ,

or the man who accepts, or the court which ordains, the whole process is

one of simple obedience to Christ, making known His will by His word

and Spirit. Now, since , by the terms of the supposition ,non professing sup

porters of the ministry are “ natural” men , " not having the Spirit;" have

never acknowledged the authority of Christ and subjected themselves to

His law ; they are incapable of taking any part in this business ; they are

incapable of judging of a Pastor's qualifications as a Teacher in general, or

of the suitableness of his ministry to a particular congregation. We do

not see how these principles can be denied, without making the Church a

human institute, or at least , the calling of her officers a human calling .

In the last place , the constitution of the church, as it appears to us , takes

it for granted , that the members of the church only have a right to vote

for Pastor. Wehave seen that, althoughthe terms “ congregation ” and

" church ” are both used in the chapter (XIII) on the Election of Elders

and Deacons, they yet mean the same thing, “ members of the Church .”

The chapter on the Election of Bishops or Pastors (XV) uses the term

" congregation ," in all cases , in which the people electing are referred to ;

but evidently in the same sense . To say nothing of the clause in Sec. 4,

which is confessedly ambiguous, the language ofthe call in Sec. 6, and the

questions propounded to the people , at the installation , are conclusive

against the view of the Committee .

The people , in their call , say --- " being well satisfied of the ministerial

qualifications of you—and having good hopes,from our past experience of

your labours, that your ministrations in the Gospel will be profitable to

our spiritual interests, do earnestly call and desire you to undertake the

pastoral office in said congregation ; promising you, in the discharge of

your duty , all proper support, encouragement, and obedience in the Lord. ”

Now let it be remembered, that in the case of a Licentiate, this judgment

of the congregation as to his ministerial qualifications is an important ele

ment in the evidence that God has called him ; an evidence without which ,

in ordinary cases , the Presbytery is not allowed to ordain him ; and that

it is important evidence, because regarded as the testimony of the Spirit

in the people , concurring with the testimony of the Spirit in the Pres

bytery licensing him , and the testimony of the same Spirit in the man's

own conscience, moving him to seek an opportunity to preach, —and we

cannot avoid the conclusion , that the “ congregation” of the call , is the con

gregation of believers . This is confirmed by the fact, that they promise

him " obedience in the Lord,” which none but believers could properly do .

Then , at the installation, the congregation " calling are required to an

swer questions, which none but believers can honestly answer in the affirm

ative . The second question , especially, shows that the people answering

are members of the Church :- “ Do you promise to receive the word of

truth from his mouth , with meekness and love ; and to submit to him in

the due exercise of discipline ? ” In the next chapter , on the translation

of ministers from one charge to another, the terms “ church ” and “congre

gation " are again used interchangeably. " Instalment” is defined to be,

2
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" constituting the pastoral relation between the minister and the people of

the particular church," over which he is to be installed . *

Upon the whole, then, while there might be no impropriety in certain

cases , in mere " supporters” of a church,sendingup an expression of their

judgment about a minister, in the way of memorial or petition to the Pres

bytery, they certainly are not entitled to vote in the election. And we

think, that consistency, as well as truth , required the Committee of Bills

and Overtures, to say so . The true statement of the case is , that inas

much as the Pastor sustains the relation of Teacher to the non -communi

cating supporters of his ministry, their judgment ought to have some

weight with the congregation, with the voters, in choosing a man for that

office, and with the Presbytery in putting the call into his hands.

3. The last proposition of their report is, that baptized persons, not pro

fessing faith in Christ,are minors in the Church, and, as such , are not en

titled to the full enjoyment of its privileges, though subject to its jurisdic

tion and protecting care.

This we believe to be a true statement of the relation of baptized child

ren to the church . See Critic, vol . 1 , p . 128. ' And we think, although

some disposition to dispute it was shown in the Assembly, that when the

terms are understood, it will be so acknowledged. Its bearing upon the

subject of church-elections will, of course, be variously determined, accord

ing to the various judgments of individuals upon that question. Our con

fession (c. 25) makes the children of believers constituentelements of the

Church visible and catholick ; and the special privileges of this Church are

defined to be (Larg . Cat. Q. 63 ), — the privilege of being under God's

special care and government; of being protected and preserved in all ages,

notwithstanding the opposition of all enemies ; and of enjoying the commu

nion of saints, the ordinary means of salvation, and offers of grace by

Christ, to all members of it, in the ministry of the gospel , testifying that

whosoever believes in Him shall be saved , and excluding none that will

come to Him ." But in the actual participation of these privileges, the Pres

byterian Church has always drawn a broad line between those members who

make a credible profession of faith, and those who do not. See Directory

for Worship, c . 9 , s . 1. , which lays down , very distinctly, the true doc

trine , and the Book of Discipline, c. 1 , s . 6, which is in entire harmony

with it. Baptized non-professing persons are entitled to all the privileges

of the other members of the Church, except those which presuppose the

existence of faith , or, what amounts to the same thing as before the Church ,

a credible profession of it. It is this faith , or credible profession of it, that

constitutes adultship, that makes a person a full citizen in the Christian

*For a summary of the historical argumentupon this subject, the reader is referred

to the article, in the July No. of the "Critic ” for 1855 , entitled, “ Church Elections

- Who shall vote for Pastor ? ' ' We have confined our remarks to the principles in

volved in this question ; but if we chose to rest it upon considerations of expediency,

the facts are unhappily abundant to show , that to allow the claim set up for non

professing persons, would be a fatal policy . And in this connection , as the question

came before the Assembly by overture from a New England Presbytery, it is appro

priate to refer to the fact, that Unitarianism was mainly indebted for its rapid progress

in that region, to the old theocratick system under which multitudes of persons,

making no credible profession of religion , were allowed to vote for Church Officers.

It is very true, that the same thing would not have taken place so speedily, if the gov

ernment had been Presbyterian instead of Congregational; but that even a Presbyte

rian government, with such abuses , is no effectual baragainst corruption, thehistory

of Moderation in the Church of Scotland , and of Socinianism in the Church of Ireland,

bears melancholy testimony .
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commonwealth ; and, according to the principles already illustrated, none

but such adults have a right to vote for Church -officers.

It will be observed that , in the whole foregoing discussion , we regard as

believers, those who make a credible profession of faith , whether they have

it or not. It is the prerogative of God alone to judge the heart; and in

every question of right or privilege to be decided by men , the decision

must be made upon what appears, not upon what is . We doubt not, that

there are many unbelievers in the Church, and some true believers out of

it. The latter are better qualified, morally, to vote for Church -officers,

than the former. But this is not for us to judge .

SYSTEMATICK BENEVOLENCE .

The report of the Standing Committee upon this subject was, to those

who have felt a special interest in the action of the Assemblies of 1854

and 1855, a very discouraging document. 1. In the first place , it appeared

that the great majority of the Presbyteries had paid no attention at all

to the injunctions of the above-named Assemblies, in the premises ; at

least , they reported no action. It is scarcely to be supposed that these de

linquent bodies have declined to take action , because they object to the

doctrine of systematick benevolence, or to that aspect of it in which it is

presented by those Assemblies ; and we are driven to the conclusion either

that they do not know what the highest court in the Church has enjoined,

or that they feel at liberty to disregard and set aside its injunctions. Upon

either supposition , it is a very bad showing for a Church which has always

been distinguished for its intelligence and its respect for law and order.

We speak only of those Presbyteries who have taken no action : some of

themhave , doubtless, obeyed the direction ofthe Assembly, but, for some

cause , have failed to report. It would be well for these last to bear in

mind , that they are directed to report, as well as to act. 2. In the second

place, the report of the Committee was discouraging , because it gave no

evidence that they themselves fully comprehended the action of thelasttwo

Assemblies, or entered into its spirit . They insisted upon the duty of

giving, and giving systematically ; but did not present the duty in the rela

tion of an act of worship or an ordinance of the Church . The habit of

thinking too much of measures, and too little of principles, is a great ene

my of real progress ; and its mischievous operation is seen in the speeches

and acts of all our deliberative assemblies, in Church and State . One of

the most painful features of the debates in this Assembly, for the most

part , was the absence of appeal to great principles, and the prominence

given to considerations of expediency , and that too, a temporary expedien

cy . The subject of systematick benevolence was taken up too late for dis

cussion ; but the mind of many in the house was indicated by two things,

the report itself and the opposition which was made to certainamendments,

the design of which was to make the report re-affirm the action of the two

preceding Assemblies. The house , by a small majority, agreed to the first,

which was to insert the words, “ as an ordinance of worship ;" but they re

jected the second , which was designed to give an imperative form to the

" request sent down to the Churches : thus practically abandoning the

doctrine, that contribution is an ordinance, theobservance of which is to

be enforced in every organized Church , in the same manner as the ordi

nance of prayer, or of singing , or of preaching.

A great deal of prejudice against this doctrine has arisen from miscon

ception of its true bearings. We have heard some intelligent ministers
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speak of it , as if it were designed to bring down the censures of the church

courts upon every church -member who does not give something to the

general cause of religion ; and they asked , how can the church -session

know whether any member gives “ as God hath prospered him ," or whether

he is able to give any thing at all ? This is a very pertinent question, in

their view ofthe doctrine ; but it has nothing to do with the Assembly's

view of it. Suppose that praying, as an ordinance of publick worship , was

as much neglected among our three-thousand Churches as giving is, and

the Assembly were to adopt resolutions, precisely like those of 1854-55

upon the subject of giving, saying to the churches that praying was an

ordinance, and enjoining upon Presbyteries and Sessions the regular ob

servance of it, would it be pertinent to object, that prayer is a matter be

tween the soul and God, that God alone can know whether any soul really

prays, and that He has commanded us, when we pray, to do it in secret,

and not before men ; and therefore , that the Assembly and the lower

courts were transcending their authority in issuing such an injunction ?

Certainly not. Such an objection would be, in the highest degree, imper

tinent. Obviously, it is not secret prayer in the closet, it is not the fervor

or sincerity of heart of any individual, ostensibly engaged in the publick

prayer of the congregation, to which the action of the Assembly would be

construed to refer, but the ordinance of prayer as a part ofpublick worship,

and as one form , in which the fellowshipof the saints is made visible.

The meaning would be, that every church-session is bound to give the

people stated opportunities of joining in prayer with each other, and leave

the question as to the real value and the true character of their worship to

be settled between their own consciences and God . Is it not evident, that

this is precisely the action of the Assemblies of ’54 and ’55 , in regard to

giving ? The first two resolutions of 1854 are as follows :

“ 1. Resolved, That this Assembly hereby enjoin upon the Pastors of

our Churches to give greater prominence, in the ministration of the word,

to the doctrine of the Scripture, as interpreted and set forth in our stand

ards, (more particularly in Chapter XXVI, Sec . 2 , of the Confession of

Faith ; in Question 141 of the Larger Catechism ; in Chapter VII, of the

Form of Government, and in Chapter IV, Sec . 5 , of the Directory for

Worship,) viz : that “ Saints, by profession, are bound to maintain an holy

fellowship and communion in relieving each other in outward things, ac

cording to their several abilities and necessities, which communion, as God

offereth opportunity , is to be extended untoall those who in every place

call upon the Lord Jesus,” sgiving and lending freely according to their

abilities ;" and, in conformity to this doctrine, recognizing as one of the

ordinances established by Christ, in connection with the sermon , prayer,

and praise, “ a collection raised for the poor and other purposes of the

Church .”

“ 2. Resolved, that the Presbyteries which have not anticipated the

provisionsof this action of the Assembly are most earnestly and affection

ately enjoined , 1st At their meetings following the rising of this Assembly,

to take order that the ministers and church-sessions in their bounds shall

be directed to adopt some practicable method by which an opportunity

shall be afforded, and an invitation given, to all the members of their con

gregations to contribute regularly to the objects of Christian benevolence

recognized by the Assembly in the organization of the Boards of the

Church , and to such other institutions asto them may seem right . 2d.

VOL . 2.-NO. 3 . 10
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And at every springmeeting to institute a proper inquiry into the diligence

of ministers and church-sessions, in executing the provisions of such

method ."

The Assembly of the next year re -affirmed this action , by adopting the

clear and able report of its Committee on Systematick Benevolence . We

earnestly commend these papers (Min. for 1854 , pp 37 , 38 : and Min . for

1855 , pp . 294, 296 ,) to the careful study of the members of the commit

tee of the Assembly of 1856 , and to all who were opposed to amending

their report.

A motion was made, in the last Assembly, to invite Mr. Catlier of Eng

land to address the house, when the subject of systematick benevolence

should come up . We confess , we felt inclined to protest against the As

sembly of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. listening to the instruc

tions of an English Wesleyan, upon any subject, and especially, upon a

subject, whose principles they understood, probably, far more thoroughly

than he. The gentleman, however, did not make his speech .

There is one thing more to which we may refer, as at once an evidence

of awakened interest in this subject, and of a very inadequate conception

of the true doctrine concerning it . That is , the formation of a " System

atick Beneficence Society" in Philadelphia. We cannot, at this moment,

lay our hands upon the circular we received , stating the objects and organ

ization of this queer association ; but we understood it to be a society for

the diffusion of knowledge in reference to the duty of systematick giving.

Surely, this is voluntary -associationism " run into the ground.” In the

name of common sense, where will this rage for societies end ? Where is

the use of the Church of the living God, with its divinely appointed means

and ordinances of instruction , and its divinely appointed agencies for doing

the will of its glorious Head ? Are we to have a society for every com

mandment, for every promise, for every warning, in the Bible ? a prayer

society ? a singing-society ? a preaching-society ? a baptism -society ? a

Lord's-Supper-society ? a justification -by-faith -society ? an efficacious- grace

society ? and so on endlessly ? And are the agents of all these to go

round, and instruct the ignorant pastors and flocks, each in his own de

partment, at the church's expense ? We ask again, where is this folly to

end ? It is somewhat discouraging that , at the very time when the Pres

byterian church, moving in that path in which the great events of 1837

gave her such an impetus , is striving to disencumber herself of the burden

of voluntaryism , and to reach the platform of her Constitution and the

Bible , by giving up extraordinary and extra -ecclesiastical agencies and

measures, and doing God's work in God's way, this odd quiddity should

arise to oppose and pervert her testimony. The very existence of this so

ciety is a protest against the doctrine of our Assembly ; and we earnestly

hope , that no member of our church will be seduced and entrapped into

the support of it . We are far from believing, that the persons who origi

nated this movement, meant to oppose the Assembly's action ; we only re

peat what we said before, that the rage for measures prevents even good

men from looking at principles . They do evil that good may come , with

out knowing it. " In God's name," says the Proverb, " all mischief begins."

We are constrained to believe that the failure of so many churches to

contribute to the general “ schemes ” of benevolence , commended by the

Assembly to their liberality, is due, in a great measure, to causes which

we have already indicated , in our remarks upon the inadequate support of
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the ministry . It will usually be found, that a liberal support of the ordi

nances of religion in any particular congregation will be associated with

liberal contributions to the general cause, provided the necessary instruc

tion , as to their duty, has been given from the pulpit. The grace of God

in the hearts of His people , is the primary and fundamental condition in

the whole business of giving ; for liberality is a fruit of the Spirit. When

the pulse of life beats feebly in the church, every goodwork mustlanguish :

there can be no substitute for life devised by man. “ That which is born

of the flesh, is flesh, ” and can never be any thing higher or better . Na

ture cannot rise above itself. That alone is spirit, which is born of the

Spirit. O that we were able to honour more the Spirit of life in Christ

Jesus !

1. Let the pure Gospel of the Son of God be clearly, fully, earnestly

and tenderly preached ; the unsearchable riches of Christ, the free and

powerful grace of the Holy Comforter, and, through these , boldness of

access to the Father in the holiest of all . Let this gospel be preached

with unceasing prayer to Him ,who sends forth His seraphim to touch the

lips of whom He pleases, that His word may dwell richly in His children ;

that they may be rooted , grounded , established , and abounding therein

with thanksgiving ; that they may know what is the hope of their calling,

and recognize the great truth of their consecration to God ; that they

have been made a royal priesthood, and that, like as Christ, their great

High Priest, came not into the world to be ministered unto, but to minis

ter, and to give His life a ransom for many, so also they ought, if need

be, to lay down their lives for the brethren, and offer themselves a sacri

fice for their sakes ; that they are a royal priesthood , and that, like as

Christ entered into His glory through suffering, was exalted because He

abased Himself, conquered death by dying, was made a King through His

sacrifice as a Priest, so also they, the members of Hisbody, must suffer if

they would reign with Him , must conquer the world by self -denial and

self -sacrifice. If it be said , that such a condition of the church as this , is

not to be expected- Weanswer, “ Is any thing too hard for the Lord ???

“ Can these bones live ? ” “ Ah ! Lord God , thou knowest ?” “ Why should

it be thought a thing incredible with you that God should raise thedead ?"

We are not straitened in him , we are straitened in ourselves. · May He

give us His Spirit , that we may know the things that are freely given

unto us.

2. Let the people be instructed as to what God has done, is doing, and

has promised to do. Let history and prophecy stand together, in the min

istrations of the pulpit, as they do in the word of God , thatHis people may

trust , with unshaken faith , in Him who is the same yesterday, to-day, and

for ever . Let them be taught , that God has condescended to make them

co-workers with Himself, in reaching the glorious consummation , for which

they and the whole creation are travailing in agony ; that , “though need

ing nothing at their hands, He has condescended, for the purpose of uniting

their hearts to Him in profounder sympathy, to assume a position,in which

He appeals to them as really and tenderly as if He needed all things ; that

though their alms and their righteousness extend not directly to Him , yet

the Saviour is comforted and refreshed with the humblest ministrations to

His saints upon the earth ; that it is Christ whom they honour in the interests

of His kingdom , or rather, that it is Christwho honours them in thus permit

ting them to honour Him ; ” that it is not God or his ministers who are “beg
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gars, ” when contributions are solicited, but that “ he is the beggar who

solicits the favor of having his gifts accepted , and he feels it to be a dis

tinction that he can glorify God with the fruits of his substance ; that hav

ing given himself to the Lord, all that he possesses is equally devoted, and

whathe uses for himself, is rather by permission than by right of property.”

Let the Pastor and the church-session go before the people, with a firm

conviction of these truths; let them feel, when they ask for a contribution ,

that they are really conferring a favour upon those from whom it is asked ;

and where is there any room for “ delicacy ?" Is this thing an ordinance

established by the Saviour's wisdom and love for the good of His blood

bought people ? Is it a privilege to give , as it is a privilege to pray or

give thanks,because it brings us nearer to Him who is our Life, and likens

us to Him ? Why, then, should there be any shrinking from this duty ?

Instead of presenting the matter timidly, and almost promising the people

that we will not do it again , we ought to tell them boldly that the Lord

will deign to receive their offerings, and that, in proportion to His blessing

upon the work in answer to their prayers, will the demands upon their lib

erality increase ; that they must expect to give more and more . Casting

ourselves thus upon the faith and love of God's children , we shall be sur

prised , perhaps, at the cordiality and promptness with which they will re

spond to our appeals : and,as it is the property of the “ treasure of the

heart, ” whether good or evil , to grow by all the drafts which are made

upon it , or, in other words, as habit, which strengthens by exercise, is the

great controlling law of human nature, —it will be found that the more

they give the more they will give . If our ministers, who are inadequately

supported, and who, on that account, decline to ask for general contribu

tions, will give their people an idea of the vast communion of saints by

such general collections, they will reap the advantage of a larger measure

of liberality at home. It is not to people who never have given at all that

we go, when we want money : it is to those who have beenin the habit of

giving freely. We say, therefore, to all :-try it ! try it ! try it ! We could

mention more than one instance , in which Pastors have resolutely, amid

the most dismal croaking and the most confident vaticinations as to the

consequences , begun the work : and their faithfulness has been rewarded by

the most gratifying results . But we forbear.

3. Let the people be shown further ,—for we would have nothing done

without appealing to their convictions and faith ,—that God has provided

for the distribution of the funds, thus consecrated to Himself, by appoint

ing certain officers, elected by the people, for this very purpose : that the

church is fully furnished for her whole work , and that no extra -constitu

tional agencies are needed ; and that the expensive apparatus, now com

monly employed for this end, is not of God's devising,but ofman's.

We offer no apology for the length of these remarks. The fact that,

notwithstanding all the efforts which have been made to bring the church

up to her duty, less than one-half of our congregations are reported as hav

ing contributed any thing to the most popular of all our causes, that of

Foreign Missions, during the last year, is a very significant fact. The

only reason we can imagine for this failure is, that Presbyterian people

will not do any thing in the dark , and that they are still in the dark, to a

considerable extent, in regard to the great privilege and duty of giving.

Let us have more light.
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JUDICIAL CASE FROM THE SYNOD OF PHILADELPHIA - DOES THE PRESENCE

OP A RULING ELDER, NOT REGULARLY INSTALLED, IN A CHURCH

SESSION , INVALIDATE THE COURT ?

The Assembly was very fortunate in its Judicial Committee, of which

Dr. Campbell of Albany was Chairman . These gentlemen deserve the

thanks of the whole body, which was spared the expense of a great deal of

time andpatience, by their firmness and prudence . Some knotty cases

were settled by themselves , with the consent of the parties in litigation ;

and in none of the cases , which they reported for the adjudication of the

house, was it necessary to go into the “merits.”

The only case ofany great importance, was that 'named in the caption of

this part of our review ; and the Assembly's decision was so extraordina

ry , as to require some special notice . It appears,
that a Mr. Petrikin was

arraigned before the Session of the Church ofMuncy, in the Presbytery of

Northumberland,upon three charges, two of which the Session , on account

of being personally concerned therein , referred to the Presbytery for ad

judication, and the other of which , was issued by themselves . The accused

protested against the court acting at all , upon the ground that one of the

two elders sitting, though previously ordained and installed in another

church , and re-elected in the MuncyChurch, had not been installed in the

latter, and therefore had no right to sit . The Presbytery of Northumber

land took
up the case , upon the reference, and rendered judgment against

the accused , suspending him from the communion of the church. The

suspended man then appealed to the Synod of Philadelphia, and the his

tory of the case , in that body, is thus summed up in their own minute.

(Synod's Printed Minutes, 1855, p . 16)—“Theappeal of William A. Pe

trikin from the decision of the Presbytery of Northumberland was taken

up , and after some progress had been made in reading the documents, it

appeared that the Session in which the case originated was not a competent

court , because one of the Elders of which it was composed had not been

installed over the Church of Muncy ; whereupon it was

Resolved, That the proceedings of the Session , in this case are null and

void , ab initio , and the acts of the Presbytery of Northumberland, based

upon those of the Session , are also null and void , and that the appeal be

dismissed ."

After stating that an appeal of John Smalley, covering the same or sim

ilar ground , waslikewise dismissed, the Minute proceeds:

“ In this decision , Synod does not intend to imply that there may
not be

a legal Session when there is but one Elder ; but simply decides that the

fact that one of the two persons acting as elders in a judicial capacity for

the trial of character and church position, not having been a competent

member of the court, destroyed the legality of the court, and vitiated its

adjudication of this case."

The following resolution , supplementary to the above," the record

proceeds, — " was then offered by the Rev. H. S. Clark , and adopted :

* Resolved, That Synod dismiss this appeal not only for the reasons already

assigned, but also because both Elders were personally interested in the

issue , as appears from documents presented to Synod.”

It appears, further, from p . 20 , of the Synod's minutes, that Mr. Waller

offered the following preamble and resolution , which the Synod refused to

consider, viz : - “ Whereas, this Synod has decided that the action of a

C6
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church-court is void, ab initio, by reason of the non-installation of one o

the elders, while there was a session without the said elder ; and whereas,

the said elder is found by the record to have been a member of the Pres

bytery of Northumberland, and that by undisputed assertion, other elders ,

in a like situation, were also members of the same Presbytery, at the same

sessions ; and whereas, the Rev. Wm . Life was ordained by that Presby

tery at said sessions ; and whereas the action of the Synod has been

thought to bring in question the validity of said ordination ,therefore,

Resolved , That Synod declare the ordination of the Rev. Wm . Life to

be unquestionably valid ."

Now, not to be tedious, the action of Synod was complained against to

the Assembly ; and the Assembly sustained the Synod by the following

vote :-Sustain the complaint, 50 ; not-sustain , 100 ; sustain in part, 14.

So, the highest court inthe church has decided , by a majority of nearly

two -thirds, that the presence of one incompetent elder in a church-session

vitiates the whole court, and makes all its proceedings null and void , from

the beginning ; and , by parity of reason , the presence of an incompetent

elder in any of the courts makes all the proceedings of such courts null

and void ; and by the same inexorable logick , that venerable body, which

has so decided , is no court, and all its proceedings, which we have taken

the trouble to discuss , are null and void ! This is no caricature. More

than one elder in this Assembly,—Judge Leavitt among them , --confessed

that they had never been regularly installed in the churches in which they

were then exercising the office.

This difficulty was suggested in the Assembly , --as it had been in Syn

od , in the above-cited paper of Mr. Waller ,—and, therefore , in order not

to make general havock of the lower courts , to say nothing of felo de se , a

committee was appointed to prepare a minute explanatory of the Assem

bly's judgement. The minute, so far as it bears upon the decision , is as

follows :

" 1. That any ruling elder regularly ordained or installed in one church,

and subsequently elected to that sacred office in another church , and who

has heretofore, pursuant to such election , served as a ruling elder in such

other church , without objection, shall be presumed to have been duly in

stalled therein, and his right to act shall not now be questioned .

“ 2. That when a ruling elder shall hereafter be elected to the same

office in a church, other than that in which he has been ordained , the min

ister and Session are hereby enjoined formally to instal him . ”

It was suggested , that the first of these resolutions came in direct con

flict with the decision of the Assembly upon the case ; but Dr. Humphrey,

who was of the committee which framed it , explained, that “ in the case

decided , the elder's non -installation was objected to at the outset ; whereas

the first resolution provides that he shall have served withoutobjection .”

Dr. Humphrey, however, we ought to state, voted with the minority, and

was notat all responsible for the inconsistency in the rendering of the

court. That this inconsistency exists , no man can doubt who listened to

the papers, arguments and opinions presented to the house, or who will

readthe records of the Synod . The lower court decided, that the Session

was no session , not because an uninstalled elder was objected to by an

accused person ; not because one elder in a vacant church is not an assem

bly, and, therefore according to the fundamental principle of Presbyterian

government, not a constitutional court ; but because the fact of non - in

stallation makes the elder incompetent, and his incompetency destroys the
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validity of the court . For all that appears, the Synod would have decided

the case in the same way, if the Muncey Session had consisted of five elders

instead of two. If not, why did they refuse to consider the cruelly pertinent

paper of Mr. Waller ? Were they afraid to look their own decision in the

face ? They do indeed say, in their minute, that they did “ not intend to

imply that theremay not be a legal Session where there is but one elder ; ' '

but simply decided , “ that the fact that one of the two persons acting as

elders in a judicial capacity for the trial of character and church position,

not having been a competent member of the court, destroyed the legality

of the court, and vitiated its adjudication of the case. ” If they mean, that

the Session ought not to have issued any part of the case , but referred the

whole to the Presbytery, it is an awkward way of expressing it, to say

nothing of the injustice of censuring the Presbytery for deciding the points

which were referred to them . If the obvious meaning of the words is to

be taken as the true meaning , the explanation contradicts their whole action .

They declare a court legal and illegal, in the same breath. As to the dis

tinction about “ judicial capacity for the trial of character and church po

sition," it will not do. For this very session had already admitted certain

persons to the Lord's Table, on examination and profession of their faith .

Moreover the decision of Synod is , that there was not Session enough , even

to make a “ reference.”

We do not wish, by any thing we have said , to be understood as sanc

tioning the practice of elders sitting in Sessions, without installation . We

did not know, till this case came up, that it was ever allowed ; much less

that it was so frequent. But we object to making a single Session a scape

goat for the sins of all others , in pari delicto ; and especially to doing it

upon such grounds.

This case furnishes additional proof of the truth of what was said in the

Review of the Assembly of 1855 , in the “ Critic, " as to the adaptation of

the Assembly to judicial purposes. And wemay add one more remark in

this connexion ; which is, that there is scarcely any case of appeal or com

plaint before the Assembly, which will admit of being righteously decided ,

simply “ sustain,” or “ not sustain .” At least , there is always danger of

misapprehension, in such a decision , unless a minute is drawn, in which the

judgment of the court is carefully expressed . And such a minute should

always begin with a short but clear history of the case . Otherwise, the

true effect of the judgment cannot be generally understood .

But we must conclude. If any of our readers have had the patience to

follow us thus far, from the beginning, we tender them our thanks. We

hope that they have not altogether been disappointed. If it has been our

misfortune to give them nothing for their pains, we are truly sorry for it ,

and beg them to forgive us.
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[ For the Critic . ]

AN ESSAY ON LIBERTY AND SLAVERY : BY ALBERT

TAYLOR BLEDSOE, L. L. D. , PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS IN THE

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA . Philadelphia , 1856 , pp . 383 .

The last and only time Mr. Bledsoe was introduced into the

Critic, it was in connexion with his Theodicy. This work , which

was a thorough -going assertion of Pelagianism , was perhaps the

most honest sophistry we have ever read . It exhibited some

premises so erroneous, that conclusions drawn from them could

only be false , and displayed no little theological prejudice ; but

still the discussion was manly and vigorous, the style both

nervous and rhetorical, and the love of truth apparent even in

the advocacy of error . If a strong and energetic man start from

the wrong point, and take the wrong direction , he will go only

the father astray, because of his vigorous exertions.

The work named above possesses the same mental traits and

characteristics of style withthe former, with this advantage, that

the subject is one which the writer approaches without prejudice ,

and which the nature of his previous studies has qualified him

to discuss . Born in Kentucky, where, as is well known the

emancipation feeling was almost as strong until the abolition

excitement began, as in any of the free States, spending the

earlier years of his manhood in Ohio, and then a few years in

Mississippi, and at all times disconnected with those occupa

tions which interest themselves in slave labor, the author may

be regarded fairly , as a man who has seen both sides , and who

stands in an intermediate post of observation . But the Abo

litionists will probably say, if he meets the usual treatment

from them , that his book now speaks the language of self-in

terest, because he holds office under the government of a “ slave

breeding commonwealth .” The common utterance of such

charges is as offensive to public morality as to the individu

als atwhom they are hurled ; for they seem to take it for grant

ed that candour , public virtue and moral courage are extinct in

the South ; andsince the accusers cannot know a community in

which they have not lived, and which they so much contemn ,

the inference is, that they disbelieve the existence of these qual

itis at the South , because they are not accustomed to meet with

them at home. This is as unjust to the country at large , as it

is in this case to Mr. Bledsoe, andthe community in which he

resides . It should not be supposed, that because the people of

Virginia would deal summarily with a hypocritical incendiary

from abroad, who came with insolent malignity meddling with

what does not concern him , they will , therefore, refuse the privi

lege of free discussion to her own honourable citizens .
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Mr. Bledsoe's first chapter lays down first principles for his

subsequent discussion, in a discussion of the nature of civil

liberty. It may be said in brief, that the theory of society

which he advocates is the Bible theory ; the one which is advo

cated by the Bibical Repertory and by Christian philosophers

generally, in opposition to that infidel theory which ignores a

Creator and moral Governor of mankind, the pet system of

infidel French democrats and pseudo Christian Abolitionists .

The author in substance describes liberty to be a freedom to do

what a man has a right to do ; and to define the extent of those

rights, he goes to the law of God . This chapter is marked most

favourably with the best characteristics of the author , freedom

from prescription , boldness in attacking errors sanctioned by

great names and vigorous scientific inquiry. It rises, indeed,

very near the highest regions of ethical speculation, in the di

rectness , simplicity and breadth of the thinking. The remaining

chapters on the erroneous positions of Abolitionists, the Bible

argument for the lawfulness of slavery, the argument from the

public good, and the fugitive slave law , do not quite fulfil the

promise of the first in their philosophic method . This defect,

if it is one , arises obviously from the author's plan of taking up

and refuting the positions of Abolitionists in detail ; so that the

discussion , instead of being strictly methodized on a logical plan ,

is rather a series of refutations, each one indeed pungent and de

molishing, but yet as a whole , partaking of the confusion of the

errors which they explode. The author does not condescend to

meaner antagonists , but grapples only with the Ajaxes of the

opposite host, Drs . Channing and Wayland, and Messrs. Barnes,

Sumner and Seward . The impression which many of these

special discussions leaves upon the mind of the reader is, that of a

strong man tearing away the defences of his helpless adversary ,

rending them into almost invisible shreds, andspurning them

as the driven stubble before his bow , till they can be nolonger

found . We were peculiarly gratified with the thorough work

which he makes of the criticisms of that most glozing and treach

erous of commentators, Barnes, upon the epistle to Philemon.

But while we would be glad that this book should be read , yea ,

studiedby every man in theUnited States who is unsatisfied on

the subject of slavery, we would not be understood as commend

ing in every case the strength of its denunciations , or as ap

proving all its positions . Pages 151–152, the author alludes to

the familiar objection by which Dr. Wayland and others at

tempt to break the force of the unanswerable argument from

the legalizing of slavery in the law of Moses ; that in like man

ner the sins of polygamy and divorce are there permitted . Here

Mr. Bledsoe makes the admission that the fact claimed is true ;

but that instead of proving slavery a sin , it only proves the two

other practices innocent till they were prohibited by Christ .
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This would indeed be the just inference , if we were compelled

to make the admission . But we would by no means make it .

We
e are by no means willing to surrender it as a settled ques

tion, that polygamy is in any sense allowed or legalized in the

Pentateuch ; and the scanty permissive legislation about divorce ,

explained as it is by our Saviour, is very far from placing that

sin on the same platform with the ownership of slaves , which is

not only limited and restrained , (the whole of what is enacted

about divorce,) but authorized . Polemically it is a bad policy

to seem to permit the Abolitionist to say ; “ Well, after all ,

your notable Old Testament argument only succeeds in placing

slavery in the same category with the two Mormon abomina

tions of polygamy and divorce .' There is no logical necessity

on us to allow even the pretext for such a repartee.

In commending this book, with these and a few similar ex

ceptions , to our readers , we would avail ourselves of the occa

sion to make two important remarks. One is , that the politi

cal troubles in our federal relations growing out of slavery at

the South , can never be permanently adjusted till the abstract

question , “ whether the relation of master and slave is in itself

an unrighteous one or not ? '' is fully met, discussed, and settled

in the national mind . There were two courses of conduct,

either of which might have been followed by the defenders of

existing laws. One plan would have been to exclude the whole

question of slavery persistently from the national councils, as

extra - constitutional, unprofitable and dangerous, and to assert

this exclusion always, and at every risk , as the essential condi

tion of the continuance of the South in those councils . The

other plan was to meet that abstract question from the first, as

underlyingand determining the wholesubject, to debate it every

where , until it was decided , and the verdict of the national mind

was passed upon it . Unfortunately the Southern men did neith

er steadily. They permitted the debate, and then failed to ar

gue it on fundamental principles. With the exception of Mr.

Calhoun, (whom events are every year proving the most far see

ing of our statesmen , notwithstanding the fashionof men to

depreciate him as an " abstractionist” while he lived) Southern

politicians were accustomed to say that this whole matter was

one of State sovereignty , according to the constitution ; that

Congress had no right to legislate concerning its merits , and

that, therefore, they should not seem to admitsuch a right , by

condescending to argue the matter or its merits . The premise

is true ; but the inference is practically most erroneous.
If Con

gress has no right to legislate about slavery , then Congress

should not have been permitted to debate it. And Southern

men , if they intended to stand on that ground , should have ex

acted the exclusion of all debate . But this was perhaps impos

sible . The debate came ; and of course the inferences of the
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premises agitated , ran at once back of the constitution . South

ern men should have industriously followed them there ; but

they have not done it ; and now political agitation has gone so

far, and become so complicated, that we fear the time has gone

by , when the country will be willing to consider calmly the

fundamental question .

A monent's consideration ought to show that that question

is the abstract lawfulness or unlawfulness of the relation of

master and slave . The Constitution gives to the federal govern

ment no power over that relation in the slave States. True,

but that Constitution is a compact between sovereign common

wealths; it certainly gives incidental protection and recognition

to the relation of master and slave , and if that relation is intrin

sically unrighteous, then it protects a wrong : The sovereign

States of the North are found in the attitude of protecting a

wrong by their voluntary compact ; and , therefore, it is the duty

of all the righteous citizens of those commonwealths to seek by

righteous means the amendment or repeal of that compact.

They are not indeed justified to claim all the benefits of the

compact, and still agitate under it , a matter which the compact

excludes. But they are more than justified , they are bound to

clear their skirts of the wrong, by surrendering the compact

if necessary. There is no evasion from this duty , except by

proving that the Constitution does not do unrighteously in pro

tecting the relation ; in other words, that the relation is not in

trinsically unrighteous. Again, on the subject of the “ Higher

Law , ” our conservative statesmen and divines have thrown out

a vast amount of pious dust . This may serve to quiet the coun

try for a time, but it will inevitably be blown away . There is

a higher law , superior toconstitution and legislative laws ; not

indeed the perjured and unprincipled cant which has no con

science about swearing allegiance to a constitution and a body

of laws which it believes wrong, in order to grasp the emolu

ments and advantages of those laws, and then pleads “ con

science ” for disobeying what it had voluntarily sworn to obey ;

but the law of everlasting right in the word of God . Con

stitutions and laws which contravene this, ought to be lawfully

amended or repealed ; and it is the duty of all citizens to

seek it . Let us apply this to the Fugitive Slave Law . If the

bondage is intrinsically unrighteous , then the federal law which

aids in remanding the fugitive to it , legalizes a wrong . It be

comes, therefore, the duty of all United States officers who are

required by law to execute this statute, not indeed to hold their

offices and emoluments , and swear fidelity, and then plead con

scientious scruples for the neglect of these sworn functions, for

this is a union of theft and perjury, with hypocrisy ; but to re

sign those offices with their emoluments. It becomes the duty

of any private citizen who may be summoned by a United
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States' officer to act as part ofa posse, guard, or in any other way

in enforcing this statute, to decline obedience; and then in ac

cordance with Scripture, to submit meekly to the legal penalty

of such a refusal, until the unrighteous law is repealed . But,

moreover , it becomes the right and duty of these,and all other

citizens to seek the repeal of that law ; or if necessary, the ab

rogation of the compact which necessitates it . But when we

have proved that the relation of master and slave is not intrin

sically unrighteous, and have shown that the fugitive slave law

does but carry out fairly the federal compact, in this particular

it becomes the clear duty of every citizen to concur in obeying it .

Since the slavery discussion has now become inevitable in our

federal politics, it is absolutely essential that the mind of the

nation shall be enlightened and settled on the abstract ques

tion . The halls of Congress should ring with the arguments ;

the newspaper press should teem with them ; and above all ,

with the Bible arguments; for ours is a Christian nation in

the main ; and the teachings of the Sacred Scriptures are, after

all , the chief means for influencing the convictions of the peo

ple . It seems indeed late in the day, to begin the popular dis

cussion of first principles afresh , when the immediate questions

have almost reached their crisis ; but we are convinced, that if

it is too late now to get the public car for this discussion , it is

too late to save the country. It is gratifying to notice that the

political newspapers are at length awakening to the necessity

of this discussion. A leading journal of the South a few weeks

ago noticed, and lamented the policy on which we have been

remarking ; and said that since Mr. Calhoun died , not a single

politician had been found to argue the abstract question of right

on its merits, while all that had been done for the peace of the

country since in this matter, had been done by divines and

scholars. The work of Mr. Bledsoe is important and timely , as

making an able contribution to this fundamental discussion .

The second remark which we would urge is , that if this de

bate is to produce any good to the country at large , the propo

sitions advanced, must be marked by a wiser moderation, and

the arguments by more soundness than have always been ex

hibited at the South . The Southern cause does not demand

such assertions, as that the condition of master and slave is the

normal condition of human society, in such a sense as to be

preferable to all others , in all time , and under all circumstances.

Certain it is , that the burthen of odium which the cause will

have to carry at the North , will be immeasurably increased by

such positions. Why array against ourselves indomitable preju

dices , by the useless assertion of a proposition which would be

unnecessary to our cause , if it were true? Nor can a peaceful

and salutary purpose be ever subserved, by arguing the ques

tion in a series of comparisons of the relative advantages of
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slave and free labor , laudatory to the one party , and invidious

to the other . There has been, on both sides of this debate , a

mischievous forgetfulness of the old adge : “ Comparisons are

odious . ” When Southern men thus argue, they assume the

disadvantage of appearing as the propagandists, instead of the

peaceful defenders ofan institution, which is , and will continue

very naturally distasteful to their opponents ; and they array

the self-esteem of those opponents against them , by placing the

discussion in an attitude, where the acknowledgement of the

Southern cause must be a confession of Northern inferiority.

True , our Northern neighbours have often been only too zealous

to play at this invidious game, or even to begin it in advance .

They should not be imitated in their mistake. It is time all

parties should learn, that the lawfulness and policy of opposite

or competing social systems cannot be decided by painting the

special features of hardship, abuse, or mismanagement, which

either of the advocates may imagine he sees in the system of his

opponent. The course of this great discussion has too often

been this : Each party has set up an easel, spread a canvass

upon it , and proceeded to draw the system of its adversary in

contrast with its own, in the blackest colours which a heated

and angry fancy could discover amidst the evils and abuses im

puted to the rival institution. The only result possible is, that

each shall blacken his adversary more and more, and conse

quently, that both shall grow more and more enraged. And

this , though all the black shades of sorrow and oppression be

drawn from facts in the conditions of the rivals . For, unfortu

nately, the human race is a fallen race, depraved , unrighteous,

and oppressive, under all institutions. Out of the best social

institutions there still proceeds a hideous amount of wrong and

woe ; and this , not because those institutions are nnrighteous,

but because they are administered by depraved man . For this

reason , and for another equally conclusive, we assert that the

lawfulness, and even the wisdom and policy of social institu

tions affecting a vastpopulation, cannot be decided by this odious

contrast of their special wrong results . The other reason is ,

that the field of view is too immense and varied to be brought

fairly into comparison under the limited eye of man . First

then , if we attempt to settle the matter by trying how much

wrong we can find in the working of the opposite system , there

will probably be no endat all to the melancholy discoveries

which we shall both make, and so , no end to the debate ; for

the guilty heart of man is every where a perpetual fountain of

wrongs . And second, the comparison of results must be decep

tive , because no finite mind can take in both the endless wholes.

The policy of the South then is , to take no ultra positions ,

and to support herself by no unnecessarily invidious comparisons.

It is enough for her to place herself on this impregnable stand ;
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that the relation of master and slave is recognized as lawful in

itself, by the infallible law of God . That truth she can tri

umphantly evince ; and from it she can deduce all that it is

right for her to claim . There is no wisdom nor use in her as

serting that domestic slavery is always, and every where thebest

relation between labour and capital, and should thereforebe every

where introduced ; a proposition against which, to say the least,

indomitable prejudices are arrayed . It is enough for her to

say , (what is true and susceptible of overwhelming demonstra

tion , that for the African race, such as it is in fact, such as

Providence has placed it here, this is the best, yea, the only

tolerable relation. If it is lawful in the sight of God ; if the

Constitution of the Union does no moral wrong in recognizing

it as lawful ; if it is best for the interests of the African , of the

white race of the South , and of the whole Union , that the mat

ter should be left untouched by the meddling hand of federal

legislation , (a hand impotent of good to it , and only mighty for

mischief,) to develope itself under the leadings of Providence,

and the benign influences of Christianity, then the South has

all her rights asserted . If thus much is true , then the federal

constitution, and the laws carrying out its provisions, only say

what the Bible says , that the holder of African slaves does not

necessarily live in the commisson of wrong , and is not , there

fore, to be disfranchised of any right which the law allows to

any other citizen .

It is because Mr. Bledsoe's work is marked by this just mode

ration in its positions, that we are willing to commend it to the

public . We have herenone ofthe absurdities, of which the facile

exposure has given Abolitionists the pretext to sing triumphs ;

such as the argument that African slavery is righteous, because

Noah foretold it of the descendants of Ham . The author says ,

for instance, ( p. 140.) “ In opposition to the thesis of the Abo

litionist, we assert that it is not always and every where wrong . ”

“ We only contend for slavery in certain cases . And in the

argument from the public good, he says : ( p. 228.) “ Weare

not called upon to decide whether slavery shall be established

in our midst or not. This question has been decided for us.' '

“ The only inquiry which remains for us now is ,

whether the slavery which was thus forced upon our ancestors,

shall be continued, or whether it shall be abolished ? The

question is not what Virginia or Kentucky, or any other slave

State might have been ; but, what they would be in case it were

abolished . If Abolitionists would speak to the point, then let

them show ussome country in which slavery has been abolish

ed , and we will abide by the experiment.' True, Mr. Bledsoe

does not always speak of his ultra adversaries in sugared terms .

But in our disapproval of the strength of his words, let us re

member the outrageous provocation which has been given .
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CALVIN AND GENEVA ; ACCORDING TO THE ADVER

SARY EVIDENCE OF THE “ JUDICIOUS HOOKER."

In our last number we presented a short summary of the ar

gument derived from new sources of information, recently open

ed at Geneva , going to show how utterly groundless is the

popular cant concerning Calvinistic rule in the civil , as well as

the ecclesiastical policy of that little republic. The space then ,

at our command , forbade the still farther elucidation of the sub

ject , by the citation of other testimonies of cotemporaries, and

those nearly cotemporary with Calvin to the same general pur

pose . Many of our readers , will doubtless, be pleased at the

opportunity of comparing in immediate connection, the facts as

contained in the summary from Monsieur Rilliet's book , in our

last number, with the following full summary view of Calvin

in Geneva , by the great adversary of the Puritans- “ the ju

dicious Hooker ;' - as it will be found in the introduction to the

“ Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity ,” in which he proposes to “ rip

up to the very bottom how and by whom , the Puritan discip

line was planted .” Being the account of the matter given by

an adversary ; and that in an intensely controversial tract - we

presume it will hardly be suspected of undue partiality to

ward Calvin or his opinions. We quote as it stands in the

second paragraph of Hooker's introduction , under the side title

of " The first establishment of new discipline by Mr. Calvin's in

dustry in the Church of Geneva .

“ II. A founder it had , whom , for mine own part, I think

incomparably the wisest man that ever the French church did

enjoy, since the hour it enjoyed him . His bringing up was in

the study of the civil law . Divine knowledge he gathered, not

by hearing or reading so much , as by teaching others. For,

though thousands were debtors to him , as touching knowledge

in that kind ; yet he to none but only to God , the author of that

most blessed fountain , the Book of Life , and of the admirable

dexterity of wit, together with the helps of other learning which

were his guides: till being occasioned to leave France, he fell

at length upon Geneva; which city thebishop and clergy there

of had a little before (as some do affirm ) forsaken , being of like

lihood frighted with the people's sudden attempt for abolish

ment of Popish religion : the event of which enterprise they

thought it not safe for themselves to wait for in that place . At

the coming of Calvin thither, the form of their civil regiment

was popular, as it continueth at this day : neither king, nor

duke, nor nobleman of any authority or power over them , but

officers chosen by the people yearly out of themselves, to order

all things with public consent. For spiritual government , they

had no laws at all agreed upon , but did what the pastors of
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their souls by persuasion could win them unto . Calvin , being

admitted one of their preachers, and a divinity reader amongst

them , considered howdangerous it was that the whole estate of

that church should hang still on so slender a thread , as the lik

ing of an ignorant multitude is , if it have power to change

whatsoever itself listeth . Wherefore taking unto him two of

the other ministers for more countenanc ofthe action , (albeit

the rest were all against it , ) they moved , and in the end per

suaded with much ado , the people to bind themselves by solemn

oath , first never to admit the Papacy amongst them again ; and

secondly , to live in obedience unto such orders concerning the

exercise of their religion, and the form of their ecclesiastical

government, as those their true and faithful ministers of God's

word had agreeably to scripture set down for that end and pur

pose.

[2.] When these things began to be put in ure, the people

also (what causes moving them thereunto, themselves best know )

began to repent them of that they had done, and irefully to

champ upon the bit they had taken into their mouths; the

rather, for that they grew by means of this innovation into dis

like with some churches near about them , the benefit of whose

good friendship their state could not well lack .

It was the manner of those times (whether through men's de

sire to enjoy alone the glory of their own enterprizes , or else be

cause thequickness of their occasions requiredpresent dispatch ;

so it was,) that every particular church did that within itself,

which some few of their own thought good , by whom the rest

were all directed . Such number ofchurches then being ,

though free within themselves, yet small, common conference

beforehand might have eased them of much after trouble . But

a greater inconvenience it bred, that every later endeavoured to

be certain degrees more removed from conformity with the

church ofRome, than the rest before had been ; whereupon grew

marvellous great dissimilitudes, and by reason thereof, jeal

ousies , heart-burnings, jars and discords amongst them . Which ,

notwithstanding, might have easily been prevented, if the or

ders , which each church did think fit and convenient for itself,

had not so peremptorily been established under that high com

manding form , which tendered them untothe people, as things

everlastingly required by the law of that Lordof lords, against

whose statutes there is no exception to be taken . For by this

mean it came to pass , that one church could not but accuse and

condemn another of disobedience to the will of Christ, in those

things where manifest difference was between them : whereas the

selfsame orders allowed , but yet established in more wary and

suspense manner, as being to stand in force till God should give

the opportunity of some general conference what might be best

for every of them afterwards to do ; this I say had both prevent
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ed all occasion of just dislike which others might take , and re

served agreater liberty unto the authors themselves of entering

into farther consultation afterwards. Which though never so

necessary they could not easily now admit, without some fear of

derogation from their credit : and therefore that which once

they had done, they became for ever after resolute to maintain .

Calvin therefore and the other two his associates , stiffly re

fusing to administer the holy Communion to such as would

not quietly, without contradiction and murmur, submit them

selves unto the orders which their solemn oath had bound them

to obey, were in that quarrel banished the town.

[3.] A few years after (such was the levity of that people)

the places of one or two of their ministers being fallen void,

they were not before so willing to be rid of their learned pastor,

as now importunate to obtain him again from them who had

given him entertainment, and which were loath to part with

him , had not unresistable earnestness been used . One of the

town ministers , that saw in what manner the people were bent

for the revocation of Calvin , gave him notice of their affection

in this sort . “ The senate of two hundred being assembled ,

they all crave Calvin . The next day a general convocation ; they

cry in like sort again all , We will have Calvin , that good and

learned man, Christ's minister . This,” saith he, “ when I un

derstood , I could not choose but praise God, nor was I able to

judge otherwise than that this was the Lord's doing , and that

it was marvellous in our eyes , ' and that ' the stonewhich the

builders refused , was now made the head of the corner . The

other two whom they had thrown out , ( together with Calvin ,)

they were content should enjoy their exile . Many causes might

lead them to be more desirous of him . First, his yielding unto

themin one thing might happily put them in hope , that time

would breed the like easiness of condescending further unto

them . For in his absence he had persuaded them , with whom

he was able to prevail , that albeit himself did better like of

common bread to be used in the Eucharist, yet the other they

rather should accept, than cause any trouble in the Church

about it. Again , they saw that the name of Calvin waxed

every day greater abroad , and that together with his fame, their

infamy wasspread , which had so rashly and childlessly ejected

him . Besides, it was not unlikely but that his credit in the

world might many ways stand the poor town in great stead :

as the truth is , their minister's foreign estimation hitherto hath

been the best stake in their hedge. But whatsoever secret re

spects were likely to move them ; for contenting of their minds

Calvin returned (as it had been another Tully) to his old home .

[4. ] He ripely considered how gross a thing it were for men

of his quality, wise and grave men, to live with such a multi

tude , and to be tenants at will under them , as their ministers ,

VOL . 2.-NO. 3 . 11
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both himself and others , had been . For the remedy of which

inconvenience, he gave them plainly to understand, that if he

did become their teacher again , they must be content to admit

a complete form of discipline, which both they and also their

pastors should now be solemnly sworn to observe for ever after.

Of which discipline the main and principal parts were these :

A standing ecclesiastical court to be established ; perpetual

judges in that court to be their ministers ; others of the people

to be annually chosen (twice so many in number as they ) to be

judges together with them in the same court ; these two sorts

to have the care of all men's manners, power of determining all

kind of ecclesiastical causes , and authority to convent, to con

trol , to punish , as far as with excommunication, whomsoever

they should think worthy, none either small or great excepted.

This device I see not how the wisest at that time living could

have bettered , if we duly consider what the present estate of

Geneva did then require. For their bishop and his clergy be

ing (as it is said) departed from them by moonlight, or howso

ever, being departed ; to choose in his room any other bishop,

had been a thing altogether impossible. And for their minis

ters to seek that themselves alone might have coercive power

over the whole church , would perhaps have been hardly con

strued at that time. But when so frank an offer was made that

for every one minister there should be two of the people to sit

and give voice in the ecclesiastical consistory, what inconve

nience could they easily find which themselves might not be

able always to remedy ?

Howbeit (as evermore the simpler sort , are even when they

see no apparent cause , jealous notwithstanding over the secret

intents and purposes of wiser men) this proposition of his did

somewhat trouble them . Of the ministers themselves which

had stayed behind in the city when Calvin was gone, some,

upon knowledge of the people's earnest intent to recall him to

his placeagain , had before hand written their letters of submis

sion, and assured him of their allegiance for ever after, if it

should like him to hearken unto that public suit. But yet mis

doubting what might happen, if this discipline did go forward ;

they objected against it the example of other reformed churches

living quietly and orderly without it . Some of chiefest place

and countenance amongst the laity professed with greater sto

mach their judgments, that such a discipline was little better

than Popish tyranny disguised and tendered unto them under a

new form . This sort, it may be, had some fear, that the fill

ing up of the seats in the consistory with so great a number of

laymenwas but to please the minds of the people, to the end

they might think their own sway somewhat , but when things

came totrial of practice , their pastor's learning would be at all

times of force to over-persuade simple men , who knowing the
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time of their own presidentship to be but short would always

stand in fear of their ministers' perpetual authority : and

among the ministers themselves, one being so far in estimation

above the rest , the voices of the rest were likely to begiven for

the most part respectively , with a kind of secret dependency

and awe : so that in show a marvellous indifferently composed

senate ecclesiastical was to govern , but in effect one only man

should , as the spirit and soul of the residue , do all in all . But

what did these vain surmises boot ? Brought they were now to

so straight an issue, that of two things they must choose one :

namely , whether they would to their endless disgrace , with

ridiculous lightness dismiss him whose restitution they had in

so impotent manner desired ;, or else condescend unto that de

mand, wherein he was resolute either to have it , or to leave

them . They thought it better to be somewhat hardly yoked at

home, than forever abroad discredited . Wherefore in the end

those orders were on all sides assented unto : with no less alac

rity of mind than cities unable to hold out longerare wont to

shew, when they take conditions such as it liketh him to offer

them which hath them in the narrow straits of advantage.

[5. ] Not many years were over-passed , before these twice

sworn men adventured to give their last and hottest assault to

the fortress of the same discipline ; childishly granting by com

mon consent of their whole senate , and that under their town

seal , a relaxation to one Bertelier , whom the eldership had ex

communicated : further also decreeing, with strange absurdity ,

that to the same senate it should belong to give final judgment

in matter of excommunication , and to absolve whom it pleased

them : clean contrary to their own former deeds and oaths. The

report of which decree being forthwith brought unto Calvin ;

“ Before," saith he, " this decree take place, either my blood

or banishment shall sign it." Again , two days before the

communion should be cebebrated , his speech was publickly to

like effect : 56 Kill me if ever this hand do reach forth the

things that are holy to them whom the Church hath judged

despisers." Whereupon, for fear of tumult, the forenamed

Bertelier, was by his friends advised for that time not to use the

liberty granted him by the senate , nor to present himself in the

church , till they saw somewhat further what would ensue. ' Af

ter the communion quietly ministered , and some likelihood of

peaceable ending of these troubles without any more ado , that

very day in the afternoon , besides all men's expectation , con

cluding his ordinary sermon, he telleth them , that because he

neither had learned nor taught to strive with suchas are in au

thority, “ therefore," saith he, " the case so standing as now it

doth , let me use these words of the apostle unto you, I com

mend you unto God and the word of his grace ;' and so bade

them heartily all adieu .
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[6. ] It sometimes cometh to pas that the readiest ways which,

a wise man hath to conquer, is to fly. This voluntary and un

expected mention of sudden departure caused presently the senate

( for according to their wonted manner they still continued only

constant in unconstancy) to gather themselves together , and for

a time to suspend their own decree , leaving things to proceed

as before till they had heard the judgment of four Helvetian

cities concerning the matter which was in strife . This to have

done at the first before they gave assent unto any order had

shewed some wit and discretion in them : but now to do it was

as much as to say in effect , that they would play their parts on

a stage . Calvin therefore dispatcheth with all expedition his

letters untosome principal pastor in every of those cities , crav

ing earnestly at their hands , to respect this cause as a thing

whereupon the whole state of religionand piety in that church

did so much depend, that God and all good men were now in

evitably, certain to be trampled under foot, unless those four

cities by their good means might be brought to give sentence

with the ministers of Geneva when the cause should be brought

before them : yea so to give it , that two things it might effectu

ally contain ; the one an absolute approbation of the discipline

of Geneva as consonant unto the word of God , without any cau

tions , qualifications, ifs or ands ; the other an earnest admo

nition not to innovate or change the same. His vehement re

quest herein as touching both points was satisfied. For albeit

the said Helvetian churches did never as yet observe that dis

cipline, nevertheless, the Senate of Geneva having required

their judgment concerning these three questions : First, " Af

ter what manner, by God's cemmandment, according to the

scripture and unspotted religion , excommunication is to be ex

ercised :" Secondly , “ Whether it may not be exercised some

other way than by the consistory :” Thirdly, “ What the use

of their churches was to do in this case ; ' ' answer was returned

from the said churches, " That they had heard already of those

consistorial laws, and did acknowledge them to be godly ordi

nances drawing towards the prescript of the word of God ; for

which cause they did not think it good for the Church of Ge

neva by innovation to change the same , but rather to keep them

as they were . Which answer, although not answering unto

the former demands, but respecting what Master Calvin had

judged requisite for them to answer, was notwithstanding, ac

cepted without any further reply : in as much as they plainly

saw, that when stomach doth strive with wit , the match is not

equal. And so the heat of their former contentions began to

slake.

[8. ] We should be injurious unto virtue itself, if we did de

rogate from them whom their industry hath made great . Two

things of principal moment there are which have deservedly

* * *
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procured him honour throughout the world : the one his ex

ceeding pains in composing the Institutions of Christian re

ligion ; the other his no less industrious travail for exposition

of holy Scripture according unto the same Institutions . In

which two things whosoeverthey were that after him bestowed

their labour, he gained the advantage of prejudice against them ,

if they gainsayed ; and of glory above them , if they consented.

His writings published after the question about that discipline

was once begun omit not any the least occasion of extolling the

use and singular necessity thereof. Of what account the Mas

ter of Sentences was in the church of Rome , the same and more

amongst the preachers of reformed churches Calvin had pur

chased ; so that the perfectest divines were judged they, which

were skilfullest in Calvin's writings . His books almost the

very canon to judge both doctrine and discipline by . French

churches, both under others abroad and at home in their own

country, all cast according to that mould which Calvin had

made . The church of Scotland in erecting the fabric of their

reformation took the selfsame pattern . Till at length the dis

cipline, which was at first so weak , that without the staff of

their approbation , who were not subject unto it themselves , it

had not brought others under subjection, began now to challenge

universal obedience, and to enter into opon conflict with those

very churches, which in desperate extremity had been relievers

of it. "
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REMARKS BEFORE BALTIMORE PRESBYTERY , ON

ASKING A RELEASE FROM THE PASTORAL

CHARGE OF THE CENTRAL PRESBYTE

RIAN CHURCH .

(We give a place here to the following remarks, not from any persuasion of

their intrinsic value or importance — but simply at the request of several members

of Presbytery and others , who have kindly suggested that the statements are of

some interest as a portion of the Church History of Baltimore. - Eds. Cr . )

Having received the call , just laid before Presbtery, from the

General Assembly , to take charge of the department of Church

Government and Pastoral Theology, in the Danville Theologi

cal Seminary ; and having concluded, after much painful and

prayerful deliberation , that it is probably my duty to obey that

call, I now ask for a dissolutioh of the pastoral relation between

myself and the Central Presbyterian Church . And though the

request is for the present action of Presbytery , yet for special

reasons growing out of my present obligations to the congrega

tion, I do not feel at liberty to ask that the dissolution take effect

formally until the close of the present year . Aware of the very

strong dissent from my judgment in this matter, existing in the

minds of members of Presbytery and others , it may not be im

proper to suggest some views of the question, going to show that

this dissent is founded upon erroneous and exaggerated notions

of the facts in the case .

It is doubtless a sound general principle that a call to public

service in the Church, by the voice of the Church at large,

through the General Assembly, must take precedence over a call,

either to go or stay , from any ordinary local interest . The

mandate of the Church at large is , ordinarily , to be obeyed.

Not indeed to be obeyed as though it were some command laid

by a General of the order of Jesuits ; for our constitution pro

vides ample protection for theindividuality of the minister

declaring that “ No pastor shall be translated without his own

consent previously obtained.” But the call of the Church at

large is , of itself, sufficient reason to assign for asking a dis

solution of the pastoral charge, unless there can be shown to

exist some extraordinary reason for refusing the request, when

made in obedience to such a call.

Do any such extraordinary reasons exist in the present case?

I must be pardoned for entering into this inquiryin some detail ,

and in a manner seemingly egotistical , since views are enter

tained, and occasionally expressed in various forms, which,
if

allowed to pass unchallenged , tend to prejudice me, and worse

still , to prejudice the cause of Presbyterianism here , in the
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esteem of many worthy people. On the one hand, it is charged

to be a violation of honor and good faith , personal or official,

and on the other, a reckless imperiling of a great and impor

tant religious enterprise, for meto ask and receive this release.

To this two- fold charge I shall chiefly direct my remarks.

Does this request for a release violate any obligations of honor

and good faith, personal or official ? If so , that finishes the

question. No call involving violation of honor and good faith ,

can be a call of God , though it come through the combined As

semblies and Synods of the Christian world. But is there such

violation in this case ?

There are three aspects of my relation to this congregation,

to one or other of which only such a charge can apply . Either

First, the business aspect of it , as an enterprise in which a

company of citizens have invested funds in property for reli

gious purposes, -or, secondly , the ecclesiastical aspect, as a

combination to carry out some favorite church policy,—or,

thirdly , the more strictly spiritual aspect of it , as a pastoral

charge to which I may justly be supposed to be bound by pecu

liar ties .

Now in the business view of the matter, it is claimed that a

body of people have with great zeal and energy , at great cost ,

built a house of worship specially for me ; and , that having done

so I am now bound in honor to remain with them . But whilst

it is true on the one hand , that they have built a house for me, it

is equally true on the other hand that I have in the same sense

built a house for them . The fallacy lies here in the assumption

of an implied contract, that in consideration of a house of wor

ship furnished me to my advantage personal or official, I am in

return to supply the pulpit permanently. Whereas , the mat

ter of fact is that both they and myselfunited our exertions to

build a church for the sake of a great cause. So far from an

investment of money on the one side in consideration of services

on the other, I have invested more largely than any other , and

of course have more - sacrifice” to make—to use a business

phrase, than any other by anydepreciation of the property . Of

the original subscription conditioned on getting $ 25,000, I as

sumed and paid nearly one sixth of the whole;—and of the final

subscription to clear off all remaining liabilities on the build

ing, conditioned on getting $ 12,500, I paid again about one

eighth . Of this whole amout--near $ 5,900, some $ 2,400 was

furnished me by the kind and christian liberality of friends in the

First Church and the Franklin Street Church . More would have

been furnished , I doubt not, if I had asked it ; but seeing that

some of them had already subscribed directly to the $ 25,000

fund , and feeling moreover , that our enterprise was in no such

emergency as to justify a call upon those on whom so many

more pressing calls were made, I did not ask it . For a large
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part of the money furnished by these friends , pews were claimed

at the sale of pews ,-as by other subscribers of the $25,000 .

These pews were in part for those to whom the subscribers of

the $ 2,400 had transferred their subscription claims, and in

part taken by me, with a view to devote the proceeds of a sub

sequent sale of them to other church extension enterprises . To

such enterprise on the score of these pews I had promised near

$1,000 in various amounts — and since paid some $700 against

some $450 received for pews sold .

For the remainder of the subscription of $ 5,900 paid by my

self - say $3,500—no pews, save perhaps to the amount of $300,

were taken in consideration so that to that amount it is a

clear contribution to the enterprise . I give these details here,

thus plainly, in the presence of Dr. Backus, through whose

greatliberality and kind assistance, and Dr. Plumer, Iobtained

the $2,400, rather by way of report of my agency to these

liberal friends. I desired also to present these statements

in this public and responsible form in order to correct and pre

vent , perhaps, some misunderstanding of the matter .

Now from this view of the facts it is manifestly wrong to rep

resent this case as one of capital invested on one side against ser

vices on the other — which services must be continued, or good

faith violated . The true state of the case exhibits an invest

ment of both capital and services , jointly , for the promotion of

a great religious interest , in whicheither party is free to judge

for himself how far it is duty to go—and where to stop . I

claim to have done fully my share, and to have fully discharged

every reasonable obligation. For if it were proper I might

also show that aside from much indirect loss to me , under pecu

liar private circumstances, I have not only invested morethan

any of the others in the property, say perhaps one -twelfth of the

entire amount invested so far — but have contributed in the form

of a difference between the actual and the formal salary pro

mised and intended , about one -sixth of the expense for the three

years before we became fully established in our house of wor

ship. These facts are mentioned neither in the way of boast

nor of complaint. They are nothing either to boast or to com

plain of. Theoffering was most cheerfully , though necessarily

made to a noble cause , and would be made as cheerfully again .

But it would be unjust tomyselfand the more to the great cause in

behalf ofwhich I have labored here, to keep backsuch facts, when

from want of knowledge of them , many excellent people per

haps are disposed to entertain hard thoughts both of meand the

Whatever obligation of honor and good faith in a busi

ness sense I may have been under to see this enterprise through ,

I have more than discharged . It is now out of debt-save per

haps a mere nominal debt, and that in large part by my.exer

tions , and too much at my cost to justify any such claims to my

continuance .

cause .
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In regard to the second aspect of my relations to this enter

prise , I need say but a word. It was in the beginniug a favorite

idea with myself and some others embarking in it, to erect a build

ing by contribution entirely, without a sale of pews and thecrea

tion thereby ofthose individual rights of property in the building

which we regarded as inconsistent with the highest interests

and the largest freedom of the Church, as a spiritual body.

That favorite opinion was waived in the beginning , at the urgent

request of many warm friends of the enterprise — but with the

hope on our part that after success had crowned our efforts to

build, these friends and others might be induced to waive their

rights of property . This request, when made, they declined

as they had a perfect right to do . Nor is there any ground of

complaint in their so doing, however it may have disappointed

my long cherished expectations. It is manifest however, that on

the other hand, there is no ground of complaint, in so far as

concerns this aspect of the question, if I shall claim my right in

turn to a release from a work not embodying my views . This

matter, however, has really nothing to do with my conviction

of duty in the present request for a release - it doubtless had

something to do indirectly with encouraging my friends at

Danville to nominate me in the Assembly in spite of a previous

remonstrance on my part against such nomination — though the

friends here in declining to adopt my views of church policy ,

were ofcourse not awareof this consequence , and not responsi

ble for it .

As to the third aspect of the question —It is claimed that I

am under peculiar and extraordinary obligation to my charge;

nay, it has been claimed that I am under a sort of life pledge

to remain with them . In this view I confess I feel the pressure

of strong claim upon me - more even than pastors ordinarily

feel. Surrounded by a devoted band of Christian people-to so

many of whom the Lord has honored me , by making me the in

strument of spiritual blessing ,—and by parishioners, many of

whom doat upon me with all the fondness of parents and family,

for the petted child, it would be most unnatural not to feel

bound to them by extraordinary ties . But in so far as any vio

lation of pledge and honor goes , I must protest against any

such statement of the case . Every one who knows any thing

of a minister's ordination vows , will see that no such pledge

could have righteously been given . But more than this, I happen

not to have been left here to rest the proof merely upon the pre

sumption that I probably did not do, what righteously I could

not do . By mere accident, two days ago , I found, out of place,

and where I never would have thought of looking for it,—the

following manuscript copy of remarks introductory to the sec

ond discourse delivered inthe New Assembly Rooms, and pre

vious to the actual organization of the Church, in April , 1853 ,
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From this it appears, that I not only did not pledge myself,

contrary to my ordination vows, but actually expounded to the

people at the start , precisely the nature of the proposed engage

ment between us . As these remarks are of the nature of co

temporary history, publicly uttered at the time , and presenting

the history of the enterprise at its very origin, I beg leave to

quote this introduction just as it stands in the original manu

script - text and all :

“ We will rejoice in thy salvation, and in the name of our God we will

set up our banners.” — Psalms 20 : 5 .

“ At a meeting of the friends of the proposed new enterprise,

on Monday evening last , it was resolved, by way of testing the

expediency of forming a new Presbyterian Church - to open a

subscription forth with . And in order that all friends of the

measure might feel no want of confidence in the effort, on the

score of involving themselves in a large debt-it was made con

ditional in the subscription — that it shall not be binding, until

there shall be raised $ 25,000. The committee, so appointed ,

reported last evening to an adjourned meeting held for the pur

pose --and with what was reported by them , there was secured

on the spot a subscription of $ 27,300. Encouraged by this

gratifying success, the friends assembled resolved immediately

to ask for the organization of a new church to be called the Cen

tral Presbyterian Church of Baltimore - appointed Trustees to

procure a charter, and instructed them to secure the use of the

hall where we are now assembled , as a regular place of worship

until a church can be built - and such communicants as were

present signed a request to Baltimore Presbytery to meet on

Tuesday next. With two -thirds of the amount already obtain

ed , and with additional aid of friends yet to join us , we start

near even with the oldest churches. This result was grati

fying and unexpected to myself — and at once cleared my mind

of all doubt as to my own course of duty . I shall, without any

hesitation, unite with you in this enterprise — andexpect to cast

in my lot among you . And disagreeable as it is to speak of

myself in this presence—I may perhaps be allowed to make a

single remark touching a subject which hasbeen misapprehend

ed , by persons who from want of reflection in regard to a minis

ter's obligations as such — have supposed my connection with

such a work necessarily transient, as though I had some pecu

liar views opposed to permanency in the ministry . I have no

such views beyond what every minister must of necessity have

--namely, that he is not to forstall the leadings of Providence

by sayingI will remain three, or five or ten years, in any field .

This no minister can do consistently with his ordination vows.

Yet at the same time , both my views of duty and my natural

inclinations are as strongly opposed as those of any other min
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ister to transient relation between pastor and people. Nor have

I ever thought of anything else than just such arelationto my

congregation here, as other ministers hold ; and at your invita

tion to become your permanent pastor, shall expect to be re

garded as settled just as permanently , and in just the same

sense that my friend Dr. Backus or Johns or Plumer or Atkin

son are settled permanently . ”

Thus it seems, singularly enough , that of the four pastors in

the city , named at the time as illustrations of the degree of per

manency of the relation I proposed to assume--two of them ,

(Drs. Plumer and Atkinson ,) have already been released from

their congregations. Nor have I heard that any violation of good

faith was charged upon either of them for so doing. And this

o , notwithstanding the fact that Dr. Atkinson's relation to

the new enterprise which he had originated was so similar to

my relation to this .

True enough , if there had been a design on my part speedily

to leave the work, candor would have required an intimation of

it ; but that there was no such design, ismanifest enough from

the fact that I have stood fast through all the difficulties here ,

refusing again and again even to entertain propositions most

advantageous and every way desirable to me ; and from the

additional fact that the present call comes altogether unantici

pated and undesired by me , yea, and up to the meeting of the

Assembly remonstrated against. It is a very natural mistake,

after a whole series of events have transpired in certain results,

thatmen in contemplating the series backward from the results

to which they have led , should attribute a degree of design and

foresight to the actors in them , which never really existed . On

this principle probably we are to account for most of the opin

ions entertained on this subject .

Having examined this more personal aspect of the case , let

me briefly respond to the second inquiry,—whether there is any

thing so peculiar in the general character of my work here, as

absolutely forbids this release ? The impression seems to pre

vail in the minds of many, that this is a congregation, gathered

under such peculiar circumstances around me, as to make its

existence depend on my continuance with it . That it is only

semi-Presbyterian—a sort of gathering together from the outside,

to establish a congregation - nay, that the funds having been

raised chiefly from the outside for my sake , only, the parties

in disappointment, will break up and scatter. Now,
Now, a few very

simple facts and figures will operate as the dash of cold water,

in reducing down to very small tangible dimensions a vast

volume of the steam generated by heated imaginations. As a

matter of fact , you will find here as large a body of loyal and

earnest Presbyterians as is ordinarily found in any of our large
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city congregations. Even leaving out of the count , if you please ,

all thatmay be supposed to have united with us in this work ,

from other considerationsthan preference for our teaching and

formof worship, there will be left as large a body as is usually

found in our churches, of those who, from preference, are tho

roughly Presbyterian in sentiment. This fact will be manifest

to any one generally acquainted with the antecedents of our

people ,by an inspection of either the church roll , or the roll of

pew -holders in the congregation. And it will be found to be

expressed most significantly, even by an analysis of the congre

gation as represented by the property interest connected with it .

Of the total amount paid on the property, say-ata general es

timate—$42,000 to $45,000 , it will be found, in the first place ,

that something over one-third has been paid purely as a contri

bution to the general cause , without consideration of pew rights ,

and is held and represented by the whole body of the people as

a Presbyterian church -- as a sacred trust for the promotion of the

cause of religion . Of the other part, near two-thirds-say $ 28 ,

000—represented by pews purchased ; over one-half, again , is

represented by families, either by education or by profession of

members of the family, committed to Presbyterianism elsewhere

in other congregations , before this enterprise was inaugurated ;

and of the remaining one -third or less , which may be sup

posed to have been attracted here , without or against any reli

gious preference or prejudice, largely over half again will be

found to be such as have very strong preferences forour forms

ofworship generally, and who if not in all respects Presbyterians,

yet cannot well be anything else . Which analysis , if correct,

shows perhaps as small a fraction (less than one-sixth)ofmem

bers of the congregation who may be thought to be lukewarm ,

or opposed in their preferences to the views of our church

as usually exists in any of our congregations . So in another

view of the case, it will be found that the spiritual officers of the

congregation, who have publicly adoptedthe standards of the

Church, at their ordination, represent about one-fourth of the

amount paid on the property : all going to show that this idea of

our enterprise as not Presbyterian in the same general sense in

which any other of our congregations are Presbyterian , is wholly

imaginary . If so , then there are no such extraordinary reasons

for a refusal of this release by Presbytery , as to forbid acqui

escence in the call of the General Assembly. If the enterprise

is imperiled by my leaving it , this can be true only in the same

general sense in which the interests of any of our congregations

are put in peril by their pastors leaving them . It will be the

occasion not the cause of any serious injury that may
follow ,

The cause of the injury, if injury follow , will prove to be the

same as in other congregations in similar circumstances, viz :

the unwise and reckless strife that an election of pastor may
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gender, if entered into in a wrong spirit . With a noble structure,

and a noble body of people gathered here, the congregation, if

true to itself, and worthy of the triumphant success which has

attended it hitherto, can hold out one of the most attractive fields

of labor in the whole Church , to the most enterprising and effi

cient minister in the Church , who may be at liberty to enter it .

If they shall succeed in procuring a pastor , who shall prove to

be the equal of the other pastors in the city , what motive can

the people have to leave this and go to another ?

Why, then, you may ask , am I willing to leave this field ?

Simply because I conceive Iam shut up by God's providence, to go

and attempt another and more difficultwork . Exigencies have

arisen in the history of an enterprise which I have ever been com

pelled to regard as among the most important public interests of

our church, that seem to demand imperativelymy services . Not

that there are not five hundred others in our Church, better able

to do the service , intrinsically considered ; but the difficulties of

the case , in the opinion of thosebest qualified to judge , admit,

just at present, of no other solution than calling me into the

work. I have been saying much of the matter of the obligation

of honor, as controlling such a question . If that obligation is

of force in any such case, I conceive it to be in this, upon any

minister who entertains the high sense I do of the importance

of this enterprise at Danville . In that enterprise are embarked

those whom I have been proud to number among the best friends

of my ministerial life . To it , one among them , and he, the

noblest among all the friends of the Presbyterian Church — as

he is , doubtless, among the very bravest and noblest of the in

tellectsofthe age-has already offered up his health and strength,

as a willing sacrifice. In his waning strength, he asks for help

in his greatwork ; and even if no higher and more solemn obli

gations of duty to the great Head of the Church compelled

me, should I not feel pressing upon me every obligation of honor ,

to go and show_if not the ability to aid him ,which his mis

taken partiality may have attributed to me- then ,at least , my

willingness to render him any aid in my power , in doing the

Master's work ?
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I. WESTERN AFRICA : Irs I{istory, CONDITION AND PROSPECTS. By Rev.

J. Leighton Wilson . With numerous Engravings. New York : Harper

& Brothers, Publishers, 1856 .

This volumehas come to hand as the last pages of this number are go

ing to press. We have read nearly one-fourthof it, and feel justifiedin

saying that, as great'as was our admiration for Mr. Wilson , and as highly

raised as were our expectations in reference to his book , we have been some

what surprised at the degree of interest with which we have followed him

in his simple narrative. It is delightful to read a book by a man who

writes because he has something to say, and something which he knows that

he knows better than almost any other And no one who is acquainted

with our friend's history can doubt that he is better qualified to give the world

clear and well-defined notions touching the “ interior life ” of Western Af

rica, than perhaps any man living. We heartily commend this volume to

all who are curious in regard to foreign countries, and especially to all who

are fond of studying the wonderful dealings of Providence with our race.

The following extracts from the preface, will serve to indicate the char

acter of the work :

“ The design of this volume is to give information about a portion of the

world of which very little is truly known. There is no want ofknowledge

of the facts which led to the first discovery of Western Africa, the mani

fold efforts that have been made to plant European colonies along her shores,

the scenes of violence that have been enacted there in connection with the

foreign slave-trade, or the persevering efforts that have been made to put

an end to it ; but beyond these general facts very little is known , even at

the present day, of the actual state of the country . The interior life of

the people , their moral, social , civil , and religious condition, as well as their

peculiar notions and customs, have always been a sealed book to the rest

of the world . There has been no lack of books on Africa, but most of

them have been confined , in the information they give, to single and iso

lated districts, or been written by transient visitors, who couldsee nothing

but the surface ofthings. Little or no reliance could be placed on any

information derived from Africans who were brought to this country in

former years as slaves . They had no knowledge of the country, except

of the particular district in which they were brought up . Besides, it was

so long after they were brought to America beforethey acquired sufficient

knowledge of the English language to impart what information they had ,

that allthe freshness of their early recollections had passed from their

minds, or were so mixed up with the bewildering associations of their

new homes, that they could not give any reliable account of their nativo

land.”
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“ The writer has spent between eighteen and twenty years in the coun

try. IIe has had opportunity to visit every place of importance along the

sea -coast, and has made extensive excursions in many of the maratime dis

tricts. He has studied and reduced to writing two of the leading languages

of the country, and has enjoyed, in these various ways, more than ordina

ry advantages for making himself acquainted with the actual condition of

the people. He claims for his book , the merit of being a faithful and un

pretending record of African society."

The work may be had at the store of Cusbing & Bailey , in Baltimore

street , near Hanover.

[The following notices were deferred from the January No. ]

II . An Inaugural Discourse : By Rev. B. M. Smith , Professor of Oriental

Literature in Union Theological Seminary, Prince Edward county,Va .

Delivered in the Seminary Chapel, September 12 , 1855. Published by

the Board of Directors .

Professor Smith discusses , in this Inaugural Address, " the relations of

Biblical study to theological education and the work of the ministry .” His

reputation makes it unnecessary for us to say anything of the ability with

which his task has been performed. It is a timely plea for the studyof the

Word of God ; a study, we grieve to say, too much neglected among the

ordained expounders of the Word. Books about the Bible, we fear, are

studied more than the Bible itself : we drink too much at the streams, too

little at the fountain. The method of study is determined, no doubt, by

the fashion of preaching on topicks (loci communes ), rather than on the

textof Scripture; a fashion which is likely to end either in lifeless essay

ism , or in mere pulpit polemicks. It is a pity, that the scholastiek training

which is so essential to a defender of the gospel , should so often betray him

into the error of parading his armour before a popular audience. The best

remedy for the evil, is the exposition of the word, or, as Cecil expressed it ,

“ to make our observations in order to throw light upon Scripture, instead

of quoting Scripture to throw light upon our observations.” The fashion

of preaching from single clauses, or single words , motto -preaching, is every

way detestable ; leading more than any other, to the neglect of the Bible,

on the part both of minister and people . Let us “ speak as the oracles of

The very words of the Lord , which are the pillars of the soul in

the hour of trial, ought to be kept before our faith as constantly as possi

ble. Paul , as his manner was, reasoned with them out of the Scriptures ,

opening and alleging, etc.” To walk in the footsteps of the great Apostle,

we must study the Scriptures critically.

The address before us begins with an affectionate tribute to the memory

of Prof. Sampson, whose lamented death was a loss,-as it seems to us

short-sighted mortals ,—to the whole Church.

III . Typical Forms and Special Ends in Creation . By Rev. James

McCosh , L. L. D., and George Dickie , A. M., M. D. New York : Robert

Carter and Brothers , 1856 .

This work is the expansion of an article which appeared in the North

British Review, in 1851 , and was generally, at the time, ascribed to the

accomplished author of " The Divine Government, Physical and Moral.”

We have not yet found time to read it ; but the name of Dr. McCosh on

the title
page,

renders any recommendation unnecessary .

God .”

66
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We take this opportunity of expressing our regret that the orthography

of NoahWebster,has been followed in the recent publications of the Messrs.

Carter, for whose reputation , as publishers, we feel an affectionate jealousy.

That orthography is wholly indefensible, either upon etymological or pho

netic grounds. Noah's great namesake, Daniel , who knew something of

English, would not admit his authority.

IV . Miss Bunkley's Book . The Testimony of an Escaped Novice from

the Sisterhood of St. Joseph, Emmittsburg, Md. , the Mother - House of

the Sisters of Charity in the United States. By Josephine M. Bunkley.

New York : Harper & Brothers, 1855 .

This is a very different book from Maria Monk's “ Awful Disclosures ; "

albeit the disclosures are awful enough . It is written with great

delicacy of feeling, and with an air of truthfulness that cannot be

mistaken . The unsophisticated reader of the papers,who has been lost in

admiration at the heroick devotion of the “ Sisters of Charity ” in times

of pestilence, will feel, when he has read this book, that the poisoned air of

a hospital -ward must be refreshing to these ladies just emerging from their

cells ; that any thing on earth is heaven , compared with the deep damna

tion of a convent life. How long will these horrible dens be tolerated in

this free country ?
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On the cover of the last No. of the Westminster Review,

(Leonard Scott & Co's American reprint) we have a new vari

ety of the Macassar Oil advertisement, for the special protection

of unfortunate bald heads against " spurious,fraudulent, and

highly pernicious counterfeits." We are notified that Messrs.

Rowland & Son, with an ardor of benevolence for the afflicted

bald , and a consuming zeal against impostors that stays not to

count cost , have gone to the expense of a “ New Label,” ren

dered unimitable byreason of a curiouslyengraved magic circle,

one hundred and thirty times repeated , with an embossed pro

file of her Majesty Queen Victoria, lately taken for the proprie

tors' special use " ( !!)

Wewonder if the suspicion ever flashed across the mind of

Messrs . Leonard Scott & Co. , who continue to re -publish the

Westminster as one of the four British Reviews,” that

Rowland & Son , under the guise of advertising , might be using

their covers for the perpetration of a little malicious wit at their

expense ? If it be so important to caution the public against

the rogues who counterfeit the " label" of some beneficent dis

coverer of a guanofor the hair , what of those who counterfeit the

beneficent provision made for the nurture of the brain ? If they

are rightly denounced as impostors , who have counterfeited

Rowland & Son's old and well known label, and driven them to

the expense of a new engraving, and Her Majesty to the trouble

of giving a new profile, what epithet shall be devised for the

rogues who bya bolder move steal the new engraving, and wrap

inlabels struck from it , their spurious and highly pernicious

imitations ?
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Will not universal bald - head -dom grow even balder in its

studious endeavors after some term of execration deep and damn

ing enough for such a crime? Andyet, nomine mutato, what

better than this are Messrs. Leonard Scott & Co. doing ?—who,

if they do not appropriate another's label to cover their counter

feit oil , yet appropriate a counterfeit oil to filling bottles marked

with their genuine label. The public is equally the sufferer.

Twenty years ago , the American reading public were induced

to extend a large patronage to an enterprise which proposed to

reproduce, at a reasonable price in this country , the leading or

gans of the three phases of British politics— Tory , Whig and

Radical . A " new label ” for their invention was devised,

marking this as “ the republication of the British Reviews.

But now , for years past, the party represented by the West

minster Review having become defunct, their organ is turned

over to the service of a coarse, canting , malignant deism , of that

type which seems to have neither any self respect , nor < a de

cent respect for the opinions of mankind ;" yet , under the ori

ginal “ label ” Messrs. Scott & Co. continue to send forth this

highly pernicious mixture , ' ' giving it all the advantage of cir

culation which the genuine article had made for itself. Now ,

Rowland & Son have no more right to appropriate the mixture

of the quacks, than these to appropriate the Rowland label .

Certainly, so far as concerns thatportionof the public who are

in the habit of “ top -dressing ” the cranium with this " fertili

zer,” the breach of confidence is only the more gross , if the ex

pensively engraved label , magic circles, profile of her Majesty,

and all , become but expensive provisionsfor giving greater cur

rency to imposture!

Whilst this our complaint might apply, with the fullest

justice , to any No. of the Westminster for five years past, it

has special application to the first article in the No. for July,

1856, entitled " Christian Missions; their principle and prac

as a very few remarks will suffice to show .

indeed , as concerns the intrinsic merit of the article itself, it is

hardly worthy such notice . It falls far below even the average

of the anti-christian essays in this Review-which average itself

is anything but respectable. It betrays an ignorance of the

whole subject of Christian Missions , of which it treats, and of

the most ordinary and current views of religious people, which

is truly marvellous. Itprofesses to discuss the principle ofMis

sions , without apparently having the remotest conception of the

ue and universally recognized principle from which Christian

Missions spring. It professes to exhibit as facts in the practice

of missions that which is utterly preposterous in itself, and which

even third rate infidelityno longer ventures to assert , outside

the purlieus of a seamens' rendezvous. But, on the other hand,

as being a sort of cyclopædia of anti-missionary falsehood ; as

tice
's

So far ,
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being the articulate voice of a phase of carping irreligion cur

rent in our streets ; as being an armory, whence the pusillani

mous votaries of the dollar , may draw logical weapons in de

fence of their purse , against their own consciences, and the

outward pressureof public opinion ; and finally, as being,from

the reputable position into which it has here crept, likely to

become a standing endorser for the cant of the miserly and

vulgar scurrility that the Godless world, in its natural hostility

to the Church of Christ, belches forth continually — we judge

such a production should not be allowed to pass in silence.

The writer, whom we take to be of the utilitarian school of

Ethics, undertakes, in the outset , to account for the marvellous

pertinacity with which , in all times past , and the romantic en

thusiasm with which , at the present time , the Christian world

carries on Missions, on the following principle :

“ Till lately the enterprise proceeded on the ground of saving souls from

hell. All idolaters were undoubtingly supposed to be damned ; and to

preserve as many as possible from perdition, was the simple object of the

mission, from those of the Catholics, whose converts were baptized with a

besom for the greatest happiness of the greatest numbers, to the latest ex

pedition sent out by Exeter Hall collections. But American Congrega

tionalists and English Unitarians, and some liberal German Protestants,

who do not believe in the damnation of heathens on account of their'igno

rance, send out Missions too , with a wider view than the old Missionar es

with the hope of raising whole nations out of a state of idolatrous corrup

tion of morals into a condition of Christian civilization ." * * * “ The

distinction in kind being made between Missions undertaken simply to

rescue by baptism the greatest possible number of human beings from

eternal torment, and those whichare to raise savages into civilization, it

should be ascertained what permanent success has attended such efforts .”

It is needless to say that, setting out with such a statement

of the fundamental doctrine of Missions - putting a mere incen

tive to duty , in the place of the ultimate ground of obligation

to the duty-we may naturally anticipate some curious deduc

tions in the sequel . It might have been supposed, that with

the New Testament in every body's hands, there would have

been little room for mistake, as to the ground and actuating

cause of Christian Missions . That the commission given by the

Great Founder of the Christian Church to be executed is , 6 Go

teach all nations;" “ Preach the Gospel to every creature ;'

that the most obvious construction of this commission requires

the church to provide teachers for the islands of the South Seas,

just as much as for the British isles ; that the very purpose of

the church is to gather his elect from all the kindreds and

tongues of earth ; that therefore the reason for preaching the

gospel in Honolulu , is precisely the same as for preaching the

gospel in London ; that the failure to convert souls, is no more

reason for ceasing the work in Paraguay than in Paris ; that

baptized , but Godless sinners in London - yea, even Westmin
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ster Review writers , with all their transcendent light and intel

ligence - will just as surely be damned for unbelief, as the most

ignorant Hottentotin Africa ; -- all these are matters so patent

upon the surface of the gospel , and in the current thought and

language of the Church , that it is amazing to find a writer un

dertaking to expound the theory ofMissions on any other prin

ciple . It is true some nominal Christians have ignored the

per se Missionary character of the Church of Christ. It is true

that within little more than half a century, speakers on the

floor even of the Scotch Kirk General Assembly, denounced the

effort to raise funds for foreign Missions . It istrue that Sydney

Smith, in the Edinburg Review , though wearing the title of a

Christian minister , denounced the work of Missions. Nay, it

may be true that nominal Christians may yet be found still

ready to oppose these efforts to “ teach all nations ;' and it is

unfortunately too true, that even a portion of the true Christians

who engage in the work , may not either perceive or express

very clearly the ground on which the church engages in it;

and therefore may occasionally speak and write of the matter

in a wayto give color to the notion, that for the expediency

merely of saving souls they labor. But at this day it is unpar-

donable for oneundertaking to enlighten the world concerning

Christian Missions , either to contradict or ignore the simple

truth, that the Church, by her very Charter , is a Missionary

Society—that her reason and warrant for preaching the gospel

in Greenland , is precisely the same as for preaching the gospel

in Scotland --that, in neither case , is success or failure in

" saving souls” the measure of her duty-nor any thing else

the prime reason for preaching the gospel either in Greenland

or Scotland , than that her Founder hath not only commanded

it , but to this one great end hath organized his church - that

alway , to the end of the world “ she may teach all nations and

preach the gospel to every creature, for a witness against sin

ners ,and to gather out of the nations his elect ones . With this

simple statement of the true ground of the Missionary work ,

we may of course pass by in silence all this writer's facts and

reasonings concerning the failure of Missions.

Nor is the evidence by which he would establish his facts

more satisfactory than his theory of Missions . It is obviously

easy to find witnesses enough against the Missions in foreign

parts, if we are content to take the unfavourable impressions of

irreligious seamen and voyagers, who may, in various ways,

have come in contact with the Missionaries . But such evidence

proves too much, and therefore proves nothing . From the well

known propensity of the unregenerate to vilify and accuse reli

gious people every where, it is obvious, that should we attempt

to form an opinion of the general character and labors of the

Protestant ministers of London or New York by confining our
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inquiries concerning them to witnesses of precisely the same

class - worldly -minded commercial men , naval officers, espe

cially that portion of them who rarely, if ever, attend service on

the Sabbath ,-ungodly and restraint-hating adventurers — we

should doubtless form a wretchedly low estimate of the minis

ters at home. Why should we expect such men to bear a more

impartial testimony to the character of ministers abroad ? But

it must be borne in mind, that over and above the ordinary

dislike of such men to ministers and religion , in the case of the

inissionaries, this is increased immensely by the fact that in

foreign lands , the restraint of the missionaries and their labors

upon the vices of the viciously disposed , is felt far more power

fully than in London or New York, and therefore is far more

likely to arouse the prejudices of such men . All things con

sidered , the wonder is, that we hear so little to the disparage

ment of foreign missionaries , rather than that we hear so much .

Among ministers abroad, as among those at home, there are

doubtless some bad men , and more foolish men : but in any fair

comparison, it will be found, that as a class , they are intellect

ually and morally fully equal , if not superior to the ministry at

home . Of their intellectual ability , the evidences are onrecord

in the contributions made by them to science in every depart

ment . Of their high moral and religious character , the testi

mony is far too abundant to justify any withdrawal of confi

dence from them as a body , on the score of a few incidents in

individual cases—and these semi-apocryphal, culled from the

leaves of a straggling journalist here and there . Of the gene

ral correctness of this view , we need no better proof than the

result of this writer's efforts to array unfavorable testimony .

Though making quite a parade of names, he cites to any pur

pose , only a single witness,—and this a roving young man ,who

according to his own account, if we remember rightly, (for it

is a dozen years since we read his book, ) belonged to that class

of youths for whom the discipline of a whale ship was deemed

much more suitable, than the discipline of the college ; and

who having deserted from his ship , played the part of a Don

Juan for a time upon an island of the South Seas, to the capti

vation of the tawny Fayaway just entering her teens . It would

indeed have been somewhat wonderful to hear such a witness

testify formally for the missionaries and their work . As if

doubtful of the character of his witness . this writer manages,

by an adroit anachronism , to endorse him as " Mr. Herman

Melville , now son - in - lawo of Chief Justice Shaw , of Massachu

setts , (the judgewho established in Med's case there, the law estab

lished by Lord Mansfield in Summerset's here.) ”

Now we venture to suggest that there are several important

slips in this evidence of the high character of the author and

hero of Typee and Omoo , as a witness against the missiona
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ries . In the first place, there is no certainty that Chief Justice

Shaw had the choosing of his son-in-law . In the second place,

if he had , it does not follow that his judgment in the matter

of a son-in-law is as reliable as his legal judgment in the

Med's case .
In the third place, he may have found himself

very unfortunate in this acquisition to his family ,—Or in the

fourth place—a great reformation (which we hope is true) may

have taken place, which might render the testimony of the son

in-law an altogether different testimony from that of the Hero

of Typee. About as well might some one cite , in defence of

kidnapping slaves in Africa, cursing the officers placed on the

coast to prevent it , the example of John Newton, the outcast

youth on the African coast, and cite it gravely, as that of Rev.

John Newton , whose spirituality was so eminent , and whose

evangelical labors were so remarkably blessed .
With the pre

sent character of Mr. Herman Melville we have nothing to do,

nor with his merit as a writer, which is considerable
— all we ask

is that he shall bear testimony in his true dress , as the rakish ,

restraint-hating sailor youth , not as Chief Justice Shaw's son

in - law .

Commander Wilkes , of the U. S. Exploring Expedition, is

also cited as a witness, with the admission that his impressions

are generally in favor of the Missionaries. As a witness to

facts, we ask no better testimony than such official reports as

those of Commander Wilkes . We have ourselves conversed

with officers of his expedition , among other navalofficers, making

diligent inquiry as to their impressions of the character of

our Missionaries abroad , and chiefly on the authority of their

testimony, we have expressed the general opinion above given ,

of the character ofthe Missionaries as compared with ministers

at home. It will be observed , however, that the passages cited

from Commander Wilkes by this writer, contain not statements

of facts , but the expression of that officer's judgment as to the

proper method of evangelizing the heathen . The Missionaries,

he thinks, proceed very unphilosophically, in confining them

selves so exclusively to teaching from the scriptures ” -in not

" providing works of fiction inculcating moral and religious

lessons,” as substitutes for the Pagan legends of their gods;

and in “ innocent modes of recreation ”? (something like King

James' Book of Sports, we presume) “ as substitutes for the

amusements of debauchery .” Now , while we have the highest

respect for Com . Wilkes ' official testimony as to facts , we are

free to say , that we would much rather have his advice touch

ing the best method of sailing a ship and managing refractory

sailors , than his advice as to the proper method of evangelizing

the heathen . And that the more, when as in this case , we have

already for our guide the judgment of such Missionaries as the

inspired Apostles , to the contrary of that of Com . Wilkes- de

ܕܕ
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* * * *

claring their method to be-to preach Christ crucified, though

to theJew a stumblingblock and to the Greek (Pagan) fool

ishness . ' ' We cannot forbear to remark , however, how singu

larly unfortunate is this citation of Wilkes' condemnation of

the simplicity and impolitic want of craft in the Missionaries,

for the writer's own previous assertion that their policy is all

craft and cunning . He has before informed us that :

" Wherever conversion is to be achieved, tatooed kings and cannibal

princes of the Royal blood , are first sought, their vices veiled and their

caprices borne with, that by their meansthe kingdom of heaven might

gain some of their subjects. ” Protestant sectaries from England

have made much of a drunken Pomare, because she was a queen ; and

American Missionaries at Liberia have concealed the sufferings of the

helpless imported inhabitants, at the bidding of those who sent them, ” &c .

Now independent of the fact that Com . Wilkes ' impressions

of the character of the Missionaries was very favorable, here is

a difficulty that we know not how to reconcile-How men ,

whose fault in the Commander's judgment, is their too guile

less and craftless trust in the efficiency of teaching the scrip

tures exclusively as a means of conversion, should yet be men

who, according to the writer , do not even pretend to work except

by craft and hypocrisy ! We should infer, and the impartial

world will belikely to infer that such a writer talks rather loosely

and unscrupulously about good men . And indeed , when fur

ther on wecome to his denunciation of so well known a man

as Henry Clay, as the very prince of hypocrites - projecting

colonization and missions to Africa, to get rid of the more trou

blesome slaves at home - practising " a clever sham ” through

life, and writing himself a hypocrite in his last will and testa

ment at death , we cease to feel any surprise , at the brazen

effrontery with which he has been assailing the humble Mis

sionaries of the Cross throughout the world .

Our narrow limits absolutely forbid the execution of our orig

inal purpose , to notice in detail, the chief points, so far as we

could find any points in this article. This ,however, is of little

consequence, since the essay is substantially but a repetition

without either addition of substance or novelty of manner, of the

two great staples ofanti-missionary clamor . First , the cruelty

of troubling the heathen at all with our Christian dogmas , and

secondly , the absurdity of the methods used to enlighten them .

To these stale cavils we need only repeat, in substance, the un

answerable argument already a hundred times repeated. It is

the Church's mission to teach all nations. Duty is hers— con

sequences God's . But for the sake of argument, we may go

beyond this and safely meet these utilitarian cavillers on their

own ground . They say, “ Let the heathen alone . You but

destroy their old graces and virtues ( says the writer) without

introducing any virtue that can be relied upon . You are but
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driving them on to utter extinction , for since your efforts began,

the diminution of population is terrible !” We answer , they

will not be let alone . The question is no longer between giv

ing them the gospel and leaving them in the state of heathen

simplicity in which they may have heretofore existed . The

pursuits of commerce, the restless energy which characterizes

This century , will not let them alone . The thousands of brutal

seamen , scores of unprincipled commanders, crowds of commer

cial adventurers , and of avaricious traders in the instruments of

crime, have already covered the realms of Paganism as the

locusts of Egypt, and are daily spreading pestilence, both phys

cal and moral, among the benighted thousands. We appeal to

the common sense and the better nature of the infidel himself

shall the missionaries or the profane profligate have the sway ?

Admit all that is complained of; admit that the notion of

teaching them the Christian Theology is but the dream of an

amiable enthusiasm ; admit that they are tormented with long

prayers — are made passive tools of priestly rule — yet is all this

as bad as that the foulest vices of the foulest refuse of civiliza

tion shall be transported thither to riot unchecked in one con

tinued carnivalof every passion ? Is the tyranny of even the

austerest ascetic as intolerable as the tyranny of profligacy,

drunkenness and lust ? Are long prayers worse than obscene

jests , or dolorous psalms than bawdy songs ? Is the schoolmas

ter morelikely to corrupt the simple virtue of the savage, than

the drunken sailor ? Surely it will be admitted , that if these

missionaries, fanatical as you may esteem them , are not very

good teachers , still they are better than the crews of whale

ships . If the Mission Societies of Exeter Hall or the Tabernacle,

areno nearer what they should be , than your meanest insinua

tions would make them - yet they are at least as pure and be

nevolent as trading companies, whose members, many of them ,

having life -long been engaged in retailing their souls to the

Devil by the dollar's worth , are combining now to trade in the

souls of the heathen thousands . Religion, even if not of the

purest sort, is still better than unrestrained vice. A society of

saints is at least as good as a society of blackguards! Here

then is the true issue-not whether the heathen shall be let

alone — but whether the heathen , whom the apostate children of

Christendom have poisoned with their vices, and are fast hasten

ingon to destruction , shall have the proclamation of the gospel

made to them as they are thus passing on to national extinc

tion .

We dare not insult the intelligence of our readers, and waste

their time, by any argument to expose the absurd effrontery of

this writer's attempt to lay the blameof the rapid diminution

of the population in the South Seas, at the door of modern mis

sions . He might have gathered much more marvellous statis
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tics from the Indians of North America. Have the few and

feeble efforts of Missionaries among the American Indians,

caused their extinction also ?

In saying there is no novelty in this last diatribe against

missions, we have overlooked one item , which is certainly a

novelty , and we hasten to make the amende. In illustrating

the usual objection to the mode in which the missionaries aim

to evangelize the heathen , the reviewer denounces “ thebigoted

and conceited missionaries, who go to workto root out the faiths

by which men have lived ” —and among other things, for this

unphilosophical blunder of theirs :

“ It does not seem to have occurred to these special friends of the heathen ,

that there is a genuine religious faith at the root of the practice of canni

balism , and other Pagan observances. It might do them good to learn

that men being a supposed compound of body and spirit, and the gods

having decreedthat all things should return into their origin , it may be

pious observance , however rude, to eat captives, or other resplendent offer

ings to the gods." ( !!)

We have studied this novel deliverance , with some care , not

more from natural mortification at the thought of our mission

aries having proved obtuse on so important apoint, than with

a view to devise, if possible ,some suggestion of a reform in their

method , whichmightsecure for them theapproval and patronage

of the profound philosophers of the Westminster Review . We

confess ourselves at a loss to understand what change the re

viewer would have them make . Obviously he does not desire

them to aim at the abolition of this pious usage of cannibalism .

For, according to the Westminster theory of the " inner light

in every man's soul, which renders the conception of any lip

revelation ,” or “ book revelation ,” an absurdity ; this fashion

of roasting and eating men and women is but the development

of this inner light or religious idea ” at the bottom of the souls

of these South Sea Islanders . We take it for granted therefore,

that the reviewer would have the missionaries, in some way,

develope this religious idea into a civilised , if not a Christian

form . But what change, precisely, would that involve ? Sup

pose the missionaries should be prevailed upon to listen to the

profound philosophical suggestions of the Westminster Review ,

and shape their instructions to the heathen accordingly ?

What shape should they give to the religious idea at the bottom

of Cannibalism ? We confess ourselves at a loss here. If our

memory serves us, the Westminster in olden time , if not still,

gloried in being the organ of the Malthusian theory of the rela

tion of population to food — and the inevitable tendency of the

population of a country to outgrow the means of subsistence.

So also , if our memory serves , the Westminster was the organ

of the Utilitarianism of the famous Jeremy Bentham - that

what is expedient, is right . With these lights as his guide , in
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sermon .

addition to the pregnant hints of the reviewer , suppose the

missionary shall honestly set himself to make the most of this

“ religious idea” which he finds among the Fejees. What shall

he teach them in the way of reform of their religion ? First,

that he is glad to find them not without a " religious idea."

But secondly, that they are wrong in its developments ; for in

stead of their eating men and women at random in their uncal

culating zeal for religion , they should govern their appetite by

the great principle of the greatest happiness of the greatestnum

ber. That , therefore , obviously theyshould direct their religious

eating so as to remedy , as far as possible , the evil of a geometrical

increase of population, againsta mere arithmetical increase of

food for subsistence. Such would be the general tenor of the

Next for the uses . First , it is manifest, that the

appetite for eating human flesh ought to be restrained within

proper philosophical limits. Secondly , that seeing the many

evils arising from too many eaters , and too little food , it is the

manifest duty of those of keener appetite to be eaten, by those

of the less keen , since thereby the minimum of slaying and

eating shall at once be attained — the greatest number happily

fed, the fewest killed . Thirdly, it is plain , other things being

equal, that the young , and especially young and fruitful women

should devote themselves to be eaten-since consideration both

of the quality of food and restricting population , combine to

point them out as specially devoted to this religious service .

Have we caught the idea of our reviewer ? If not, will he

condescend to bear a little with our " ignorant and bigotted

missionaries ,” and inform them exactly what he thinks they

ought to do with this latest form of religion, thus admitted into

the philosophic Pantheon . In the mean time wewould venture

to suggest some surprise that one whocan thus throw the man

tle of his religious eclecticism so widely as to embrace and

reverence even the religious idea of Cannibalism - should never

seem to have thought , that possibly theremight be a " religious

idea even at the bottom ” of this missionary-ism also . Or is it

settled among the savans of the Westminster, that the religion

of Jesus is the only religion in the world that is not true — and

the preachers of his religion and the Exeter Hall Societies the

only men who have no honesty-no " natural virtues ? ”
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THE NEW PHASE OF RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM AT

THE NORTH.

In the very remarkable letter to Sumner , of Dr. R. J. Breck

inridge— " that bold and earnest opponent of slavery ” —so the

Independent is pleased to style him ,-in the Critic for July,

1855, the writer pointed out with singular sagacity , the inevi

table’logical results of the movementthen first fairly inaugu

rated as the political Anti- Slavery Enterprise. He showed ,

that stripped of its rhetoric , the movement represented by Mr.

Sumner is nothing more nor less than an arbitration by the edge

of the sword , of the difference between the sixteen Free States

and the fifteen slaveholding States which compose the Federal

Union . That, let slavery be as bad as it may, the question of

recognizing it as a part , and accepting it as one of the elements

entering into the Federal Compact, was a settled thing from

the very origin of the Union . That, therefore, whether free

States and slaveholding States may tolerate each other in the

same confederation , is no longer an open question, under the

Constitution , nor can it possiblybe opened save by a revolution

involving a disgraceful breachof national treaty , disloyalty to

every nationalact in our past history, and dishonorto plighted

faith , sealed by the blood of the founders of this Repub

lic . That, therefore the “ movement ” -proclaiming it as a

national policy to make war upon slavery — is, of itself, and es

sentially , a declaration of civil war .

There were those in July , 1855 , who were disposed to sneer

at this as an extravagant statement of the case ; if such will

take the trouble nowto re-read that letter in the light of the

momentous events which have occurred , and are daily occurring

since, they may perhaps find occasion now to admire the truly

statesmanlike sagacity and foresight of its author , not less

than his eloquence and power as a writer .

That, however, to which recent events have most forcibly re

called our attention in this letter, is the singular and speedy

fulfilment of what it predicted, or rather pointed out as the

logical result of this movement " to religion , when the

religion of Jesus shall have been preached “ to advocate uni

versal treason in order to redress partial oppression -- or teach

doctrines which lead only to universal rapine, in order to rectify

partial injustice.” We cite from this part of the letter a single

paragraph :

* For myself, my natural heart would doubtless have loved the teachings

of the Lord all the more , if He had preached a crusade for liberty , instead

of a sacrifice for sin . But with His Gospel in our hands, we can no more

keep an honest and enlightened conscience, and deny that his teachings

tolerated human servitude as a condition compatible with salvation—than
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we can make ourselves acquainted with the history of human affairs, and

deny that His providence has tolerated human servitude as a condition

compatible with the existence of society . What are we , that we cannot

have a little patience with that, with which God has had patience since

sin entered into the World ? And how striking is it to behold the cer

tainty with which men repudiate the power of the Gospel, as soon as they

have fastened upon it a power of their own ; how surely they become

heretics, apostates or infidels , when they begin to teach Christ, instead of

sitting down at his feet to learn of Him ! What else can we say, but that

such pretexts, whether for public wrong or for private iniquity, are neither

truc nor real ? ”

We have recurred to this subject at this time simply for the

purpose of illustrating the great truth enunciated at the close

of this paragraph, written in June, 1855 , from the current tone

of the religious press , in August and September , 1856 , as a

representationof the religious sentiment of that portion of the

country in which this " movement " has taken place . With

out designing to enter at all into the merits of the political

issues which atpresent agitate the country, we may state in

brief, by way of explanation of what follows, that the “ move

ment” has embodied itself in a regular party organization,

with a candidate for the Presidency ,-for the first time in the

history of the nation — an avowedly sectionalcandidate, pledged

to carry on an aggressive movement of sixteen of the common

wealths of the Federal Union , against the other fifteen common

wealths, with a view to limit their political power, and the

extension of their civil and social peculiarities over the common

territories of all . That the method by which this limitation is

proposed to be effected , is by act of the national legislature, ex

ercising a power, which, in the opinion of a large portion of

the wisest statesmen in the country, is unauthorized by the

Constitution , and fatal to the rights of the several States , as

Sovereign Commonwealths. That the " slave power," against

whose aggression this formidable “ movement ” is made, is

even theoretically confined to a minority of the States as States,

and actually amounts to one quarter of a million , out of the

twenty - five millions of the nation. That the system whose ri

valry in the work of self extension in the new territories is so

much feared , is not only in a minority of one to ninety -nine,

but inherently a system tending to civil and political enfeeble

ment, and declared to be unable to cope with the opposite sys

tem in growth and rapid expansion ; whilst all that the “ slave

power ” demands is seemingly an equal chance for its enterprise

in the common territories of this Union , to be tolerated or

crushed just as the people themselves shall determine.

These, and such as these are the issues involved in this

' movement, none of them , it will be perceived , involv

ing directly any question of religion or philanthropy, but

66
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purely questions of sectional power and of Constitutional law .

And yet strangely enough , for the first time in the national his

tory , religious bodies, as such , in whole sections of the land, by

formal resolutions— ministers in their pulpits, to the exclusion

of almost every other idea , and the religious journals, designed

to reflect the true image of the Church, and to enlighten the

piety of the people , have openly and formally given in their

adhesion as partizans to the movement ;—stumping it from the

pulpit , colporteuring with political tracts , resolutionizing in public

conventions , and Buncumbeizing through the religious press , in

zealous advocacy of “ Free-soil, freemen , and Fremont. "

Supposing that our readers may be somewhat incredulous ,

we subjoin here a few specimens of the tone of the northern

religious press , selected not for any special peculiarities, but

clippedfrom such of thesejournals for August andSeptember as

have fallen inour way . We believe them to be fair samples of

the entire religious journals of the north , with scarce a half

dozen exceptions .

The following is a specimen from the “ Maine Evangelist,”

a new Congregational organ :

“ There are men in this American Republic who claim to be the especial

conservators of the Union . Their motto is , • The Union , it must be pre

served . ' They send it forth as upon the leaves of the forest — they write

it upon banners and streamers, but the question presses up, can the Union

be preserved by injustice, rapine and murder ? First — by fraud, by cove

nant-breaking, by deserting liberty and espousing slavery, by public

outrages and private assassinations ; bring the Union to the verge of dis

solution and then can you preserve it by crime, though the wicked join

hand in hand ? Can you bleed a man to the point of death , and then

save him by taking a little more blood ?

“ Can you derange all the functions of a man's health by poison , and then

save him by administering a little more of the same deadly bane ? You

say you will do it , but can you ? Not until you can revolutionize the laws

of the universe. "

The next selection we make is from the “ Congregational

Herald : "

“ The hell-begotten seed of slavery was sown in the virgin soil of our

Constitution , and we are now reaping the terrible fruits. The Slave

Power shows itself in every part of our national system ; every limb,nerve

and fibre is filled with pain. And too late , we fear, a distressed people are

awakening to the terrific fact that this overshadowing power has absolutely

ruled the nation for more than half a century ; that it has uniformly car

ried out its designs and aims at all hazards, and that the so -called free

people of the North have only been free in name; because whenever the

slightest wish inimical to the Slave power, &c .

Friends of God and of humanity ! get ye up ! Try to stir now , if
ye

will ! Move if
ye While ye have been so busily employed about

your farms, your workshops and your merchandize, wielding the noble

and ennobling implements of industry, the Slave Power has been stealthily

* *

can !
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weaving its network of iron around you . Do you believe it ? Then try

to stir hand or foot and ye shall feel the invincible bands galling your al

ready well-secured necks. If you are so unbelieving, just make one de

termined effort for Freedom , and ye shall hear the hideous yell of delight

that will come from the imps of the Slave Power as you settle back again

into terrified silence and servile submission ."

Even this terrific specimen of the “ Freedom -shrieker

prises us less , when we consider the latitude from which it

comes , than the general tone, even though the milder tone,

of the “ New York Evangelist," which has become of late the

most powerful and efficient organ ever yet engaged in the ser

vice of New-School Presbyterianism . Considering that this

journal is the mouth piece of “ American Presbyterianism ,”

the great National Presbyterian Church , south aswell as north,

we confess to some surprise at a score of things like the follow

ing regular drummingup of voters , within the last month or

two :

“ The only live question at issue in the present political canvass , is the

question of the restriction, for all time to come, and as the rule of our fu

ture policy of Slavery within its present bounds, or the adoption of the

principle of the perpetuity and indefinite growth of Slavery . Whether for

good or evil , thelast great struggle is upon us , and we can no more avoid

the responsibility, the excitement and the consequences of it, than we can

escape the Providence of God which calls us to the conflict. If not dec

ded at the present election , it will continue to re-appear, like Banquo's

ghost, till the policy of the countrybecomes settled —till it is finally de

termined whether of the two is to be the animating , guiding genius of

the Republic — freedom or slavery.

" If now, the right of suffrage implies at all times, the duty of giving

due attention to political concerns, it cannot be doubtful to what degree of

interest and effort the present canvass is entitled at the hands of every

conscientous citizen . Where so much is involved , it cannot be right for

any lover of his country , of his children, or his kind , to be indifferent. It

cannot be right for any Christian man to withhold , or to trifle with his

vote . It cannot be wise to ignore and overlook the significance of the

struggle in which we are engaged, nor honorable or just to seek to evade

it. It is now the set time of Providence for the religious prosecution of

political duties; and as at other times, it should be our paramount duty to

open the hand of charity to the starving or pestilence stricken poor ; or

to contend earnestly for the faith, or to go forth with zealous words to

warn the impenitent and to guide the inquiring ; so now, if we discern the

signs of the times, it seems to us to be the one call of Providence, and the

uppermost duty of the Christian life, to understand the meaning of, and

to engage manfully and heartily in, the conflict that is to have its decision

at the ballot box in November. There ought to be the principle and the

earnestness of a service rendered to God, truth and freedom .”

We need not multiply these citations . It will be borne in

mind that we have quoted only such religious papers as are of

high standing as conservative organs , and supposed to be un
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tinctured with the old -fashioned Abolition Fanaticism . If

such things be done in the green tree, what shall be done in

the dry ? If in the judgment of these sober and moderate

family and religious newspapers , it is time to raise from the

dead all Bunker -hill-dom ; if they declare it to be the upper

most duty of the Christian life " to go to the polls and vote for

Fremont in November ; and the lowermost and basest religious

apostacy to keep their hands off this monstrous “ slave power,

every single man of which is actually " surrounding a regiment

of ninety -nine free soilers , capturingand
fettering them ” —what

shall we expect to hear from the professedly radical journals ?

That “ The Independent
,” — with its boasted 25,000 subscrib

ers ,—the organ of “ Young Independency
” —a journal as re

spectable for its energy and genius, as it is dangerous — should

contain some curious utterances about this time, is no more

than our readers would expect. If, however, they have not

read that journal, they can have no idea of the extent of its po

litical partizanship. Not only does it announce that “ with all

the power God may give it, it will urge the Christian public,”

&c . , and will advocate free soil , and Fremont for the Presi

dency ; but, as we humbly think, with means and measures

which God never gave any Christian men to work with ,

does it carry on its purposes . That wemay do no injustice we

select at random various specimens of its spirit and teaching.

This then is the announcement
to its readers of the passage of

the Army appropriation
bill :

- DEAR INDEPENDENT :

“ Numbers have triumphed, and the hope of Kansas for immediate aid

in her struggle for freedom from the curse of Slavery is now clouded. I

know no way of escape from the curse which a maddened South is bent

upon forcing upon her fair and virgin field, but in an overruling Omnipo

tence and the omnipotence of a united and outspoken people . The coun

try must speak now in emphatic terms, or forever hereafter sit dumb under

the coercive lash of the two hnndred and fifty thousand slave-holders who

believe themselves born to rule.

“ I am sad and oppressed at heart . My pen refuses to indite the hot

seething words of shame for my country , and indignity against many of

her Northern sons, which gush up as from an agitated fountain from the

depths of my soul . Slaveholders with lofty heads , strut exultantly, clank

ing imaginative fetters made to fit the wrists and ankles of freemen.”

We cite next a specimen of the interpretations of the Consti

tution, which we suppose are to shape the Administration of

Fremont , if successful :

“ Now the time is undoubtedly at hand when this great truth must be

established, that the Constitutionof the United States does abolish Slavery in

all and every State and Territory over which its authority is rightly established.

For this we have not to thank any man or men, but that Divinity which

guided our fathers to do that which was right in itself, and placed the law

where it could be found when God's time for its execution arrived.
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“ The phraseology is most excellent . • NO PERSON, ' the very term used

to refer to slaves , ' or persons held to service. ' No State law can override

this -- no State can establish slavery .

- Slavery existed at the time the Constitution was adopted, and that was

not interfered with . Those then slaves or held to service ' were to be

rendered up , even if they escaped into other States ; but no State was al

lowed to pass a bill of attainder ' to make their offspring slaves or to hold

them to service ; and ‘ no person ' could be , thereafter, reduced to slavery

or deprived of liberty without the due process of law. Their progeny

were free by the Constitution,and have ever since been illegally held in

servitude , and are now entitled to their freedom by the laws ofGod and

man."

Weaddto this a specimen going to illustrate thenew notions

of active Christian duty . Was it to engage the Tract Society

in a colportage of this sort, that the effort was made to reform

it last Spring ?

We decidedly approved our correspondent's proposal, and have opened

an account for the Pennsylvania Fremont Tract Fund, of which the one

dollar ' referred to is the first entry. We propose to apply whatever may

be received — first- to the publication and circulation of an address to the

Welch voters of Pennsylvania , to be written by Rev. Henry Ward Beech

er, who is himself of Welch descent, and translated into Welch by a com

petent scholar in that language. The looks are open - send in your funds.

We like the suggestion in the Courier 3 ad Enquirer, of the 22d , of which

we copy :

With such a cause to advocate before the people, away with all con

cealment . We want butthe truth and the whole truth, placed fairly before

the people of Pennsylvania ; and to accomplish this, let men of character

be hired as Colporteurs to visit every hamlet in Pennsylvania. Let money

be raised for this purpose , openly and in broad daylight, and in our churches

if need be.? ”

But we have not yet reached the climax of this religious elec

tioneering . What will our readers think of an effort for

" the Catholic vote ," by the organs of ultra -Puritanism

and that too sought after in a method to put the old fashioned

Buncumbe to the blush for its own timidity ! And yet it is

a serious fact - serious, we mean, as to the reality of it , though

comic enough as to its character, that in the Independent of

August 28, we have the following dialogue between a gentle

man and his Irish servant , resulting in the demonstration by

Paddy that “ conscientious Catholics ” who respect the Pope's

bull , must vote for Fremont, and what is still more comic, is

the fact that for the benefit of that large class of Irish and

Germans who cannotread except pictorially, there is paraded

over the dialogue and the Bull, a wood cut representing the

Pope seated in all his grandeur, with a little negro kneeling

before him , receiving , as the representative of his race, the

Pope's Divine commission to be free !! Had General Scott but

į
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It is con

consulted with the Independent, how much better he might

have managed his strong affection for the " rich Irish brogue. '

But we give the dialogue :

GENTLEMAN . — Well, Francis , we have to elect a President of the

United States this year, whom do you mean to vote for ?

FRANCIS . -For Colonel Fremont, sir , of course .

GEN . ( Surprised .) — How is that ? I always thought you were

Democrat . I supposed all the Irish Catholics were bound to vote for Bu

chahan .

· FRAN.–Very true, sir , we are all Democrats, indeed , but we are not in

favor of slavery. No true Catholic can vote to support slavery.

trary to our religion, sir .

“ Gent — That is something quite new to me . I wish you would ex

plain it .

“ FRAN.— Well, sir , you see, we have a Bull of the Pope against it , and

no conscientious Catholic will go against the Pope's Bull in such a case .

He commands us not to buy and sell slaves, and not to support them that

does it . It is very likely a good many who are not conscientious in their

religion may do it, but those that are sincere in their religion will have to

vote for Fremont.

GENT .—I should like to see that Bull , as you call it ; I did not know

there was such a thing. Can you get it for me, or tell where I can find it.

“ Fran .-Yes , sir, very easily ; for I have it myself in the house. It

is in a prayer-book whichI brought from Ireland, sir. You won't find it

in the Catholic books published in this country; they wish to keep it

rather out of sight in this country. But it is the truth , and every good

Catholic is bound to advocate it .

GENT.- Are there many among your friends who know of this Bull ,

and mean to act upon it ?

“ FRAN . - Indeed , sir , there are many who will do it , and if they could

see the Bull, and read it for themselves, a great many more would follow

the rules laid down by Pope Gregory XVI.

" So Francis brought his prayer-book, and lent it to his employer for the

purpose of having the Bull published for a more general circulation in

this country. The volume has been placed in our hands for this purpose ,

and we present below an exact transcript of the document,which we com

mend to the attention of every conscientious Roman Catholic who propo

ses to give his vote at the coming election .”

It is impossible, contemplating all this from our stand -point,

to speak or write of it without seeming levity and sport. * And

yet , we are free to say , we regard it as a matter of most solemn

import, not more to the safety of our country, than to the hopes

of the Church of God . The fact that so large a portion of,

hitherto, the most zealous and active portion of the American

Church , should have set itself so directly in antagonism to the

example and instructions of Jesus Christ, in the matter of the

relation between the Church and the State, is one of fearful

significance. Is it a less dangerous heresy to ignore or to contra

dict His saying, " My Kingdom is not of this world ” —than to

VOL . 2.-10 . 4 . 13
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ignore or to contradict the saying— “ He was wounded for our

transgressions and bruised for our iniquities.” What He meant

by the saying— “ My Kingdom is not of this world , ” is mani

fest enough from his practice . When men would have him de

cide a question between political parties , He answered, “ Render

to Cæsar,”' &c .-in substance declaring that His mission and

that of His Church , as such , has nothing to do with deciding

on affairs of State . When one came to Him , declaring that a

wrong had been done — which a word from him would set right

a brother had acted unjustly in withholding from his brother

his portion of the inheritance ; instead of endorsing the

fallacious generalization of modern fanaticism , — “ Religion

must take cognizance of all wrong ,” — His answer was in

rebuke_66“ Man, who made me a judgeand a divider over you ? ”

We have nothing to say here of the merits of the questions.

in issue between the advocates of this politico-religious aggres

sion on the " slave power,” and the advocates and promoters

of the slave-power's aggressions upon the “ free North .” Sla

very may be as bad as they declare it to be ; the political acts

of the so
slave-power ” as atrocious as they represent them to be

the design of the minority of 250,000 slave-holders upon the

civil liberties of the majority of twenty -two millions of non

slaveholders may be as dangerous as they are represented to be .

But the question is whether if all these calamities cannot be war

ded off in the exercise of the usual political and civil agencies,

and without the interference of the Church , will the interfer

ence of the Church avail ? Nay, another most important

question is - if even certain politicaladvantages could be gained

by the aid of those agencies which Christ hath appointed in His

Church , for building up His Kingdom , may the cost not be far

too great ? What must be the effect of thus absorbing the re

ligious sentiment of the country in a matter of mere temporal

interest. Of substituting for the Divinely appointed ordinance ,

discussions which have only indirectly even, a philanthropic

interest ? and involving the maintenance of fallacies in princi

ple and falsehood as to facts? Of combining the Evangelical

people of God in a union of effort with the vulgar infidel

Philosophers of the New York Tribune, the ribald scoffers

of the New York Herald ,” the passionate foreign devotees of

the Pope ; the raving Atheism of Theodore Parker ? And all

these against another section of their common country, embrac

ing in it a large portion of the Church of God ? Will the

evils remediedbe commensurate with the evils inflicted by such

a crime ?

Those who are old enough to have taken an interest in

the great Reform and West India discussions in Britain , will

remember by what agencies , and at what cost the Reform Bill

and the West India Bills were carried . Whatever high esti
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mate they may choose to put upon the blessings obtained , in

either case , intelligent Christian men , who have observed the

progress of religion in England since , will not fail to perceive

that the cost of West India emancipation was infinitely greater

than the twenty million of dollars. The union of evangelical

Dissenters for political purposes, with Papists, Jews and Infi

dels , effected indeed the political triumph. But, at the same

time it destroyed the spirituality, and degraded the religious

sentiment, and set afloat after all manner of doctrinal opinions ,

and all manner of wild measures of philanthropism , the entire

Dissenting religion of England . From the Independency of

England , the same gross semi-political religionism , seenis to

have spread amongthe independents of New England , and

from present appearances is likely to flood the land of the Pil

grims with a poor, piping gospel-ignoring pseudo-philanthro

pism , that may in process of twenty years make the churches of

New Englandas really missionary ground as the seven churches

of Asia .

The newspapers are full of the announcement .66 The Char

ter Oak has fallen ” —and many are the moralizings thereupon .

To our minds- prone to superstition perhaps — the news comes as

a solemn omen . For two hundred years the old tree has stood

praised and admired , as the symbol of the Puritanism , whose

very life once found in it a shelter . But all the while, with

soundness and greenness externally , the process of decay was

going on within - gradually widening outward , till but a shell

is left — and when the storm comes it falls before it , a useless

thing . Is there much more of Puritanism left in the land that

bore it, than the outside shell ? Has not all vitality already

gone from the heart — and is this omen significant of danger,

that in the next storm that sweeps over the spiritual and moral

vineyard, the long cherished and applauded Puritanism of

New England , has fallen and perished ?

THE POSITION OF THE CHURCH IN RELATION TO

SLAVERY_TESTIMONY OF THE SYNOD OF SOUTH

CAROLINA .

[ The following paper was reported by a Committee to the Synod of

South Carolina, at its stated meeting in November, 1851 , and adopted by

that body as its testimony and appeal to “ all the Churches of Jesus

Christ, throughout the earth . ” It was soon after published by its order

and circulated to a considerable extent. We republish it now for several

1. The signal ability of the argument itself entitles it to a

careful study on the part of all who desire to maintain a good conscience ,

and at the same timeto preserve the integrity of the Church in this crisis

reasons.
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of our national affairs, as well as to aid in resisting the counsels which

threaten the existence of the Union of these States. 2. Some of the

religious newspapers, even within the bounds of our own branch of the

Church, seem to be itching to go into this perilous controversy, albeit the

General Assembly has solemnly pronounced thatthe Church, beinga spiritual

body , has nothing at all to do with political questions . If the editors and

correspondentsof these prints will study this paper, they may be convinced

that the Church is simply a witness; and a witness only of that particular

system of truth contained in the written word of God ; that she has no

right to speculate about human rights or any thing else , but is bound to

preach the preaching that God bids her .
3. The madness of many

ministers and ecclesiastical bodies in the North, who have abandoned their

peculiar mission, and preach Kansas instead of Christ, can hardly be

expected to listen to reason ; but we are persuaded that there are some of

God's people in that region, whose cry is not for blood , and who are

willing to give a candid consideration to this solemn appeal of a respectable

portion of God's people in the South, pleading for the authority of His

word, as well as for their own homes and fire - sides. 4. It will be seen that

the great body of Old School Presbyterians in this countryare at one upon

this question , so far as it is a Bible -question of sin or no sin. The testi

mony of a Synod in South Carolina ,–a State supposed to be extreme pro

slavery,—is in entire harmony with the testimony of the General Assembly,

a body constituted of representatives from all the States of the Union ,

with the exception of two or three .

If the public Christian sentiment of the country , as was ably argued in

the last number of the Critic,” were sound upon this question ; if the

Church, as such, would refuse to mingle in the agitation , our fears for the

Union would speedily subside. If ministers would take the injunction of

Paul to Timothy ( 1 Tim . 6 : 1-5) , as their guide, and stand immovably

upon Bible ground, the disastrous eclipse which now casts its gloomy

shadow across the land would soon come to an end, and the sun of peace

and prosperity again.gladden us with his beams. May God confound the

machinations of the wicked , and not “ grant their desires ” ! ]

REPORT ON SLAVERY.

It will be remembered that at the Sessions of this Synod in

Columbia, in 1847, a series of resolutions was presented , setting

forth the relations of the Church to slavery, and the duties re

spectively of masters and servants. After some discussion, it

was deemed advisable to appoint a committee to take the whole

subject into consideration , and submit a report , somewhat in

the form of a circular letter to all the Churches of Jesus Christ

throughout the earth , explaining the position of Southern

Christians, and vindicating their right to the confidence, love

and fellowship of all who everywherecall upon the name of our

common Master . The design of appointing this committee was

not to increase , but to allay agitation. It was evident that a

strong public sentiment, both in Europe and America, had been

organized,and was daily growing in intensity, against institu

tions which we had inherited from our fathers , and against
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name .

which we felt no call , either from religion or policy, to enter a

protest . We felt it to be due to Christian charity to make an

effort , however unsuccessfully , to disabuse the minds of brethren ,

with whom we were anxious to maintain the unity of the spirit

in the bonds of peace, of prejudices and misapprehensionswhich

we were confident had misled them . Events have taken place

since the appointment of the committee , which invest the sub

ject with additional importance. At that time the greatest

danger immediately apprehended was a partial alienation , per

haps an external schism , among those who were as one in a

common faith .
But now , more portentous calamities are

dreaded . The determined zeal, with which a policy founded ,

for the most part , in the conviction that slavery is a sin , is

pressed upon the Federal Legislature, justifies the gloomiest

forebodings in relation to the integrity of the Union and the

stability of our free institutions. The question has passed from

the Church to the State ; it is no longer a debate among Chris

tian ministers and Christian men , as to the terms of commu

nion and the rights of particular communities to the Christian

It is now a question as to the equality of the States

which compose this great commonwealth of nations, and the

obligation of the charter which binds them in federal alliance .

The immense importance, which, in this aspect, is given to the

subject, has induced the chairman of your committee to pre

sent, upon his own responsibility , the following thoughts. He

has been unable to consult the brethren who were appointed

with him . And as he is deeply convinced that the position of

the Southern, and perhaps, he may say, of the whole Presbyte

rian Church , in relation to slavery , is the only position which

can save the country from disaster and the Church from schism ,

he is quickened by the double consideration of patriotism and

religion to recordopinions which , however hastily expressed ,

have been maturely weighed .

I. The relation of the Church to slavery cannot be definitely

settled without an adequate apprehension of the nature and

office of the Church itself . What , then , is the Church ? It is

not, as we fear too many are disposed to regard it , a moral in

stitute of universal good , whose business it is towage war upon

every form of human ill, whether social , civil , political or moral,

and to patronize every expedient which a romantic benevolence

may suggest as likely to contribute to human comfort, or to

mitigate the inconveniences of life. We freely grant , and sin

cerely rejoice in the truth , that the healthful operations of the

Church, in its own appropriate sphere, re -act upon all the in

terests of man , and contribute to the progress and prosperity of

society ; but wexare farfrom admitting either that it isthe pur

pose of God , that , under the present dispensation of religion,

all evil shall be banished from this sublunary state , and earth
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be converted into a paradise , or that the proper end of the

Church is the direct promotion of universal good . It has no

commission to construct society afresh , to adjust its elements in

different proportions, to re-arrange the distribution of its classes,

or to change the forms of its political constitutions . The noble

schemes of philanthropy which have distinguished Christian

nations ; their magnificent foundations for the poor, the maimed

and the blind ; the efforts of the wise and good to mitigate hu

man misery , and to temper justice with mercy in the penal

visitations of the law ; the various associations that have been

formed to check and abate particular forms of evil , have all

been quickened into life by the spirit of Christianity . But still

it is not thedistinctive province of the Church to build Asylums

for the needy or insane ; to organize societies for the improve

ment of the penal code , or for arresting the progress of intem

perance, gambling or lust. The problems which the anomalies

of our fallen state are continually forcing on philanthropy,

the Church has no right directly to solve. She must leave them

to the Providence of God and to human wisdom , sanctified and

guided by the spiritual influences which it is her glory to

foster and cherish. The Church is a very peculiar society

voluntary in the sense that all its members become so, not by

constraint, but willingly ; but not in the sense that its doctrines,

discipline and order, are the creatures of human will, deriving

theirauthority and obligation from the consent of its members.

On the contrary, it has a fixed and unalterable constitution ;

and that constitution is the word of God . It is the kingdom

of the Lord Jesus Christ . He is enthroned in it as a sovereign .

It can hear no voice butHis ; obey no commands but His ; pur

sue no ends but His . Its officers are His servants , bound to

execute only His will . Its doctrines are His teachings , which

He , as a prophet, has given from God ; its disciplineHis law,

which He as king, has ordained . The power of the Church,

accordingly is only ministerial and declarative. The Bible,

and the Bible alone, is her rule of faith and practice . She can

announce what it teaches ; enjoin what it commands ; prohibit

what it condemns, and enforce her testimonies by spiritual

sanctions . Beyond the Bible she can never go , and apart from

the Bible she can never speak . To the law and to the testi

mony, and to them alone, she must always appeal ; and when

they are silent it is her duty to put her hand upon her lips.

These principles, thus abstractly stated, are not likely to

provoke opposition, but the conclusion which flows from them ,

and for the sake of which we have here stated them , has unfor

tunately been too much disregarded ; and that is, that the

Church is not at liberty to speculate. She has a creed , but no

opinions . When she speaks, it must be in the name of the

Lord, and her only argument is , thus it is written .
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In conformity with this principle , has the Church any au

thority to declare slavery to be sinful ? Or, in other words ,

has the Bible , any where , either directly or indirectly, con

demned the relation of master and servant, as incompatible

with the will of God .

We think there can be little doubt, that if the Church had

universally repressed the spirit of speculation, and had been

content to stand by the naked testimony of God, we should have

been spared many of the most effective dissertations against

slavery . Deduct the opposition to it which has arisen from

sympathy with imaginary sufferings, from ignorance of its na

ture andmisapplication of the crotchets ofphilosophers— de

duct the opposition which is due to sentiment, romance or

speculation , and how much will be found to have originated

from the humble and devout study of the Scriptures ? Will

any man say thathe who applies to them with an honest and

unprejudiced mind , and discusses their teachings upon the sub

ject, simply as a question of language and interpretation, will

rise from the pages with the sentiment or spirit of a modern

abolitionist ? Certain it is that no direct condemnation of it

can anywhere be found in the sacred volume. A social element

in all states, from the dawn of history untilthe present period , if

it be the crying and damning sin which its enemies represent

it to be , it is truly amazing that the Bible , which professes to

be alamp to our feet, and a lightto our path , to make the man

of God perfect, thoroughly furnished unto every good work , no

where gives the slightest caution against this tremendous evil .

The master is no where rebuked as a monster of cruelty and

tyranny — the slave no where exhibited as the object of peculiar

compassion and sympathy. The manner in which the relation

itself is spoken of and its duties prescribed , the whole tone and

air of the sacred writers convey the impression that they them

selves had not the least suspicion that they were dealing with

a subject full of abominations and outrages. We read their

language-cool , dispassioned, didactic . We find masters ex

horted in the same connection with husbands, parents, magi

strates ; slaves exhorted in the same connection with wives,

children and subjects. The Prophet or Apostle gives no note

of alarm - raises no signal of distress when he comes to the

slave and his master, and the unwary reader is in serious danger

of concluding that, according to the Bible , it is not much more

harm to be a master than a father - a slave than a child . But

this is not all . The Scriptures not only fail to condemn - they as

distinctly sanction slavery as any other social condition of man .

The Church was organized in the family of a slaveholder ; it

was divinely regulated among the chosen people of God , and

the peculiar duties of the parties are inculcated under the

Christian economy . These are facts which cannot be de
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nied . Our argument then is this : If the Church is bound to

abide by the authority of the Bible, and that alone, she dis

charges her whole office in regard to slavery, when she declares

what the Bible teaches, and enforces its laws by her own pecu

liar sanctions. Where the Seriptures are silent, she must be

silent too . What the Scriptures have not made essential to a

Christian profession , she does not undertake to make so . What

the Scriptures have sanctioned , she does not condemn. To this

course she is shut up by the nature of her constitution . If she

had universally complied with the provisions of her charter,

the angry discussions which have disgraced her courts and pro

duced bitternessand alienation among her own children, in differ

ent countries, and in different sections of the same land , would all

have been prevented. The abolition excitement derives most of

its fury, and all its power, from the conviction which Christian

people, without warrant from God, have industriously propa

gated, that slavery, essentially considered, is a sin . They have

armed the instincts of our moral nature against it . They have

given the dignity of principle to the clamors of fanaticism; and

the consequence is that many Churches are distracted and the

country recling under a series of assaults in which treachery to

man is justified as obedience to God. According to the rule of

faith which gives to the Church its being, the relation of master

and slave stands on the same foot with the other relations of

life. In itself considered , it is not inconsistent with the will

of God - it is not sinful. This is as much a doctrine of Christi

anity as the obligation of obedience to law . The Church ,

therefore, cannot undertake to disturb the relation . The Bible

further teaches that there are duties growing out of this rela

tion — luties of the master and duties of the slave. The Church

must enforce these duties upon her own members. Here her

jurisdiction stops . As a Church — as the visible Kingdom of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ - she must venture to interfere

no further, unless it be to repress the agitation of those who

assume to be wiser and purer than the word of God . Those

who corrupt the Scriptures, who profanely add to the duties of

the Decalogue, are no more entitled to exemption from ecclesi

astical discipline, than any other disturber of the peace or fo

menter of faction and discord. It is not a question whether

masters can be received into the communion of the saints , but

it is a question whether those who exclude them should not

themselves be rejected. We are far from insinuating that abo

litionists , as such, are unfit to be members of the Church. Sla

very may evidently be contemplated in various aspects — as a

social arrangement, involving a distinction of classes, like

oriental caste, or European gradation of ranks—as a civil rela

tion , involving rights, obligations corresponding to its own

nature—as a political condition , bearing upon the prosperity,
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happiness and growth of communities . In any or in all these

aspects, it may be opposed upon consideration of policy and

prudence, as the despotism of Asia , the aristocracy of Europe,

or the free institutions of America are opposed , without the

imputation of sin upon the nature of the relation itself. The

members of the Church , as citizens and as men , have the same

right to judge of the expediency or inexpediency of introducing

and perpetuating in their own soil this institution, as any

other element of their social economy . But they transcend

their sphere, and bring reproach upon the Scriptures as a rule

of faith, when they go beyond these political considerations ,

and condemn slavery as essentially repugnant to the will of

God . They then corrupt the Scriptures, and are exposed to the

malediction of those who trifle with the Divine Testimony.

The Southern Churches have never asked their brethren in Eu

rope, or in the non -slaveholding sections of their own land , to

introduce slavery among them — they have never asked them to

approve it as the wisest and best constitution of society . All

they have demanded is , that their brethren would leave it where

God has left it , and deal with it , where it is found, as God has

dealt with it . We insist upon it that they should not disturb

the tranquility of the State by attempting to re-adjust our so

cial fabric according to their own crotchets, when we ourselves,

the only parties who have a right to meddle, are satisfied with

our condition . We do not recognise them as political apostles ,

to whom God has transferred from us the right inherentin every

other people, to manage their affairs in their own way , so long

as they keep within the limits of the Divine Law . If we fail

in our social and political organizations — if, by consequence ,

we lag behind in the progress of nations, we do not forfeit our

right to self government and become the minors and wards of

wiser and stronger States . It is as preposterous in our North

ern and European brethren to undertake to force their system

upon us, or to break up our own in obedience to their notions,

as it would be in us to wage a war upon theirs , on the ground

that ours is better . Slavery, as a political question, is one in

regard to which communities and States may honestly differ .

But as a moral question , the Bible has settled it ; and all that

we contend for is, that being a matter of liberty , we should not

break fellowship for difference upon other grounds. If any

man , however, is not content to stand by the word of God - if

any Church will not tolerate the liberty wherewith Christ has

made us free — that man and that Church cannot be vindicated

from the charge of fomenting schism . They become justly ex

posed to censure . He who would debar a slaveholder from the

table of the Lord , upon the simple and naked ground that he is

a slaveholder , deserves himself to be excluded for usurping the

prerogatives of Christ, and introduciug terms of communion
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which cast reproach upon the conduct of Jesus and the Apos

tles . He violates the very charter of the Church—is a traitor

to its fundamental law .

We have been struck with three circumstances in the conduct

of what may be called the Christian argument against slavery.

The first is , that the principles from which , for the most part,

the conclusion has been drawn , were the abstrusest of all specu

lations upon the vexed question of human rights, and not the

obvious teachings of the Scriptures . The second is, that when

the argument has been professedly taken from the Bible, it has

consisted instrained applications of passages , or forced infer

ences from doctrines, in open violation of the law that Scrip

ture is its own interpreter ; and the third is , that duties which

the Bible enjoins are not only inadequately recognized , but

forced into a system of morals whose fundamental principles

exclude them .

The argument from philosophy, if the dogmas of sophists

upon the nature and extent of human rights can be dignified

with the title of philosophy, a Church Court cannot admit to

be authoritative, without doing violence to her own constitution .

It is not denied that truth is truth , whether found in the Bible

or out of it , and it is not denied that there is much truth , and

truth of a most important kind, which it is not the province of

revelation to teach . But then it should be remembered that

this is truth with which the Church, as such, has nothing to do .

Neither should it be forgotten , that if human speculation con

ducts to a moral result directly contradictory of the Scriptures ,

faith convicts it of falsehood, the word of God being a surer

guide than the wit of man . When the question is whether

man is mistaken or the word of God deceitful , the answer to

the Church cannot be doubtful . And yet how much of the de

clamation against slavery, in which Christian people are prone

to indulge, is founded upon principles utterly unsupported by the

Scriptures ? One man very complacently tells us that every

man is entitled to the fruit of his own labor; and that the

master , in appropriating that of the slave , defrauds him of his

right. It is then denounced as a system of robbery and plun

der , which every good man should labor to banish from the

earth . But where is the maxim , in the sense in which it is in

terpreted , to be found in the Scriptures ? Where, even in any

respectable system of moral philosophy ? Where are we taught

that the labor which a man puts forth in his own person isal

ways his, or belongs to him of right, and cannot belong to

another ? How does it appear thatwhatis physically his , must

be legally his ? Another insists on the absolute equality of the

species, and can find no arrangement in harmony with reason,

but that which shall reduce the race to a stagnant uniformity

of condition . But where do the Scriptures teach that an essen
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tial equality as men implies a corresponding equality of state ?

And who is authorized to limit the application of this sweeping

principle to the sole relation of slavery ? It is as much the

weapon of the socialist and leveller as of the abolitionist, and the

Church cannot accept it without renouncing the supremacy of

the Scriptures ; neither can she proceed , upon it , to excommu

nicate the slaveholder, without fulminating her anthemas against

the rich and noble. Another insists upon the essential and in

destructible personality of men , and vituperates slavery as re

ducing human beings to the condition of chattels and of things ,

as if it were possible that human legislation could convert-mat

ter into mind or mind into matter, or as if slavery were not

professedly a relation of man to man . The arguments from

this and all similar grounds can be easily answered . It will be

found , in every case, either that the principle assumed is false

in itself or distorted in its application , or that thewhole discus

sion proceedson a gratuitous hypothesis in regard to the nature

of slavery . But whether they can be answered or not , no de

ductions of man can set aside the authority of God . The Bible

is supreme , and as long as it allows the institution, the Church

should not dare to rebuke it . In a court of Jesus Christ we

would not think of presenting any consideration as conclusive,

but thus saith the Lord .

But when the argument is professedly conducted from the

Bible , it is in violation of the great principle that Scripture is

its own interpreter . It is notorious-it is indeed universally

conceded , that no express condemnations of slavery have ever

been produced from the sacred volume . The plan is , in the ab

sence of any thing precise and definite , to demonstrate an

incongruity betwixt the analogy and general spirit of the Bible ,

and the facts of slavery . Some general principle is seized upon ,

such as the maxim of universal benevolence, or of doing unto

others as we would have them do unto us , and brought into

contrast with the degradation or abuses of bondage. Orspecific

precepts, such as this in relation to the family, are singled out,

with which it is supposed slavery renders it impossible to com

ply. The fallacy in these cases is casily detected. The same

Îine of argument, carried out precisely in the same way, would

make havoc with all the institutions of civilized society. In

deed, it would be harder to defend from the Scriptures the

righteousness of great possessions than the righteousness of

slavery . The same principle which would make the master

emancipate his servant, on the ground of benevolence, would

make the rich man share his estate with his poor neighbors ;

and he who would condemn the institution as essentially and

inherently evil , because it sometimes incidentally involves the

disruption of family ties , would condemn the whole texture of

society in the non -slaveholding states , where the separation of
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parents and children , of husbands and wives, is often a matter

of stern necessity. But however the argument might be an

swered , it is enough for a Christian man , who compares Scrip

ture with Scripture, to know that slavery is expressly excepted

from the application of this or any other principle in thesweep

ing sense of the abolitionists . It is not a case left to the de

termination of general principles — it is provided for in the law.

If the Scriptures were silent in regard to it , we might appeal

to analogies to aid us in reaching the will of God ; but as they

have mentioned the subject again and again, and stated the

principles which are to be applied to it , we are shut up to these

special testimonies.

Those who have been conversant with works against slavery ,

cannot fail to be struck with the awkward and incongruous

appearance which in these works the commands of the Scrip

tures to masters and servants assume. They lay down princi

ples which make slavery an utter abomination - treason to man

and rebellion against God. They represent it as an erormous

system of cruelty, tyranny and impiety. They make it a fun

damental duty to labor for its extirpation, and yet will not

venture directly and boldly, at least Christian abolitionists , to

counsel insurrection or murder ; they will even repeat the com

mands of the Bible, as if in mockery of all their speculations.

Now we ask if these commands are not forced appendages to their

moral system ? Are they not awkwardly inserted ? The moral

system of abolitionists does not legitimately admit them ; and

if they were not restrained by respect for the Bible, from carry

ing out their own doctrines, they would find themselves forced

to recommend measures to the slave very different from obedi

ence to his master. Those accordingly, who prefer consistency

to piety, have not scrupled to reject these precepts , and to de

nounce the book which enjoins them . They feel the incongruity

betwixt their doctrines and these duties, and they do not hesi

tate to revile the Scriptures as the patron of tyranny and bond

age . Admit the principle that slavery, essentially considered ,

is not a sin , and the injunctions of Scripture are plain, consis

tent, intelligible ; deny the principle, and the Bible seems to

be made up of riddles .

Such is a general view of the Christian argument against

slavery. We are not conscious of having done it any injustice.

We have endeavored to study it impartially and candidly ; but

we confess that the conviction grows upon us, that those who

most violently denounce this relation, have formed their opinions

in the first instance independently of the Bible , and then by

special pleading have endeavored to pervert its teachings to the

patronage of their assumptions. They strike us much more as

apologists for the defects and omissions of the Scriptures , than

as humble inquirers, sitting at the feet of Jesus to learn His
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will . They have settled in their own minds that slavery is a

sin ; then the Bible must condemn it , and they set to work to

make out the case that the Bible has covertly and indirectly

done what they feel it ought to havedone. Hence these pecu

liar features of the argument to which we have already ad
verted .

To this may be added a total misapprehension of the nature

of the institution . Adjuncts and concomitants of slavery are

confounded with its essence , and abuses are seized upon as

characteristic of the very genius of the institution ..

If this method of argument is to be persisted in , the conse

quences must ultimately be injurious to the authority of the sa

cred writers . Those who have not a point to gain , will easily

detect the sophistry which makes the Scriptures subsidiary to

abolitionism , and if they are to receive it as a fundamental

principle of morals that there can be no right to the labor of

another, independently of contract, and this is the essence of

slavery, they will be shut up to the necessity of denying the

sufficiency and plenary inspiration of the Scriptures . Like

Morell , they will take their stand upon the defective morality

of the Bible , and scout the idea of any external , authoritative

rule of faith. The very same spirit of rationalism which has

made the Prophets and Apostles succumb to philosophy and

impulse in relation to the doctrines of salvation, lies at the

foundation of modern speculation in relation to the rights of

man . Opposition to slavery has never been the offspring of the

Bible . It has sprung from visionary theories of human nature

and society—it has sprung from the misguided reason of man

it comes as natural, not as revealed truth ; and when it is seen

that the word of God stands in the way of it, the lively oracles

will be stripped of their authority , and reduced to the level

of mere human utterances . We affectionately warn our breth

ren of the mischiefs that must follow from their mode of con

ducting the argument against us — they are not only striking at

slavery, but they are striking at the foundation of our common

faith . They are helping the cause of rationalism . We need

not repeat that a sound philosophy must ever coincide with

revelation , but what we insist upon is that in cases of conflict,

the Scriptures must be Supreme. Man may err , but God can

never lie . If men are at liberty from their own heads to frame

systems ofmorality, which render null and void the command

ments of God , we see not why they are not equally at liberty

to frame systems of doctrines which render vain the covenant

of grace . If they are absolutely their own law , why not abso

lutely their own teachers ? It is , therefore, a very grave ques

tion which they have to decide , who, in opposition to the exam

ple of the Apostles of our Lord , exclude masters from the

communion ofthe saints , and from the hopes of the Gospel .
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The history of the world is full of illustrations that the fool

ishness of God is wiser than man . There is a noble modera

tion in the Scriptures, upon which alone depends the stability

of States and the prosperity and success of the whole social

economy It rebukes alike the indifference and torpor which

would repress the spirit of improvementand stiffen society into

a fixed and lifeless condition, and the spirit of impatience and

innovation which despises the lessons of experience, and rushes

into visionary schemes of reformation . It is in the healthful

operation of all the limbs and members of the body politic that

true progress consists ; and he who fancies that deformities can

be cured byviolent and hasty amputations, may find that in

removing what seemed to be only excrescenses, he is inflicting

a fatal stroke upon the vital organs of the system . Slavery , to

those who are unaccustomed to its operations, may seem to be

an unnatural and monstrous condition , but it will be found that

no principles can be pleaded to justify its removal which may

not be applied with fatal success to the dearest interests of man .

They who join in the unhallowed crusade against the institutions

of the South , will have reason to repent that they have set an

engine in motion which cannot be arrested until it has crushed

and ground to powder the safeguards of life and property

among themselves.

Deeply convinced as we are that the proper position of the

Church in relation to slavery , is that whichwe have endeavored

to present in these pages, we would earnestly and solemnly ex

postulate with those denominations at the North who have

united in the outcry against us, and urge them to reconsider

their steps in the fear of God and under the guidance of his

word . We ask them to take the Apostles as their guide. We

are solemî and earnest, not only because we deplore a schism

in the body of Christ, but because we deplore a schism among

the confederated States of this Uņion . We know what we say

When we declare our deliberate conviction that the continued

agitation of slavery must sooner or later shiver this govern

ment into atoms ; and agitated it must continue to be, unless

the Churches of Jesus Christ take their stand firmly and im

movably upon the platform of the Bible. The people of the

South ask nothing more — they will be content with nothing

less . Let the Churches take this position , and the people of

the North will find their moral instincts rallying to the support

of our Federal Constitution , and will give to the windsa policy

founded on the profane insinuation that slavery is essentially a sin .

Free-soilism is nothing but the application to politics of this un

scriptural dogma. If slavery be indeed consistent with the

Bible, their responsibility is tremendous, who , in obedience to

blind impulses and visionary theories, pull down the fairest

fabric of government the world has ever seen, rend the body
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of Christ in sunder, and dethrone the Saviour in His own King

dom . What a position for Churches of Jesus Christ - aiding

and abetting on one hand the restless and turbulent designs of

agitators , demagogues and radical reformers, and giving coun

tenance on the other to a principle, which , if legitimately car

ried out , robs the Scriptures of their supremacy, and delivers

us over to the folly and madness of rationalism . Are our

country , our Bible, our interests on earth and our hopes for

heaven , to be sacrificed on the altars of a fierce fanaticism ?

Are laws to be made which God never enacted - doctrines to be

taught which the Apostles have condemned , and are they to be

propagated and forced on men at the peril of every thing that

is dear and precious ? We conjure our brethren- for such we

shall still call them — we conjure our brethren to pause . We

do not ask them to patronize slavery-we do not wish them

to change their own institutions — we only ask them to treat us

as the Apostles treated the slaveholders of their day, and leave

to us the liberty which we accord to them , of conducting our af

fairs accordingto our own convictions of truth and duty. We

ask it of them as Christians - as professed followers of Christ ;

and if this reasonable demand is refused , upon them and not

upon us must rest the perilous responsibility of the disasters

that must inevitably follow. We are not alarmists, but slavery

is implicated in every fibre of Southern society ; it is with us a

vital question , and it is because we know that interference with

it cannot and will not be much longer endured , we raise our

warning voice . We would save the country if we could . We

would save the Constitution which our fathers framed, and we

would have our children , and our children's children , for count

less generations, worship in the temple which our fathers reared .

But this cannot be, unless our whole people shall be brought to

feel that slavery is no ground of discord, and that in Christ

Jesus there is neither bond nor free . Would to God that this

blessed consummation could be reached !

In the mean time Christian masters at the South should ad

dress themselves with earnestness and vigor to the discharge of

their solemn duties to their slaves . We would stir up their

minds, not that they have been inattentive to the subject, but

that they may takethe more diligent heed . The most impor

tant and commanding of all their obligations is that which

relates to religious instruction. Food and raiment and shelter

their interests will prompt them to provide ; but as the labour

of the slave is expended for their benefit, they are bound, by

the double consideration of justice and mercy, to care for his

soul. We rejoice that so much has already been done in im

parting the gospel to this class ; and we hope that the time is

not far distant when every Christian master will feel that he is

somewhat in the same sense responsible for the religious educa
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tion of his slaves as for the religious education of his children .

The Church , too, as an organized society , should give special

attention to the subject. There are many questions connected

with it , which ought to be gravely and deliberately considered .

We have no doubt thatmuch effort has been uselessly expended ,

because injudiciously applied . Of one thing we are satisfied

their religious teachers should never be taken from among

themselves. There is too great a proneness to superstition and

extravagance among the most enlightened of them , to entrust

them with the cure of souls . Their circumstances preclude them

from the preparation and study which such a charge involves.

There was wisdom in the statute of the primitive Church ,

which allowed none but a freeman to be a minister of the Gos

pel . To say nothing of the fact that their time is under the

direction of their masters, we would as soon think of making

ministers and elders, and organizing Churches of children , as

of according the same privilege to slaves. They would soon

degrade piety into fanaticism , and the Church into bedlam .

We rejoice that the Presbyteries of our own Synod have uni

formly acted in conformity with this principle ; and although

our success may, by consequence , be slow , it will eventually be

sure .

LETTER TO A PARISHIONER : THE PRACTICAL IS

SUE BETWEEN PRESBYTERY AND PRELACY.

MY DEAR You inform me that since your determina

tion to unite with us in worship — a determination to which you

have been led, both from conviction of the general accordance

of the Presbyterian system with the scriptures, and from your

desire to unite in public worship with your family — you have

been earnestly remonstrated with , and solemnly warned of the

infinite danger of apostasy from the Episcopal, as the only true

church , and persistently plied with books and tracts—some of

which you send me, with a request for my opinion of the chief

points contained in them .

You are , doubtless, already fully aware, that whilst wemain

tain , with all the ardor of deep conviction , that Presbyterianism

is the true system of the scriptures, yet we do not deem it a duty

to urge , or even to advise any one to renounce the fellowship of

any other evangelical church , in favor of ours . You have doubt

less observed , moreover, a marked difference between the pas

toral instructions given and the books recommended by us to

inquirers on the subject of religion , and the instructions given
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and the reading recommended by that class of Episcopal minis

ters who have manifested so much zeal about what they call

your apostasy, and so much sorrow for you , as one who has re

nounced the means of grace , and perilled salvation. You must

naturally infer, therefore, some marked difference between our

views and theirs, of the way of salvation , and what is essential

to it . We hold that the essential conditions of salvation are so

clearly laid down in scripture , so uniformly in the same terms,

and are so simple in themselves, that there isno room for con

troversy . “ Believe with thy heart in the Lord Jesus, and

confess with thy mouth that Jesus is the Christ, and thou shalt

be saved ''--whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord,

shall be saved ” - “ whosoever will , let him take of the water

of life freely .” The conditions of salvation , therefore, remain

not to be settled by the church , or to be amended or modified

by the church , nor does it depend upon any " power of the

press” in the church , to close the gate of salvation upon any

one who thus " believes, " and is , therefore , “ in Christ," and

thereby made a " new creature ."' ' You will understand , there

fore, that in complying with your request for my opinion in this

matter , I would not thereby have you supposefor a moment,

that I take this trouble because I think the question of personal

salvation to depend upon the holding certain views of thechurch ,

and the observance of certain ordinances . The conditions of

salvation being clearly settled in the Word of God , and these

conditions , as we have seen , involving no questions of visible

church order and ordinances, the question, whether you peril

salvation by giving up connection with one branch of the church ,

to connect yourself with another, is at once finished . This

question of your personal safety , you can determine for your

self- better than any spiritual adviser can determine it for you .

It is simply an appeal to your own consciousness :—Do you truly

believe with theheart — truly receive and rest upon Jesus Christ,

as he is freely offered in the Gospel? But if your inquiry is

simply for your own comfortand satisfaction, as to the compar

ative scriptural validity of the two systems of ordinances ,be

tween which you have made a decision , your purpose is a very

commendable one ; for the inquiry is of the highest importance .

For we are far from holding that it is a matter of indifference,

whether Chrsitians conformin worship to the Saviour's appointed

method. Whilst intelligent Presbyterians utterly reject the

idea of making one's salvation depend upon any question of ex

ternal church relation, they are equally as earnest as Episcopa

lians , in asserting that Christ hath founded a church , and

appointed a church order and ordinances , and in seeking to con

form in all things to that order . Our objection to the theory

of those who press upon you so zealously the question of church

connection as an essential condition of salvation, is , not that it

VOL . 2.-NO. 4 . 14
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magnifies the inherent importance of the church , but that it en

tirely reverses the order of the ideas in the revealed Word of

God. This theory puts the church as the root, and salva

tion as the branch resulting from the germinal power of the

root :—the Church in order to faith in Jesus and the indwelling

of the Holy Ghost ; whereas, the scriptural idea is , that from

faith in Jesus, uniting us to Him , and in Him to all that are

His ; and from the spiritual instincts thereby awakened in the

soul, grows, necessarily , the visible church as the organized

body of Christ on earth . Just as in the case of civil society :

it is not that social organization and government creates the so

cial feelings, the instinct of affection for kindred and neighbors,

and the desire for order and government ; but that God has

created men with such instincts, and, therefore, wherever men

are found together, they organize society, and constitute a gov

ernment. Thus, therefore, it is not the church first, as the root,

but the spiritual instincts of souls created anew in Christ Jesus,

that , developing themselves, organize a spiritual society . Faith

in Jesus , and the indwelling of the Spirit , is the cause, of

which the church is the effect ; not the church the cause, of

which faith and the indwelling of the Spirit is the effect .

It is the more important to direct your attention to this point

at the outset , because just here occurs the grand misrepresenta

tion of Presbyterianism , by the writers of those books and tracts

which you have sent me — and which is so constantly occurring

in the arguments of those zealots, whose idea of the several

churches , seems to be that of so many rival railroads ; and whose

idea of the duty ofChristians,would seem to have been suggested

by the runners employed by these rival lines . These would rep

resent Presbyterianism as essentially a congeries of abstract

doctrines — ignoring the idea of a ministry , ordinances and church

order, as a matter of divine institution - and, therefore, failing

to meet some of the plainest requirements of scripture, as well

visible society and communion with the children of God . This

as some of the strongest yearnings of the Christian heart, for

mistake is perhaps not so much wilful on their part, as from the

error of taking as Presbyterians , the loose and cloudy views of

some , " who have
gone out from us because they are not of us:”

or from the more egregious error of confounding with Presby

terianism , the Independency of New England, with which , in

deed , it has been our misfortune to have had too close an alliance

in days past—but which is as antagonisticto Presbyterianism ,

as Episcopacy itself. It will be apparent, from the slightest ex

amination of our symbols , that Presbyterianism , just as carefully

as Episcopacy, developes the idea of one Holy, Catholic, Apos

tolic Church :' just as carefully insists upon a divinely appointed

ministry and sacraments, as essential to the church : just as

completely , and we think far more scripturally , provides for
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that yearning of the Christian heart after fellowship and visible

unity , among all “ the families that call upon the name of the

Lord .

It
may be remarked , moreover, that so far as relates to doc

trinal articles, the difference between the Episcopal and the

Presbyterian Churches, is , for the most part , merely nominal.

The thirty-nine articles of the Church of England , and the

thirty-three chapters of the Confession of Faith , contain essen

tially the same system of truth . It is true that a certain class of

Episcopalians, shrug their shoulders and express their abhorrence

of Calvinism , and assert that the thirty-nine articles may be

taken in an Arminian sense . It is equally true , that the Cal

vinism of the thirty -nine articles , is as clear and distinct as that

of the Westminster Confession , and that an equal laxity of

conscience might put an Arminian sense upon the thirty-three

chapters of the Confession . Whatever doctrinal differences,

therefore, manifest themselves in the practical teaching of the

Ministry of the two Churches, arises , not from difference in the

symbols , to which they oblige themselves to adhere, butsimply

from the greater laxity of the Episcopal Ministry, in adhering

to their own articles .

It is needless to suggest to a person of your intelligence, that

nothing essential to salvation can be involved in the difference ,

as to forms of worship between Episcopacy and Presbyterianism .

To a large portion of the people indeed, this difference, being

the most obvious, and entering more directly than any other

question into their every day thoughts of religion , seems to be

an important difference . Hence, for the most part, the expres

sions of preference for Episcopacy generally current, give great

prominence to the beautiful anddecent form in which religion

then clothes itself — to “ our excellent liturgy ' '—with many

suggestions of difficulty with the nakedness of the Presbyterian

service — the inabilty to unite in the extempore prayer . All

this, however, is obviously a matter of taste and habit. It is

natural enough, that one long habituated to the use of a liturgy ,

should wonder how others should worship without it . Or, that

one long habituated to the use of extempore prayer in public

service , should wonder how others should be able to worship

with true devotion in the use of a liturgy. The law of habit

obtains in our mental and spiritual , as in our material and

physical constitution ; just as one may form an artificial taste,

which shall become as strong , in its control, as any original

natural tastes ; just as one long accustomed to the use of tobacco,

or other narcotics , finds the use of the artificial stimulus, at

length , an absolute necessity to his comfort; so may one - even

a truly spiritual man-accustom himself to the use of artificial

means of worship, until their use becomes an essential condition

of his being able to engage comfortably in worship. As to the
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common objection against the abuse or ill use of the Presbyterian

modes of worship ; the long and wandering ,and perhaps oratori

cal or metaphysical prayer, which the worshipper cannot unite

in the violation of good taste which disturbs devotional feeling,

&c.--the answer is very obvious. The abuse is not to be taken

as an argument for the one mode against the other, unless it

first be shown that the abuse is more apt to obtain in the one

than in the other. But is not the use of forms in worship even

more likely to lead to spiritless and undevotional service ? Whilst

we must truly regretthat so often the Presbyterian service is

liable to the above complaint, yet none who are in the habit

of attending the Episcopal service, need be told , that as to the

manner of its performance, good taste and true fervency of ex

pression, are the exception, rather than the general rule . That

a miserable drawl , or a wretched affectation , a careless perfunc

tory saying, or a solemnly ridiculous singing — according as the

service is " said or sung' --but too commonly characterizes the

manner of the Episcopal worship - quite as commonly at least,

as coldness and irreverent heartlessness characterizes the Pres

byterian .

In all this, therefore, there is no material issue involved

these are questions of manner and form , not of substance .

Wherein , then , is the material distinction between these two

views of religion ? For that there is a material difference be

tween us and those who warn you against us on peril of your

salvation , is very obvious. It remains now that I point out to

you , that the true issue between us and that class of Episco

palians who attach so much importance to a change such as

you have made , grows out of the fact, that they teach a way of

salvation which not only makes salvation ordinarily impossible

to us, but makes any thing like a reasonably sure hopeof sal

vation impossible to any one .

According to their theoryof religion, the security for salvation

in the Episcopal Church is in the fact that salvation comes

from a participation in valid ordinances — and those ordinances

alone are valid which are administered by a ministry of three or

ders who have received their commission from Bishops regularly

descended, by a series of valid ordinations, from the Apostles .

It will be needful then to illustrate this single point of validity

of orders , since other questions in relation to the ministry are

merely incidental to this . You are aware that Presbyterians

not only accept the proposition of three classes of permanent

ministers in the Church - Bishops or Presbyters who both teach

and rule—Presbyters who rule, and Deacons who minister only

in temporal things in the Church. That Bishop or Presbyter

rules in one congregation, and the power of ordination is in the

Presbyters. Episcopacy contends for these same officers in the

Church , but as three orders . The Bishops having rule over many
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Presbyters and congregations, and having alone , in virtue of their

order, the power of ordination. Now that class of Episcopalians

who warnyou of the peril of participating with us in ordinances ,

hold that this is not difference of form and question of expedi

ency, but a difference of substance , and involving personal

salvation. It would be impossible , within the narrow limits of

a letter , to go into a formaland elaborate demonstration of the

Scriptural authority for, and the consequent validity of the

Presbyterian, or of the unscriptural and preposterous nature

of the Episcopal theory. Nor for any practical purpose — as

against these theorists, is it important to do so. If it can be

shown that by the admission of the ablest authorities of the High

Anglican School , the essential elements of thePresbyterian the

oryhave been not only endorsed , but advocated by the great lights

of past ages in the so-called line of succession on the one hand,

and if, on the other hand , it can be shown by similar admis

sions , that whilst the Anglican theory makes the validity of

sacraments, and consequently personal salvation depend upon

the validity of a series of ordinations, yet that validity itself

cannot be demonstrated, but on the contrary, by their own

principles , and by their own showing, the series has been fatally

interrupted — then nothing furtherneed be said to satisfy you

of the preposterous absurdity of making that succession a funda

mental element in saving faith .

Not to weary you with a parade of authorities which you have

neither the time nor the means of examining, I select a single

treatise, which you may have the opportunity to consult. This

is the treatise on the Church of Christ , designed chiefly for

the use of students in theology, by Rev. Wm. Palmer, M. A."

And I make this selection becausethis production is pronounced

by Bishop Whittingham “ the first complete treatise on the sub

ject in our language, and among the best in any. In this

judgment of the bishop, so far as relates to the ability of the

work , we cordially concur; and when in his modest apology for

differing occasionally from some more liberal incidental views

of the author, the Bishop describes himself as the pigmy on the

giant's shoulders , ” '-we are free to confess we do also concur with

him . As to the fundamental proposition of Presbyterianism , that

Bishop and Presbyter are the same order , and the Deacon but

a minister of Church temporalities , it will be sufficient to cite a

single paragraph:

" If we divide the sacred ministry according to its degrees instituted by

God , and understand the word 'order' in the sense of 'degree , ' we may

very truly say there are three orders of the Christian ministry; but if we

distribute it according to its nature, we may say there are only two orders ;

viz . , Bishops or Presbyters, and Deacons; for pastors of the first and second

degree exercise a ministry of the same 'order.
On the other,

Deacons are plainly of a different order ; their ministry being according
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to the Scripture , the practice of the Church generally, and the sentiment of

the Church of England in particular, limited to duties of a temporal, or

at least a very inferior character. They are only permitted to baptize and

preach ; the Church has before now given the same permission to laymen

in case of necessity ; they are not given the care of souls, or any of the

higher offices of the ministry .” — [Palmer on the Church , Part 6 : ch . 1.]

As to the other fundamental point of difference — who is the

proper minister of ordination ? Mr. Palmer, though himself

holding it to be the doctrine of the Church, that her chief min

isters alone are empowered by divine right , at least in ordinary

cases , to ordain ; yet admits, that the opinion that Presbyters

may ordain , has been maintained by the very greatest names in

the Church .

“ Several of the schoolmen hold that a mere Presbyter might confer

every order except the Episcopate, by commission from the Church,

Vasquez inclines to this opinion. Morinus refers to many of the school

men , and others, in proof of its truth . Of this opinion also , have been

several writers of the English Church, whose orthodoxy is unquestionable.

Amongst whom may be mentioned, Jewell , Hooker and Field .” — [Palmer

on the Church , Part 6 : ch . 4. ]

I make these citations , not merely as admissions in favor of

the Presbyterian theory - for we are accustomed to rest the

proof of our theory on authority which we think far better than

the opinions of even great men—but because of their obvious

bearing on the other point proposed to be illustrated, to wit :

that by the admissions of Anglicans themselves, it is impossible

for any one to be confident that he is in the way of salvation ,

onthe supposition that salvation is conditioned upon receiving

ordinanceswhose validity depends upon the validity of a series

of ordinations . For if, as we see,opinions have prevailed in the

church, on the subject of the minister of ordination, which, put

in practice, would invalidate ordination in their view - does not

that give ground for alarming suspicion , that at some time or

other , these opinions may have been put in practice , in the or

dination of some one in the mystic line of succession ? I might

cite numerous other admissions in favor of the Presbyterian the

ory, from part 6th , chap . 2d , and part 6th , chap . 4th , showing

that “ there were several Presbyters in each Church , from the

beginning." " That from the time of the Apostles, the office of

public teaching in the Church , and of administering the sacra

ments , was always performed bythe Bishop ,”' &c . (See Palmer ,

part 6, chap . 2d. ) But it chiefly concerns the point in hand, to

show that , as has been said , in the second place, on their own

showing , the theory of a succession of valid ordinations , as an

element of christian faith , is practically impossible, since no

intelligent mind can have any confident belief that the suc
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cession has never been invalidated ; nor can any impartial student

of God's Word feel any sure conviction that the idea of such

succession has any foundation there .

According to the most approved doctrine of Apostolic successio n

—to constitute a regular and valid ordination of a successor of

the Apostles , it is necessary that it be done by at least three

Bishops , each one of whom has himself been ordained as a suc

cessor of the Apostles ; that ordination is not a function of rule

and government in the Church, as most Presbyterians hold, but

à sort of sacrament which Bishops alone , as successors of the

Apostles , have the power to administer. An Apostolical succes

sion , according to this theory, is not simply an uninterrupted

succession of the ministry in the Church, as a historical fact, in

accordance with Christ's promise to raise up and qualify men,

as Presbyterians hold , but an uninterrupted succession of valid

prelatical ordinations, as essential to the administration of saving

ordinances. It is the more important to observe this distinction ,

since just here lies the great fallacy of those lists of Bishops,

from the present Bishops back to the Apostles, which are pa

raded in some of the tracts you brought me. To show an un

interrupted succession of incumbents in office, is one thing : to

show an uninterrupted series of valid ordinations of these in

cumbents, is altogether a different thing . And yet , when we

ask the advocates of Apostolical succession for the ground of their

confidence that the series of ordinations, in no case, has ever

been broken by an invalid ordination, they answer us by a pa

rade of the series of incumbents of the office. Would it be a

legal demonstration of the right of one of the numerousSmiths

to inherit, as a descendant of Captain John Smith - should he

establish a line of Smiths, from Captain John down to himself,

residents in Eastern Virginia , without any evidence whatever

of the legitimacy of either or all of them ?

But there is not only this negative failure . There are positive

doubts, yea , strong presumptions against the validity of many

of these ordinations - judging them by the stricter views of the

Sacramentalists. We have seen , already, that it has been held

as an opinion that Presbyters may ordain , and, therefore, it is

probable such an opinion has, at some time, been put into prac

tical execution . If, as Mr. Palmer says , " the validity of ordi

nations given by Presbyters , in caseof necessity, has occasionally

been supported by writers in the Church of England ;" if, as

he thinks, furthermore, " we are not bound to condemn the ap

pointment of ministers by the Lutheran party, in Germany, as

many learned and orthodox writers have done;” if,as he admits ,

“ it is also true that Timothy was ordained by the Presbytery,

but as we do not know exactly the meaning of this term, which

is understood by the Greek fathers to mean Bishops, and by the

Latin fathers to mean the Presbyterate , or order of the priest
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-yea , and

hood , ” ' &c.—(See Palmer, part 6 , chap. 4 ) ; then is there not

& strong presumption that at some time in the 1800 years , this

theory may have become actual fact, in some ordination , and,

of course , vitiated all that succeed ?

Again , if three Bishops must take part in an ordination and

without this “ theologians of eminence regard such ordination

uncertain or null ’ — nay, more , if the law and practice of the

church , as well as scripture, requires " that atleast three Bishops

should consecrate; " then how sore a trial of the faith of Angli

cans , to be told in the same chapter (part 6 , chapter 5th) that

“ several theologians have been of opinion that in case of neces

sity, one Bishop was sufficient for this purpose ;' nay , to find

it asserted as fact, by the fathers, that ordinations have been

performed by one Bishop ;—nay still more , to find, according to

the “ venerable Bede , " that it was the custom in early times in

England , for one Bishop to ordain — and that the missionary

founder of the Church of England, St. Augustine, received

formal instructions to that effect from Pope Gregory, and did

himself alone perform ordination ; nay, more, to be informed,

(part 6th , chap. 2. ) , that “ during the greater part, if not the

whole of the last century, Popish Bishops in England and Ire

land were consecrated by one Bishop, assisted by two priests

instead of Bishops , as required by the canons

that " what is worthy of remark , Dr. John Carroll, the first

titular Bishop of Baltimore, in America, from whom the whole

Romish hierarchy in the United States , claim their orders, was

consecrated by Dr. Walmsley alone , whom we have no reason

to think , was himself consecrated by more than one Bishop ” (!!)

Again it has been a matter of gravest dispute, whether the

ordination of one unbaptized is valid, and also whether ordi

nation per saltum , that is ordination as Bishop, without having

previously been priest, is valid. Learned theologians (see part

6th, chap. 7) have both affirmed and denied . Of course the

probability is that the partiesofthe laxer opinion may have put

in practice their doctrine , and thus , according to the stricter

views, vitiated the mystic line , on whose purity the validity of

the sacraments , and therefore the salvation of the recipients

depends.

Now is it possible, that amid all these probabilities against

the realityof such an unimpaired succession , any one can have

a firm confidence of salvation , supposing the conditions of sal

vation to be participation in sacraments administered by such

as can thus demonstrate their commission ? Thus far you will

perceive the argument is simply on their own admissions. If

space
and your patience permitted , it would not be difficult to

prove, that as matter of fact, there can be, in the Anglican

sense of it , no Apostolical succession . That as the Presbyter

and Bishop of the New Testament are now generally admitted
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to be identical — so there are no permanent officers in the Church

but Presbytersand Deacons. That theApostleship,as such , was

in its nature a temporary office, and could not have been transmit

ted . That there were the twelve apostles of Christ, and never

any other than the twelve. That it is involved in the very idea

of Apostleship, that the office should be conferred directly by

Christ himself, and that the functions of the office were simply

to be personal witnesses of the life, death , and especially the

resurrection of Jesus . That neither, according to Scriptural

usage, nor the subsequent usage of the Church, can they jus

tifythe application of the name to any other—nor confer the

office signified by the name on any other, than these twelve .

That the very fact that the Eleven thought, (see Acts 1st) ,

that one should be chosen to fill up the number, shows how

they considered it extraordinary and temporary. That Paul's

authority as an apostle was called in question -- while it could

have been on no other ground than the mistaken notion, that

he had not been directly commissioned as the others : —and that

so in fact we find him zealously defending his title as an apos

tle on the ground that he had seen Christ ”' — that he was

"called to be an apostle not of men, but by Jesus Christ .'

That the functions of the Apostleship are plainly indicated in

the saying of the Lord , " Ye are my witnesses ” — “ Ye have

been with mefrom the beginning . That inspiration is essen

tial to the peculiar functions of the Apostleship , and also the

special power of the Holy Ghost, whereby miracles are done,

and the power to work miracles conferred on others . That

whereas the qualifications of Presbyters and Deacons are dis

tinctly laid down , and directions given for their appointment

as ordinary and permanent officers of the Church,-yet no such

qualifications are prescribed nor directions given for any other

office. All these and a multitude of other facts go to make it

clear, that this whole notion of any succession tothe Apostles,

save in the sense simply of a ministry in the Church in all after

ages—is utterly chimerical. And if any thing farther is neces

sary to confirm this view of the absurdity of such succession ,

we have it in the fact that this theory of religion absolutely

obliges you to believe, that there is no religion in the world out

side the Roman and Anglican Churches : since if salvation is

alone by sacraments , and those sacraments alone valid, which

are administered by such a succession , then there is no other

salvation . But on the contrary , experience shows that the

spirit of God has been and is evidently present with other

Churches, even in a far more eminent degree than with those

who claim the succession .

But I fear to weary you . Enough , I trust, has been said , to

put your mind at rest, as to your salvation depending upon any

so flimsy a foundation. Yours ,
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THE LAST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN

TRACT SOCIETY,DEVELOPEMENTS OF VOLUN

TARY-ISM .

We had laid aside , for special notice in the Critic , the news

papers containing the detailed report of the very remarkable

proceedings and debates at the annual meeting of the American

Tract Society , in May last. Other subjects, however, crowded

in upon us more to our taste, than criticisms upon an institution

which has done much good hitherto, with some evil , and the

intention of whose immediate friends and agents , we doubt not,

is still to do much good and no evil ; but whose chance for ac

complishing their wishes, is manifestly growing more and more

slender. Recent indications of a purpose to employ the methods.

and agencies of the Tract Society for political purposes, have

recalled our attention to the subject. The very parties who

labored so zealously for a revolution in the Tract Society , last

spring , begin to develope more plainly the object of that revo

lution . An agency has been opened at the office of the “ Inde

pendent,” the organ of New England Congregationalism, of

the movement type — and apparently now theprevailing type

for the receipt and disbursement of funds in aid of a colporteur

effort to circulate in Pennsylvania, the “ Life of Fremont," and

the address in favor of the Free -soil ticket , by Henry Ward

Beecher, (a Welshman it appears,) to his countrymen , the

Welsh voters of Pennsylvania. Naturally enough this novel

movement has not only recalled to mind the singular movement

in May, but has also suggested to us some additional views

touching the Tract Society and its prospective operations—in

case the revolutionists succeed , as they will most likely do

eventually , in getting a control of the Tract Society's affairs.

Most of our readers have probably like ourselves , had their at

tention arrested by the proceeding to which we refer. We need

therefore make only the most brief and summary statement of

the facts in the case , preliminary to a statement equally brief,

of the views which these facts suggest to our minds.

It appears then , that prior to the annual meeting, the suspi

cion got afloat among the old and tried friends of the Society,

that a movement was to be made at the annual meeting, by the

anti -slavery men , to oust the old, and put in a new administra

tion, who should use the agencies of the Society to circulate

anti-slavery doctrine . Against this formidable threat, the ad

ministration had no means of defence, except to get out a larger

crowd to aid in shouting down the enemy. Dr. Tyng , and per

haps some others, gave notice of the danger , from the pulpit the
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Sabbath before, and urged every one who had contributed to

the Tract Society , to be at the meeting . When the time for

action came , instead of the usual business meeting at the Tract

House, so great was the crowd of members in attendance , that it

was needful to adjourn to a large Church , where in a sortofmass

meeting or mob, the great issues were tried — the best lungs and

the greatest adroitness in getting the floor, being the chief means

of success . Both parties having been heard by this multitudi

nous tribunal , a decision was made in some fashion or other , to

refer matters to a committee to investigate and report, we pre

sume , to a similar meeting , at somefuture period. Meantime ,

however, the movement men , though much distressed apparent

ly, at the unkind suspicions of them by Dr. Tyng and others,

kept up the war by amovement in the Massachusetts Tract So

ciety, to displace and disgrace Dr. Adams , a gentleman of the

highest standing, both as a minister and a man of letters , by

way of warning to all New England men, who might dare even

to look at " the South -side view of slavery ."

Such are some of the facts which haveled us to the following

memoranda of suggestions, on the subject of such voluntary

societies in their present relations to the Church of Christ .

1. We see from this case what is the actual measure of control

which can practically be exercised by the Church of God over

institutions of this sort . In case a party of designing men

wish to avail themselves of so powerful an engine for their own

purposes , all that is needful is the packing of a mass meeting

of as many out of the hundred thousand contributors, as a house

will hold - put out by clamor the present administration , and

put in an administration who will answer their purposes. The

very fact that such a man as Dr. Tyng should feel it necessary

to call upon the multitude to turn out for the protection of the

society as it is, has a tremendous significance as to the power

of others, by similar means , to make the society something

which it is not . Need any man be told of the danger of an

institution with an income of near half a million annually,

under no better guardianship than the clamor of a mass meet

ing, self constituted out of a body perhaps of many thousand

contributors ?

2. For it is obvious that on the principle of this last move

ment against the present administration of the society , there is

scarcely any limit to the demands which may be made on the

society. If American slavery is one of the religious subjects

which it is to discuss, then clearly it is bound to advocate prac

tically all the meansneedful in the judgment of the movement

men for the extirpation of it . At present , in their judgment,

the first thing needful is the election of Fremont, with a view

to put down the slave oligarchy in the Government — and there

fore, it is as much a matter of Christian duty, according to the
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Independent, (see Essays on “ Praying and Voting , ” ) to go to

the polls and vote for Fremont , as to go to the Communion ta

ble . And as to the practical means— colportage in Pennsyl

vania for the circulation of the Life of Fremont— is probably

just now the most important object of Christian beneficence.

To this work the Tract Societies should therefore direct all its

energies, at least till after the election. Or, to say nothing of

this particular duty - as just at this time, in view of so largea

portion of the Northern ministry, “ the works of the Devil ,''

against which the Church is to watch and strive , seem to have

dwindled into insignificance in the presence of one stupendous

work, the aggression of the slave-oligarchy, consistencywould

seem to require that the religious books of the Tract Society

should reflect truly the religious views of the pulpit. And

assuming the current preaching in the Churches as a fair stand

ard of the doctrinal teaching of the Society's books , would it

not be somewhat difficult just now to conjecture what should be

the precise doctrinal type of the Society's new issues ?

3. Independent of such positive considerations as these , it is

a very grave question whether, in the present state of the

Church, such a Society any longer embodiesand represents any

great idea. As a temporary and extraordinary expedient for

arousing a sleeping and unfaithful Church to action , we doubt

not it has done great service in times past. But now that the

Church in all branches seem to have aroused thoroughly to the

importance of the press as an agency for the spread of religious

truth , it is surely a debatable question at least , whether there

is any longer such use for this extensive machinery—especially,

when itmay be so easily perverted into a tremendous engine of

cvil . The Bible Society embodies a great idea ;—the essential

unity of Protestantism in a common Rule of Faith . But the

Tract Society now , so far as it embodies any idea at all , is the

representative of the false idea of a latitudinarianism in doctri

nal teaching, which permits and encourages the trimming and

garbling of doctrinal statements by the Church . And perhaps

if we take the trouble to look a little more deeply into the mat

ter , we should find that the profoundest significance of the

Tract Society as a permanent institution , is that of no-Church,

as a witness -bearing Church—and therefore its tendency is even

more strong than the ordinary tendencies of Independency to

ward first an ignoring, then a corruption of Evangelical truths,

and lastly Socinianism .

4. If as Presbyterians - even mongrel Presbyterians - now

hold , it is consistent neither with true doctrine nor sound

policy , to depend upon mere voluntary association to carry on

the Church's work of preaching the gospel to the destitute , by

educating a ministry and sending forth a ministry to the desti

tute ;—then is it consistent with either true doctrine or sound
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policy to commit to the hands of an irresponsible voluntary as

sociation , the tremendous power of selecting a religious reading

for the Church and the world ? If any say, in response to this,

let the Church provide her denominational literature and the

voluntary society her general evangelical reading — the very ob

vious objection to this is the very dangerous practical heresy

involved in it . This presumes to put asunder what God hath

joined together. Experimental truth cannot be separated from

doctrinal truth , nor can the Church afford to aid in promoting

the too current popular fallacy that for real practical religion

we must look tothe voluntary societies ; for barren unspiritual

dogma and controversy to the Church .

EDITORIAL EXCHANGE .

FOR JULY AND AUGUST, 1856 .

I. To ROME AND BACK AGAIN ; OR, THE Two PROSELYTES._Adapted

from the German. By John G.Morris, D. D. Baltimore : T. Newton

Kurts, No. 151 Pratt street , 1856.

We have no great admiration for that class of books to which this volume

belongs , and we cannot regard it as a first-rate specimen of its class . To

make fiction a profitable vehicle of truth ; to combine successfully the

elements of fascination inherent in a well-conceived and skillfully executed

story with the substantial value and serious purposes of religious truth,

requires extraordinary ability . The parables of Him who " spake as never

manspake” still stand , and will forever stand apart in their unapproachable

and inimitable perfection . And even the mantle of the soilitary prisoner

in Bedford jail does not seem to have fallen, in the lapse of two centuries,

upon any of the sons of genius. The work before us is inferiour, in point

of dramatick interest, to many of the polemical novels of the times; and,

indeed , we do not see why a plain dialogue between A , B , C and D , or a

plain monologue might not have answered the purpose as well . From

what we know of Dr. Morris, we think that he would have been more

successful if he had tried his hand upon an original story , instead of

" adapting one from the German . In ch. 6 , for example, the argument
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is made to hinge in part, upon an illustration drawn from the rules of

trade -corporations in Germany, which would scarcely be intelligible to

common readers in America. The theology of the narrative is sound

far as we have examined — and the points are put with tact and cleverness.

-as

II. THE WEDGE OF GOLD ; OR, ACHAN IN EL DORADO . By the Rev.Wm.

A. Scott, D.D.

THE WORLD AND ITS INFLUENCES. Written for the Board of Publication.

THE SOWER AND THE SEED. By John Hall, D. D.

ELLEN SINCLAIR ; OR, THE EARNEST INQUIRER.

We have received from the Board of Publication , andread with pleasure

these little volumes. We presume it would be deemed a work of super

erogation , for us to add our endorsement to that which such receive, in the

very fact of their publication by our Board. Dr. Scott's book pleasesus

much ; for we are exceedingly partial to that method ofteaching by popular

illustration and exposition of the Word of God. We rejoice to see that

fashion set in the new empire on the Pacific. Dr. Scott's book is a little

more diffuse than we should consider expedient for the impatient people of

San Francisco .

“ The World and its Influences, ” is a perfect model of style—and an

excellent book of its kind . We have no special admiration , however, for

that kind of book as an instrumentality for inculcating Evangelical truth.

It is true there are readers who will not receive such truth at all , except it

be sugared with most exquisite skill, and adminstered in homeopathic doses

at that . But we have quite as little faith in spiritual , as in physical

homeopathy. For such as fancy the Gospel according to Principal Blair,

however, here is a specimen that, as to style and thought, Principal Blair

never excelled .

“ The Sower and the Seed ,” is a most simple and beautiful exposition of

practical religion , as presented in the parable of the sower.

The narrative of Ellen Sinclair willbe found to be a very attractive and

useful little tract to young inquirers. Just such a tract as a pastor often

feels the need of in his visits among the youth of his charge.

III. MEMOIR OF REGINALD HEBER , D. D. , BISHOP OF CALCUTTA . By

his Widow. Abridged by a Clergyman . Boston : John P. Jewett &

Co. , 1856. (From T. N. Kurtz's Book Store , 151 Pratt street . )

We are generally opposed to abridgments, and especially American

abridgments; but we cheerfully submit to them in the department of

biography . “ Art is long and life is fleeting . ” Would that biographies

were generally as short as the lives they commemorate ! Heber was one

of those happily endowed men whom , if the government of the world were

in our hands, we would not let die , at least so prematurely. His memory

has become so associated with some of the noblest andmost sacred pur

poses and impulses of Christians throughout the world , that it can never die .

We judge this book , without having read the whole of it , to be a worthy

memorial of such a man .
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IV .

of En
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SELECT REMAINS OF REV. John Mason . Boston : John P. Jewett

& Co. (From Kurtz’s Book Store. )

Mr. Mason “ was by principle a Conformist to the Established Church

nd ,” and died in 1694 . These remains are full of Christ, and

will therefore be edifying to those who love Him . Many of the sayings

here recorded, are the results, in a compact form , of many years expe

rience and observation , presented in the quaint style of the author's day.

The typography of the book is as quaint ” as the matter. It is an

almost perfect reproduction of the letter-press of a century and a half ago .

The antique, however, is almost too modern for the whims and humoursof

this generation.

V. From the Presbyterian Board of Publication , we have the following:

1. PLANTATION SERMONS. By the Rev. A. F. Dickson .

2. LIZZE FERGUSON .

3. AN EXPLANATION OF THE ASSEMBLY'S SHORTER CATECHISM . By

Thomas Vincent.

Vincent's catechism was recommended for distribution by the Synod of

New York and Philadelphia in 1772. It was then a hundred years old .

The Board have printed a contemporary recommendation signed by forty

names, of which the first is that of John Owen . Such a book needs no

commendation from us. The author calls his age “ a whiffling age."

What would he say of ours ?

In the “ Plantation Sermons we have a fine model of the style of ad

dress best suited to uncultivated minds. It is simple and familiar, without

being tame or low . We are glad that South Carolina has such missionaries .

VI. OBITUARY. We have received from a friend, and with pleasure give

place to the following tribute to one of the noblest men we ever knew :

Died , at Oswego, Ill . , 20th July, 1856 , at the house of his son , where

he had gone on a visit ; Rev. SAMUEL CROTHERS, D. D. , of Greenfield , 0 .

The deceased had nearly completed the 73d year of his life, and the 47th

of his ministry ; being born in Pennsylvania in Oct. 1783 , and licensed

to preach the Gospel by the Ass. Ref. Presbytery, of Kentucky, in 1809.

After spending a short time missionating in the almost unbroken wil

derness of the West, he was ordained pastor of the united congregations of

Chilicothe and Hope Run . The Ass. Ref. Church was shortly afterwards

greatly agitated by the new position assumed, on communion , by the late

celebrated Dr. Mason . Mr. Crothers having embraced the views of his

tutor, ( for he studied theology under Dr. Mason,) resigned his charge, and

connected himself with the Presbyterian Church . After remaining some

time in Kentucky , he accepted a call in 1821 from the Presbyterian Church,

Greenfield, O. , the pastorate of which he retained at his death.

As a “Bible Theologian ” he,we think, had few if any superiors in this

or any other country. The Bible was his text book on metaphysical and

moral, as well as on theological subjects. His chief characteristic, however,

was his deep toned piety ; by its attracting power he made and retained

many ardent friends.

His usual mode of preaching was that of lecturing on a part, or the

whole of a chapter of some book , in regular order ; a mode very valable
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for imparting information, but one which very few can make interesting to

a large congregation ; he, however, was one of the few . We have never

heard another, (and we have heard nearly all the noted preachers both in

Britain and America ,) who could preserve so much unityin that kind of a

discourse, and in so few words hold up before you the various thoughts

which must have been agitating the writer's mind, and which resulted in

the subject under consideration.

His literary works are “ The Life of Abraham ," " The Jubilee," and

numerous fugitive pieces, including reviews, essays and sermons. He died

as he lived , "in faith ,” beloved by all who knew him living ; in his death he

was deeply lamented by the whole community. But we rejoice in the

assurance, that he now rests with him whom he so long proclaimed as the

" only and all -sufficient Saviour. " A. R.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Before this number reaches our more distant subscribers, the

Senior Editor of this journal will haveentered upon his duties

as Professor in the Seminary at Danville, Ky . On account of

his removal , and for other reasons which it is notnecessary to

mention , the two numbers still due will be issued in one ; the

one, of course, to contain as much matter as subscribers are en

titled to , according to our terms, in two .
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IDEA OF THE CHURCH-AS DEVELOPED FROM THE

RECORD OF THE ORIGIN OF THE CHRISTIAN

CHURCH , IN ACTS , CHAP . 2-5 .

A very simple, direct , and satisfactory method of treating

the question of the. Idea of the Church—a question which we

rejoice to see exciting some attention is found in the form of

an answer to the inquiry: “ What do we gather, from the re

cord of the origin of the Christian Church , to have been the

Idea of the Church , as it existed in the minds of the inspired

agents in these transactions, and of the historian who records

them ? '

Now a diligent exegetical examination of that record , as we

have it in Acts, chap . 2–5 , inclusive, will be found to suggest

the natural arrangement of all the facts, material to this one

point, into these five classes , viz :

I. As to the ideal conception of the Church in its origin .

II . As to the manifestations of this ideal, in actual, visible

form — and the relation of this Apostolic , to previous forms of

its manifestation .

III . As to the constituent elements of the ecclesia now man

ifested.

IV. As to the ordinances, through which the life is first com

municated to the Church , and afterward sustained .

V. As to the authority, by which it is organized first, and

subsequently administered.

Following then , in this order , these five branches of the ques

tion , we find :

I. That in the minds of these men , the idea of the ecclesia

the body gathered under their preaching and labors -- universal
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ly connects back , with all the attendant circumstances, with

that of an ideal écclesia in the eternal purpose of Redemption.

( 1.) In their preaching of God's love — they refer all the

amazing events now transpiring, with all their antecedent

events of the death , resurrection , and ascension of Jesus , back

to the “ orismene Boula kai Prognosci tou Theou ” - “ the defini

tive purpose and fore -knowledge of God ; ' and explain all as

but the development of that purpose. (Acts II : 23. )

(2. ) As in their preaching to men, of God's love; so in their

praying to God , of men's hatred , they conceive of all the hos

tility toward Christ, and toward themselves as his represen

tatives, as but the developinent of what “ He Boule sou proorise

genesthai” -- thy counseldetermined to be." (Acts IV : 28. )

(3.) So again in their minds, Jesus is conceived of as “ ton

prokécherismenon ” - “ the before appointed one- (i. e.) if we

adopt the now most approved reading, instead of " prokecherug

menon ” -- the one before preached . (Acts III : 20.)

(4. ) And so in like manner, his true people, whom he added

to the visible ecclesia , daily , are conceived of, and spoken ofas

s tous sodsomenous” --the appointed to be saved- (Acts II : 47)

--which we take to be parallel with " tetagmenoi cis zoen " --

66 ordained to life . ( Acts XIII : 48. ) . For, comparing Acts

II : 47 with Luke XIII : 23 , 1st Cor. 1 : 18 , and 2nd Cor .

II : 15 , it will be seen that this title is applied when the pur

pose is to denote “ the saved ” ideally , in the purpose of God ,

rather than either historically or prophetically.

II . As to the manifestation of this ideal ecclesia ; and the re

lation of this to previous forms of the visible ccclesia . The

conception in themindsof these inspired men is obviously, that,

in accordance with the ideal , in the eternal covenant of Redemp

tion , an external covenant had been made with a representa

tive man-- Abraham ; under which covenant, as a charter, the

" kletoi” __" called " --should be organized as a community

separated from and out of the race at large ; and by the terms

of which covenant, after the full development of the scheme of

Redemption historically, and the work of atonement finished ,

the “ ecclesia ” should extend its privileges, and gather its

members alike from all nations: and that all the things now

done, with all their results, were but in accordance with the

stipulations of that original covenant-- with the provisions of

the Mosaic constitution , established under it-and with all the

successive developments of its meaning, in subsequent revela

tions , till the coming of Christ. That, therefore, the gather

ing of this new community under their ministration, as Apos

tles of Jesus , so far from being in antagonism to the ecclesia

already established under the covenant, were the natural out

growth of it—the flowering out of the original stem ; an en

grafting upon a well set root, not the planting of a new germin
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al seed : a reform of the Church already existing, not a destruc

tion of it .

( 1. ) These men being Jews, reared in the Jewish faith , and

devout observers of its ordinances , addressing Jews like them

selves , and evidently employing arguments adapted to convince

and persnade Jews, not only refer incidentally to a covenant of

God with Abraham , and by way of figure and rhetoric ; but

they quote the covenant in its very terms; expounding it as

madewith their Fathers, through Abraham - as representative

--and also, with them— “ Umeis este vioi tes diathekes, es dic

theto o Theos pros tous pateras hemon legon pros Abraam ”.

ye are children of the covenant which God made with your

Fathers, saying to Abraham ,'' & c. (Acts III : 25. ) Thus

these Apostles, their audience , their Fathers--the Prophets-

all are conceived of as bound in one , as a party to that covenant

which God made with Abraham . Now , the blessing spoken of

in the covenant is expounded to be , that “ God , having raised

up his son Jesus , sent him to bless you , in turning away every

one of you from your iniquities." ( Acts III: 26.) And again

this turning away from iniquities, is the title to membership in

the new community. For the terms are , “ Repent , and be bap

tized in the name of Jesus,” (Acts II : 38 ; ) and those baptized,

are said to be “ added ' - (v. 41)—that is, added to the ecclesia

( v . 47.) Thus, by an unbroken succession of this inspired

logic , are we led from the “ diatheke ’ —the covenant - with

Abraham , through the Prophets, and the Fathers, and these

children , and their repentance, and their baptism , into the

ecclesia .

(2. ) This ecclesia is now to modify its form ; but that modifi

cation is shown to be in accordance with the stipulations of the

original charter. “ Unto you first , hath God sent his son Je

sus, to bless you. (Acts III : 26.) But, though to you first,

yet not to you alone, for the promise is to you, and to your

children , kai pasi tois eis makran— " and to all that are ofar

off, whomsoever the Lord our God shall call ’ '-(II : 39)--that

is, to the Gentiles ; as we see in Eph. II : 17 .

(3.) Neither is this great change in the ecclesia in any funda

mental opposition to the constitution of Moses, organizing the

Church under the charter given to Abraham . For as they un

derstand it , provision was made in that constitution for this

amendment. For, they argue (Acts III : 11 ) that Moses in

the Law (Deut. 18 : 15 ) expressly declared the coming of

another Prophet “ os eme" -like unto me. That is , one of au

thority , as a lawgiver to the covenant people. For , the distin

tinguishing feature of Moses, is ihis : and the prophet was to be

“ like him , " therefore, in this. And Moses himself adds , “ him

shall ye hearasto all things," as by way of defining the sense

in which he shall be like him ' --that is , “ hear him ," hear him ," as ye

hear me , your Lawgiver.
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(4. ) They furthermore declare this Reform to be in accord

ance with the entire administration under the charter and con

stitution of the covenant people for successive ages . First , gen

erally ; as Acts III : 24- “ Yea, and all the Prophets from

Samuel , and those that follow after, as many as have spoken ,

have likewise foretold of these days .” Then, also , in detail,

this principle is assumed in every argument. ( Acts II : 16. )

“ This is that which was spoken by the Prophet Joel” –So.

II: 25— “ For David speaketh concerning him : ” and verse 34,

“ David saith himself, The Lord said unto my Lord , sit thou on

my right hand .” “ Therefore (v . 36 ) God hath made this same

Jesus, both Lord and Christ.” To the same import is the im

plied argument in III : 13 . - The God of Abraham , and of

Isaac, andof Jacob, the God of our Fathers, hath glorified his

Son Jesus." Thus they reasoned, not only quoting in aid from

the Jewish scriptures ; but they never moved a step, in their

logic , beyond !

(5. ) As there is a perfect accord in theoretic views, so also in

practical feeling and action, between the new and the old .

" They continued daily with one accord in the Temple ” —that

is , attending worship there . Acts II : 46. Peter and John

their prominent leaders- “ wentup together into the Temple,

at the hour of prayer. (Acts III : 1. ) And at another time

they were found in numbers, of one accord , in Solomon's porch .

(Acts V : 12. ) Also at first, even those who did not believe ,

were favorable to them . They had “favor with all the people.

(Acts II : 47.) Hence , it is plain the people regarded the new

as no fundamental change of the old .

III . As to the constituent elements of this community ; they

were ,

(1. ) The one hundred and twenty, of the apostles and disci

ples : of those, who had been gathered into a band by the

preaching of Jesus himself - on whom the Holy Ghost descend

ed .

(2. ) To these were added three thousand, on the day of Pen

tecost , who had "gladly received the word , andwere baptized. '

(Acts II : 41. ) Then others, whom the Lord added to the

Church daily --II: 47 – till the number of men was about five

thousand. ( IV : 4. ) To whom we must add again, the “ be

lievers " who were " added to the Lord , multitudes, both of

men and women . (Acts V: 14. )

( 3. ) From what has been demonstrated under the second

head , touching their view of the relation of the new to the old

organization , both in theoretic views and practical feeling, we

are obliged to presume that the same principle, as to constituent

elements of the community , obtainedin the reformed , as in the

old : unless we find something set forth to the contrary . So far

from this being true , the principle of the old covenant is de
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clared still to hold . The most eloquent appeals, in the way of

encouraging these sinners to hope for a participation in the

blessing, sent by Jesus—even the turning them from their

iniquities,” is grounded on the family nature of the covenant.

Ye are the children of the covenant made with your Fathers .'

(Acts III : 25. ) “ For the promise is unto you and yourchild

(Acts II : 39.) And of course , that same promise,

carries with it the same extent of blessing , when it is added

cand to as many as are afar off.” The whole conception of

these men , is of this blessing of salvation , as through the cov

enant with Abraham ; and that carries with it - unless some

thing should expressly contradict-the general principle of that

covenant, as it is a general principle of every form of public

covenant , which God ever made with men : namely, that its

blessings attach to their children . As every human creature

comes into being under the full operation of the covenant with

Adam- " in the day thou eatest, thou shalt die . ' '

human being is under the full operation of that covenant with

Noah , as second head of the race -- namely, “ I will establish

my covenant between me and thee , and thy seed after thee , in

all their generations ” —as that is the principle ruling in all

other such public covenants ; namely, that the relations and

benefits of the covenant, are the birth right of every child, born

of parents who are themselves 66( of his seed . ' As , moreover,

that principle is again expressly asserted in the ecclesiological

covenant with Abraham , it would be an utter anomaly in the

dispensations of God , if this covenant, merely because extended

to those “ afar off,” should therefore change its principle . And

therefore, no such change being indicated , though these inspir

ed men argue so largely from the covenant, this fact constitutes

a perfect demonstration that no such change was made. Nay ,

without saying any thing of this , can it be conceived as possi

blo, that a new community could have been organized out of a

people , such as we have already seen this to be-- their minds

thoroughly imbued with this idea , by every act of worship and

of government — and yet , from this community, organized in

conformity, as they showed , with the ancient covenant, exclude

this principle of the birth right to the privileges of the covenant

blessing, without some call for explanation ? Or if the apostles

and their followers, could have thus ignored the principle,

would their enemies have allowed them quietly so to do ?

Watching, as they were, for every opportunity to break their

influence over the people, would they have let slip such a chance

to play upon the popular prejudice ? We cannot, therefore,

avoid the conclusion , that the constituent elements of the new ,

as of the old structure, were “ all those who profess the true re

ligion--together with their children.” Families, not individ

uals ; believers , not only as persons, but as representing fami

lies , were the constituent elements of this new ecclesia .
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IV . As to the ordinances in this community, they were,

(1. ) Baptism . (Acts II : 41.). " They that gladly received

his word were baptized :" --evidently , in obedience to the in

struction of Christ, “ Teach all nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son , and of the Holy Ghost. '

This was the application of water in the name of the Father,

and of the Son,and of the Holy Ghost. We would naturally

infer, as to its mode , that it was by applying water in theman

ner of pouring out upon , from the assurance, “ be baptized , and

ye shall receive the Holy Ghost.'' Elsewhere it is said , “ ye

shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost, and with Fire. Now,

as pouring out from Heaven, is the form of that gift— " Pour

out my Spirit,” ( Acts II : 17 --- Joel II : 28)—the natural as

sociation of Symbol and Idea lead us to infer that this is the

form of the baptism ; unless something to the contrary is plain

ly said , or plainly inferable. But nothing is said , and the in

ference is , therefore, all the other way. This again is confirm

ed by the fact of there being 10 such water privileges about Je

rusalem , as would account for the ability to baptize three thou

sand persons in one day : nor can we suppose the authorities,

who were no friends to the new community, would have suffered

the pools, from which the city was supplied with water , to be

appropriated to such a use , even supposing they were sufficient

to account for the immersion of so great a multitude.

(2. ) Stated Instruction. “ They continued steadfastly in " di

dache Ion Apostolon " _ " the teaching of the Apostles,” after

being added :''showing that the matter of teaching, ceased

not with the call to repent, but became an ordinance to edify.

What the didache ton Apostolon was, we have full specimens of

here; namely, simple exposition of theword of God. Outside

of this their logic never traveled . Within that circle they found

all needful material for discourses as eloquent and powerful as

was ever spoken .

(3. ) “ Koinoncia ” - " the act of fellowship ’ --Acts II : 42 :

which , from the catalogue in which it stands, we must enumer

ate among the ordinances. This act, or religious rite, as to the

ground of it, was intended generally as a confession of the

second table of the law-love to men . As to the practical truth

symbolized in it , it was , that the Christians " eichon apanta koi

“ had all things common ." (Acts II : 44. ) As to its

nature, it was an act of worship . This appears from the reason

already assigned , but still more clearly from the case of Ananias

and Sapphira ; who are said to have “ lied unto the Holy

Ghost,” when, professing to perform the “ koinoneia ," they did

not sincerely do so . (Acts V. ) If this was not such an act of

worship , then the story of Ananias and Sapphira is one of the

most singular riddles in the New Testament. Why, in the

midst of the story of so stupendous events, introduce a mere

( 6

na
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childs primer story , of how a naughty man and woman were

punished, for doing what naughty children are apt to do, and

even multitudes of grown up people do every day—tell a lie of

action ? Why this tremendous doom , for such offence ? But

if this act of koinoncia is one of worship , which they performed

hypocritically , all is clear .

(4.) The Eucharist. 66 Klasei ton arton .' That this was

an act of worship , the administration of the Lord's Supper , we

infer , first, from the place it holds in the list of acts - between

the " preachingpreaching ” and the “ prayer .” Secondly , from the

phrase itself : which may be seen from the use of another

phrase in connection with this, elsewhere in the chapter, as de

noting something distinct from it , as in II : 46 ; where “ Klontes

arton “ the breaking of bread ,” is used again , evidently as

a religious act—and the taking of ordinary meals is described

by , metelambanon trophes " -- " taking nourishment."

Thirdly , from the fact that , as will be seen from Acts, XX : 7

-11 , and 1st Cor. X : 16 , this phrase is used for the act of

taking the Lord's Supper. That this use , in II: 46 , indicates

very frequent communion is nothing against the argument,

(5.) " * Prosuche " _ " prayer and praise ; as the usage

would seem to indicate, especially when taken in connection

with verse 47. They continued daily " praising God.”

V. As to the agents and administrators of ordinances, organ

ization and government in the Church . It is a significant fact

that there is utter silence, as to any formal organization what

ever , up to the period when the community numbered perhaps

over ten thousand : multitudes, both of men and women, hav

ing been added , after the number was five thousand men . If

this is a new , and entirely independent organization of a Chris

tian Church, the silence is strange and unaccountable. But if

it is simply, a gradual reform and modification of an ecclesias

tical system already long established , all is plain enough . That

the latter is the true view , is proven by several considerations.

(1. ) The only agents recognized as an authoritative power, as

yet, are the Apostles. Indeed the term " ecclesia ” would seem

rather to have been applied by the historian, in the way of using

a term , current at the time of writing — for the sake of avoiding

a circumlocution -- to describe a thing not so named as yet , at

the period of the transaction. Now ,

(2.) When these Apostles are called upon to say “ by what

power or by what name, they do these things? ” They answer,

by the name of Jesus of Nazareth ,” whom ye crucified.

(Acts IV : 710.) And the rulers infered, it is said, from all

they saw of these Apostles “ that they had been with Jesus.

Thus their authority is declared to be directly from Christ.

They represented him in all this ; as we know from his com

mission to them- " as my Father sent me, even so I send you .''
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(3. ) But, as in their discourse to the Sanhedrim , they thus ex

pound the source of their authority, thus to teach, as from

Jesus; so again , in their discourses to the people, they expound

also the source ofthe authority of Jesus , to modify the old sys

tem -- as being formally promised in the old system itself.

( Acts III : 22.) For Moses truly said , “ a Prophet shall the

Lord your God raise up ” - “ like unto me ” -that is , a law

giver, as has been already shown ; “ him shall ye hear.

Their authority then is in Jesus ; and the authority of Jesus

is in accordance with the provisions of the old system .

(4. ) In precise accordance with this exposition ofthe theory

of the source of power — as in the old covenant- are all the facts,

as to their actual procedure; as we have already shown. In

stead of an independent organization, they continued in the

Temple , and made so little change , apparently , as not even to

stir up the prejudices of the masses - for they are said to have

had favor with all the people.

The obvious inference from all this is , that for the organic

principles of the organization of the Christian Church - for the

sources of its principles of government and administration , we

are to look back to the older constitution . If this involves , as

we admit it does , that either the Church organization is not

jure divino , or else we must find an ecclesiastical system , dis

tinct from the civil , in the Jewish system , ordained of God by

Moses ; we are willing to accept the latter alternative of the

conclusion . It is admitted by Stillingfleet, Whateley , and

all authors of that phase of Episcopacy , that the Christian

Church had its model from the Synagogue , and therefore, they

argue Church government is not jure divino-- for the synagogue

belongs to the era of her captivity -- and has no Divinewarrant.

If, however, Jesus and the Apostles sanctioned the synagogue,

that of itself must be an overwhelming presumption, in favor of

its jure divino authority. Starting with such a presumption

in favor of this view , it might not be so difficult a matter to

show that the synagogue as an ideal, at least , existed in the

constitution of Moses — and that a distinct Church constitution

must be supposed to have been a historical fact , if we would

explain satisfactorily the Old Testament history . A more co

gent argument, however , to logical minds, is derived from what

we have seen of the conception of the Church , in the minds of

the Apostles. If theprimary idea of it is in the Eternal pur

pose to gather out and organize a Kingdom of Messiah — and all

revelation is but the manifestation of that purpose — then a

Church as an essential element of the Divine plan, must have

an existence co - ordinate with the Revelation itself - and, there

fore, must have existed as an organization from the first.
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[For the Critic . ]

CHURCH MUSIC .

The worship of God is the most exalted and the most exalt

ing occupation in which a creature of God can possibly engage .

It is angelic toadore and praise God . To those who puttheir

trust in God , it is indeed befitting, that they commune with

Him in every way that He permits, in every aspect of His char

acter in which He reveals Himself, and in reference to all their

interests . It is befitting , that God's people “ pour out their

hearts before Him ,” and “ praise is comely for the upright.”'

It is the will of God that His people meet for His public

worship . And , accordingly , throughout the Christian world ,

God's people have their sanctuaries and their frequent assem

blies . And in almost all these sanctuaries and assemblies, we

find God's people attempting His high praises with the aid , and

through the medium , of music -- singing His praises in sacred

songs .

Now there is a warrant for attempting God's praises in and

through music . We have the warrant of Scripture exhorta

tion and example. We find in different parts of the Old Testa

ment,and especially in the Psalms, suchexhortations as these :

“ Praise the Lord , sing praises unto His name ”' _ “ Sing unto

Him , sing psalms unto Him ” — “ Sing unto Him a new song ;

play skilfully with a loud noise.” Such praise was to be pub

lic as well as private. Says the Psalmist, “ I will praise the

Lord withmy whole heart, in the assembly of the upright, and

in the congregation .” In the New Testament , while wehave

no set directions upon the subject, we yet find the Apostle Paul,

in writing to the church at Ephesus , as also to that at Colosse,

exhorting the Christians of those churches, “ to speak to them

selves in psalmsand hymns, and spiritual songs, singing and

making melody in their heart unto the Lord .”

Then we have the warrant of Scripture example. David

wrote psalms for the public service of the temple, and these

psalmswere sung, and the singing was accompanied by instru

ments of music. Also we have the high example of Christ and

his Apostles , who, at the close of the first celebration of the

Lord's Supper, " sung a hymn, and went out into the Mount

of Olives. If we conceive of the institution of the Lord's

Supper as the act , of allothers, in which our Saviour organized

the New Testament Church, then the singing of a hymn in

connection with it , would intimate very strongly the propriety

of sacred song , if it does not make the demand for it , in the

public services of the New Testament Church .

Accordingly, in all ages of the Christian Church , there has

been an almost universal concurrence , in all branches of the

Church, in the practice of singing in public worship .
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Nor need we wonder that God has warranted us , or even re

quired us , to sing His praises. When we consider the consti

tution of our nature, we see that God has somade us , that sing

ing is a most natural and effective method of expressing our

emotions of divine praise. Music has immense power over the

human heart. It is everywhere used for exciting and express

ing emotion , and that with uniform and eminent success. And

music is attractive as well as powerful. Even if we do not our

selves engage in singing, the singing of others compels us to

listen ; and listening, not an emotion of our nature can slumber

on , beyond the reach of some combination of harmony, or variety

of melody, to call it forth . God wonld have us praise Him

with our whole hearts." He would have rour souls and all

that is within us bless his holy name." Hence, He would

have us praise Him in song .

The praise of God in song being thus warranted and encour

aged , and being thus extensively and systematically attempted

throughout the Church , it is very evident that great care should

be taken by the Church to secure for her service the most suita

ble and edifying music . Here, at once , thequestion arises, what

sort of music is most suitable and edifying ? Is it that which

merely yields the greatest amount of noise ? Or is it that which

exhibits the highest degree of artistic excellence ? Such ques

tions have received various answers at various times , but in or

der to a right answer , it is necessary to look at the one great ob

ject which church music properly has in view , which is this : to

aid the devout worshipper in expressing his emotions of praise

to God Church music, then , is not properly a thing by itself,

to be simply listened to as an entertainment. Taste and skill

may be required properly to execute it ; yet it does not have in

view the exhibition of taste and skill. No ; taste and skill are

to be lost sight of , and that church music is the best which most

moves the hearts of true worshippers while they contemplate the

truths expressed in the words sung, and which affords them the

easiest and most perfect vehicle for uttering their devout feelings.

Whyshould important truth be thrown into the form of hymns,

and then be sung ? Why is it not enough that we simply read

the truth as written in prose ? Is not the object in view a more

ardent and intense expression of feeling in connection with the

truth ? And is not music properly used to gain the same object?

Then , of course , that church music is the best, which loses sight

of everything else but this, or which subordinates all else to

this, and aids thetrue worshipper in “ making melody in his

heart unto the Lord .”

This ideal of church music and public praise , demands that

not merely a few sing—as a choir—but also , that all the people

sing--tastefully and heartily. Good congregational singing is

that which is most desirable. Not to speak of what the Scrip
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tures intimate on this point, let us consider some of the obvious

arguments in its behalf, suggested by the very nature of the

case .

In the first place : As the heart is more deeply moved by hear

ing devotional language sung , than it is byhearing the same

language read ; so, in general, the heart is more deeply moved

when a person himself sings, than when he simply listens to the

singing of others. Surely this will not be denied. It is true ,

we may listen with great admiration to the skilful singing of

others-- our taste may be gratified ; but when we directly en

gage in urtering for ourselves the words of praise, in familiar,

sacred song, the heart is much morefrequently , and much more

deeply enlisted in the exercise . If this be so , it is desirable that

each worshipper, for his own sake , engage in the public sing

ing — or, that all the people sing :

But another reason may be given why all should sing. If

the heart be at all moved by hearing a few persons sing the

words of devout truth, it will, in general, be more deeply moved

by hearingmany persons thus sing . And when the singing in

a congregation is general, and hearty , and intelligent, the in

fluence of devout sympathy is most fully felt. Each person aids

all the rest , and in turn is aided by all the rest ; and thus, the

ends of social worship are inost fully gained. It is desirable ,

then , that every person in the congregation sing , not only for

his direct personal benefit, but for the general good . Just en

ter one of our German Protestant churches, and hear one thou

sand voices of the old and the young , singing in lively concert,

and say , if, for all devotional ends, the effect, on each , and on

all , is not far superior to that of a few voices , however well

trained and managed .

It might be added that congregational singing is especially

desirable in our Presbyterian churches. It is so for this reason .

Without it the people have no part which they can outwardly

and actively take in our public services. They are passive in

these services . The minister reads , and preaches, and prays,

and the choir sings, and the people have nothing to do. And

for this reason our services want life and spirit. The people

ought to take some active part in the worship. Our Methodist

brethren have their voluntary responses , and it is stirring to

hear these ascending from this and that quarter of the assem

bly . It shows that an interest is taken in the service . And

our Episcopal brethren have their Scripture selections , andthe

alternate readings of the people and the minister ; and they

have responses provided for, and brief prayers in concert - and

this has its advantages. It is true, there are drawbacks in each

of these cases . The voluntary responses often violate decorum ;

and the arranged and set readings and prayers sacrifice a de

sirable freedom of worship. None of us may wish to see either

1

:

1
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peculiarity adopted by our Church . Yet who does not wish for

more vivacity and activity in our worship , on the part of the

people ? But this might be had, without any drawback, in

hearty and intelligent congregational singing.

But now we come to the question — what is necessary in order

to such singing ? Very much has been written and spoken ,

within a few years past, on this question , as we suppose most of

our readers can testify . A great proportion of what has thus

been written and spoken, hasbeen in the way of complaint, and

railing , and accusation , against what is conceived to hinder

congregational singing . And when this has not been the case ,

it yet has been very seldom that we have had any full and sen

sible view of the question taken , and any intelligible and prac

ticable plan proposed for the attainment of the desired end.

We have in general merely had, here and there, a valuable hint

or suggestion . It is not without hesitation that we attempt a

somewhat full answer to the question proposed . Yet we invite

our readers to consider well our answer, and improve upon it as

best they may .

Three things are necessary in order to hearty and intelligent

congregational singing.

1. The people must be disposed and prepared to engage in

this part of public worship. This statement is very indefinite,

but we proceed to say , that the matter of church music must be

brought to secure the attention of the people. Then , their at

tention being had , their minds must be filled with right ideas ,

and their hearts be imbued with right sentiments concerning

the duty and the privilege of sacred praise . The desire to

praise God in song being excited , and some assurance being

given of the practicability of this desire being fully gratified,

the people must next have the opportunityof some actual prac

tice in singing such tunes as are generally familiar, under a

competent leader, and in circumstances which admit of faults

being indicated and corrected . No large number of persons can

do anything in perfect concert at the first attempt. Soldiers

march with perfect step only after patient drilling . And there

must be some drilling of a congregation, if they would sing

well together. It is not necessary , by any means , that they

learn to sing from books . To attempt this would be vain . If

singing ever becomes universal, it will doubtless become so

through imitation, as in the case of language. And congre

gational singing , in all ordinary cases , must be mainly a sing

ing by ear and rote. The first requisite, then , forcongrega

tional singing is this : the spirit of singing generally excited

among the people, and some practice in singing by ear together

the familiar tunes of the church .

2. But supposing the people disposed and reasonably prepar

ed to unite in singing, a second thing , which yet is absolutely
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necessary to their success , is this : the systematic selection and

use in ordinary worship of simple and familiar tunes . Now

here a great mistake is very often made ; and very often , per

haps, it is unwittingly made. That music may be very suita

ble for a choir , which is wholly unsuited to a congregation .

Choir music is distinctively one thing, and congregational mu

sic is distinctively another thing. The members of a proper

choir are acquainted with music as a science, and as an art .

They sing by note ; they can sing a new piece of music together

with very little practice-watching the notes . The piece may

be a complicated one -- some of the parts may rest at intervals ,

while others move on ; solo passages , duetts, fugues, running

passages, chromatic passages, accelerandos and ritardandos ,

crescendos and dimenuendos may occur ; yet a good choir will

soon master the piece ; and it may be an excellent choir piece ;

the difficult passages may constitute so many several beauties-

but such a piece is wholly unsuited to the congregation when

they would join in the singing . They sing mainly by ear and

rote ; and there being so many of them together , with only a

small amount of training possible, it is out of the question for

them to sing together any other than simple and familiar tunes ,

with an even and easy movement. Now such tunes may be had,

and that in sufficient numbers. In their place , too , they are as

beautiful as any . They admit of a most pleasant melody , and

a most delightful choral harmony. We do not mean that new

tunes should never be introduced into the church . All tunes

Each generation must have, to some extent,

its own music . But a new tune should be introduced rarely,

as occasion really requires , or as the superior excellence of the

new tune demands ; and then , if it be really excellent, it will

possess those popular attributes which will enable the people

soon to catch and use it , and thus no serious embarrassment

will follow . Probably not one half the tunes found in our ordi

nary collections of church music, however suitable they may be

for choir singing , are of such a character that it would be possi

ble for a congregation ever to learn them thoroughly, and sing

them well together, however diligently and perseveringly they

might make the attempt. Choir music and congregational

inusic are now mixed and confusedly attempted together . The

two ought by all means to be separated . Let the choir sing a

choir piece of music, of their own selection, by way of intro

duction toeach public service , and let the people devoutly listen

to that ; but let the choir sing congregational tunes to the

hymns announced from the pulpit, and letthe people unite with

the choir in singing these. It is absolutely essential to congre

gational singing, not only that the people be disposed and

reasonably prepared to sing together, but that easy and famil

iar music be afforded them .

were once new ,
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3. But further than this: a congregation must be suitably led

in singing . This is another essential requisite . Great diversity

of opinion exists in regard to the leading of church singing.

Some advocate the leading by a single precentor. Others pre

fer choirs. And others, still, prefer choirs with instrumental

accompaniments. Weknow not why a small assembly may not

be well led by a single precentor. One strong and prompt

voice , taking the leading part — the person occupying a central

position in the assembly --will be sufficient. "Such leading

seems very appropriate in the weekly meetings of the lecture

room , although even here, as we incline to think, several voices

together would lead the singing better than one precentor. But

a large congregation cannot be for a long time well led by a sin

gle precentor, unless they have already an admirable training ,

and unless they preserve that training by an unheard of atten

tion and diligence. A single voice is not sufficiently command

ing to lead a large assembly. Those remote from the leader

will go astray in time and tune. A choir of voices is needed,

to bind in one, all the different sections of the assembly , causing

them to move together. The musical arrangements of a con

gregation , too, may be much more uniform and permanent

under the leading of a choir, than is possible under the lead

ing of a precentor. The occasional absence of the precentor

from his post, or his entire removal by any of the numerous

providences which may at any time occur, will throw the sing

ing of the congregation into great confusion ; while a well con

stituted choir can sing in the absence of their leader, or in the

absence of some of their number, and can repair the losses made

by removal or death , without any breaking up of their organi

zation .

Just here it may be observed , that a choir of voluntary sing

ers is far preferable to a choir of pail singers. A choir con

stituted out of the members of the congregation, will more

fully sympathize with the people, and more readily and cheer

fully enter into arrangements made to secure congregational

singing . And a choir largely made up of professing Christians,

will have in view the true objects of church music,and will not

be guilty of performing the part ofmere functionaries personat

ing devotion , but will themselves devoutly praise God in song,

while seeking to aid and guide the devotions of God's people.

Concerning the vexed question of instrumental accompani

ments , it is not now proposed to say anything. The discussion

of this question is by no means vital to the objects we have in

view . Yet it may not be amiss to observe, in this connection ,

that the opinion, extensively prevalent in the Christian com

munity , that choirs and instruments are naturally and necessa

rily hostile to congregational singing—an opinion, the correct

ness of which , has seldom been questioned — is utterly without

foundation . We may be pointed to frequent instances , it is
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true , in which the introduction of choirs and instruments has

been followed by a cessation of congregational singing . Yet

the only satisfactory way of accounting for the fact, is this : the

choir and musicians , having had the responsibility of conduct

ing the music devolved on them , without instructions in regard

to the needs of the people, very naturally have conducted the

music with a view ofpleasing themselves ; have introduced new

music, and choir music, such as the people could not sing .

The fault has been the sort of tunes selected by the performers,

and not the fact that such performers have conducted the music.

This fault might readily be prevented. A properly constituted

choir, if permitted to sing one choir piece of their own selection ,

at each public service , by way of introduction, will willingly

sing familiar tunes, in which the congregation may unite, in the

other parts of the service. If any one supposes that instru

ments are peculiarly hostile to congregational singing, how will

he account for the fact that in Germany all the people sing,

while , in every church, an organ leads the singing ?

These three things, just specified, we regard as essential to

hearty and intelligent congregational singing. And these seem

to us all that are essential. We do not mean that these will

secure perfection . Nothing can compensate for the want of

early individual instruction , and continual exercise in singing .

Without this the car will become dull , and the voice intract

able . And in the general neglect of musical cultivation in our

land, there will be found in every congregation , where general

singing is attempted , only a partial approximation on the part

of many toward correct or tasteful singing ; while, with a few ,

the case may be even worse—the voice hopelessly harsh and dis

cordant. Yet, in every congregation , we would encourage all

to sing to the best of their ability, believing that in the power

of united song, the minor inaccuracies and discordances will be

so far overborne, as by no means to hinder thegeneral edifica

tion . Yet it is not always easy to secure all the requisites

named , and hence the possible failure to obtain the desired end ,

even when a vigorous effort is made. But, now , how often is

no attempt made to provide or preserve good church music.

How often is the music just left to take care of itself. The

whole subject was sadly neglected in our churches, in the early

history of our country, and the fruits of that neglect are abun

dantly and sadly visible at the present time.

The following sketch will, we believe, be found correct : Our

churches formerly insisted on having their music led by a pre

centor. The natural tendency of such leading, as might be

shown, is backward . Under this leading , the people neglected

to cultivate music, and it degenerated until it became intolera

ble. A reaction from this condition followed . A fewA few persons

în each church would be found , who, with strong natural tastes
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for music , desired to cultivate the art. Music teaching then

became a profitable business, as also the manufacture of church

music books. The few in cach church who cultivated music,

were deputed by the congregation to lead the singing, which

they did under the guidance of their hired teachers, using the

newly manufactured tune books and tunes. These choirs , aim

ing to please themselves in respect to the character of the music

sung , the people were generally unable to unite with them ,

however imperfectly, until at last the semblance of congrega

tional singing disappeared in a great proportion of our church

And , at the present time, what do we see as the fruits of :

this process ? Look in on our churches. The congregation :

praises God through a delegated committee . New tune books

have continued to flood the land . Some of these are used in

one church , some in another ; and many are used in rapid suc

cession in the same church - new music being introduced to

supplant that which is not yet old , and introduced for no other

reason than that it is new . And the people — the musicbeing

removed out of their reach — have, in general, apparently lost

all sense of resposibility toward it, and all interest in it. They

have become dumb to God's praise. Some try to follow the

choir in the words sing and use their hymn -books for the pur

pose, while others, without hymn-book, and apparently with

out occupation during the singing, sit gazing at the choir, or

gazing at their neighbors, or gazing into vacuity , as the case

may be. All this is particularly true ofour city churches, and

it is further true of many of our city churches, that not being

ableto secure a choir from among themselves, who can execute

music respectably, they feel compelled to resort to professional

musicians, not only to play their organs, but also , to perform

their singing. And thus it frequently comes to pass, in our

churches , that a few paid singers mock God , for the professed

benefit of his people, seeking to display themselves and please

critical cars, while the organ finishes the farce with almost in

terminable voluntaries, and preludes, and interludes - all as

much out of character as a wretched ingenuity can devise. It ":

seems to be more and more the case , that the opera gives tone!

to church music. Things are perhaps not quite so far gone , in

this direction , here in Baltimore, as in some of our sister cities.

Yet it is very easy for the practised ear to perceive, that the

highest achievement of our fashionable and fancy choir -singers

is a peculiarity of operatic slurring and whining, governing all

their tones, evidently supposed to be very pathetic and affect

ing , but which really is very grotesque and ridiculous.

This state of things ought surely to be a great grief to those

who have any desirefor God's true worship. With all our re

sorts to expedients, and our determinationto have good music,

even though upon a basis of very doubtful propriety, and by
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means not unlikely to provoke God's sore displeasure, we yet

have failed to obtain good music . Very few of our churches af

ford even tolerable music . And shall this state of things be

quietly endured? Shall we continue to miss the benefits of true

sacred praise, and go on from worse to worse in our wretched

substitutes for it, without an effort in the right direction ? Most

persons are ready to complain of the existing evil , but few seem

ready to try any remedy . Indeed, perhapsmost are hopeless of

the success of any proposed remedy. The evil has no remedy ;

its continued existence is inevitable. Thus they seem to think .

Some churches have tried to profit by past experiences, and have

sought to improve the condition of their music. And, what is

more, instances are not wanting, in which churches have suc

ceeded in their efforts beyond expectation. Instances mightbe

named , in which well-directed effort, commonly beginning with

the pastor , and heartily seconded by the people, have brought

the music to a condition of real excellence. No: it is our shame,

if we appreciate the evil and complain of it , yet are not ready

to co -operate with others for its removal. We may be sure that

if God has appointed the singing of sacred song as an ordi

nance of His house, there is a way in which such singing may

be performed , so as to please God and profit our own souls ; and

we are verily guilty before God , if we do not seek to know and

pursue that way .

Whatever others may think , it is our abiding conviction that

much might be done, in most of our well-established churches,

for the improvemet of the singing . The case is very rare, we

suppose, in which any one of the requisites for good congrega

tional singing before named, is really beyond attainment. All

might be had, in most cases , if diligentlysought after.

Pastors might do much in drawing the attention of their

churches to this subject, and in inciting the desire to praise

God by united singing. Then , in most cases, it would not be

difficult to procure the services of a competent and devout pro

fessional singer for forming and training a suitable choir , and

for drilling the congregation in the singing of the familiar

tunes of the church . A half hour might be profitably spent in

this general exercise every week, for any given length of time,

at the close of the weekly lecture. Then this person, or the

leader of the choir , in concert with the pastor, might carefully

select a sufficient number of tunes, suitable for congregational

singing, adapted to the hymns in most frequent use, and already

more or less familiar to the people, with the understanding that

these would , for a time, be exclusively used in the ordinary ser

vices of the church . By such simple means, the general desire

being excited worthily to celebrate the praises of God, and a per

fect understanding being had betweenthe pastor and choir and

congregation, a few months' trial would witness , we are per
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suaded , the inauguration of a new era in the music of many of

our churches. The choir being invited to sing apiece of their

own selection , as introductory to each of the Sabbath services ,

would have continued occasion for a weekly rehearsal, and by

means of this rehearsal they would preserve whatever vantage

ground they had obtained under the temporary and special in

structions of the musical professor ; and possibly the singing of

the congregation , under the guidance of a choir preserving its

excellence , mightimprove rather than decline.

It ought also to be observed, that, in most of our established

congregations, there are many young persons who have some

knowledge of the rudiments of music , whose knowledge yet

does not avail them much for church purposes . They have

learned music in connection with instruments, and for drawing

room purposes, and they sing and play well for their friends.

Yet they do not read church music, and scarcely attempt to sing

in church . And by the by, it is a very significant fact, that so

little of the actual cultivation of music, even in Christian fam

ilies , has any reference to the praises of God as sung in His

sanctuary . But now , with the aid of a competent instructor,

these persons, meeting together in a class, might readilybring

their taste and cultivation into the region of church music,and

make them available for church purposes. And how much

would it aid the singing of the congregation, to have a number

of such singers scattered through the house , not merely follow

ing the leading of the choir , but singing promptly with the

choir . From these , moreover, the choir could draw its recruits

as occasion demanded .

We are strongly inclined to believe that the prime responsi

bility for the continued deplorable condition ofour church mu

sic generally, rests upon our pastors . We believe that if our

pastors could be brought to take a lively and intelligent interest

in the matter, they could readily secure the necessary co -opera

tion of their congregations in executing those plans,which

would radically improve our church music. To pastors, especi

ally , we commend the foregoing very imperfect observations:

In every organized church, it is surely desirable, that every

department of duty and privilege be so cared for — so ordered

and conducted—as to perform its full share in glorifying God,

and promoting the Church's prosperity . No church should be

willingly suffered to fail in any respect of her full duty , her full

usefulness, her full beauty. Her services should be such as

most fully to edify her own members, and to attract and profit

the occasional worshipper. And why should we not in the

fear of God , seek to have our churches discharge their full duty

and enjoy their full privilege , in the department of sacred

praise ? God has called us, as Christians, out of the world , and

has gathered us into churches , with the object prominently in
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view of our publicly worshipping Him with our praises and our

songs
of praise. And this service, if properly considered , is one

of the mostreasonable, and one of the most delightful, as well

as one of the most dignified and becoming, in which we can

possibly engage. When we consider what God is , in all his

glorious perfections; when we consider what He has done for

us , in Creation, in Providence, in Grace — forming us , uphold

ing us, blessing us — aye, in his wonderful mercy , saving us; 0

how canwe help praising God ? How can we help calling upon

our souls and all that is within us to bless and magnify His

great and holy name ? And when , as God's people — as the

children of his mercy in Christ Jesus--we assemble for His

worship , how can we help unitedly thus praising His name ?

Will noteach of us cry to all his Christian companions, “ Omag

nify the Lord with me, and let us exalt His name together ! "

God is preparing us here for serving Him hereafter. But in

what services shall we engage in Heaven ? Shall we not with

theAngels stand before God's throne , and praise Him day and

night ? And shall we not sing the new song, which even Angels

cannot sing -- the song of our redemption ? Ah yes : the most

we know of heaven is its music ! Should we not desire , as in

our earthly assemblies we sit together in heavenly places in

Christ Jesus , to sing the songs of heaven in heavenly music ?

Would that our sanctuaries might be found none other than the

house of God and the gate of heaven ! Would that by God's

own Spirit our hearts might be inspired and our tongues unloos

ed , to give Him worthy and noble praise !

(FOR THE CRITIC . )

PARLIAMENTARY RULES.

The general tendency of the human mind, is to undervalue

every thing of which we are profoundly ignorant. This is as

serted notwithstanding the familiar adage, omne ignotum pro

mirifico; for while there are certain subjects and certain classes

of minds to which the maxim is applicable, yet the great

majority of men are disposed to depreciate all knowledge which

they do not possess . No man speaks lightly of any art or

science of which , he has made himself master . But most men

regard as trivial , and unworthy of their attention , every practi

cal science concerning which they know nothing, or next to

nothing
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The truth of these remarks has been fully exemplified with

respect to the laws and customs, that govern parliamentary

proceedings — the rules of order which regulate the course of

business in deliberative assemblies . It is certainly the case, that

the ministers of the Presbyterian Church know very little of par

liamentary usage , except as they pick it up, in the course oftheir

attendance upon the Judicatories of the Church ; and they have

but a confused and indistinct recollection of whatthey have seen

and heard . Every one who has been conversantwith the proceed

ings ofPresbyteries , and even of the General Assembly, can bear

witness to the truth of what is here affirmed .

This ignorance certainlydoes not arise from any intrinsic dif

ficulty in the subject, nor from the want of adequate means of

information , and surely not from want of capacity to learn ; it

must therefore be due tothe light esteen in which the whole

subject of parliamentary law is held ; and this false estimate of

the value of the science, can have no other source than want

of acquaintance with its character and design .

It seems to be the general opinion , that every man of ordina

ry information, and good common sense, is fully competent to

guidea deliberative assembly, through all the intricacy of busi

ness that may arise , without having given one hour to prepara

tion for so arduous an undertaking . According to the preva

lent opinion , the whole subject of parliamentary order may be

reduced to the simple elements of motion , debate and question ,

with which all are familiar; and any more extensive acquaint

ance with rules or principles, is deemed altogether unnecessa

ry . It is enough to qualify a man to preside over the delibera

tions of all the church courts , from the Session to the General

Assembly , if he be acquainted with a few of the most simple and

elementary rules ; such as are most frequently required in prac

tice . These , which distinguish an orderly assembly from an

ungoverned mob , are learned because ofthe frequency of their

application in all public bodies met for deliberation ; and

nothing beyond this is regarded as valuable or desirable. It is

not known, or not remembered, that these elementary principles

belong to a compact and beautiful system, which isthegrowth

of ages of experience; and which has been altered and amended,

condensed and reduced to scientific arrangement, beyond which,

says Mr. Jefferson , little is to be desired or expected .

There are other parts of this system almost as important and

necessary to be known as the most common and ordinary

rules .

Ignorance of these would stop the proceedings and clog the

wheels of business quite as effectually, though not quite so

speedily , as was said to have been thecase, in one of the large

cities some years ago.

The story goes, that at a public meeting of the descendants of
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Ham , a well known and highly esteemed boot-black in one of

our largest colleges , was introduced as Professor of the

said College; and in consideration of his distinguished position,

in a renowned literary institution, he was called to the chair .

Whereupon the business of the meeting began . A resolution

was offered, and debated with great spirit, and at great length;

and after every body had spoken their mind, and the assembly

were wearied with the debate, there was a general call all

over the house for the question . The chairman sat immovable,.

with a placid smile beaming from his benevolent countenance.

Again, question , question, resounded through the house, but

still the chairman remained unmoved ; when the mover of the

resolution arose and said , Mr. Chairman, will you be pleased to

put the question ? O yes, O yes , gentlemen , replied the chair

man , and continued to preside with great dignity and urbanity;

but the question was as far off as ever. Again he was urgently

entreated to put the question, when he replied, certainly, gentle

men , certainly. After repeated efforts to induce thedistinguish

ed Professor to fulfil the functions of his office, it was ascertain

ed , that he had not the least notion ofwhat was required of him;

and some member was obliged to usurp the officeof chairman,

and take the sense of the meeting upon the resolution . The

assembly then adjourned with a greatopinion of the politeness

of the Professor, who presided with such admirable dignity and

such wonderful simplicity.

Precisely such acase is not likely to occur in the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, nor even in one of the

Presbyteries. Yet all who have attended frequently the meet

ings of these bodies, have seen things scarcely less vexatious ,

and having almost as much influence in retarding the progress

of important business, and exhibiting almost as much ignor

ance of some of the plainest principles of parliamentary law.

And what is worse , this ignorance is often found in men who

have attained great eminence in the pulpit , and as debaters even

in the Church courts. It is , therefore, evident that the cause

must be sought, not in the abstruse and recondite nature of the

rules of order ; but in the low estimate which they have placed

upon the whole science, which has prevented them from giving

it much attention , or devoting even a small portion of time to

the acquisition of its principles .

It may here be asked, what authority have the rules and pre

cedents of the British House of Commons, or of the Congress of

the United States , in the Judicatories of the Presbyterian

Church ? When did they acquire any binding force in Ecclesi

astical Assemblies ? The General Assembly of the Church has

adopted , and recommended to all the other Judicatories, a set of

general rules for their guidance . Now , if any certain and defi

nite code is needed , why are not these general rules all
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sufficient ? To these inquiries it may be answered, that the

“ General Rules ” are themselves borrowed from that great

system ofparliamentary law . They are good as far as they go,

and would be sufficient if they provided for every case that

might arise ; or were anything else than general rules . More

over, difficulties arise in the applicationofthese rules, and

terms are used in them , the signification of which, can only be

learned by a recourse to the system or science, from which

they were borrowed , and to which theybelong.

As to the authority of these rules, it rests upon the same

basis as that of the whole law of parliament, so far asit is ap

plicable to ecclesiastical assemblies . The General Assembly

does not enjoin the observance of the “ General Rules,” but

only recommends them as convenient , and adapted to the wants

of the Judicatories . The sanction of the General Assembly

only serves as evidence of their intrinsic excellence and suita

bleness . The binding force of the principles of the parliamen

tary law is found, not in any authoritative enactment, but

in their applicability to the circumstances of all deliberative

bodies. Some rules of order , andsome general principles are

essential ; and no better can be found than those which have

been tested , and established by the experience of many genera

tions. It is in this simple fact that they are the best within

reach , and better than any which the wisdom of any oneman,

or any body of men of one generation could devise, that we find

all their claim to be regarded in our ecclesiastical courts.

It follows from the very nature of free deliberative bodies,

that they have the right to frame their own rules, to regulate

their own proceedings; and that no other power has the right

to dictate to them in this matter ; provided, always, that they

establish no rule in contravention of the authority to which

they owe their existence , or their right and power to assemble.

Upon this foundation, the whole structure of parliamentary

law has been erected . One stone after another has been proved

and its strength tried , and then laid in its place upon the build

ing. The erection has occupied a space ofseveral hundred years;

and has been re-adapted to the varying circumstances of succes

sive ages ; until now , it is as perfect an edifice, and aswell suit

ed to the wants of deliberative bodies, as any that the skill of

man can devise .

It is not the product of the wisdom of one man, nor of the

wise men of one generation ; but it embraces the experience of

the men of many generations, who , by their position were best

qualified to develope such a system .

Every body of men which assembles for the purpose of delib

erating and debating, is obliged at the out-set to determine the

question, whether it willconstruct a code of laws for its own gove

ernment? or whether they will be directed by the parliamentary
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rules already in existence ? and every such body, which meets

either in Great Britain or America, does , in fact, tacitly agree

to be governed by these rules wherever they are applicable to

their condition and circumstances . This is provedby the fact

that they never do more than provide a few general rules, which

are intended merely to adjust the system to their necessities .

The ends aimed at, and securedby rules of order are, in the

language of Mr. Jefferson, " accuracy in business, economy of

time, order, uniformity and impartiality .” He also , in the

very first sentence of his celebrated Manual, quotes Mr. Onslow,

the ablest among the Speakers of the House of Commons as say

ing: “ It was a maxim he had often heard when he was a

young man , from old and experienced members, that nothing

tended more to throw power into the hands of administration

and those who acted with the majority of the House of Commons

than a neglect of, or departure from the rules of proceeding;

that these forms, as instituted by our ancestors , operated as a

check , and control on the actions ofthe majority ; and they were

in many instances, a shelter and protection to the minority

against the attempts of power. These results so far as they are

attainable in any assembly of erring men , have beenattained

by strict adherence to the " rules of proceeding .'
With re

spect to accuracy in business , economy of time, order and unifor

mity, a mereglance at somesuch body as the Senate of the Uni

ted States, when the chair is occupied by a parliamentary
vete

ran , thoroughly conversant with the rules , will show that they

are effectually secured. The body appears like a machine, with

all its parts nicely adjusted and well oiled. The business moves

on with perfect order and regularity ; and even when effortsare

deliberately
made to confuse or to delay the proceedings

, they

can be only partially successful . Themachine moves on with

out jar or disorder when obstructions
are designedly thrown

among its manifold wheels . On the contrary , in some of our

Church Judicatories
, a large portion of the time is often taken

up, with vain wrangling about points of order , where neither

the presiding officer nor the body itself, are familiar with any

standard by which they can be settled ; but all are vainly stri

ving to recall some modern precedent established by a single in

stance within their own memory. The recollection of each

man may be very accurate, and at the same time vary very much

from that of all the others. The whole presenting the appear

ance of a machine out of gear, that grates and shrieks, and jars

and jolts , runnbles and bounds , a thing very painful either to

see or hear.

It often happens also , that church courts are obliged to do a

thing over several times, before they accomplish their intentions;

and such is the intimate connectionbetween form and substance ,

that injustice is sometimes done , and errors are committed , sim

.
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ply from not knowing the effects of certain proceedings. Ex

amples of such inaccuracy, of grievous waste of time, and confu

sion and diversities of practice, must occur, at once , to every

one at all familiar with the doings of Presbyteries and Syn

ods ; and instances are not wanting in the history ofthe Gener

al Assembly .

In order to make the necessity more apparent for an accurate

acquaintance with parliamentary precedents, let us suppose

that the General Rules for Judicatories'' are formally adopted

by every Presbytery and Synod , and thatevery member has

conned these rules until he is perfectly familiar with every one

of them . Cases will still arise under the rules themselves, con

cerning which they afford no information as totheir own bear

ing and effects; as for example , a motion is made, that the sub

ject before the body lie on the table; now what is the effect of

this motion, if carried, upon the whole subject, original resolu

tion, amendments andall? what the effectupon the general in

terests under discussion ? Concerning these, and several other

questions that might be raised , the rule gives no information

and it has happened , that some of them have received contradic

tory solutions, on the very same day , in the General Assembly

of the Presbyterian Church , when the chair was occupied by

different persons.

Besides, there are multitudes of cases constantly arising for

which the “ General Rules' make no provision . By what

rule shall these cases be governed ? The answer to this question

is in the breast of the majority of the house. The question

must be determined as it arises, or the business of the meeting

stops then and there. Theonly point to be settled is , shall the

case be decided by the capriciousjudgment of the presiding of

cer , subjectto corrections or reversal by the equally capricious

judgment of the majority of thebody ? or shall itbe referred to

some well known standard , which has stood the test of time

and experience, and commanded the assent of all who have care

fully studied its principles ? In the determination of this point,

ignorance of the law , and the total absence of anystandard ,

practically amount to the same thing. The result in either

case is that the law governing the case, andaffecting often very

important interests, is made after the case has actually arisen ,

andis to all intents an " ex post factolaw, and it is in fact

almost always influenced by the feelings ofthe majority, with

reference to the main subject under discussion . The question

of order will then be determined by the effect which it is per

ceived that it will have upon the final issue of the matter in

hands .

It will thus be seen at a glance, that in addition to the delay

of business which must be occasioned by the time necessarily

taken up in deciding on the method of proceeding, there is the
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inevitable danger of conflicting decisionsof precisely the same

questions ; and a wide door opened for the exercise of tyranny

on the part of dominant majorities. Every principle, therefore,

of equity demands that whatever rule may be adopted, it should

be definitely settled beforehand , and not left to the caprice or

passion of the moment .

As this matter actually stands in our Church Judicatories ,

it is not quite so bad as the case supposed , so far as relates to

danger of oppression on the part of accidental majorities ; be

cause both the presiding officer and the members of the body

always do have some standard, to which they refer such ques

tions. That standard , however, is not a well digested , compact

and certain system of rules and precedents, but the dim and

doubtful apprehension of certain half remembered instances ,

which have occurred under the observation of the individual ,

in that, or some other Church court , or in some legislative hall.

This standard, although very uncertain , is not capricious ; and

while the danger of oppression is not so great , the certainty of

confusion anddelay isprecisely the same as though there was

no recognised law or rule of proceedure.

Admitting then, the absolute necessity of some known and

acknowledged system of rules , the only choice is between a new

code, adapted to every possible emergency, enacted by authority

as well as constructed by the wisdom of the body to be govern

ed, and a resort to well established historical precedents. No

wise man can hesitate between the two ; not because of the ven

erable antiquity of the latter , but because to reject the historical

is to throw away all the lessons of experience.

So far as it relates to the mere deliberative capacity of Church

Judicatories, the great store-house of rules and precedents is the

law of Parliament. This is the tried and proved basis of every

system of rules of order in use among the Anglo -Saxon race .

But when the Church courts sit in their strictly judicial

character, for the trial of offences, their methods of proceedure

have, to some extent, a different historical origin . They are

derived, not from the law of Parliament, nor from the common

law of England , but from the civil law , i.e. the law of the

Roman Empire . Perhaps they have come in some measure

through the municipal law of Scotland , but more probably

directly from the civil law.

Both of these historical elements are of course modified , and

adjusted to our somewhat changed circumstances, by well estab

lished modern precedents settled by instances which have arisen

among ourselves.

This is not the place for a detailed analysis of the principles

of parliamentary law. That would require more space than

we can devote to the subject, and more research than we can

now afford to bestow . We , therefore, conclude this article ,

1
.
.
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already too long, by suggesting that the Professors ofExecu

tiveTheology, in the Theological Seminaries, give to their

pupils a brief course of instruction on these subjects, and direct

their attention to the sources of information. If they will do

80 , we can predict with confidence, that there will be soon ap

parent much greater accuracy in business, economy of time,

order, uniformity , and impartiality,” in the proceedings of all

the Judicatoriesof the Church . Surely these are results by no

means to be despised .

RECENT DISCUSSIONS AND DELIVERANCES OF THE

CHURCH COURTS, TOUCHING THE QUESTION OF

MINISTERIAL SUPPORT .

In the discussions on the subject of Ministerial Support,

which , for three years past, have been had through the Jour

nals of our Church , in official papers from the Boards, and of

ficial acts of the various Judicatories of the Church , we have felt

a lively interest , and also a strong sympathy with the results

sought after by this agitation - viz: a more adequate provision

for the ministry . Weare fully persuaded, that lookedatmere

ly in a humanand business point of view , as a compensation for

intellectual labor , the provision made for the ministry, gënerally,

whether in large or small fields of labor, is a disgrace to the

people . That probably not one in ten of our ministers , receives

such compensation, in return for his pastoral labors, as with

suchamount of education and ability he could provide for him

self by bestowing, as ateacher, half the amount of toil upon a

score or two of the children of his charge, to say nothing of

what the same amount of character , qualification, and industry

might accomplish in other departments of labor, professional

or commercial.

Feeling this thorough accord in this general view of the evil

of whichcomplaint is made, and in the purpose aimed at in

these discussions, wefeel the more free to give utterance to some

suggestions of objection to the manner in which this subject has

beenpresented — as overlookingan important limitation set to

the discussion of the support of the ministry in the Word of

God . Our aim shall be to show that according to the inspired

teaching and example,whilst as against the people, the ministry

has all the claim which has been urged with so much force ;
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yet, on the other hand, there is set a very clear limitation as

to the extent to which the ministry may go in urging this claim .

Perhaps the clearest as well as the briefest method of illus

trating the principle here suggested , will be to examine the

teachings both by word and example of that very apostlewho

more fully than any other of the inspired writers has exhibited

the obligation of the Church to support her ministry . In the

first place then , there can be no doubt that Paul has most ex

plicitly given utterance to the very principle which the discus

sions alluded to have urged with so much zeal and force . " If

we have sown unto you spiritual things, ” he argues, " is it a

great thing if we shall reap your carnal things? Do ye not

know that they which minister about holy things, live of the

things of the temple , and they which wait at the altar are

partakers with the altar ? Even so the Lord hath ordained ,

that they which preach the Gospel shall live of the Gospel . '

(1 Cor . 9 : 11-14 . ) " Let him that is taught in the word , com

municate to him that teacheth in all good things.” — (Gal. 6 :6.)

" Let the Elders that rule well, be counted worthy of double

honor, especially they who labor in the word and doctrine ; for

the Scripture saith , thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth

out the corn . And, the laborer is worthy of his reward.

(1 Tim . 1 : 17. ) Nothing can be more clear and decisive in so

far as concerns the obligation of the Church in this matter, and

as against that miserable hypocritical nasal whine against a

" hireling ministry ,” of which we hear so much in our times

from certain sections of immersed and unimmersed mammonisers

bearing the Christian name .

But the point which we have now to urge is , that whilstall

this is well enough and true enough, thereis also another view

of the whole matter in Scripture , presentinganother side of the

question, and which lays down a certain limit, within which

alone, the minister himself shall assert this claim , and by which

he shall conduct himselftowards the people in regard to his right

to a support . One of the most remarkable instances of this, is

the case of Paul himself, who while at Corinth " reasoning in

the synagogue every Sabbath,” supported himself by a secular

occupation, - " abode with Aquila and Priscilla , because he

was of the same craft and wrought with them ; for by their oc

cupation they were tent makers . ' And what will strike the

thoughtful reader as one of the most remarkable passages in

Acts, is the closing paragraph of his farewell address to the

Ephesian Church : - “ And now brethren I commend you to God,

and to the word of his grace, which is able to build you up and

togive you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified .

I have coveted no man's silver or gold, or apparel - yea , ye

yourselves know that these hands have ministered to my necessities,

and to them that are with me . I have shown you all things ,
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how that so laboring,ye ought to support the weak, and to

remember the words ofthe Lord Jesus,how he said, It is more

blessed to give than to receive.” — (Acts 20 : 33–35 .)

Now at first sight , and according to prevalent notions, does

there not seem to be a jar here, between the first and last por

tions of this closing paragraph of a farewell address ? Is there

not some strange want of harmony,we are readyto say, between

the tone of the solemn commendation to God and the word of

his grace — suggesting that God , rather than Paul, is after all,

the true guardian of the Church, and God's Word , rather than

the eloquent preaching of Paul , the true means of the edification

of his people ; and this sudden descent to the matter of his

support while among them ? Why, just after -so lofty and

beautiful a reference of them to God's care of the Church still,

though Paul leave it ; and to God's Word as of itself the true

spiritual sustenance, though Paul no longer preach it, why

this abrupt transition to his personal and pecuniary relations to

his late charge ? Now losing sight of the greatprinciple which

it is our purpose here to develope, and regarding this assimply

the utterance of a personal feeling, and the exhibition of a sen

sitive , personal pride — the criticism is well founded . But a

little farther reflection, and especially on comparing thiswith

similar protestations of the Apostlein the Epistles, we discover,

that so far from being the expression of a personal peculiarity

of the Apostle , it is the enunciation of a great principle which

others before Paul had enunciated at various eras of the Church ,

That principle is , that aside entirely from any personal feeling

and sensitiveness on the subject, any man who is commissioned to

speak and act for God , is to guard,with intense jealousy, against

giving the least color of suspicion for the charge, that inexecut

ing his commission as God'sambassador , he may be seeking any

selfish and personalends. The reason for this jealousy, if there

wereno higher, may be found in the propensity of sinful men

in all ages to imitate their father, the Devil, in asking ever,

“ Doth Job serve God for nought? ” The current popular slang

concerning the ministers of Jesus, as selfish salary -hunters and

that too in face of the fact, that scarce one in one hundred of

the educated ministers of the land, but can make better provi

sion for himself withthe same means and industry in any other

calling ,-may of itself suggest a reason for the stress laid upon

this point by the Apostle, and by the Scripture generally.

This case of Paul at Ephesus, will be found, on examination , to

be by no means a singular one . We find this sensitive jealousy

of any imputation of selfish and personal ends in executing

God's commission , in the case of Abraham , when God had

employed him to deliver Lot and the King ofSodom, and chas

tise the enemy that had captured and spoiled them. When the

King of Sodom in gratitude offered him all the spoils, which he
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had re-captured, reserving to himself onlyhis people , the half

indignant answer of the Patriarch was," I have lifted up my

hand to the Lord , the Most High God , the possessor of heaven

and earth , that I will not takefrom thee a thread , even to a

shoe latchet , lest thou shouldst say I have made Abraham rich .”

(Gen. 14 : 22. ) To have taken any reward for the noble service

which Jehovah had honored him by enabling him to render,

would have obscured the testimony for Jehovah thus offered to

the wicked around him , and put Abraham , his representative,

on a level with the marauding freebooters of his generation .

He could take no spoil as a reward, just for the reason that to

take the spoils of the Canaanites in after times was forbidden to

the Israelites ; since by so doing their triumphs in Canaan would

be no witness that God was there, and had employed them as

the ministers of his vengeance and judgment , upon these high

handed sinners . The principle has its illustration again in the

case of Moses — when , with warm resentment he repelled the

insinuation of Korah , that he was selfishly putting himself in

high and honorable position - lording it over God's heritage .

" Moses was very wroth and said unto the Lord, I have not

taken one ass from them ." - (Numb. 16 : 15. ) So again in the

challenge of Samuel to Israel, in his old age, “ Witness against

me before the Lord and before his anointed -- whose ox have I

taken, or whose ass have I taken, or from whose hand have I

received a bribe to blind mine eyes." - (1 Sam . 13 : 3. ) This

principle lies at the foundation of the fact, which has so often

excited remark , that of all the miracles of Jesus , not one was

done to promote any personal end , or satisfy any personal want ;

a fact which is true of every true miracle-worker in every age

of theChurch . And the same truth again has its illustration

in the case of Simon Magus, who thought to purchase of Peter,

for money, the power togive the Holy Ghost by the laying on

of his hands ; but who was met with the stern rebuke, thy

money perish with thee.” The idea in all the cases cited is,

that one directly commissioned to speak and act for God, must,

with a holyjealousy , guard against making the impression on

the minds of men , that they have any selfish end to accomplish

by the exercise of the power conferred upon them , or any other

end than simply to witness for God to men , by showing God's

power among men .

Now the principle thus governing in the case of extraordinary

ministers-exercising marvellous powers — is equally applicable

to every sort of ministry for God, committed to men. The

same reasons for the jealous watch against the imputation of

selfishness, exist in the latter case as in the former, viz : to give

full force and effect to the message as from God , and without

impairing the effect which it iscalculated to produce among

Accordingly we find in the New Testament the same
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doctrine as applying to the ordinary and perpetualministry of

the Church . In each summary of the qualifications of a gospel

ministry, in thepastorał Epistles , it is required that he be " Not

greedy of filthy lucre, but given to hospitality .” — ( Titus 1:7-18

and 1 Tim . 3: 2–3.) And hence, not only in this speech to the

Ephesians , but in his Epistles to all the Grecian Churches, we

find Paul re-iterating the same protestation of his unselfishness

in his labor among them . Thus , to the Corinthians, " In all

things have I kept myself from being burdensome to you , and

so will I keep myself. As the truth of God is in me, noman

shall stop me of this boasting in all the region of Achaia "

(2 Cor. 11: 9-10 .) And again in each of the Epistles to the

Thessalonians, " Laboring night and day, that wemight not be

chargeable to any of you, we preached unto you theGospel of

God. ”—(1 Thess. 2 : 9 , and 2 Thess. 3 : 8. )

Now , it must be borne in mind, that this is the constant

protestation of that very Apostle who argues elsewhere more

largely and fully than any other of the writers of Scripture, the

right of those who preach the Gospel to live of the Gospel, and

asserts his own right in that regard. Nor is this to be accounted

for on the score of something peculiar in the natural tempera

ment of the man , -- some sensitiveness of feeling on the subject,

and dislike of the thought of depending on others for support.

For this is the same Apostle who, with a full heart, says to the

Philippians , " No Church communicated with me, as concern

ing giving and receiving , but ye only . I rejoiced in the Lord

greatly, that now at lastyour care of me hath flourished greatly,

ye have well done that ye did communicate with my affliction :

(Philip . 4 : 10–15 . ) " I am full, having received of Epaphroditus

the things which were sent from you , an odor of sweet smelling

savor, a sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing to God. ” It was

Paul also, who, on receiving the noble missionary contribution

of the poor Churches in Macedonia for the relief of the Saints of

Judea , exclaimed— " Thanks be unto God for his unspeakable

gift,” and who, over and over againin Epistles to other churches,

dwelt with delight upon the liberal spirit of these Macedonian

Churches.

This review of the general teaching of Scripture, fully explains

now the apparent want of harmony in the last paragraph of his

farewell address at Ephesus . After recounting his labors among

them, this is the crowning evidence of the truth of the Gospel

which he had preached , that he could have had no selfish end to

accomplish in them all,but showed himselfa true God'sembassa

dor . And not only has the declaration of his unselfishness thus a

veryclose logical connection with what he had said before, but a

peculiarly close connection with what follows,-- "I have showed

you all things how that so laboring, ye ought to support the

weak ,” &c . It is but saying in effect, I have not only preached
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the doctrine of generosity as taught by Jesus, buthave endeav

ored to set you an example, thatye might " be followers of me,

even as I am a follower of Christ.

This, then , is the result which we gather from the combined

forces of these several illustrations . That whilst, as against the

people, the minister who is invested with Divine authority to

speak as for God to men, is entitled to an ample support; and

whilst an enlarged liberality is the genuine work of Christian

character, yet the minister of God , whether called to the extra

ordinary, or to the ordinary service of God in the church , must

cultivate a delicate , sensitive honor of feeling, which shall forbid

him ever so to claim and exercise his right to support, as to

give any plausible color to the suspicion that selfishness mingles

as an element in his service of the Church of God . Rather

than run the risk of such suspicion, he will let " these hands

minister to his necessities, and they that are with him, ” while

he preaches the Gospel as he can , or suffer injustice and want

for Christ's sake . And this the more that he may be able by ex

ample as well as precept, to teach in imitation of Jesus, who

said , “ It is more blessed to give than to receive . Better that

the minister labor with his own hands , or suffer want, than

give color to the charge , that under guise of speaking for God,

he is seeking as a hireling, the good things of this life. It is

no abatement of the force of thisview of the case , that it seems

to encourage the spirit of covetousness, which so sadly prevails

in the Church. That spirit shall far more likely be exorcised

by the cultivation of more elevated feelings and views in the

ministry on this whole subject, and the courageous imitation of

the Apostle, than by a continual bargain -driving, and continual

arguing the ministers ' rights from anywere mercenary, com

mercial stand point. There is reason to fear that from overlook

ing this peculiarity of the ministerial claim , as a right— but yet

a right not to be pressed, as against the higher right of Jesus,

to have a true and unobscured witness borne to men by his ap

pointed representatives --we have admitted among the minis

try, and into the courts of the Church , a style of speech and

argument on this subject, which , whilst it will surely fail to

produce much permanent good to the ministry , may do much

injury by seeming to bring the matter down to the coarse and

earthly level of a covetousand unfaithful Church-rather than

elevate the. Church to the higher tone of feeling and speech on

this whole subject, which characterises the scripture .

We may derive from the view here presented, several practi

cal conclusions, as to the difficulties which have led to the

recent discussions in the Church and the methods taken for a

more adequate support of the ministry — wehave space, how

ever, for a singlepassing suggestion from what has been said.

It is indeed, a thing in itself generally undesirable, for a min

.
.
.
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ister to be driven to any secular calling , for the means of sup

port. Is it , however, more injurious to theinterests of religion

that a minister shall avail himself of his education to support

himself in part by teaching, than that he shall be compelled

continually to press his claims for support, or beharrassedcon

tinually with fears of debt or suffering for his house -hold ?

Will the amountof four or five hours a day, five days in the

week , really interfere with his duties as a minister, more than

the burdenupon his mind all hours of the day, and all days of

the week, ofthat terrible problem , how to make the bed long

enough , or the cover wide enough - in the case where the bed is

shorterthan a man can lay himself on it,and the coveringnar

rower than he can wrap himself in it ? Paul thought it better

in certain cases , to labor with his own hands. Dr. Alexander,

the Elder , thought with Paul on the question as applied tothis

country.

THE RATIONALE OF PREACHING AS RELATED TO

THE IDEA OF THE CHURCH.

The Church , in the primary idea of it, is that community

which Jesus undertook to gather out of the race of mankind

and purchase with his own blood , in the eternal covenant with

the Father . In the process of revealing the covenant of re

demption through outward and visible manifestations, this

elementary idea of it necessarily developes itself in an out

ward and visible church ; the ideal " wansor ” --the called

ones ” of the secret purpose of God, developes as the visible

" exxindia " —the " called ” externally by the word. And, as

in the covenant of redemption, the form which the idea of the

community to be purchased assumed, was that of a kingdom

under the government of a mediatorial king,—so in the visible

manifestation of the purpose of redemption the “ Exxaudia ,” or

body of the externally called, takes a formal organization and

government.

An essential idea, again, entering into this general conception

of a government and administration of the external kingdom ,

is the idea of the ordinances -- theword, sacraments, and prayer,

as means through which men shall continually be called ex

ternally ;-agencies committed to " earthen vessels ;"? -feeble
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men employed to call men , and to edify the body of Christ.

Thus through men , to whom he has committed the ministerial

office, and on whom he has bestowed grace to discharge it , the

Great Head of theKingdom dispenses and distributes his gifts

to the Church, and even affords somemanifestation of his own

presence , by exerting the power of his Spirit that the means

may not bevain and ineffectual. Christ alone must really reign

and rule in the Church . But as it is not part of the plan that

he shall dwell in it by a visible presence so as to makean audi

ble declaration of his will to men, and an audible call, he instead

employs men as his delegates — not to transfer his honor and

right to them, but that he may do his work by their lips , as

Calvin expresses it— " Just as an artificer makes use of an in

strument in the performance of his work .” Hence , therefore,

they may say to men, “ We are embassadors for Christ, as though

God did beseech you by us , ” — “ we then are co-workers with

Christ . ”

Why it was important to make the application of thebenefits

of redemption in this way , rather than directly himself by an

audible voice speaking from heaven, or by the ministry of angels,

it is aside fromour present purpose to enquire . Weare satis

fied with knowing that he has chosen tosend men forth , saying ,

" He that.heareth you heareth me . ” If this be the true aspect

of the case, we can readily see how intimate is the relation be

tween the idea of the Church as a government and power on

earth , and the ministry of the word , as an essential ordinance

in that Church .

It is manifest also from this view of the case , that what is

termed preaching the Word ,” “ preaching the Gospel , preach

ing Christ,” that particular ordinance which we now discuss,

becomes a peculiar form of public teaching in the world , and

generally a different thing from the various analagous things

with which it is oft confounded ; yea , from every other form of

communicating thoughts from men to men ; and just becauseof

this essential relation of the idea of preaching the word to the

idea of an external church and kingdom, it has this generic

difference. As an instrumentality to work upon the minds and

hearts of men , it has of course in form muchthat is analagous

to the usual methods of reaching the minds andhearts of men .

But yet ,in its nature, it isessentially different. To preach is to

teach, but teaching is not all of it , nor the fundamental idea of it .

It is to reason and argue, but reasoning and arguing is not all

of it , nor the fundamental idea of it. It is tospeak earnestly

to persuade; but eloquent speech is not all of it, nor the funda

mental idea of it . It is to expound a record — the language of a

· book—that still is not all of it. It is to labor for the salvation

of souls, but even that is not all of it , since it is not only a

possibility but an actuality, that the preacher shall discharge

VOL . 2.-nos . 5 & 6. 17
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his office and no souls be saved . We may prove to have been

merely a witness for God against the stubbornness and rebellion

of men .

But the essential element in theidea of preaching is that of

uttering themessage of Christ the Mediator to men. The taking

of that Word which Christ as the prophet of the Churchhas

uttered, and through the usual and proper modes of operating

upon the human soul, bringing it to bear upon the understand

ings and hearts of men . The office of the preacher is thus

distinguished from all other offices of public teaching and speech

among men . It is an essential element in the constitution of

Christ's kingdom that in the assemblies of the citizens for the

transaction of the peculiar affairs of the kingdom, there shall

stand up one to speak for men to God in prayer, and in preaching

speak for God to men . And it is this prominence of the word

in this sense which gives the Christian public worship its dis

tinctive character, and which , above all else, gives a distinc

tive character to the external Church itself. In no other form

of worship known among men , are worship and instruction

co -ordinate, and made to interpret each other. Nay, this is not

yet a strong enough form of expressing it . For the preaching

of the word connects back in idea , as we have seen, with that

peculiar feature of theplan of redemption bywhich provision is

madefor manifesting the call of his people in the eternal pur ,

pose, by the externalcall of the word through which the spiritual

life shall be first created in them , and afterwards sustained in

them . Just as in the natural world , having endowed the crea

ture with the principle of life, the Creator makes provision for

the sustenance of that life, in the external world around . So

in the spiritual world, man having a spiritual as well as a

natural life, “ cannot live by breadalone, but by every word

that proceedeth out of the mouth of God ;” and, therefore, the

necessity of pastors “ to feed the Church of God, holding

forth the word of life . '

It was from this view of the organic relation of the ministry

of the word to the visible Church , that Calvin was led to make

“ the administration of the pure word and sacraments, the

distinguishing mark or note of the true Church . For wherever,

says he , ( Inst. Book 4, Sec. 9 , ) we find the word of God purely

preached and heard, and the sacraments administeredaccording

to the institution of Christ , there, it is not to be doubted , is a

true Church of Christ; forhis promise can never deceive," where

two or three ," &c . And again, (Book 4 , Sec . 10, ) " we have

stated that the marks by whichthe Church is to be distinguished ,

are the preaching of the word and the administration of the

sacraments . But a higher authority than Calvin sums upin

this single saying,the duties of the minister, I charge thee in

the name of the Lord Jesus— " Preach the Word .'? And we
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shall find in the brief paragraph of which this saying isa part,

if we will study it in its logical connection, perhaps afuller and

more complete view , thancould be given in any other way, of

the idea, the nature, theobject and the method of gospel preach

ing .–See 2 Tim . 3 : 16 ; 4: 4 .

This general view of the relation of preaching to the Church

of God, and the consequent distinctive peculiarity of the preacher

as being the mouth piece of God - runs.counter to the too cur

rent notion of the office, in two very opposite directions ;-on

the one hand, in that it seems to exalt the office too greatly ,

bringing it too near to that of " the holy men of old who spake

as moved by the Holy Ghost; " on the other hand that it seems

to reduce the office too low - contracting and limiting too much

the scopeof the preacher's office to a mere expounding of texts ,

with little room for the exercise of those meansof persuasion

wherewith man controls man . In regard to the first, it is only

necessary to say , that a diligent study of the history of the

revelation of God's word and of his Church will most likely lead

any one to make the difference between the preacher of the last

dispensation, under a completed revelation ,and the prophet of

the former dispensation, under which revelation was in process

of its completion, far less than is commonly supposed. Chris

tianity is as old as creation , and the Church as old asChristianity ;

so again the ordinances of the Church , in principle the same,

are as old as the Church . Men began to " call upon the name

of the Lord" in the age of Seth. Noah was a " preacher of

righteousness ” when there was yet no Bible,but preached the

word just as he received it direct from God . Solemn assemblies

of the people-and in them the speaking for men to God, " call

ing upon the name of the Lord,” and speaking for God to

men— " preaching righteousness. And in all the subsequent

ages, while the revelation was but partially made in the Gospel,

according to Moses--that Gospel was to be expounded by the

mouth of the priest in solemn assembly of the people . But

more than this, the prophet's work essential was preaching the

word . Samuel, Elijah , Elisha and Nathan , were preachers of

the word . Schools of the prophets were established for the

training of men to this work . And this is true, not only of

those who have been termed the prophets of action, who spoke

for their own age only, but equally true of the prophets of

revelation who spoke for all ages, and therefore wrote what they

had spoken. The slightest analysis of the books of the several

prophets in the old Testament will show them to be in large

part sermonsdelivered on certain occasions , together with speeches

delivered at special times to rulers and public men . If we will

study the history of things in the reign of Uzziah , till we have

thoroughly comprehended the condition of the Church --the

corruptions thathad mingled themselves with the worship — the

3
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:
:

consequent decay of morals --and the wasting of thefoolish

war with Israel, and imagine the prophet standing before a

public assemblage,in Jerusalem at the temple, engaged with

great pomp in worship—then the first chapter of Isaiah will be

perceived to be one of the most eloquent and effective gospel

sermons every delivered : (compare 2 Chron. 26 ch . with Isaiah,

1st chap . , ) and then by turning to the reign of Jotham we wilí

find the effect of such preaching, viz :-Revival and great pros

perity. And generally we will find prophets the key to the

significance of the facts in Kings and Chronicles. What then

is the distinction between the prophet of the old , and the

preacher of the new dispensation ? Chiefly this — then, as the

revelation was in process of unfolding, in addition to theword

already given , God gave from time to time the further word by

special revelation - through the oracle when they enquired of

the Lord -- the vision of the seer—or the special movement of

the spirit. But now that the revelation is complete , and God

has said all that it is his purpose to say, and caused it to be

written--that word stands to the preacher in lieu of the oracle

and the vision. He opens this book and enters , as it were, into

the hallowed audience chamber of Jehovah — and then inquires

of the Lord under the guidance of the Spirit - and gathering

the message for each time and place — then goes forth - precise

ly as of old , to say to men : " Thus saith the Lord of Hosts .

The only difference is that the preacher and prophet get the

word in diverse manners . In other words, the ministry of the

word in the Church , under a completed revelation , consists in

making a living and breathing reality to the consciousness of

men that word spoken for all ages ;-in making itto this age

just what it was to those to whom it was first spoken - God's

word spoken to us. And when we study the nature of the book

itself, we shall find that its capacity to be so made is its distin

guishing glory above all books .

Thus itwill be perceived that " the preaching of the Word'

is the true descriptionof the work , and that “ preaching Christ”

is no very limited field . It is the effort to make that a living

breathing word—all that God hath spoken .

But on the other hand , as this word is to be adapted and ap

plied to human souls , there is full room left for the exercise of

all the skill that eloquence can bring to the work . It does not

follow that because the preacher is restricted to the simple thing

of giving utterance to God's word, that therefore there must be

unvarying uniformity in the dispensation of the Word . On the

contrary,even in the case of those who went forth to preach the

message directly communicated - or those who wrote their

thoughts under the direct inspiration of God — there is exhibited

every variety of genius . The word, though the word of God,

takes the form of the peculiar human mould-the earthen ves

1
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sel in which it was deposited --and thus there is just as great

varieties found in the writings of the Prophets as those of any

other class of men . And it is neither more so nor less so with

regard to different ministers in the ministry of the same word .

Each has an opportunity to give full play to all the peculiarities

and idiosyncracies of his talent -- and still declare the same word

of God . The people of Geneva were wont to compare together

their three great preachers. Farel , is a storm of thunder and

rain ; Vinet,a gentle rain distilling as the dew - Calvin, a hard

steady rain all day - every man takes still his own way, yet all

three equally preach the word in the Gospel sense .

Nor again , does this view of theministry ofthe word preclude

the ideaof training in all knowledge and discipline, the use

of every established and proper means . The true logic of the

case is not - man is but the means through which God com

municates truth to men - therefore man has nothing to do . But

this rather as Vinet puts it, " if God uses means to attain his

ends, surely men ought to use them ." Our faculties are no

more unworthy instruments to us , than we are to God . Nay,

if God condescends to honor us as his instruments, we should

make it our endeavor to employ the whole instrument perfected

to its highest capacity . The preacher's work is not, by any

originality of genius, to add some new thing to the truth of God,

butto deal with men, before whose minds a veil hangs that ob

scures the vision of the truth of God. All , therefore, that elo

quence and art can accomplish, he must endeavor to accomplish.

God sends the sunshine and shower as a sovereign , yet it is the

diligent farmer who turns them to the products of industry.

God sends the winds and governs the tides — but, therefore, the

sailor is most diligent to watch . As a general rule in nature,

it is the men most directly dependent upon sovereignty , who

most diligently use means . ( Who is Paul ? who Apollos ?

but ministers ? ” and yet there is a sense in which the same

Apostle can say to the Thessalonians, “ I have begotten you ,

& c .” So far, then, from any tendency to undervalue knowl

edge and training as means , this idea of the ministry of the

word, as but the continuation in the Church under a completed

revelation of means of communicating his word from God to man

is that which offers the highest incitement to the free use of

all the faculties wherewith man is endowed . All other knowl

edge is auxiliary to this. Nay, of all knowledge, from that of

the hyssop upon the wall to the cedar of Lebanon — from that of

facts which relate to the meanest insect to that which transcends

suns and systems—the great key-stone fact is that in the depths

of eternity past— " God so loved the world that he gave his only

begotten Son to die for it , ” &c . This fact is the grand propel

ling power which gives life and motion to the machinery of the

universe . And this is the every day theme of the ministers of

:
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the word. And so contemplated, in the aspect of a work on the

soul , the ordinary occupation of the preacher of the gospel is

the calling into play the emotions, and inspiring volitions

which shall befollowed by the eternity of shame- or an eternity

of glory . Shall we say that such views relax energy and cut

the nerves of exertion?

If then training is needful to such an office — what should be

the method of it ? If a science , where is it to be learned? what

shall be the text book? We answer in a singleword - generally,

the Bible ;—and a diligent study of the models of preaching in

the Bible. If ministers of the present day are indeed the suc

cessors in office to the preachers who spoke direct from God to

men -- and hold the same relativeposition tothe Church and to

the outworking of the plan of Redemption — they had better get

their first notions from them . And obviously for this very end ,

in the inspired record we find sermons with a statement of the

occasion and circumstances and prayers with the occasion and

circumstances .

This, at first sight , may seem to be a too contracted view of

the matter, but it will improve and enlarge wonderfully on ex

amination . As a practical experiment, the preacher will find

-that just then he is most successful in bringing the word of

God in contact with the minds of men — when he prepáres his

message just on the themes suggested - goes and inquires of the

Lord - and we doubt not, that in large part this accounts for.

the failure of a practical man to derive much aid from books on

Homilities - from books of Skeletons . No true preacher can

ever preach another man's sermon ; no true preacher meets with

a sermon , that he feels he would be satisfied to deliver as his

message from God to men . Each must consult the oracle for

himself - each must get his own peculiar message for theoccasion

as it arises .
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THE FEARLESS INCULCATION OF SCRIPTURE

TEACHING THE GREAT DEMAND OF THIS COUN

TRY AT THE PRESENT TIME .

.

The condition of things in theUnited States of America, at

this time, is very remarkable . The public mind is in one of

those stages of progressive development, produced by a long

and powerful seriesof causes , all tending to the excitement of

the general intellect, in every direction ofaction and of thought.

All the tendencies of the times, are to vigor and progress of

mental activity . The demands of trade , the perpetual excite

ment of a press which sweeps the entire circle ofthe world in

its current reports, the acceleration of speed , the increase of

travel, the wide expansion of the means of intelligence, the

perpetualaccessionof fresh territory, the discoveries of science,

perpetually advancing the domain of man over material nature ,

have all contributed to rouse the energies of a people naturally

energetic and powerful, into an activity which often seems to

indicate as much of disease as of health , and to promise as much

of ruin as of benefit, in its results. Trade ispursued with a

vehemence and absorption which leaves little or no room for the

culture and development of the individual man , either physical,

social, moral or intellectual. Cities spring up in a day. New

territories are over-run and filled up almost as soon as they are

opened for emigration . Old ideas are submitted afresh to the

testing tap of investigation, with a perfect contempt for pre

scription ; and so morbid has grown this thirst for novelty, in

manyplaces the age and established acceptation of a maxim ,

are taken as prima facie evidence of its falsity, or at least of its

incompleteness and need of improvement. This spirit has

proved most disastrous in its tampering with the greatmaxims

of both political and mental philosophy, and especially in its

daring invasions of the sanctity of religion . No subject will

ever suffer asmuch as the great system of the Christian religion,

in the prevalence of such a spirit as this , unless the proper

means of counteraction are adopted. Men are naturally impa

tient of its doctrines . They will rejoice to be free from its re

straints ; and there is an inexpressible charm in the early stages

of free thought, as it is termed, where a bold and energetic na

ture casts off all law , and riots over the field of speculation un

restrained by fear ofconsequences , or the memoryofa responsi

bility to be met. In this universal movement of the mind of

a community, where the example of one kindles the spirit of

progress in another, until the whole mass becomes animated

with this delicious désire for advance from old to new positions,

.
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in every avenue of human employment, it is to be expected that

the natural enmity of the carnal heart will assert itself, and

seek to gain release from painful obligationsof opinion andof

a sense of duty, by rejecting the elements of belief, which are

found to be oppressive . Hence, doctrines will be at first cau4

tiously modified in their statement , or questioned as to their

truth . Precepts will be undermined ; statements of fact will be ,

sifted with malignant severity --and as the current sweeps on,

still augmenting the tendency to change, the final issue is the

bold and scornful repudiation of old and established principles,

as unsuited to the demands of the time , and the more enlight

ened spirit of modern inquiry. This has been the process by

which New England has been warped from the just and conser

vative principles of former days, until both in religion and poli

tics, it has become the most radical and unsound portion of the

whole population of this country . This is the process by which

New York and Ohio have become renowned for their political

profligacy, and the dangerous looseness of their social maxims.

and convictions of duty. This is the process by which every

wretched ism which has been hatched in the moody and distem

pered humors of discontented and unprincipled French and

German infidels--men to whom a just idea of political prudence

is as utterly unknown as is any just conception of moral obliga

tion - finds a ready reception on American soil . This is the

process by which every sober and moderate construction of the

maxims of republicanism seems to be about to be discarded , for

constructionswhich render them not only incompatible with free

institutions , but with the very existence of society itself, under

any form of organization . In communities in which this des

perate depravation not only of the moral powers, but of the

understanding has been permitted to reach anything like a mar

turity of influence, there is an absolnte demand for prompt and

effectual remedies. The elements of social ruin are there already

compounded, and the cause requires a firm and radical treat

ment. Itis useless to temporize with any such conditioni of

affairs. No mere palliations , no simples of the remedial sci

ence oforganized society will answer : the searching and thorough

action ofthe master agents will alone meet the demands of the

exigency . When public sentiment is becoming radically cor

rupt; when a false philosophy is debauching the public con

science ; when heresy and false moral perception are distracting

the minds of the people with views at war with the laws of the

land , as well as with the Word of God : it is time all friends of

conservatism and true religion were beginning to meet the propa

gators and champions of error , with a spirit as stern and resolute

as their own . The country has just passed through the most

• momentous crisis in its history . " It is unquestionably true that

the Union of the States never has been in such peril as it has
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been for the last twelve months . The result of the election has

been of inconceivable importance . The majority of the Ameri

can people have spoken out for the equality of the States , and

the preservation of the Union on its original basis . But there

are circumstances connected with the issue, as antecedents and

attendants, which are well calculated to excite the anxious

forebodings of a patriotic heart, as it turns its gaze to the future.

The intense excitement in all parts of the country; the deep and

perverted moral perceptions which are involved ; the anxieties of

a debauched conscience on one side, the anxieties of a thoroughly

roused and determined spirit of self-preservation on the other ;

the immense sectional majorities on both sides ; the powerful

religious convictions enlisted, the wide and disastrous embark

ation ofthe pulpit and the religious press in the sea of politics;

the excitable nature of the population ; the large numberof un

quiet spirits' which infest every part of the land , ripe for any

mischief; the scorn of all conservative ideas, too greatly preva

lent in some parts ; the rapid spread of heretical doctrines and

irreligious tendencies : all combine to constitute the elements of

a problemwhich must embrace the highestinterests of this great

people in its solution . The question of slavery is not the only

one involved : questions of morals implicated in matters of pro

perty, legislation , marriage, wages , the discipline of prisons ,

and the care of the poor - all are involved. Nay, the funda

mental maxims of society and government are all in issue, as if

the experience of the past had settled no truth , or was unworthy

of the consideration of the progressive present. The old and

cherished maxims of the Christian faith are in issue , under

forms which seem to take for granted the utter impossibility

of determining anything whatever as definitely true as pertain

ing to the ancient faith of the Apostles and Prophets. The

great question of this day is how to encounter the distempered

action of the public mind , which is issuing so disastrously on

such immense public interests .

The answer which we give to this question, is intimated in

the caption of this article : the remedy is to be found in a bold

and stringent utterance of the mind of God as expressed in the

Holy Scriptures . The great mischief to be reached is in the

disordered moral and religious convictions of the people. It is

impossible to control these except by going to the source of

their moral and religious convictions. If they are believers in

the Word of God , manifestly, their religious convictions are to

be controlled by a plain and conclusive display of the teachings

of that book ,
If they are infidels, they are still to be met, if

wisely met, not by philosophical argumentation mainly , but by

the fearless and pointed statement of the truth as it is in Jesus .

It ought never to be forgotten in all attempts to regulate the

disordered views of all classes of men , that the gospel is not

-
-

-
-
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merely a doctrine, but a power : it is a thing not merely to be

believed, but a power to be felt : and that consequently, it is not

dependent for its success on a previous candid and voluntary ac

tion on the part of men ,but on a power, which , exerted by a

sovereign God, subdues the pride of man , and makes him will

ing in the day of God's power . The very best way to meet all

error, is to make up , directly and with a stringent clearness of

opposition which cannot be mistaken , an absolute issue, plain ,

bold , and unsusceptible of compromise, between it and theWord

of God . There is a power about that word which will insurethe

victory . It is the sword of the Spirit, and the more nakedly

its edge is brought upon the head of error, the more speedily

will the issue be determined . It appeals to an existing condi

tion in the moral susceptibilities of the soul , which no skepti

cism can resist . Let the voice of God be heard in all collision

with his enemies . And let the issue be between them alone.

Let us take for example the question of slavery . Let us look

to the past and present posture of the mind of Christendom upon

it . Forty years ago there was scarcely a division of sentiment

in relation to it ; all Christendom was united in the opinion , that

slavery was a relation involving an essential criminality, some

holding to one degree of it , and othersto another , but all agreed

inthe opinion that it involved some degree of the nature of sin .

At the same time there was a painful and somewhat embarras

sing recognition of the fact , that slavery was so treated in the

word of God, as to render the recognition of it, as an essential

criminality, â problem of some difficulty in connection with the

admitted inspiration of the Scriptures. It was placed on the

whole , in the same category with the polygamy of the patri

archs, and explained under that general feature of Christiani

ty which making a gradual war upon all human infirmities

necessarily allowsduring the process of purification, of the exist

ence of sins in the character and conduct of its subjects. In

other words Christianity never engages to make a saint absolutely

perfect from the moment its efficacy begins to work upon him ,

and consequently sins continued tomarthe character of its sub

jects , sinsco-existing with grace in a state of perpetualopposi

sition, yet by no means ceasing to be sin , and as such involving

guilt and responsibility. Among these sins slavery was placed

in this universal conviction of the world . The agitation ofthe

question however, began to change the position of affairs .

Some became more and more heated against slavery, and began

to consider it as of the same class , with murder, piracy and the

highest crimes of the decalogue. Others still recognizing it as

a sin , yet did not regard it as incompatible with Christian char

acter, or as involving a breach of communion with the church of

Christ, but still recognizing it as a sin. Such was the position

of affairs someforty years since in this country , when the seri
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ous investigation of the subject may be said to have commenced .

Look at the facts. On one side.we see the universal and un

disputed convictionthatslavery was a sin per se. On the oth

er,we see that the Word of God does recognize the existence of

slavery as a lawful relation . We see that it does not recognize

it on thesame footing with polygamy or other sins of the patri

archs. On the contrary, it stands in the category of other and con

fessedly lawful relations. God is represented as the original

former of it between the sons of Noah . He rewards Abraham by

giving him gold and silver, camels and asses, men -servants and

maid -servants, some of whom were born in his house, and some

bought with his money . Nay , more , slavery was recognized

in the very letter of the tenth commandment. It was incorpo

rated into the laws and social structure of the Jewish people,

the only civil order ever directly organized by God himself.

When we reach New Testament times, we discover the apostles

organizing the church in the midst of slave-holding communi

ties, giving multiplied and specific rules for the regulation of

the relation, sending back a fugitive slave with an inspired let

ter in his hand, recognizing the rights of the master , and never

once giving the remotest intimation that the relation itself in

volved an essential criminality . Put these facts together ; first

the universal and profound conviction of the essential sin of

slavery : and second, the fact that it is so recognized in the

Wordof God as to render the apprehension of it as a sin abso

lutely incompatible with the inspiration of the Scriptures . In

this condition of things, what might have been expected ? Is

it possible that it can continue ? Will God suffer his word to

be so dishonored ? Will he permit the public sentiment of the

world to impeach the morality of the tenth commandment, and

to overwhelm the teachings of his word , and the action of his

apostles, with so gross a contumely ? It was impossible . It

might have been expected, what has actually happened, that

the Providence of God would arouse a controversy, an agitation,

an investigation of every element of this question, and that he

never would suffer that agitation to cease until he had urged

back the corrupt and disordered sentiment of the world, until

it rested simply upon the teachings of his Word . That contro

versy has begun : it has made material progress : but the great

work is yet to be done . The Southern States of the American

Union have been placed in the position they occupy by the Pro

videnceof God , for the purpose of fighting this great battle for

the vindication of the law and Word of God. This is one a

mong the great ends involved in the providential disposition of

the African race on this continent . * Nor is it possible for this

agitation to cease until this end is attained. God's Word is to

be vindicated . As yet the great issue stands disputed . All

Christendom is alive on the subject. Every part of our own

t
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land especially, is convulsed . Churches have been broken to

pieces : the laws have been defied : the fundamental principles

of the Federal Government, the equality of the States, and the

most elementary maxims of public justice have been assailed ":

armieshave been already in the field, and the whole landheld

trembling on the brink of civil war for months . All the arts of

detraction and abuse, the press and the pulpit, the pen of thepoet

and the tongue of theorator , fiction and fact, declamation and sta

tistics , every weapon of intellectual strife has been broughtinto

requisition. In the mean time the clear light of revelation has

been breaking upon the minds of thousands in the South , and is

now beginning to fall upon the more thoughtful and reverential

minds in the North . The publications of Dr. Lord ofDartmouth

College , Dr. Adams , of Boston, and amostremarkable pamphlet

from Samuel Nott , published by a Boston house, are each anin

dication of the inevitable change . A reaction over the whole

North and over England , is as certain as God reigns and as the

Bible is the work of his wisdom . God will not suffer things to

remain as they are. For the present the South stands almost

alone. Of all the various branches of the Church of Christ,

but one has had the boldness and the clear vision to come out

with plain public documents vindicating the Word of God and

the morality of the tenth precept of the law. The paper adopt

ed by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, in

1845 , stands among the very grandest of all the testimonies

ever borne by the Church of Christ in vindication of his de

spised and insulted word . Alone , amid a world shaken by the

storms of fanaticism and folly, calmly putting aside the remon

strances of her mistaken sister churches, at home and abroad ,

she stands simply and inflexibly on the teachings of God's

Word . God bless the noble witness . Ever foremost in defence

of her Master's truth , no matter how despised or derided among

men , she knows not how to reconcile a veneration for his word

with an unbounded abhorrence of what he has been pleased to

inculcate . She stands alone for the present , a unit in all parts

of the nation, united in her testimony and prompt to defend it.

There is but one policy to be pursued. The Church is a wit

ness for the truth of Christ : she is set to teach what is in the

Bible , nother own discoveries or speculations in truth. Let

her set forth boldly the testimony of the Word of God on this

and its affiliated truth. Let her denounce, as the enemies of

the Word of God, all who dare to pronounce a sin, that which

is recognized in the law of God . Let her study the directions

of the Holy Ghost as contained in the first five verses of the

last chapter of first Timothy : where the positive coinmand is

given to teach and exhort masters and servants to mutual fidel

ity, and where the equally clear and positive order is given to

withdraw from those who are described in terms which mark as

11
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with the intent of a likeness , the modern abolitionist, with his

strife of words , and his perverse disputings on the abstract max

ims of freedom and equality. Theteacher of the Word of God

has no option : he is bound to give the mind of God , and to

make unsparing war upon all who refuse to obey the truth. It

is a fact that slavery is recognized in the Scriptures, and the

Church is bound to reiterate its teachings . The Christian abo

litionist denies that slavery is recognized as lawful in the Bible .

This is a simple question of fact, on which we make a plain and

positive issue; and woe betidetheman, who mistaking an issue

of fact as to the teachings of the Scriptures , denounces as an es

sential wickedness, that which is declared of God to be lawful.

Many excellent people are misled as to the real teachings of

the Word of God on the subject of slavery, as on many other

questions in issue before the public, by not comparing Scripture

with Scripture, and consequently getting only partial views of

its real doctrine . It may be a matter of surprise to some of our

readers who have gone thus far with us, in our strong assertion

of the recognition of slavery in the Bible , to hear us admit that

the Word of God does, with equal distinctness, recognize slavery

to be a curse upon man , as a fallen being . In the first mention

made of it in the Bible, God himself subjects Ham and his fam

ily to servitude to his brethren , as a curse for his sin , and a

reward for their filial fidelity. The essential lawfulness of the

relation is proved by the fact that God himself constituted it .

It is shown to be a curse to those who are to serve , by the very

fact that it was ordered as the punishment of sin . It is shown

to be a blessing to those who receive the service, by its being

made a reward to the faithful sons of the sinning, yet repentant

patriarch . The Bible recognizes all servitude to bea part ofthe

curse — an accident and a symbol of a lapsed condition of hu

manity ; not merely slavery as such , but all forms of servitude .

Here has been one of the points of departure from the truth , in

modern speculations on this great question : the general char

acter of all forms of servitude as a curse on humanity, has been

specifically confined to the relation of slavery, when in fact the

Word of God extends it to all forms of servitude . The neces

sities for servitude, the demand for labor , the meņial, yet ne

cessary offices of life, are all the incidents and symbols of a

fallen condition of humanity. Poverty and labor are both parts

of the curse of God on a rebellious world ; and these are the

great material grounds upon which all the relations of servitude

rest , no matter whether they are relations of hired or heritable

service . It is in one most important sense a curse upon an in

dividual to be compelled into a condition of servitude, whether

as a hired servant or a slave, although , blessed be God , in the

wise orderings of his Providence , absolute evils are made rela

tive good ; and the relations of servitude are made to minister

1
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powerfully not only to the general good of human life, but spe

cifically to those who sustain them . Nor is there anything

paradoxical in such a condition of affairs. Labor is a part of

the curse—an incident of the fall; yet it is the source of innu

merable blessings to those who endure it . In like manner civil

government is an absolute evil and a relative good,demanded

by the exigencies of a lapsed condition of human nature, and as

such , an incident and a symbol of God's curse upon the world ,

yet it is the fountain of inconceivable benefits to the race ; the

foundation and necessary condition of the arts and ameliorating

advances of human life. In like manner , while all formsof

servitude , including slavery , but not excluding other modifica

tions of the necessity , are pronounced to be part and parcel of

the curse upon man ; yet they all, including slavery, are foun

tains of inconceivable good to those who sustain the relations

involved . Here is another point of departure from the truth,

as laid down in the Word of God . The Bible discriminates

clearly , between the general condition of servitude— which

pronounces a part of the curse upon humanity --and the rela

tions whichspring up under it. Thus, war is an incident of a

lapsed condition of affairs - a fearful curse upon the world ; yet

the relations created by it — the military and diplomatic offices

are not essentially immoral. Civil government, as we have

seen , belongs to the same general category - a supply for an exi

gency created by the fall ; yet the relations and offices it creates,

are not sinful and accursed . The practice of physic and sur

gery are likewise incidents and indexes of the curse on the world ;

yetthe relations that spring up under them , theoffices of phy

sician and nurse are not wrong in themselves. In like manner

the condition of servitude, in the necessities which demandit,

in the offices it involves , and in the losses which it implies , is

a clear incident of the fallen estate of the human race ; yet the

relations it creates, are by no means necessarily immoral, nor is

the general condition of such a course incompatible with great

happiness to those who sustain those relations. While, there

fore, it is a blessing to be raised above the condition of servitude

while it is a curse to be involved in it : it by no means follows

that those who are blessed with the one, or are cursed with the

other, are necessarily placed in essentially wicked relations to

each other, or are involved in a condition incompatible with as

much of happiness as is usually allotted to man.

These conclusions indicate to us one more point of departure

from thetruth , in thosewho have been engaged on the abolition

side of this question . The modern reformer, starting from the

false conclusion that slavery was essentially a sin , has gone for

the immediate and complete abolition of the existing relations

between the master and his servants . The Bible deals with

slavery , as it deals with all similar incidents and results of the
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fallen state of the human family ; not by an instant and revo

lutionary destruction of them as crimes per se ; but by gradually

removing the general causes that originated and necessitated

these relations . Thus , the military offices will be abolished ,

not by a peremptory prohibition of them, as essentially wicked,

but by gradually removing the causes which demand war and

all its relations . In like manner it would be greatly desirable

to abolish all the agencies of surgery and physic, if you could

remove the evils which create a demand for them ; but it would

be the worst philanthropy in the world, to abolish these agents

before the evils which demand them are effectually removed .

This would be true of civil government itself. It is equally

true of servitude in all its forms, and of slavery specifically.

Remove the demands for these relations, and then the relations

themselves may be abolished ; but until this is done , it is moon

stricken madness in the summit of its phrensy, to talk of their

abolition. As long as the present conditions are found attach

ing, to the African race in this country, it would be inconceivably

disastrous, to alter one iota their existing relations in society .

The Word of God is full of a far -sighted wisdom in its dealing

with all such issues . If God is wise, the modern abolitionist is

a most consummate specimen of a fool. In the case of those

who are animated by modified anti- slavery views , and who do

not deserve so harsh a title as we have bestowed on the more

rampant of the class, we have only to say , go study the Word

of God, and endeavor to remove all morbid misconceptions of

what He recognizes as lawful. There is no sense in attempting

to be holier than the Lord himself. Learn from the Scriptures

to discriminate between a general condition of human affairs,

and the relations it creates ; between what is essential to those

relations , and evils circumstantially attached to it .

There is in this last suggestion a lesson for the South as well

as for the North to learn from the Word of God . The Bible

does recognize the relation of slavery to be lawful in itself ; but

it discriminates between what is of the essence of that relation

and what is merely circumstantial to it , and consequently sus

ceptible of modification, without assailing the essence of the

relation itself. Moreover, it places the relation just as it places

every other relation of life, under the protection ofthe unchange

able principles of justice , humanity and benevolence, and all

violationsofthese principles, in the conduct of all the relations

over which they preside,will be held to a strict account. That

the institution of slavery , as it exists in this country , has no

objectionable peculiarities about it, is what no Southern man

has ever desired to affirm . It is no more a perfect thing than

anything else inwhich sinful and imperfect men stand related

to each other. If it were free from all objections, it would be

the only thing on earth that is so . ' But it is , nevertheless, a
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fact, that well-nigh every peculiarity , against which the outcry

of the world has been raised, is to be found among those merely

circumstantial features of slavery , which donot touch the essence

of the relation , and which are susceptible of modification with

out injury ; nay, to the manifest improvement and benefit of

the relation both to the master and the slave . It is upon these

alterable features of the relation , that the minds of slave-holders

themselves often become uneasy and imagine them to be neces

sarily due to the relation itself, and are only to be removed by

the absolute abolition of it. The laws regulating slavery are

confounded frequently with slavery itself, while, in fact, those

laws are alterable without touching -the institution, and, in

many cases, they ought to be changed. The regulation of the

marriage relation among slaves ; the limitation of a wise legis

lation on the power of the master to sunder families unnecessa

rily ; the removal of restrictions on the education of slaves,

wherever the villainy of the abolitionist will render it safe ;

these are samples of these separable features of the relation of

slavery which may be, and ought to be modified . When these

things are done, when the Bible theory of slavery as a relation

of the family is realized , when all the protection and amelior

ating influences of which the relation is susceptible , are thrown

around it , it will be seen and confessed by all candid men, that

slavery is a relation of human life susceptible of the veryhighest

results of progress and improvement to all parties concerned in

it . The South is beginning to move on these collateral features

of her peculiar institution . She would have moved long ago,

but for the insane folly of the Northern abolitionists. While

she stood on the defensive, sternly meeting the tempest of scorn

and abhorrence from every civilized portion of the globe, it was

not to be expected that she would have either time or inclina

tion to engage in any wide or thorough attempt to correct the

alterable evils of her institution . If the fanaticism of the North

would subside and give peace and a sense of security to the

country , no doubt everything which can be done, will be done

by the South . For the present, let all be done that can be

done; but let us stand to our arms , our assailants are responsible

before God and man for evils remaining unamended , because of

the necessities of self-protection created by their own assaults.

In the name of all that is sacred, give us peace, and an oppor

tunity to look within . If, however, the North will persist in

the course it has pursued for years past, prominent among a

thousand reasons why the South should break up the govern

ment of the Union , will be her duty in ameliorating all the

separable adjuncts ofslavery that are susceptible of improvement.

Ifnot permitted to do it in the Union , it is her duty lo God

and herself to do it out of it . Let the South do her duty , first

to the Word of God in the resolute maintenance of its teachings ;
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and second, in modifying the alterable evils of the institution

of slavery , and she may leave her safety and her good name

with unshaken faith in the protection of the God of the Bible .

This question of slavery , however, is only one among others ,

on which there is no safety to the country, except in the fearless

and stringent utterance and enforcement of the mind of God as

displayed in his word . The Land Monopoly movements of

New York, the Working Mens' Conventions, meeting to com

plain of the inequality of mechanical to professional wages, the

theories of Womens' Rights, boldly claiming a right to enter

all professions and pursuits of life, and even the ministry of the

gospel , in open scorn of the explicit voice of the Holy Ghost,

the infidel theories of marriage and public charities , all spring

from one source, and are only to be encountered by the stern

fidelity of a living Church, giving voice to the authoritative

teachings of God in his Word. Legislation based on unscrip

tural views of temperance, legislation based on unsound and

unscriptural views of the end of civil government andthe uses

of society, perverted views of public education , and above all,

the utter pollution of the pulpit, the desecration of God's house,

prostituted by clerical ruffians,cursed with judicial blindness

into engines of political warfare of the wildest and most revolu

tionary description ; all these evils cry aloud , that the holy

and terrible voice of Jehovah should be heard amid the roar

and clamor of the frenzied hour . We cannot go into the dis

cussion of these things ; we have already consumed too much

time . It is enough to say , that God is master of this world

and he means to rule it ; the rage of man and the frenzy of

devils combined, cannot stay the steady advance and final

supremacy of his Word. The day comes when science will

correct her conclusions by the teachings of the Bible ; when

political philosophy will defer to its doctrines in the development

of its theories, after borrowing its fundamentalmaxims in the

outset from its principles ; when all questions of social reform ,

all theories of charity, all schemes of education , all principles

of legislation , not less than the great inquiries touching the

issues of eternal life to the individual soul, will be determined

by the voice of God in his invincible Word. He will glorify

his word above all his name . He has thereby made known the

riches of his wisdom for the guidance and protection of man,

both for this and for the life to come . Let his Church give

wider utterance to the teachingsof his Word, and all error will

go down before the keen edgeof the sword of the Spirit. It is

necessary to the salvation of this country . Unless the perverted

conscience of the North is purged of its false convictions by the

authority of the Word of God, it will be impossible to prevent

the repetition of the mad attempt to destroythe equality of the

States under the Constitution , or to induce them to fulfil the

VOL . 2 .-- Nos, 5 & 6. 18
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obligations of the Constitution as to the rendition of fugitive

slaves . The perverted moral perceptions of the people , misled

by a false philosophy, are at the bottom of the whole difficulty.

The evil must be reached in its source : the voice of God must

be heard ; or the government of the United States will cease

to be a living power on the earth . The baffled enemies of the

constitution are already organizing for a renewal of the strife;

they boldly proclaim the inflexibility of their purpose ; and the

friends of the country, and the friends ofthe Word of God must

meet them as promptly as they attack . The only effective weapon

is the Word of God .

[ror THE CRITIC . ]

THE EDUCATION OF OUR MINISTERS.

“ It pleased God by the foolishness ofpreaching to save them

that believe. So wrote the Apostle Paul 1800 years ago.

Whatever subsidiary means may be employed, the divinely ap

pointed instrumentality for dispensing the Gospel is preaching.

This has God as signally honored by His Providence, as by the

emphatic declaration of His Word . Following the track of his

tory, we shall find that as other means for the propagation of

Christianity have been devised and permitted to supersede preach

ing , whether in themselves legitimate or otherwise, they have

cither failed , or been converted into hindrances, and scandals.

Where the divine Institution has been most honored and its

simple power trusted, there true piety has most flourished, and

the Church grown in spiritual strength , and thence in outward

power . Where this Institution has been laid aside or subjected

to some dishonored or insignificant position, piety has declined.

The devices of men, papal or protestant , which have soughtto en

large the church by addressing men's senses , or working on their

imaginations, or appealing to their taste in the fine arts, have

hada temporary success in multiplying professed adherents of

the cause ; but such have often provedits real enemies or fatal

apostates . And even while God has honored with His bless

ing a kind of preaching , as it is a real publication , the books

and tracts , which inculcate His truth , Hehas still by his provi

dence, continued mainly to bless the preached word . Ño or

ganization for dispensing the Gospel or maintaining the Insti
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men .

tutions of religious worship among men have ever succeeded ,

unless they have recognized and provided a living ministry:

Even the Papacy , with its “ lying wonders,” its pictures and

processions, its chambers of imagery, and its compact, well or

dered and powerful hierarchy ; its absolutions, penances and

indulgences ; its inquisitions and rackings and burnings ; has

not succeeded in the actual propagation of its semi-religious

faith, without the aid of this potent engine for persuading

In our time , too , we find that those who aim to disseminate

any system of truth or error, whether in the sciences, morals , or

in partisan politics , have found it necessary to resort to the ser

vices of the living ministry, and Lecturers on almost every sub

ject pervade theland. During the last quarter of a century,

the truths of some of the most recondite sciences have thus been

brought down to the people . The principles of a technical tem

perance have been unfolded every where, and every important

popular election calls forth speeches, by hundreds, in every city,

and town and village . And all this is true in an age, when

the physical and moral power of the press, is far in advance of

what the world has ever known ; when books are multiplied

with a facility, and circulated with a rapidity never before wit

nessed, and when the art of reading is possessed by millions , in

stead of the thousands, of a few generations past .

In common with all other reformed churches, ours has ever

held the institution of preaching in the highest honor . Pro

vision for the training of men for the work of the ministry was ,

from the first organization of the church , incorporated in its

constitution .

In order to provide , at least , in part, the requisite means for

conducting such a training, the foundersof our American Church

established the best classical schools, possible in their circum

stances , which were the germs of colleges.

In the want of better facilities for theological study , candidates

for the ministry sought the aid and instruction of such “ ap

proved divines” as they could . They were encouraged also, to re

sort to the old and fully equipped literary institutions of Great

Britain , to prosecute more fully both academical and theological

studies. As the colonies emerged into States , and States grew

in population and resources , the means for a more extensive

course of secular instruction were provided , and as long ago as

the close of the last century, the plan of some separate course

of theological study, to be appended to the college curriculum ,

was considered. After some years of careful thought and under

the most solemn conviction of the propriety of such an Institu

tion , a theological seminary was established . The matured coun

sels of some of the wisest and best men of the church could de

vise nothing better . Not only was it determined to establish a
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theological seminary, but the manner in which the details of the

whole matter werepresented for settlement by the Presbyterial

vote , evinces the existence of a preliminary conclusion in form

ing this mode of securing the training of ministers demanded

by our constitution , as the best mode. For the question submit

ted to the Presbyteries, was not whether there should be any

theological school, but how many, whether one or two, or as

many as there were synods.

Cotemporary with the enterprises of our own church in this im

portant department of Christian effort, were those of the New

England Congregationalists, and during the last half century ,

all the leading churches of the country have adopted thesame

policy . Even those bodies whose ministry at first, not only re

jected , but even ridiculed the plans of theological education

adopted by Presbyterians, have now come to approve and adopt

them , and we learn while writing these pages , that our Metho

dist brethren , who have longest withheld their approbation, are

taking measures for establishing a theological school of high

rank .

Excepting the means adopted for the circulation of the Bible

by the institution and support of the American Bible Society,

and the organizations of the various churches for Missionary

enterprises, there is no subject on which the churches of our

country are inore fully settled in opinion than that for the proper

education of ministers. Theological seminaries afford the most

desirable facilities . That the sentiment of our church on this

subject has not been mis -stated is evident from the fact, that

since the establishment of Princeton Seminary , in 1812, five

other theological seminaries have been founded, not reckoning

three more now in operation , under New School auspices. These

five together represent every portion of the church . Of the

propriety of each individual enterprise, or the methods by

which each has been brought into being and is now conducted ,

it is no part of our purpose to speak here; that the church should

voluntarily invest nearly one million dollars in endowment of

these institutions, and surrender the services of more than twenty

among her best ministers for their instruction , speaks as clearly

as can be done, her commitment to this method of training

her ministry . Whether this general sentiment of the church,

a sentiment growing stronger with every year's experience and

observation , is of sufficientweight to bear down the influence of

cavils and objections, remains to be seen . But of this there

seems no room to doubt, thatsuch is the sentiment, and that

the Presbyterian church , in all her borders , is committed to its

practical exhibition .

During the ten years succeeding 1844 the solemn attention of

the whole church was arrested by the development of the pain

ful fact, that with all the increased means of theological educa
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tion which had been provided , and the increased facilities for

aiding the indigent student, which had been devised , the num

ber of candidates was relatively and often absolutely decreasing .

With a rapidly increasing population of the country , and with

the average increase of church members , the number of candi

dates, reported in the minutes, fluctuated between 339 and 390

and the number reported by the Board of Education, between

342 and 403 , and that during several years of this period, there

was an actual decrease annually reported by both authorities.

It was found too , that we were not singular in this lamentable

state of things . Other churches published similarly gloomy

statistics . The American Education Society , representing the

N. S. Presbyterians and the Congregationalists , reported only

300 candidates in 1846 , a decline of 200 in five years.

Some beheld in these facts and in some other aspects of the

interests of piety in our land , evidences of a general decline.

It was thought that the prevalence of error in some Churches,

divisions, both sectional and doctrinal , in others, and great

apathy and indifference in most, if not all, augured a time of

yet greater declension , -- that the “ power of the pulpit ” had

declined, and that of the Gospel was consequently on the wane .

Connecting these discouraging views with the facts now pre

sented, as to the history of Theological Seminaries, and not

remembering that every consequence is not a cause ; or that

post hoc is not always propter hoc ; they reached the conclusion ,

that seminary education was sapping the vitals, or at least

greatly impairing the energies of the Christian Church .

Wehave other topics inview in this discussion , and do not

feel called on to consider , very minutely, the objections to

Theological Seminaries just brought forward . Those who wish

to examine the matter fully , may find an article in the Princeton

Review for July , 1848 , which leaves but little to be said . One

or two suggestions may not, however, be out of place in this

connection .

Admitting that the Church had declined in all theprominent

marks of prosperity,not only did the great bulk of ministers

and people fail to coincide in the view of the cause assigned ,

but manifested the very opposite conviction, and coincidently

with the mode in which that conviction was manifested , we find

a very singularly marked providential intimation that the objec

tion was ill-founded. With the pious determination of our

Church , as a whole, and in all its parts, in view of the decrease

of candidates, to pray more earnestly and fervently to the Lord

of the harvest for more laborers , was the renewal of efforts to

increase our means of theological education , both as to the

number and character of our seminaries . The endowment of

Princeton had just been completed, and the decision to provide

a full faculty, put into execution . Alleghany, Union and Co
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lumbia , have since been placed on the same footing ; Danville

has been founded, and in part, endowed . With these demon

strations of awakened interest and zeal in thematter of seminary

education , a decided increase of candidates has been reported .

Just now , we read of the spirited efforts of the brethren in the

Northwest, to resuscitate and enlarge New Albany Seminary,

and place it in a new position , on equal footing with its sister

institutions.

It is , perhaps, not too much to say , that during and about

the period of this decrease of candidates, the endowments of our

seminaries have been increased twenty-five per cent., and the

work is still prosecuted. We learn too , that no subject is brought

before our people more acceptable than that of endowing these

institutions of sacred learning. But some, who are so peculiarly ,

acti temporis Laudatores, in alleging the deterioration of the

ministry and ascribing it to the influence of seminaries, have

omitted to furnish any proof of the fact. To the able and

conclusive paper already alluded to , let one statistical illustra

tion of the contrary position be added . The large number of

vacant Churches , and of ministers without charge, reported in

our minutes, is adduced as an evidence that our seminaries not

only fail to provide a sufficiency of ministers, but that those

supplied are , in a large number of cases , so defective in qualifi

cations, that they fail to find employment. Now , not to dwell

on the facts that seminaries are not designed to call, but to

qualify , and that there may be , in the majority of cases , other

causes than that assigned for the failure to obtain employment ;

let us examine the statistics . In 1829 there were 507 vacant

churches out of 2070 , or about one-fourth ; and 294 ministers

without charge, out of 1393 , or a little less than one-fifth. In

1846 , of 2297 churches, 462 were vacant, about one-fifth ; and of

1647 ministers, 256 without charge, more than one -sixth or

nearly one-seventh . In 1856 , the proportion of vacant churches

was between one-fifth and one -sixth , and of ministers, without

charge, nearly one-eight). There has thus been a diminution of

the evil since 1829. Though our population has doubled,

we have but 100 more vacant churches, and with nearly twice

the number of ministers, only 6 more without charge . Now,

in 1829 , the bulk of ministers in the field , about three-fourths,

had been educated under the old regime, not fifteen years having

elapsed since the first class was graduated in Princeton, and other

seminaries having, as yet , not sent out a dozen . Now , the bulk

of our ministers are the alumni of our seminaries .

Still, there are some painful facts in the present state of our

Church , connected with the subject of the education of our

ministers, and some of them , with this special mode of conduct

ing that education, which we do well to ponder most carefully .

However well satisfied we may be that the method we have

:
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adopted is superior to that formerly pursued , and , however

clearly convinced that our seminaries are not chargeable, as a

system , with the evils whose existence may be admitted , with

entire consistency, it is not wise to shut our eyes to those evils ,

and withhold our hands from their correction . And this is all

the more important, inasmuch , as whether for weal or woe, it

is very clear,we are, as a Church, fully committed to the system

in question , not only as against all others, but as part of our

established ecclesiastical arrangements.

There has, perhaps, never been a time when the demand for

a supply of ministers was absolutelymore urgent, and that sup

ply , prospectively,more difficult. To say nothing of the scores

of churches , of ordinary size and attractions , both moral and

pecuniary, or of the scores of others, which are hardly self

sustaining, and of yet others, which are not self-sustaining ;

there are, at this time, among our vacant churches, at least

twenty, which are earnestly calling for pastors . A dozen of

them are among our city churches, ranking among the strongest

and best in all the elements of church prosperity. Deaths and

removals to other spheres of labor have made them vacant.

They want, at least, as worthy men as they have lost , andyet

some of them have been vainly seeking such for years. Then

there are vacancies in less important posts , equally pressing .

A Southern newspaper gives us a curious call. A church in

S. C. in utter despair of success in the ordinary method, publishes

its ability to sustain a pastor , and addresses this public call to

any who willanswer and visit the church. Now, it is true, that

the number ofvacant churches is not relatively so great, whether

as compared with the whole number of churches , or the number

of ministers without charge ; but while, as already seen , this

fact tends to relieve our seminaries of all implication in the

premises ; there is another aspect in which it occasions a reflec

tion of mournful significance. The demand has gone on in

creasing with the increase of population, and though the supply

has increased , it has not overtaken the demand , and then the

demand has increased in kind , with the increase of intelligence

in the community, and of intellectual qualification in the ministry

of other churches, once averaging a far lower grade than our

ministry, but now pressing up to them . We are far from believ

ing that pride or vanity or commercial speculations, in which

pulpit power is a commodity to be sold for cushioned pews and

frescoed walls,and turrets and cornices , andmahogany and rose

wood , create the demand in our cities for pastors of a high or

der of fitness. It may be true, that there are some qualifications

peculiarly demanded in ministers , whose services are desired

for the purposes intimated ,but such are more easily had than

men whose moral and intellectual abilities will sustain the

constant demand made on them in such positions. And not
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only in cities , but all over the country , the people want minis

ters so thoroughly furnished , that they can preach as well

without notes, as with them ; whose minds are so disciplined

that they can think out of their studies as well as in them , and

so stored with divine knowledge , that they can bring forth things

new as well as old .

Now , it is patent to all men , that we are needing such . And

when a college wants a president, or a seminary a professor,

how hardly can it besupplied. Say some , take a man who

cannot preach . We have many good scholars, who are poor

preachers . But common sense puts in a caution in the way
of

suggestion , that the faculty of teaching is as necessary as the

possession of learning, and that this faculty and that of preach

ing , if not the same, are very near of kin . So the best pastors

are demanded, and the training of youth under decided Christian

influence is felt to be so important, to our welfare as a people ,

and so necessary for raising up candidates, that the demand of

the college must be gratified. “ And the training of ministers is

so necessary to our very existence , (morally,) and to the per

petuity of the church , that the pastor must become the professor.

Why is it , then , that this pressure is not relieved ? Passing

over all mediate causes, we say, clearly and decidedly, because

the churches and parents have not cultivated high views of the

ministry. The youth have not been taught to regard the office as

a privilege . Low views of duty have prevailed. But there are

mediate causes, to whose illustration and exposition and removal,

the whole Church should be aroused .

1. Our grade of ministerial scholarship has not been raised,

as was demanded years ago. This is not the fault of seminaries,

whose course of study is virtually fixed by the Church , both as

to matter and quality. What would it benefit, should one or

all of the seminaries, and much less if one ,) at once elevate the

grade of qualification for obtaining a certificate, never so much

higher than the present, when young men can leave the semi

nary, half furnished , at present grade, and obtain license ?

The examinations for licenses are often deplorably cursory . А

few questions in theology and church history, fewer on interpre

tation and criticism , the hearing of parts of trial pieces, and

all is over . The motion for sustaining is made, and though

half a dozen or more faithful men would desire more time, it

cannot be had. One brother " has an appointment to fill, and

must soon leave;" another "hopes the young brother will im

prove ;' another “ has no doubt he has studied well at the

seminary, or perhaps will go back and study again—[The

blushing maiden in the corner of the pew , knows better ] -and

so heis licensed . Now, what any one can get is cheap, and

this cheapening the qualifications for the ministry is disastrous

every way . It is true , a young minister may study and improve
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after licensure ; but will he ? For one that will , you will find

twenty that will not , and for one of those that will, who can , you

may find ten who cannot. Not only will the pressure of making

sermons , if he can make them , even one a week , prevent general

study , but then he has interruptions and visiting, and long

rides, and perhaps, by too early marriage , has the cares of a

family, and the multiplicity of little vexations, more easily

imagined than named, all tending to prevent the execution of

his good resolutions. But further , unless his mind has been

properly disciplined , and hehas learned to study, all the opportu

nities which may be enjoyed, will be of no avail. He has quit

his preparatory course before he has fully learned the nature of

the work required to be done. How often do young men find

on taking up their books after leaving the seminary, that they

hardly know how to begin . They do not even see thedifficulties

of the passage they undertake to interpret , and when some

inkling of them has been obtained, they do not know how to

use the tools " with which they had been furnished, in order to

develope the truth , and set aside difficulties , and refute error .

The correction of all this is only in the hands of our Presbyteries .

As some are disposed to do their duty , we would respectfully

suggest the application of the rule for the examination of min

isters to licentiates also .

2. This last remark suggests another great hindrance to pro

fessional advancement , which indeed is rather a specification un

der the last . A custom has grown up in contradiction of the

letter, or certainly of the spirit of our Form of Government, ac

cording to which , a young man places himself under some Pres

bytery near to the Seminary,where he purposes to study, instead

of retaining a connexion with that, to which he naturally be

longs, described in our Form , as that “ within the bounds of

which he has ordinarily resided ." Candidates have been per

mitted to crowd into the Presbyteries alluded to, till the evil has

become glaring. It is a difficult matter to secure a thorough

examination in any case , and much more so, by a great deal,

when not only the number to be examined is so much out of

proportion, but the interest felt is less , as being an interest for

men, hardly personally known, just seen perhaps for the first, to

be the last time, by the members of Presbytery. No diligence

of Professors, no legislation of Directories can cure this evil.

It is vain to say the young men will be conscientious. The

best men need the restraints and guidance of law .

3. While to some there seems too much of the college form of

life in our seminaries, to us there is too little . The analogy of

other professional schools is pleaded , in vain , in justification of

the virtual relaxation of all police arrangements. If schools of

law and medicine are conducted improperly, it is no reason for

conducting theological schools improperly .' What is there in
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the change of the candidate's position from college to seminary,

which should exempt him from the oversight of his teachers ,

or release him from a responsibility ? In college he must at

tend chapel, and be accountable for absence from recitation .

Let him escape the college examinations by absence at home or

on a pleasure trip , and he will be held to a strict account. Now ,

why not in the seminary? The church places the professors in the

seminary to teach her candidates. She gives them no authority

in form to license, and plainly says, “ whether you recommend

young men or not, they shall be licensed .” And yet if the fruits of

her own handy work prove deficient or incompetent , the semi

nary is to blame. Now had she given them , not the power to

license , but the power to honor or dishonor the candidates, as

their conduct deserved, she might hold them somewhat respon

sible . Let the professor then be required to send circular state

ments of the behaviour and progress of candidates to their Pres

byteries , and let the candidates berequired to hold the proper

natural connection with their Presbyteries, and the evils com

plained of will be greatly remedied. The alleged inconveni

ence of holding a natural connexion, by reason of the distance

of Presbyteries is more easily removed than supposed. Let no

young man be permitted to matriculate till he has placed himself

under care of a Presbytery, and passed his initial examinations,

say on experimental piety, the evidences of a call and his litera

ry course . Then let the Presbytery send him to a seminary ,

and require of the professors a report of his demeanor and dili

gence , in default of having itself opportunities of observing him .

If compelled to remain all the course, out of its bounds , the

Presbytery is thus still exercising proper oversight, and on his

return , can examine him on his Seminary studies. We would

have the Seminary entrusted with no authority to judge of the

qualifications of young men to enter its halls ; but this should

belong strictly to Presbyteries. Nor should the Seminary in

fact, as forbidden in form , have any voice in licensing a candi

date . Let there be no certificates given except of each Professor

as to the student's diligence and success in his particular depart

inent. These, with the reports, would be all the Presbytery

would need as data on which to found an examination, which

should then be rigid and thorough.

4. Much has been said of the evils of too much study . Our

candidates are represented , often , asmere book -worms, pale, ema

ciated , stooping, abstracted , profound on Etymologies , but igno

rant of common matters, able to discourse learnedly of Hebrew

roots and Greek idioms, but umable to converse fluently and

profitably with the masses ; competent to prepare thorough dis

cussions of points in thicology, but incompetent to condescend

to men and women of weak estate . Now it is possible , that now

and then , some injudiciously trained young man , whose recluse
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and unsociable habits had been already formed , and who would

have been dissociated from his fellows any how , may come forth

from our seminaries. But , the arrangements of our church for

the education of ministers, are , by no means, the cause or even

occasion of such results . It must be remembered by those who

are ever harping on the want of common sense, displayed by

these, so called , profound scholars, that the article is not to be

had at seminaries, or in other literary institutions. A pious

worthy lady once heard a seminarycomplained of, because a

certain young man had left it , sadly deficient in common sense .

Her reply was apt and prompt: “ He did not go there to

learn common sense. The truth is that the social life at our

largest seminaries is any other than faulty. Students can as

sociate with each other, with neighboring families and those of

the Professors, as much as they ought, and thelongvacations give

them abundant time for cultivating manners. The difficulty is

to secure proper attention to study. And it were amusing,

were the matter less grave, to look at the contrast of fact and

fancy. While the wise public are mourning over the poor clois

tered recluse, poring over books, and exhausting his bodily en

ergies , in mental toil, the professor is mourning that with all his

labors and earnestness he cannot wake up some of these recluses

to a proper sense of their responsibility . By cultivating habits

of physical indulgence, lolling and lounging , smoking and loaf

ing generally , they are becoming pale , and dyspeptic, and feeble.

For one man hurt at our seminaries, by hard study, we dare say

twenty'are hurt by hard sleeping , hard eating, hard smoking, or

hard idling . These are painful facts. They do not exist because

we have seminaries, but because our Presbyteries are leaving

to Seminaries their own solemn duties.

5. In the public clamor, which has risen in some parts of

our Church , respecting our deficiencies, many elements of dis

satisfaction have been included. By some, the complaint is

that our young ministers read their sermons; others, exactly

opposite, find an evil in the evidences of inadequate study , fur

nished by the sermons of extempore speakers . Some judge that

if our ministers are trained to more social habits, and would

accordingly mix more with the people, they would be able to do

more good ; and others that they are too much in public . What

ever the nature of the complaint, we cannot shut our eyes to the

fact, that there is complaint. And we have constantly offered

various remedies for the alleged short comings of our Church.

Some one proposes that the General Assembly shall prohibit the

reading of sermons ; others insist that the ministry would work

better if better paid ; others again aver, that in the want of suf

ficient ministerial employment, pastors ought to teach ; while

others again tell us that teaching is, in all cases , utterly incon

sistent with ministerial duty ; and so judges our “ Board of Mis
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sions,” as we humbly submit, very improperly. Says the Edin

burg Witness,“ when men have recourse to some patent medicine,

we may , as a general rule, take it for granted , not at all that

they have selected the drug proper in their circumstances, but

that there is really something the matter with them--their

diagnosis may be a very erroneous one . On a similar principle

we may infer, that there is something the matter with the

churches, who are agitating this question : (of reading sermons)

they feel themselves to bemysteriously unwell, and are attempt

ing to legislate themselves into health , by putting down the prac

tice of reading discourses, somewhat in the way that our ruder

ancestors , when affected by some pining sickness they could not

understand , attempted to set all right by cutting suspected old

women across the forehead." These complaints and proposed

remedies may all be resolved into one statement of the former,

and one kind of suggestion as to the other. The statement is

that our ministry are not adapted to the instruction of the peo

ple — the suggestion of remedy is in a cure and not a prevention .

Now without granting the full measure of truth predicated of

the statement, we admit there is enough to justify enquiry .

While we humbly and thankfully acknowledge God's great grace

in conferring on our Church the measure of success she enjoys;

her inward unity and peace , and her large measure of external

prosperity, it is lamentably true , that considering the means em

ployed , the real talent of her ministry, the piety of her mem

bers, and the energy which the execution of her benevolent

schemes display, the measure of success falls short of a reason

able expectation - a nett gain of about 10,000 members for over

two thousand ministers, is a small result .

We submit whether we have gone far enough back for the

origin of the evil . The remarks already made suggest our view

of its locality. Our candidates are not thoroughly trained. We

do not mean that, fresh from the schools, they may not answer

a given set of questions -- questions too, of whose general charac

ter they have already formed a shrewd and tolerably correct

guess ; their qualifications are not rightly tested . A critical

exercise is demanded. It has been prepared in the study, with

lexicons and grammars and commentaries at hand . A popular

lecture, or exposition of scripture for popular services, is re

quired ; and it has been prepared in the sameway . Now these

are all very well, and great accuracy and lucid exposition are to

be expected. Suppose instead of this, or rather in addition, the

candidate should have assigned him , when he comes for exami

nation , a few passages , not of the most difficult kind , and pass

ages which had already been studied in his class room at the

Seminary . Let him have a day for reflection and then come ,

first with his Hebrew Bible or Greek Testament, and give a

critical exposition , involving of course the usual elements ofsuch
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an exposition , though we would not expect as minute criticism

as in a written performance. So let him give a specimen of

popular exposition, a specimen of skill, in forming thebrief of a

sermon . Let it be understood, that when he applies for licen

sure he shall also deliver an extempore sermon , as well as read

a written sermon , and so when he comes for ordination. Now

we take it for granted , there would be some difficulties in carry

ing all this into practice in those Presbyteries, where men meet

one day determined to adjourn at a given time, and to neglect

everything except their own pre-arranged plans. But the effect

of such examinations would be to bring young men to more and

better Bible study at the seminary, and prepare them to know

what they learn. Any man may cram for an examination, or

a sermon , but it is only one who has been thoroughly furnished,

who will be a wise master builder in Zion . Farther , there are

parts of study in the seminary , which are too much neglected

in Presbyterial examinations. Suppose a candidate asked to

give some general analysis of an Epistle or other portion of

Scripture, or some general introduction to such portion, there

would be a very satisfactory method of ascertaining his meetness

for his office, in a most important particular.

In short, let Presbyteries keep before them the scripture ac

count of preaching in Ezra's days. “ So they read in the book ,

in the law of the Lord , distinctly, and gave the sense , and

caused them to understand the reading. We are no advocates

for one kind of pulpit performance alone. Davies and Chal

mers and Edwards were men of great power in the pulpit, and

they wrote and read or recited . Others have been equally emi

nent, who never wrote and never read , and some have succeeded

admirably, by committing to memory unwritten compositions.

Neither the excellence nor the defect has been owing to oneman

ner or the other, but the excellence to the fact , that an earnest

man with something he desired to say , said it to the people, and

the defect that another has come forward with something, (pre

pared by some special filling for the nonce) about religion , and

delivered for the people and not to them --- or, with nothing pre

pared and nothing out of which to draw a preparation , has come

forward to say many words, but present few thoughts. *

*The relations of the Board of Education to the education of our ministry, pre

sent much matter for reflection , and some solicitude. Under present management ,

we have no fears and no suspicions that the Board will ever occasion any difficul

ty by reason of the very liberal grant of power with which the Church has endow

ed it . On the contrary we are free to express our belief, that the entire policy

of its present administration, has been such as to inspire entire confidence that

the Board will not interfere between candidates and Presbyteries - still we think

—and for the reason that now the subject can be discussed with no personal re

flections whatever, the time is auspicious for expressing our thoughts — we think

there need be some enquiry on such topics, as

1. Is there any necessity that the Disciplinary relations of the Board to candi

dates should be continued ? It strikes us that the “ Rules” for receiving and watch

ing over candidates may suit well enough for a voluntary society having to do
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We believe that a more thorough preparation for the ministry

is demanded , so that when young men come to our pulpits,

truths which have now to be first conned over and over, and

matter which has now to be toilfully dug out of books , will fill

their minds and fire their hearts, and with clear and accurate

conceptions of what they wish to say , they will find no difficulty

in so saying it , that men shall be interested and understand

them .

We have left much unsaid which we designed presenting, but

have already said much more than we intended. We would

like some changes in the course of study in our seminaries. It

is greatly to be desired , that the IIebrew language could be

learned before coming to the seminary, or that the first year

should be given up mainly to that study, and a fourth added to

the course ; that the arrangement of studies should be by depart

ments and not classes , and that the present mere sham exami

nations , should be done away, and a more thorough course

introduced . We would much relish the temporary licensure of

candidates at the close of the second (or if four') the third year

-an assignment of three months active service, and then a

requisition to return to the seminary and a final examination

for licensure after the close of the whole course . If the rigor

ous methods suggested should throw out any, it would not per

haps be an evil. “ Rejected metal for swords,may make carving

with Congregational bodies. How far the principles of theA. E. Society were

copied in the formation of the “ Rules ,' we know not . But for our part , we

submit , whether the Board has properly any responsibility farther than to make

a judicious disbursement of funds. The Presbytery is the proper bodyand the only

body to attend to the qualifications of candidates. The Board should be strictly

prohibited ( as we believe is the case) from aiding other than candidates, andthese

the Board should aid as long as the Presbytery says so . The Faculties of Colleges

and Seminaries, should be under no temptations to keep unsuitable young men in

their ranks , by making up good reports to the Board . It is true , they might be

entrusted to do the same for Presbyteries. But then Presbyteries would still

have an after judgment.

2. Webelieve the plan suggested by the Secretary in 1849 or '50, ought to be

fully carried out as to scholarships. The Board however need not be the organ for

their establishment or disposition. Let each Presbytery agree to be responsible, and

some of our churches also — for the income of such a number of scholarships, the

proceeds of collections paying such income. Then , whenever the body subscribing

the scholarships has no need for the proceeds — let them be turned over to the

Board for its disposal . In this way the Board would constitute a kind of broker

age between Presbyteries with scholarships and Presbyteries with scholars . On

this scheme the desired end of keeping the whole matter of training and providing

for candidates in the hands of the Presbyteries, to which they “ naturally belong ,

would be better attained .

3. It strikes us that no relation should be constituted between indigent candi

dates and their Faculties, other than exists between other students and the Facul

ties . The Board of Education should only know that a candidate needed or de

served aid by the Presbytery .

The tendency of our present mode of operations is, by degrees to take out of

the hands of Presbyteries into those of the Faculties and the Board, the entire

conduct of young men , through their preparatory course . The Faculties have

enough to do to teach - the Presbyteries have their part to examine . The Board

should have no more to do than to receive and pay .
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knives ." One deficient or inefficient minister is often the means

of more evil than several good ones will repair.

What we have thus given in the way of desultory hints, we

trust will be taken into thoughtful consideration by our readers ,

and may God give us all grace to know and do all His holy will

in increasing the means for extending His praise in the earth !

9

( FOR THE CRITIC .]

THE CARTESIAN PHILOSOPHY—AND ITS AUTHOR .

RENE DESCARTES, was born in Touraine, France, in the year

1596 , of an ancient and distinguished family. He died at Stock

holm , in Sweden , in the year 1650, having nearly completed

his fifty - fourth year. Seventeen years afterwards, his remains

were removed to Paris, and deposited in the church of Sainte

Genevieve. It was not until 1765, one hundred and fifteen years

after his death, that his public eulogy was allowed to be pro

nounced in the French Academy. Time, the great judge of Phi

losophers as well as of Rulers, often destroys the opinions of the

former and the work of the latter, while it scrupulously respects

their glory. They often appear more illustriousamidst the ruins

of their systems and their empires, than they would have done

if time had respected both. This is true , in a remarkable man

ner of René Descartes. At the end of two centuries since his

death - there are very few indeed who can be said to be his dis

ciples, in a strict sense : and yet , perhaps, no great thinker can

be found , who will not admit that but for the labours of Des

cartes, Philosophy could not have been what it is , and that

without the knowledge of what he has done, no one can be truly

said to cultivate Philosophy.

During thirty centuries preceding the era in which Descartes

and so many other illustrious men appeared, we cancount five

or six men who thought — who created ideas. All the rest

worked upon these ideas, like artisans who labour upon metals

which the mines furnish them . From the age of Aristotle to

the age of Descartes , two thousand years of sterility produced

almost no fruits. Those immense and arid plains, even when

scrutinized by such men as the prince of modern philosophers

Sir William Hamilton - hardly yield to Philosophy materials

enough for land-marks across its deserts . Original thought

-
.
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seemed lost, like a river swallowed up in the sands—or buried

under the ground to rise again to the surface in some distant

land , and beneath new heavens.

In such a condition of the human mind, there needed , once

more, a man who could think : a man who could perceive what

had been done,—what remained to be done- and why all pro

gress had been suspended for so many ages. A man who had

sufficient boldness to subvert - genius enough to re -construct

wisdom enough to lay sure foundations. A man able to rouse

his age from the enchantment of centuries, and gathering up all

that the sciences had discovered and organized in past ages , di

rect all their scattered forces into one single force for so great

an end . A man who could see where others were blind , who

could perceive the end and the way which led to it — who alone

and without a guide, could pass over the vast interval in which

original thought had been lost — and could carry the human

mind along with him . That man appeared in a form every way

unexpected. It was René Descartes, than whom few of the most

highly gifted of our race, have had more personal reasons to

lament, that the good of mankind condemned them to be illus

trious.

Undoubtedly the career of this great genius was influenced,

if not controlled, by the immense fermentation of the human

mind - into the midst of which Providence had cast him. A

great era had fallen upon the human race. Every thing was

in agitation ; everywhere the ancient land-marks were bro

ken over; everywhere the sphere of human intelligence and

activity was extended . The Indies and America had been dis

covered : Drake had circumnavigated the globe : Cortez and

Pizarro had conquered new and immense countries, fabulous alike

in their boundless riches, and in their strange civilization . A

spirit of discoverypervaded all things and all nations ; and the

most prodigious changes in religion, in knowledge, and in the

very structure of society , agitated and convulsed all countries.

The sciences felt the shock imparted to all things. Copernicus

had restored the system of Pythagoras -- and taken that immense

step in the system of Nature , involved in demonstrating the

motion of the earth . Tycho -Brahe had perfected the theory of the

planets, determined the places of a great number of fixed stars,

and demonstrated the region of the comets in space . Kepler

had confirmed what others had discovered, and had pointed the

way to new discoveries. Galileo had made his great discoveries.

The motion of the earth had been confirmed by the phases of

Venus: Geometry had been applied to the doctrine of motion :

the accelerated force of moving bodies had been measured : the

Atmosphere had been weighed. The great Bacon had enume

rated , distributed , determined the sciences themselves , and full

of the instinct of genius , had felt and predicted the great future
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grasp this.

of thought. Everything was disposed fora great revolution in

Philosophy. “ And when the time had fully come— then came

the man also .

The training of Descartes was every way peculiar--as his en

dowments were every way remarkable . His earliest passion

was for truth : his ruling desire , to be useful, by its dissemina

tion . He possessed from childhood a most unquiet activity ,

those strange torments of genius , that void of a soul which

nothing as yet satisfied, and which sought eagerly around it ,

for something on which to fasten. He wandered over Europe

now a soldier — now a student — now an explorer of nature . Po

litics , religion, philosophy, morals , pure science , medicine

every thing occupied his thoughts . He would see - he would

know - he would embrace all ! There are points in which all

truths touch each other ; he would possess these . Universal

truth is but the chain of all truth as related to all ; he would

He would analyze the human Spirit itself : he

would follow all those elements, outward and inward , which

make up the reason — the life — of man - and of peoples . And

then his mood changed , and he would appropriate all his knowl

edge , all his meditations. He would retire from what was ex

ternal - and dwell with his own soul . He would repress all the

activity of sense, to augment that of thought. He would con

centrate upon one point all the force of his spirit. From his

youth he had eagerly pursued the mathematics — because they

alone seemed to him to have adequate evidence. And upon them

he rested again for a moment. But disgusted with purely ab

stract speculations, he returned again to the study of men and

of nature. Still , in all the sciences, this great geometrician

moved forward with the certitude which he derived from the

science of his first love. Step by step as he advanced , he felt

the necessity of emancipating himself before he could emancipate

human thought: the necessity of destroying in himself, what

it was his mission to destroy all around him . The revolution

was at last accomplished within him — and he was trained for

his work — and ready to commence it with the whole power of

his vast intellect , and the immense stores of his boundless at

tainments .

The collected Works of Descartes, published by Victor Cousin ,

the only living name that fairly competed with Sir William

Hamilton - fills eleven volumes, 12mo. They embrace an im

mense variety of topics ; every thing, however, bearing in the

same direction - pregnant with his ruling conceptions—and tri

butary to the great ends contemplated in his Philosophy. God ,

Nature, and Man , are the great objects which occupy his

thoughts : thoughts perfectly free - as he supposed and designed

-of all influence but that of truth reached through personal, in

dependent, and incessant researches , pushed with all the ardour

VOL . 2 .--Nos. 5 & 6 . 19
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of a sublime genius, into every department ofknowledge which

appeared to him to bear immediately upon those great topics .

A clear history of the thoughts of this extraordinary mind,

would be the outline of a history, in some sort , of whatever ex

ists , reduced into logical order — and systematised with great

simplicity and force.

His Philosophy begins by rejecting every thing—considered as

positive - and in this condition of perfect emancipation and per

fect freedom from bias, authority, or foregone conclusion, seeks

some unquestionable basis of knowledge- some absolute start

ing point of all philosophical enquiry. In this universal doubt,

where could any certain point d'appui be obtained ? What first

truth can be found , which may be made the foundation of all

truths ? Descartes found this first and undeniable truth , in the

doubt itself . I doubt ; therefore, I think ; and since I think, I

must exist. But by what work is this , and all subsequent truth

to be recognized ? By the evidence of distinct conception : since

nothing can be true which is not evident --that is , which is not

contained clearly, in the object we contemplate. Such is the

famous philosophic doubi of Descartes: the first step he took to

extricate himself: the first rule he established -- a rule which

has made a revolution in human thought. He joined analysis

to doubt : decomposed questions, and divided them into different

branches : advanced by degrees, from objects more simple to

objects more complex ; from those well known to those less un

derstood: filled up by intermediate ideas, the interval between

widely separated ideas : connected these ideas by clear and sim

ple deductions, so as to make their mere statement serve as a

demonstration, All these statements contain additional rules ,

which directed all his enquiries ; and combined , they express

the movement of his Philosophy, Logic, as he found it , he con

sidered a mere affair of words. That of Aristotle, seemed to

him , merely to define and to divido - rather than to know : that

of the schoolmen, to bemerely subtle — dealing in abstractions,

instead of realities. He sought to create a new and interior

logic, by which the understanding would be able to explain to

itself its own ideas—to assure its own progress—to command,

at once , the point from which it started, and the end to which

it tended : which, in short, should regulate reason — and not

exhaust itself in reasoning - and thus be applicable to all the

sciences,--to every subject and object of knowledge. Such is a

brief statement of his method.

When men know but little , they inventsigns to represent

ideas which they do not possess , and then call these signsknowl

edge. At a single coup d'ail Descartes saw what Metaphysics

should be , according to his method . God, the soul , and the

general principles of the sciences , were its objects . Newton

sought for the first cause in creation : Descartes sought for it in
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himself. He who came short, as a geometrician , of no man that

ever lived , thought that he had found a way to demonstrate

Metaphysical truths, more evident than the demonstrations of

geometry. Beyond a doubt he was the first to develope perfectly

the distinction between spirit and matter — and to array clearly

the philosophic proof of the spirituality of the soul . And

nothing in the history of modern philosophy is more famous or

more acute , than his demonstration of the Being of God , from

the existence of the Idea of God . Thus : we perceive in our

selves , an existence which thinks, that is , which doubts, which

denies, which affirms , which conceives , which wills , which errs ,

and which yet combats errors . This intelligent soul is , there

fore, subject to imperfections. But every idea of imperfection,

supposes the idea of a being more perfect . The idea of the per

fect, springs from the idea of the infinite. But whence comes

this idea of the infinite ? How could man , whose faculties are

so limited , whose life moves in a circle so narrow , whose being

is so feeble - how could such a creature embrace and conceive the

infinite ? Is not this idea foreign to man ? Does it not suppose

the existence , out of him , of a Being who is the model and foun

tain of it ? All other clear and distinct ideas which man pos

sesses, involve in their own existence, the possible existence of

their object. The idea of one and a single perfect Being, neces

sarily involves the existence of its object. Our idea of God ,

therefore, proves that there is a God . These reasonings con

ducted the great thinker to other vast results , according to his

method . If all created beings are an emanation of the first

Being, -iſ all the laws which constitute physical and moral

order, are but certain relations which God saw as necessary , or

which he freely established : then in knowing those things

which are most conformable to his attributes, we know the pri

mitive laws of nature. Thus the knowledge of all existence is

involved in that of the First Cause . It is it which gives strength

to the movement of the human soul, and serves for the base of

all evidence . It is it , which making us apprehend that eternal

truth cannot deceive us, compels us to regard as true, all that

our reason presents to us as evident.

In analysing the human soul , he observed that in his doubt ,

nothing existed but thought. Extension , figure, motion -- had no

place : thought alone continued unchangeably attached to our

existence , in a manner absolutely inseparable. We can dis

tinctly conceive that thought exists , without the necessary ex

istence of anything around it . The soul conceives of itself,

without conceiving of the body. Here is the insuperable dis

tinction between a thinking being, and a material being. The

universal property of the latter is extension : the universal

property of the former is thought. From extension , come

figure and motion : from thought,the power to perceive, to will ,
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to imagine. Extension , is by its nature divisible : thought is

simple and indivisible. How can that which is simple, appertain

to that which has innumerable parts ? or how could a body com

posed of millions of elemental parts, form an uncompounded per

ception, or a unique judgment ? Yet the secret union between

the soul and the body, is most intimate ; and it is in this strict

union of principles so different and yet so connected , that the

extraordinary correspondence between the movements of the one

and the sensations of the other, finds its explanation . And what

are all the sensations of the soul, but so many proofs to it , of its

its own existence ? In effect, Descartes held that there was more

proof of the existence of the soul than of the body. In pursuing

this immense analysis , which our limits forbid any attempt to

make intelligible in a popular way—all the vast questions which

have occupied the thoughts of the greatest succeeding philosoph

ers , are treated with the clearness , the vigor , and boldness which

characterize all the works of this great genius. Amongsttherest ,

the question of innate ideas , upon which Locke put forth all his

strength : and the questions of theexistence of matter , the man

ner of ourknowledge of it , and the relations of our sensations and

perceptions to it—which so many philosophers have considered

since , and, for the most part, to so little purpose. . Whoever is

familiar with the speculations of Cousinhimself upon these sub

jects, and with the criticisms of Sir William Hamilton upon the

doctrines of the great French scholar, will easily admit the obli

gations of both of them to Descartes - even in matters touching

which his own labours enabled his great successors to see more

clearly than he saw himself. That, however, is nothing strange.

For the principle on which Locke has apparently demonstrated

the question of innate ideas, was well known to Bacon, and was

perceived even by Aristotle. So slow is the progress of Phi

losophy: and so immense, for that very reason, are the claims

of Descartes to be considered one of the noblest masters of that

great science.

From the contemplation of God , and the analysis of the soul ,

the next step brought Descartes, according to his own concep

tion of the true objects of Metaphysics, to the consideration of

the general principles of all the sciences. It is here, perhaps,

that this great philosopher has shown the most distinctly, how

great he was. He had need almost to construct the sciences

themselves, that he might subject their general principles to

scrutiny, and that he might possess instruments with which

those principles might be adequately tested . He may be said

to have achieved both works — either of which should have made

his name immortal—and both of which were undertaken merely

as incidental to what he considered his higher and proper work .

Algebra had been created for many ages : but notwithstand

ing the progress that had been made in the cultivation of this
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metaphysical geometry since its first invention by the Arabs,

there remained very much to be discovered . This was the part

of Descartes,who - by akind of inspiration of genius- perfected

this beautiful science - by discoveries which , even to this day

the bulk of mathematicians comprehend with difficulty , if they

comprehend at all. Under the analytical powers of Descartes,

geometry itself made more progress than it had made from the

foundation of the world . An instrument was provided , and its

use pointed out, by means of which all the greatestmodern dis

coveries have been made : by means of which in the hands of

Leibnitz and Newton , and after them an illustrious band of suc

cessors, a new and sublime geometry is competent to reduce in

finity itself to calculation . His treatise on Method, his Ge

ometry, his treatise on Meteors , and his Dioptrique, appeared

together in 1637, and unitedly formed his Philosophical Essays.

He knew , in all Europe, three or four French mathematicians,

two Hollanders, and two scholars in the Spanish Netherlands,

who could follow him through his Geometry ! The greatest of

his achievements, perhaps, was his grand conception and effort

towards uniting all the sciences, and making them serve to ad

vance each other. He transferred into his logic the method of

the Geometers ; he used analytical logic to perfect algebra ; then

he applied algebra, thus perfected, to geometry ; then geometry

and algebra , to mechanics ; then geometry , algebra, and me

chanics, to astronomy. It was he who first applied geometry

to physicks — and thereby created another new science . In

all this immense work , he was only clearing the way , and

perfecting instruments — for his proper enquiries as understood

by himself: and thus armed he moved forward to explore na

ture and unfold the system of the universe.

It is not possible to follow his steps , through a field so vast .

Give me matter and motion , said he , and I will calculate the

universe . He began with a coup d'ail of the universe, and an

attempt to reduce to order its inconceivable masses and quantities

of matter and motion , by making some disposition of centres :

a particular centre to each body in motion ; a general centre for

each system ; a universal centre , around which all systems range

themselves. He placed in the sun, the centre of the system to

which we belong ; a system with a circumference of eighthundred

millions of leagues, as he calculated — counting only to the orbit

of Saturn. This one great wheel of the universal system , with

its centre in our sun --communicates with another, perhaps still

greater,-and that with a third - and thus infinitely with the

farthest bounds of space ! All balance themselves and coun

terbalance each other, by the communication of motion — all act

and react upon each other as weight and counter -weight; and

the result is , the equilibrium of the universe -- the equilibrium

of each system — the equilibrium of our world . Then he essayed
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to establish the general properties of space , of matter and of

motion. Touching space , he held that, properly, there was no

such thing as empty space ; that matter only could acton matter ;

that motion communicated through void space, was impossible :

and that therefore the horror which nature had of a vacuum ,

was real, not metaphorical, and that the universe was boundless,

and every part of it filled with matter . The idea of space is

necessarily connected with that of extension, and Descartes had

shown that extension is the peculiar characteristic of matter ;

therefore, he easily concluded that matter is space — matter in

some form or other -- and that the universe is boundless. It

remained for Newton to correct this grand crror of Descartes,

an error most rigorously deduced froin the scientific reduction

of all physical knowledge as it then stood ; and which Europe

received with rapture, ils a solution of questions till then inex

plicable. Newton saw , that the movements of the universe

could not be calculated , except upon the hypothesis that they

occurred in free space: the great law of gravitation was the re

sult to which — from a different point of view from that of Des

cartes ---his sublime genius conducted him ; and he has given us a

simpler -- a purely mathematical, instead ofa physical method of

calculating the universe. Descartes was misled; nevertheless, he

may be considered the author of the laws of motion, about which

for thirty centuries , philosophers had hardly thought, and con

cerning his speculations, though his speculations were not exact-

they led to such as were . Of all natural phenomena, perhaps

the greatest and the most obscure is , the passing of the motion

of one body into another and before Descartes, no one had

endeavored to ascertain all the laws by which motion is distri

buted , preserved , and destroyed - much less to generalize the

phenomena, to compare the results and effects, and to extract

from all the true laws. As to matter, he satisfied himself, upon

& subject so incomprehensible as to its essence -- that there ex

isted a primitive, elementary, unique, infinitely divisible element,

which is the source and principle of all beings; which is modi

fied by motion ; which may be compounded and decompounded ;

which vegetates and organizes itself; which becomes fluid , by

the activity of its particles,-and by the repose of its particles

becomes solid; whose molecules circulate incessantly, and by

combining into forms, constitute all things. These conceptions

of space, motion , and matter, lay at the basis of all his specula

tions concerning that part of his Philosophy, which embraced

the third object of Metaphysics - to wit, the general principles

of the sciences ; God , and the soul, being the first two objects.

In developing this third grand object — his labours were immense,

and were diverted on all sides , to every department of knowl

edge. Often mistaken - always clear , striking, and original.

His works - even where subsequent progress in knowledge and

1
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in philosophy greatly diminishes their value-are , in every part ,

models of acuteness , of power , and of grasp .

There is no philosopher whose steps it is easier to follow , and

whose system is easier to grasp ,-wonderful as those steps all

were, and vast as that system was. He began by destroying

everything, in order to reconstruct everything. Then he assured

himself of the nature of evidence, and of the means of recogni

zing it . Then he penetrated his own soul , in order to ascend

to God : and from God descended to all created things: attach

ing to the first cause all the principles of our knowledge; sim

plifying those principles , to give them greater fecundity and

extent ; and applying them to the theory of the planets , the

movements of the heavens, the phenomena of the earth, the na

ture of the elements , the effects of the motion of light, the or

ganization of inanimate nature, the active life of living creatures,

and ending with man , who was the object and end of all his la

bours . He developed everywhere those mechanical laws, he

had been the first to discover : descended constantly from causes

to effects ; connected every thing by necessary consequences ;

often uniting experience to speculation , but as often supplying

experience by the instincts of genius ; explaining physics by

geometry , geometry by algebra, algebra by logic, medicine by

anatomy, anatomy by mechanics. Great, even in his errors,

methodic even in his aberrations, and useful even in his mis

takes, it is impossible to withold from him the highest admi

ration, as one of the greatest thinkers the world hasproduced

or to deny to him the great glory of having exercised the great

est and the most beneficent influence upon the human inind ,

and upon the progress of all knowledge.

The private life of Descartes , was full of trials,cares, afflictions,

disappointments, calumnies and persecutions. But what of

that? Some men are born to think -- not to be happy. Truth

is their recompense. They live , not for themselves, but for the

human race . And all generations will repay , what any gene

ration , in its madness , may withhold , or inflict.
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(FOR THE CRITIC . ]

POPISH LITERATURE AND EDUCATION .

While the Roman Empire continued , it may be said that

Latin was the common tongue of the whole Western Church .

But after the empire fell, the modern languages of Europe

gradually formed themselves and displaced the Latin in popular

use, until it remained only the language of courts and scholars.

But Rome, in her fear of change and blind fondness for pre

scriptive things, persisted in retaining all her creeds , hymns

and liturgies in the old tongue, as well as the only version of the

scriptures accessible to Europeans . From Gregory the Great,

near the end of the 6th century, a continued warfare was waged,

until Gregory 7th , in the 11th century, finally triumphed by

driving all thevernacular languages from religious worship, and

imposing the formularies, with the dead language of Rome, on

the whole Church. The Scriptures could only be read , even by

the clergy , from the Latin vulgate . Even to this day, the pray

ers in which the priest leads the aspirations, or presents the

wants of his people to God , are in words unknown to them . No

hymn echoes through " fretted vault or long -drawn aisle , ” which

does not hide its praise in a tongue barbarian to those who

join it.

The constant policy of Rome has also been to exalt this liturgy

at the expense of the preaching of the Gospel in vernacular lan

guages . Themass is long andpompous; the sermons few , brief

and trivial . The very structure of her churches betrays her con

tempt for this potent means of enlightening and arousing the pop

ularmind ; for they are not auditories in which to hear the words

of instruction ; but ghostly theatres for thedisplay of superstitious

pantomime. The altar and the chancel, the stage of the sacred

mummeries, are the centre of all eyes ; and not the pulpit, the

pillar from which shines the lamp of life. Now the formation

of a cultivated vernacular tongue is absolutely necessary to

national improvement. The reason is obvious: there cannot be

diffusion of thought, unless there is a language refined enough

to be its medium ; and the bulk of a people can never know two

languages, one living and common , the other dead and learned ,

so well as practically to use them both. The consequence is,

that when the literature of a people is in a dead tongue , knowl

edge is not the inheritance of the masses , but the distinction of

the few ; the native language of the people is left in its rudeness ,

and they remain as uncultivated as their speech . Hence, those

who have first taught their countrymen to employ the native

language of their homes and their daily life in literature, a
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Boccacio and Petrarcha, in Italy , a Luther, in Germany, a

Wickliffe and Chaucer in England, have ever been regarded by

thinking men, as high in rank among the fathers of civilization .

But what ideas and topics so kindle the activity of the mind ,

and crave for its teeming productions the fitting dress of a cul

tivated language , as the religious? Among every people, the

first sentiments which attune for themselves the voice of elo

quence, are the aspirations of the soul towards its God . The

oldest regular compositions in the world are the inspired books

of the Hebrews. The first poem in Greece was probably the

Theogony of Hesiod. And there are no sentiments so potent to

unloose the stammering tongue of an awakening people , and to

form its utterance , as those proceeding from man's relations to

his Maker . It is hard to conceive how Rome could have devised

a more ingenious and efficient mode to prevent the cultivation

of themodern languages , and thereby , of the mind of Christen

dom , than when she compelled all people to retain their worship

and religious love locked up ina dead language. Let us suppose

that she had done for every tribe to which she gave Christianity ,

what the primitive and Protestant Missions have done, had

seized their barbarous tongues and ennobled them by making

them the vehicles of holy truth and sacred worship . Europe

would scarcely have known the dark ages ; but the glorious day

of the 16th century might have followed the declining light of

the Augustan era, without an intervening night. It may be ,

indeed , that when the Popes thus postponed the dawn of civili

zation , it was not in their hearts , and they meant not so . '

When they commanded all people and tongues to speak to their

God and to listen to his words only in a dead language, it was

in their hearts to magnify the venerable age and hoary unity

of their communion . But the result is one among the numerous

instances of that guilty fatality, which seems to make Rome , in

all her plans and policies, the instinctive and unerring enemy

of all human welfare.

She has always been the enemy of a free Bible . What

Chinese, Indian, Hindu version of the Scripture, have her mis

sionaries ever given to those on whom they conferred the fatal

gift of Romish dogmas? Her priests import cargoes of relics

and rosaries , puppets and pictures, missals and vestures, but no

Bibles. From that day when the language of her Latin Vul

gate became a dead one in Europe, to ours, in which we have

seen her convulsions of helpless rageand storms of curses against

the presentglorious diffusion of God's Word, Rome has never

willingly given to the world a Bible in a vulgar language .

She has permitted a few versions, as the French of Lefebre, of

Etaples, and the English Douay. But it was only to coun

termine the influence of Protestants. Her people are only per

mitted to possess these partial versions, because else they would
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ness .

persist in reading the Protestant; and even her own are circulated

as reluctantly as possible. No layman may read them without

a license from his pastor, and no priest except at the will of his

superior ; and then none must dare to think on them for himself,

orhave an opinion of their meaning, except as his soul's masters

dictate . In all her processes of education , her forms and

" fathers ” are taught in preference to the Bible; and no religious

literature is desired, except the literature of superstition . The

thinking man cannot but see how hostile all this is to mental

improvement. The Bible is the great school -teacher of man

kind ; its truths are of all others the most stimulating and

fructifying, and its presentation of them the most successful.

They move the secret foundations of man's soul , stirring the

mightiest of his hopes and fears , filling the mind with vast and

ennobling conceptions of an infinite God, a perfect holiness, an

immutable truth , an immortal destiny. The Scriptures present

examples of the most forcible reasoning, the grandest eloquence,

the most burning animation, the sweetest poetry, the most

tender pathos, and instances of most admirable virtue and good

In one word , they bring the mind of their reader into

contact with God's, not mediately, as Rome would have it ,

through the dim , leformed transmission of a murky, human

soul: but face to face. What education can equal it ? In op

posing an open Bible, Rome shows herself the great enemy of

popular intelligence . The results of the Reformation illustrate

this charge, by contrast. Wickliffe, “ the morning star of the

Reformation , ' ' introduced the dawn by his English New Testa

ment. One of Luther's first acts was to give the Scriptures in

German to his countrymen ; and this great work , with the at

tendant discussions, gave form to that language, as a vehicle

for literature, and generated a nation of readers .

But more, while Romemakes religious discussion the privilege

of the hierarchy, Protestantism makes it the right andbusiness

ofevery man . Hence, its very nature is an appeal from the ghost

ly throne beneath which the conscience and reason laycrushed , to

the great tribunal of the common understanding. The audience

to which it speaks, is the whole race. It restores to every man

his spiritual liberty, and thereby his responsibility ; it urges

upon him the great issue between his soul and his God , and in

urging, it elevates every man who will hearken , to the level of

his immortal destiny . Hence, the first work of the reformers,

was to throw open the Bible , create a popular religious litera

ture , and invite all Europe to the work of examination, and

thereby of self-education . To see how much the popular intel

ligence owes to this ; imagine that our venerable English version

were blotted out of existence , and along with it, all the noble

thought which it has stimulated in Britain and America : and

that in its place we had the corrupt, cunning Douay version of
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a corrupt Latin translation , only here and there in the hands of

a priest or layman , whose superstition was known to be so dense

as to permit no risque of its illumination.

The Popish prohibition of free enquiry and privatejudgment

in religion is, if possible , still more fatal to the mind. The

Council of Trent ordained that no one should presume to under

stand the Scriptures , except according to the doctrines of Rome ,

and the unanimous consent of her Fathers. Rome enjoins on

her children an implicit faith , which believes on authority

without evidence . The faith of the Protestant is an intelligent

conviction , the result of the free and manly exercise of the

faculties God gave him , guided by divine fear and help . The

Papist collects the dicta of Fathers and Councils, only to wear

them as shackles on his understanding. The Protestant brings

all dicta to the test of reason , and still more, of that Word, to

which his reason has spontaneously bowed as the supreme and

infallible truth . Rome bids us listen to her authority and blindly

submit ; Protestantism commands: " Prove all things; hold

fast to that which is good . ” Happily the prohibition of private

judgment is as impossible to be obeyed as it is absurd . In the

very act of commanding us not to think for ourselves, Rome

invokes our thought to comprehend the proofs of her command.

In the very breath with which she tells us not to reason, she

calls upon reason to understand the justice of the prohibition.

In truth , the exercise of private judgment, is the exercise of

thought; for if the mind is to think at all , it must be its own

free thoughts which it produces . If I see at all , it must be with

my own eyes : and in such shapes and colors as they of them

selves reveal to me . To command me to see only with the eyes

of another, is to make me blind . And so , the attempt to banish

private judgment from religion is an attempt to make man

cease to think , or in other words, to reduce him on that subject

below the level of a rational being. If it were successful , man

would no longer be a religious being , but a clever brute . And

this is indeed, the very ideal of that result in which Rome

would most delight; to make men a docile herd of human

beasts, incapable of insubordination, yet apt and skilful above

other animals to toil for thepampering of her lordly luxury and

pride. Nor is this mental bondage limited to sacred learning;

it is also inculcated in secular studies, lest perchance the habit

and spirit of free thought formed in the domain of human

science , should invade that of theology. The confines of every

realm of thought are overspread with darkness, lest some side

light should gleam upon the foul delusions of her spiritual

tyranny, revealing them to her victims . By how many odious

restrictions, censorships, inquisitions and tortures , is this

despotism over thought sustained ? How many prisons, racks

and faggots, have been employed to crush the freedom of the

mind ?
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To Rome belongs the diabolical pre-eminence above all pa

gan priesthoods, and political despots , of punishing with the

direst death which the human frame can endure, the crime of

being too wise and truthful to believe all her absurdities.

The Index of Prohibited Books, a stout volume composed of

the mere titles of the works she has proscribed , gives curious

evidence of her instinctive hatred of allhuman intelligence . For

we find there, not only all the great works of her assailants , as

we would expect, but of nearly all the great masters who have

extended the domains of knowledge. Whether they wrote of

Philosophy, Geography, History, Poetry, Rome could not for

give them the attempt to ennoble the mindswhich it was her

purpose to enslave. When we read in the Index such names as

these , which a few minutes search has collected , Bacon , Cud

worth, Descartes , Hume, Kant, Villers , Malebranche, Leibnitz ,

Locke, Bentham , Grotius, Bayle, Basnage, Burnet, Hallam,

Mosheim , Brucker, Robertson, Selden , Sismondi and MILTON,

does it not seem as though Rome had designedly proclaimed

herself the patroness of ignorance, by arraying against herself

all that is most glorious in human intellect ? To repress the

free activity of the mind in religion, is the most effectual mode

to curb all expansive thought in every department. The truths

of religion are the most pervasive and stimulating of all others .

Christianity sits as queen and directress of all man's exertions,

controlling ever duty , modifying every relation , influencing

every interest of humanity, ennobling and fructifying every

speculation . The conscience is the central power of the soul ,

so that he who is fettered there, is a slave in his whole being .

When the conscience is chained , there can be no free develop

ment of the faculties by bold and manly exercise . The Refor

mation , says Guizot, was in its mental character, but the

insurrection of the human mind against the mental oppression

of Rome which had weighed so heavily on the irrepressible

activity of thought, as to provoke a resistless reaction . How

beneficent the impulse which every science and every institution

received from that great movement. Roman Catholicism itself

was roused by the collision into a reaction, to which is due

nearly all the subsequent activity , which has rescued it from

stagnating into barbarism . The attempt may be made to refute

these conclusions, by pointing to the many illustrious men,

who , living and dying in the Romish communion , have helped

to adorn every department of knowledge, human and divine ;

or by boasting of a few great entrepots of science in the old

foundations of Popish Europe . " Was it not a son of the Holy

Mother Church ,” it may be asked , “ who first taught us the

true theory of the stars? Was it not a Papist who gave to

Europe a new world ? Were they not Papists who exhumed

the Greek and Latin Classics out of the dust of the middle ages ,
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and who have since produced the best editions of all the works

of Christian antiquity ? Did not Papists invent gunpowder , the

art of printing, the mariner's compass, the galvanic machine ?

Yea , were not the very reformers themselves , in whose pretended

light and learning Protestants so much glory , reared in the

bosom of Popery ; and did they not acquire in her schools the

knowledge which they ungratefully turned against her. How

then canthat system be justly charged as themother of ignorance,

from beneath whose patronage have proceeded the most glorious

elements of human progress? ” This is our reply : True, the hu

man mind , thanks to its benevolent Creator, has a native activity

which despotism cannot crush , however it may curb it . It

may be that Rome has been so far aware of this as not to attempt

an impossibility , (except once, when her judicial blindness

provoked the triumphant insurrection of the Reformation). It

may be that she has permitted or encouraged certain forms of

mental activity, even to a high degree of cultivation, as a safe

outlet for the indomitable elasticity of man's spirit, selecting

those forms which were least important to his true welfare, in

order that she might be able to suppress the more precious and

fruitful exertions of the mind with sterner force. But these

instances of mental activity in her subjects have not been be

cause of, but in spite of her influences . But for the baleful

paralysis of that system they would have been a hundred fold

more; and Papists have usually made their happy exertions

just in proportion to the weakness of the hold which Romanism

had upon their real spirit, and modes of thought.

It is true again , that the innate energies of some great souls

among Papists have prompted them to attempt and accomplish

mental exploits of high emprise, but Rome has usually resisted

their exertions , and punished their success. Roger Bacon, the

inventor of gunpowder, was a Papist ; but the reward which his

Church apportioned him for his chemical knowledge, and spirit

of free enquiry, was a long imprisonment in a monastery on

the charge of magic. Reuchlin, another son of Rome, introduced

to Europe the long lost treasures of the Hebrew literature .

This is true; and his Church so appreciated his labors as to

prompt the German Emperor to order the burning of all the

Hebrew books in therealm , and the great scholar's pupiis were

nearly all found in the next generation among the Protestant

reformers. Erasmus, also was a nominal Papist , who published

the first critical edition of the Greek New Testament. But his

work provoked a general howl of contumely and curses from

the priests and monksof all Europe, some of whom charged

him with committing thereby the sin against the Holy Ghost.

Columbus did indeed " give to Castile and Leon a new world ,

but his theory of geography was the mock of all the Popish

clergy and doctors of Ferdinand's court , so that it was impossible
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for him to secure patronage for his enterprise, till the womanly

piety of Isabella was moved in his behalf. Galileo, also was a

son of Rome, that great man , who revolutionized astronomy

and mechanics, who first made the telescope reveal the secrets

of the skies, and thus prepared the way for that wondrous

science which , among its other beneficial results , has taught

the mariner to mark hisbeaten track across the pathless ocean ,

thus making possible the gigantic commerce of our century.

How did Rome reward him ? She made him languish in her

inquisition , till he was bowed to the shame of denying the

truth , of which the demonstration was his glory .

And this Index of prohibited books, is found crowded with

the names, not only of heretics, but with a part of the works of

nearly all Rome's own sons, whose genius or learning has illumi

nated her history: a proof that their improvements were the offs

pring of fruitful nature, borne in despite of the novercal envy of

Holy Mother Church . Upon the fact that so many of the bene

factors of human knowledge , including even the reformers ,

were reared under Rome, it may be said, so have the greatest

liberators been ever reared under despots . Harmodius and

Aristogeiton under Pisistratus, Brutus under Tarquin, the

Maccabees under Antiochus, Tell under Rudolph of Hapsburg ,

Hampden, Pym and Cromwell under the Stuarts, and our own

Washington under George 3d . With as much reason might

we argue hence, that despotism is the proper soil to nourish

liberty , as infer from the instances of freedom of thought under

Rome, that they were her proper gift to the human mind .

And finally, it is not a handful of particular cases, which proves

& general law , - " One swallow does not make a summer.

When we inquire for the general influence of a system , we

consider not the few exceptions which exist under it , but the

condition of the masses.

We trust this discussion has educed principles which , among

other valuable applications, will cnable us to value at their

proper worth , the merits of Roman Catholic education and

scholarship. Ever since the Reformation urged the human

mind forward on its great career of improvement, Rome has

perceived that Christendom will no longer endure the shackles

of ignorance in which that tyrant church would be best pleased

to bind the mind, and that men will no longer permit the boon

ofknowledge to be plucked openly away . Hence she has adop

ted the policy of countermining the intelligence which she fears,

by becoming the patroness of a pseudo -education. And she

has committed the management ofthis policy especially to the

Order of Jesus, the most slavish, and most thoroughly popish

of all papal societies. Hence, the eager activity of this order

in the establishment of colleges, especially to catch the children

of Protestants ; hence , the boasts of superior scholarship , which
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have deceived many unthinking and ill- informed men . The

treachery of all their pretended zeal for letters is betrayed by

this question even. Why does it exhaust its efforts on provi

ding for the education of our sons , and the sons of other similar

Protestant States , who least need their help, while the benight

ed masses of Ireland, Spain , Italy , the Danube are left unen

lightened ? Why expend their exclusive exertions to educate

Heretics , while so many of the sons of their own Church sit

in Bæotian night ? Wesuspect this over-generous zeal: we fear

lest this education which they offer be the gift of another Tro

jan Horse.

Our good , unsuspicious Protestants have especially been

gulled bypretensions of peculiar classical and linguistic accom

plishments. It is claimed that their Latinity for instance,

is to the best attainments of Protestant Schools, as Hyperion to

a Satyr. “ Their pupils do not merely stumble through a slow

translation of a Latin sentence : they can talk Latin . So thor

ough is their learning that the higher classes actually receive

lectures in philosophy in that learned tongue. But look

beneath the surface ; that fluency is but the recitation of a par

rot, accompanied with no thorough apprehension of grammatical

principles, and leading to no awakening of thought. These

Latin lectures on Philosophy are but the slow mechanical dicta

tion of some miserable syllabus of the contracted antiquated bare

bones of scholastic pedantry. It does not suit the purpose of

Rome or Jesuits to do that which is the true work of mental train

ing : teach the mind to think for itself. That habit, so deadly

to the base -pretensions of the hoary deceiver, once learned in

the walks of secular literature, would be too probably carried

into the domains of theology. Hence, the Jesuits policy is, to

form in secular learning the desired mental temper of servile

docility, inordinate respect for authority and impotence of inde

pendent thought, so that even Mechanics, Optics, Chemistry ,

must be taught by the memorizing of dicta, not by the exer

cising of theunderstanding in their investigations. Then, if to

this servile temper there can be added any accomplishments, by

which the bondage of the mind can be concealed , and a false

éclat thrown upon the church , they think it is very well . The

policy of Rome in her education is that of the lordly Roman

slave-owner towards his bondsmen . To promote the amuse

ment, the interest, or the pompof their lords, slaves were trained

to be masterly musicians, scribes, rhetoricians and even poets

and philosophers; but still they must exert their attainments

only for their masters. And so would Rome lay hold on our

children, the sons of freemen , of free America , and make them

only accomplished slaves. But above all does their system sap

the very foundations of virtue and nobleness . It substitutes an

indolent and weak dependence on authority, for honest convic
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tion , and policy for rectitude. It poisons the health of the moral

being . He who is spiritually enslaved , is wholly a slave : every

noble faculty is benumbed by the incubus of spiritual tyranny,

and the souſ lies prone in degradation.

( FOR THE CRITIC . )

PARADOXES OF THE GOSPEL .

There are two elements in religion , both of which must be

constantly cultivated , if we would have clear views of its nature ,

or habitual satisfaction of mind in resting on the whole compass

of its truth. On the one side , is God himself; --that perfect, di

vine and all- pervading element , infinite both in truth and force,

and infinite alsoin incomprehensible mystery. On the other side ,

is man , -ourself - that frail, and erring element, which it is

our first necessity to comprehend, not only of itself and pos

itively, but also relatively to God , and so to the very object of

religion itself,-as God is its very source . These two elements

are to be admitted in every part of every practical view of reli

gion : and every theoretical view of it, must bring its results

into some form that will bear to confront the settled truths of

each of these elements, considered both jointly and separately .

It is the extreme difficulty of doing this ,-indeed in some

most important respects the apparent impossibility of doing it ,

which begets what we call, for want of a bettername, the Par

adoxes of the Gospel. Those double results, which are so nu

merous and so capable of perplexing us ; some of which, God

has solved and united with such sublime light; some of which

men dispute over interminably ; multitudes of which superfi

cial minds never trouble themselves to consider . Two things

appear to us to be clear concerning all of them . The first is,

that they are all to be found located along that line , in which

the divine and the human elements in religion, at once unite

and are separated ; and therefore all belong, not so much to a

separate consideration of any particular part of religion , as to a

general estimate of religion as a system . The second is , that

the only method of their solution , is the application to them of

a simple evangelism -- and a thorough philosophy, combined :

for the lack of which, on the one side or the other, there is some
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times found so much extravagance , and at others so much shal

lowness , in the mode in which the most important truth is

stated .

It is extremely obvious that the success of our attempts to

solve these Gospel Paradoxes to our own satisfaction , must have

a controlling influence upon the tenor both of our systematic be

lief,and of our spiritual life. For,on the oneside , itis an

inexorable demand of the human intellect, that there must ap

pear to it to be a pervading order and coherence in all that it

recognizes as truth and knowledge ; to effect which , it will stead

fastly labour upon all the parts and proportions of all truth ;

and till it has accomplished what satisfies it , is only the more

eager and anxious, in proportion as its love and pursuit of truth

are the more thorough and absorbing. And on the other side,

the inner life ofman cannot be nourished with inconsistent and

contradictory , with empty and inconclusive things , any more

than his poor tabernacle of clay can be fed by husks; any more

than it can be fed by jewels: but the soul lives by a nurture,

various and deep in its exquisite assimilation — and it pines when

its heavenly food is heterogeneous , either in itself, or with re

gard to it .

We often speak of the difficulties of religion as presented in

the works of infidels and heretics . But they are not worthy to

be so much as once thought of, when placed by the side of the

difficulties which the soul of the true believer has mastered . Sa

tan does not reveal his strength to his willing followers. The

spirit which rests in the shallow doubts which outlie the wide

frontiers of divine truth , never approaches the real problems

over which the heart agonizes, and before which the intellect

recoils. If the inward struggles of any earnest Christian spirit

in the progressive developement of its divine life, were distinctly

recorded , so that they could be carefully considered by others ;

they would show nothing more clearly than the utter insignifi

cance and hollowness, the pitiable ignorance and baseness , of

the common pretexts of unbelievers . These great spiritual bat

tles arefought around and within these citadels ,—these strong

holds of God , in each one of which is entrenched one of these

great Gospel Paradoxes . And if our eyes were opened so that

we could see at one glance the whole van-guard ofthe church

militant, we should behold encamped around, or lodged within

these very battlements, the chief captains of the army of the

Lord ; some safely and serenely reposingon the bosom of Christ,

having won the great victory ; some discomfited , yet still re

newedly girding themselves for the life battle ; some calmly

watching and pondering , till the signal falls for a new onset ;

some in the very heat and desperate grapple of the imminent,

deadly breach ! Who can pass his eye, even in thought , around

their glorious works , without wonder , and love , and joy ; with

VOL . 2.-os. 5 & 6 . 20
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out perceiving, under a new aspect, the high communion of the

redeemed of God - in this form of their union with , and in

Christ!

It is a fatal crror to imagine, that we gain anything , either

in the power or the distinctness of our spiritual experience, by

avoiding these sublime meditations. And it is another error

not less fatal, to suppose that the Gospel is commended to the

soul of man, by our poor attempts to lower the terms of these

grand paradoxes, on one side or the other, or on both . The

difficulty is not created by the Gospel ; it lies in the infinite

nature of the case and in the eternal nexus wherein God stands

related to his own universe. As we have intimated before , so

much of the difficulty as can be solved at all , can be solved only

through the most intense application of the plan of salvation,

to the most profound realities of the case : a result to which all

superficial philosophy and all shallow evangelism , unitedly or

separately, are utterly incompetent. Open them , as bottomless

chasms, across the pathway to eternity ; pile them up as impass

able mountains, in the way toward the New Jerusalem : and

then you will not only tell the whole truth ,-- but you will so

tell it, that the soul ofman can both understand and believe it .

It is after that, only, we can know ,-or that we care to know ,

how these mountains can be brought low , these vallies be filled,

these rough places be made smooth, these crooked ones become

straight , and a highway be made for the Lord and for his re

deemed !

And after all , it is not by means of the reasoning faculty,

that man escapes perdition . Our faith does not stand in the

wisdom of man , but in the power of God . It is with the heart

that man believeth unto righteousness. It is not merely - nay

it is not even chiefly — upon the understanding of man, that the

power of God's grace manifests itself, in the new creation ; and

so it is not mainly, much less merely , by means of philosophy ,

no matter how pure and deep , that God can be fully compre

hended , much less embraced . How do men blush , when they

know God , at the bare thought of the unspeakable folly and lit

tleness ,—of their former cavils against the grand truths of the

Gospel,—nay, against the Gospel itself — when they were spirit

ually dead ? On the other hand, how many are there, who never

questioned a single one of those glorious truths, nay , who saw

and received them all separately in their power and their sim

plicity , as a mere light, but who, at the same time, did not , and

knew all the while that they did not receive a single one of them,

in the divine love , and the divine power thereof-much less in the

unction and fulness of the divine proportion of them all ? The

things of the Spirit, must be spiritually discerned, if they are to

produce any spiritual effect. And we must content ourselves to

accept only thesense of the letter that killeth , and perish therein ;
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or we must be born again . And then we must content ourselves,

again , with such growth as is possible from the nourishment of

each simple truth accepted by itself ; or if we would go on to

perfection, we must be strengthened with might in the inner

The power in the understanding, and the power in the

soul,-the philosophy and the evangelism , by which the pro

portion of faith itself becomes the grandest of all powers , next

after the immediate power of God's Spirit ; these are all spirit

ual powers—in the absence of which all the Paradoxes of the

Gospel-must remain utterly incomprehensible to man . In their

presence, most of them are capable of a solution felt to be com

plete , and generally capable of being clearly expressed . And

such as are not yet mastered by us, are felt to be , not contra

dictions, but the sublimest truths; whose reversal would disorder

the universe, and derange the very foundations of universal

knowledge; but whose solution lies in some exalted generaliza

tion , higher up in the bosom of God , than our poor measure

can yet attain .

NA

[ FOR THE CRITIC . ]

THE LAST PROPHECY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT .

The Christian who looks for his Lord to come again , dwells

withpeculiar interest upon the visionof the Seer of Patmos,

so full of promises , to have their fulfilment in , and after His

coming. Especially does he delight to meditate upon the clos

ing chapters , the glorious description of that wonderful City,

coming down from God out of Heaven, prepared as a bride

adorned for her husband ;" and if he has not suffered all

the meaning to be spiritualized out ofthese passages, they are to

him as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land . Above all ,

the last words of the great King, “ Behold, I comequickly: and

my reward is with me: surely I come quickly ” —are the grand

climax of all prophecy, and the ready utterance of the Chris

tian's heart, is " Amen! Even so , come Lord Jesus!"

So the Jew doubtless , found peculiar comfort and consolation

in the last words of Malachi. The promised advent of a glori
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ous Messiah , was also the promise of their triumph over His

enemies, and theirs . “ And ye shall tread down the wicked ;

for they shall be ashes under the soles of your feet, in the day

that I do this, saith the Lord of Hosts . ''

The consideration of the last two verses of this book, is the

purpose of the present article . These contain a remarkable

prophecy concerning the Prophet Elijah . “ Behold I will send

you Elijah, the prophet, before the coming of the great and

dreadful day of the Lord ; and he shall turn the heart of the

fathers to the children, and the heart of the children to their

fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse ." - Malachi

IV : 6 . This prediction, so suddenly announced , reminds us of

the first mention of this wonderful man, in I Kings , XVII : 1 .

" And Elijah , the Tishbite, who was of the inhabitants of Gil

ead , said unto Ahab, as the Lord God of Israel liveth , before

whom I stand, there shall not be dew , nor rain, these years, but

according to my word !” Thus , abruptly , is the very most re

markable man of Old Testament history , brought upon the

stage, charged with a tremendous message to the wicked king

—and from this announcement , to the date of his translation ,

we find all his acts and words manifesting the same stern , un

compromising spirit ;—the spirit ofa man, " very jealous for the

Lord God of Hosts . And although his history is so short,

and so meager , yet the mighty power of God is more strikingly

shown, in the doings of Elijah , than in those of any other man

since Moses . Fed by ravens by the brook Cherith, and drink

ing its waters until the dreadful drought he had threatened,

dried up the brook , then sustained by the widow of Zarephath,

until the three anda half years of drought were past. He des

troys the priests of Baal, and takes that miraculous journey to

Horeb, where God talks with him . Years afterwards, in the

reign of Ahaziah, we find him calling down fire from heaven to

consume the king's messengers , then after rebuking Ahaziah

for his impiety in enquiring of Baalzebub , thegod of Ekron ,and

predicting his death , he is taken into heaven by a whirlwind .

We have been particular to enumerate all the acts of this

prophet,because we do not believe that this prediction of Mala

chiwas fulfilled in the coming of John the Baptist ; and although

we may not be able to throw much light upon this obscure and

very difficult prophecy — we think we can show that its fulfil

ment is still future.

I. The very terms of the prophecy forbid its application to

John the Baptist. The coming of Elijah, is apparently imme

diately to precede the great and dreadful day of the Lord” -

the day which shall burn as an oven , and in which, all that do

wickedly shall beburned up ;—perhapsthe dayso often prom

ised in the New Testament, when the King of Kings shall come

with clouds, and when all the wicked shall be destroyed by the
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brightness of his coming ; or more probably, a still later day

" after the thousand years are finished , and the books are

opened , and the dead, small and great, stand before the great

white throne.

Will any one say that the day whose dawning was announced

by a multitude of the heavenly host , singing that great new

song “ glory to Godin the highest, and on earth peace,

good will toward men ’’—the day in which was born in the city

of David, a Saviour, who was Christ the Lord ” —was this great

and dreadful day of the Lord ? and if it was not, then John the

Baptist , who was the forerunner of Christ, was not Elijah .

II. Accordingly, when the Pharisees ask John, " art thou

Elias ? he saith , I am not.” John I : 21. He denies it , as em

phatically as he denies being the Christ.”. Shall we say that

John was ignorant of his mission and office ? or , that he whose

illustrious testimony concerning Jesus was, “ Behold the Lamb

of God which taketh away the sin of the world ," should have

borne false testimony concerning himself? Or, that he , who

our Lord says , more than a prophet,” should have been

the only man in Israel , who did not know that the Scripture

said " Elias must first come? ” He knew what Isaiah said about

the announcer of the Messiah, " The voice of one crying in the

wilderness , make straight the way of the Lord . '' And he dis

tinctly claims to be the fulfiller of this prophecy, and nothing

else .

III . There is no correspondence, either in character or works,

between Elijah the Tishbite, and John the Baptist . As we

have already seen , the life of the former, so far as recorded ,

was a succession of miracles, whereas , " John did no miracle .”

John X : 41. John was sent to bear witness of the Light, to

preach the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins. Éli

jah's mission seemsto have been mainly , to call down fire from

heaven to destroy his enemies — to slay four hundred and fifty

priests of Baal , to predict the most terrible judgment from God

upon sinners, but never to preach repentance - never to promise

remission of sins . Elijah's testimony is " the dogs shall eat Je

zebel by the ditch - Him that dieth of Ahab in the city, the

dogs shall eat , and him that dieth in the field, shall the fowls

of the air eat” —John's testimony is , “ Behold the Lamb of

God ! ”

It is a little remarkable that in all our Bibles furnished with

marginal readings and references, the only passage in the his

tory of John , which in the estimation of the reference makers

seemed to resemble the history of Elijah , is Matt . III: 4. " And

the same John had his raiment of camel's hair, and a leathern

girdle about his loins.” The corresponding passage in the Old

Testament is II Kings I : 8. “ He was a hairy man,

with a girdle of leather about his loins—and he said it is Elijah

and girt
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the Tishbite. " We suppose this is hardly sufficient to establish

the identity of the two persons.

IV . In the last place, in the way of direct proof, our Lord

himself during the time of His ministry upon earth, and after

the death of John the Baptist, distinctly asserts that this pro

phecy in Malachi should be fulfilled : " and Jesus answered , and

said unto them , Elias truly shall first come, and restore all

things,” Matthew XVII : 11. We have the same words in

Mark , “ Elias verily cometh first, and restoreth all things,'

Mark IX : 12. This restitution of all things," whatever it

may mean , is undoubtedly the work ascribed to Elijah the pro

phet, in the last words of Malachi; because the coming of Elijah

is predicted nowhere in the Old Testament, except in these last

two verses of Malachi's prophecy , and therefore , the Scribes

must have referred to this Scripture, when they said “ Elias

must first come.” It is also undoubtedly the same " restitu

tion of all things,” predicted by Peter , in Acts III : 21 , where

it is evidently associated with the second coming of Christ ; an

event which most Christians think is still future.

From the foregoing, we might infer that the question was

settled , and if there were no other Scriptures upon this subject,

we might rest the case here . But there are three texts in theGos

pel which apparently apply this prophecy to John ; and we pro

pose to consider them in order .

The first is Luke I : 16 , 17 , " and many of the Children of

Israel shall he turn to the Lord their God , and he shall go be

fore him in the spirit and power of Elias, to turn the hearts of

the fathers to the children , and the disobedient by the wisdom

of the just; to make ready a people prepared for the Lord . ”

This text is a portion of the address of the Angel Gabriel to

Zacharias, foretelling the birth of John , and is certainly the

most formidable objection to the theory we have advanced . The

heavenly messenger, not only mentions thename of the prophet

Elijah , but uses the identical words of Malachi, " to turn the

hearts of the fathers to the children . ” If we were arguing

merely for victory , we should probably make it convenientto ig

nore this passage; but as our only object is the discovery of the

truth , we will candidly admit all its difficulties and only endea

vor to show that it does not necessarily disprove our deductions

in the former part of this article .

In the first place , therefore, the Angel does not assert that

the son of Zacharias should fulfil the prophecy in Malachi.

He was to “ go before him , in the spirit and power of Elias;'

but the conditions of Malachi'sprophecycannot be met except

in the personal appearing of Elijah himself, any more thanthe

conditions of the prediction in Malachi IV : 2, could be fulfilled

without the personal appearing of the “ Sun of Righteousness

himself. ' ' We cannot say that John , upon whomrested the
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spirit and power of Elias , was therefore the Elijah of Malachi,

anymore than we can say that Paul , who was led by the spirit

of Christ, and who raised the dead by the power of Christ, was

" this same Jesus who should so come in like manner, & c.

Acts I : 11 .

In regard to the second part of this verse , " to turn the hearts

of the fathers to the children ," &c . , the reference undoubtedly

seems to be to this identical passage in Malachi; and we con

fess in advance, our want of entire satisfaction with the explana

tion we offer . Indeed if it were not for John's positive and

reiterated denial of his own identity with Elijah, and for the

promise of our Lord , thatElijah should indeed come, (after John

was beheaded) we should be absolutely compelled by this text,

to accept John as the Elijah of Malachi. "To reconcile these

apparent contradictions , we offer however, the following con

siderations :

Whatever may be included in the " turning of the hearts of

the fathers to the children ,” John did not, in fact, do the thing .

It was his work, just as it was his mission to preach repentance

and remission of sins , but there were multitudes , doubtless, who

heard his preaching and who did not repent, andwhose sins were

not remitted . Malachi says , when Elijah comes " he shall turn

the hearts of the fathers to the children . ' He is not only to

proclaim his mission but to accomplish the work . During our

Lord's
s personal ministry , how few in number were His disciples ,

yet it is recorded that He made more than John. It cannot

therefore be said , that John did , in reality, " turn the hearts of

the fathers to the children , or did restore all things” as prophe

sied of Elijah.

The Angel's announcement to Zacharias seems to have direct

reference to the prophecy in Isaiah . “ The voice of him that

crieth in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the Lord ,” &c .

Isaiah XL : 3 , as well as to the prediction in Malachi — the last

clause of Luke, I : 17 , being apparently a reiteration of the

passage in Isaiah, “ to make ready a people , prepared for the

Lord.” It is worthy of notice that the prophecy of Isaiah ,which

is so full of predictions concerning the Messiah, and which so

particularly and circumstantially describes His birth and office,

His life and death , does not in any place mention the name of

Elijah. The text in the 40th chapter, which we have just

quoted, was undoubtedly fulfilled in the coming of John the

Baptist, and is applied to him in all the Gospels.

The other texts which seem to apply the prophecy to John

are Matthew XI : 14 , " and if ye will receive it , this is Elias,

which was for to come; " and Matthew XVII : 12, " But I say

unto you that Elias is come already, and they knew him not ,

&c., ' ' and the corresponding passage in Mark's gospel IX : 13 ,

" Elias is indeed come,” &c. In all these places, our Saviour is
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speaking of John the Baptist, and we will confine our remarks

in the remainder of this article to the consideration of these only ,

with their immediate contexts .

So much has been written and said during the past fifteen or

twenty years , about the meaning of the phrase Kingdom of

Heaven ,” that we will not weary ourselvesand our readers with

a repetition of the various and conflicting views , which have

been expressed on the subject. Perhaps we may say , that none

of them have been entirely satisfactory . For our present pur

pose it will be sufficient to assert , that there are some places in

the New Testament , where these words refer to a dispensation

which is still future, and we suppose this fact will be admitted

by disputants at both extremes of the Millennarian controversy .

If this be true, we may confidently affirm that three of these

passages, are the texts and contexts, to which we have just

referred, viz : the 11th and 17th of Matthew , and the 9th of

Mark . In the first of these , we have an account of the inter

view between our Lord and the messengers of John the Baptist ,

and the subsequent discourse of our Saviour to " the multitudes

concerning John ;" and wethink we shall be able to shew , that

this remarkable chapter furnishes, not only the proof of our

theory concerning the prophecy under consideration , but also a

triumphant vindication of the general doctrine of the Millen

narian .

That the universal expectation of the Jews,during the interval

between the last predictions of the Old Testament, and the

death of Jesus, was the coming of a great temporal Prince of the

House of David, is so manifestly true, that we will not stop to

argue the point. Indeed , those of us who venture to think that

our King will surely one day occupy the throne of His father

David - according to the Scriptures — are accused of " Judaizing”

all the Gospel away . It is not probable that John was an

exception to the rule. Languishing in his pr n , and “ trust

ing that Jesus was He which should redeem Israel ;' and

knowing that his prison doors would be opened so soon as this

" Reign of Heaven” should be set up on the earth , and the

glorious predictions in reference to this kingdom immediately

accomplished . What marvel that he should send two of his

disciples with the question which expressed the longing desire

of his heart : “ Art thou He that should come, or do we look for

another ? ” As if he should say : " Did I not see the Spirit de

scending from Heaven like a dove, and abiding upon Thee , and

seeing this, I bear record that Thou art the Son of God ; and

as Thou art the Son of David—the Son of Abraham , - (Matthew

II : 7 ) —and therefore the inheritor of David's throne—and that

seed in whom all nations should be blessed and as Abraham's

seed , the rightful possessor of this goodly land . Oh , why dost

Thou not take to Thee thy great power and reign !”
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should be greater than he.”

And the reply of our Lord corresponds with John, V : 36 .

" I have greater witness than that of John .” He tells the

messengers to go and show John these works of mine, which

ye do hear and see, -- the blind see , the lame walk , the lepers

are cleansed , the deaf hear, the dead are raised , and the vile are

evangelised ;" as if He should say,— “Tell John that these

mighty works of mine do more manifestly proclaim my kingly

power than any testimony of his can do. Bid him remember

that I have to accomplish the redemption of my elect , before I

ascend my father David's throne ; and, therefore, now , I am

meek and lowly , despised and rejected, and doomed to die an

accursed death ; but tell him that day shall verily come when

I shall reign gloriously , and in that day he shall know the bles

sedness of him , who is not offended in me now .”

As the messengers departed , Jesus begins the discourse to

the multitude concerningJohn, and applies to him the prophecy

in Malachi, III : 1.- " Behold I send my messenger before thy

face, which shall prepare thy way before thee;" which prophecy,

by the way , seems only to be arenewal of that in Isaiah ; and

then , as if His interview with John's disciples had furnished

the occasion of the remark , He immediately speaks of this

“ Kingdom of Heaven ," and declares that , illustrious as was

John the Baptist, who was a “ burning and saining light,

greater than any born of women , yet the least illustrious of

those glorified Saints who should be included in that kingdom ,

13th verses , in our version is, perhaps , not free from error. Might

not the passage be paraphrased thus ? “ Concerning this King,

dom of Heaven the law and all the prophets prophesied ; and

since the days of John the Baptist, (who continually cried , re

pent, for theKingdom of Heaven is at hand !) this kingdompres

seth violently upon you ; and if ye will receiveit, (this kingdom ,)

this John is Elias which was to come ; " or , “ if ye had received

it , this would have been Elias which was to come.'

And how royally does He conclude his discourse — how like

the terrible King of Kings, the Lion of Judah, — " But where

unto shall I liken you . John came, neither eating nor drinking ,

and ye say of him — He hath a devil. I came , eating and

drinking, and your testimony concerning nne , is—behold a man

gluttonous, and a winebibber. Oh, deceitful and rebellious

cities , who have rejected your rightful Prince , though He came

accredited with mighty works ---works which would have brought

Sodom and Gomorrah , Tyre and Sydon to repentance , know

ye , that it shall be more tolerable for these desolated monuments

ofmy waked wrath , in the day of judgment,than for you ! Woe

unto thee , Chorazin ! Woe unto thee , Bethsaida !”

It has been often said , that the holy angels must have been fill

ed with wonder at the rejection of Jesus Christ , by the men of
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that generation ; and but for our familiarity with the story of His

life, we also should doubtless be at a loss to account for the blind

ness which prevented the Jews from recognizing their King . The

majesty of His person could not be hidden by the circumstan

ces of poverty and humiliation that surrounded Him . The key

to the mystery is furnished in the 26th verse of this chapter ,

“ even so Father ; for so it seemed good in thy sight.

How infinitely precious are the concluding sentences of this

chapter , to those who love His adorable name: “ Come unto me

all ye that labour, and are heavy laden , and I will give you

rest. Take my yoke upon you , and learn of me ; for I am meek

and lowly in heart ; and ye shall find rest unto your souls.

Formyyoke is easy ,and my burden is light . " Gracious words !

to proceed out of the mouth of the King of Kings and Lord of

Lords .

The only other texts which apparently apply Malachi's pro

phecy to John , are in the 17th chapter of Matthew, and the 9th

of Mark. Both of these contain an account of the Transfigura

tion, and both agree substantially with the description of the

same event in Luke , 9th chapter. The latter , however, con

tains no allusion to the question and answer respecting the com

ing of Elias.

A cursory examination of these three portions of scripture,

will reveal two facts of considerable importance to theright un

derstanding of the words of our Lord in Matt. XVII : 12 :

" But I say unto you that Elias is come already , and they knew

him not , but have done unto him whatsoever they listed ; like

wise shall also the Son of man suffer of them .” In the account

given by Mark , the same things are stated , but in a different or

der; " and he answered and told them , Elias verily cometh first,

and restoreth all things, and how is it written of the Son of

man , that he must suffermany things, and be set at nought ;

but I say unto you , that Elias is indeed come, and they have

done unto him whatsoever they listed , as it is written of him .

Mark IX : 12 , 13 .

The first fact that we notice is this ; the immediate occasion

of this scene on Mount Tabor, is the noble confession of Peter ,

“ thou art Messiah, the Son of the living God.” As we have

already seen , the Jews obstinately refused to accept Jesus as

their Messiah, because they knew no Messiah, but a great Prince,

who should deliver them from all their enemies, and reign per

sonally over them ; and there can be no doubt but that Peter

himself expected the Lord Jesus to set up His throne then upon

the earth , for he cannot endure the words of Christ , that he

must go to Jerusalem , suffer many things, be killed, and be

raised again the third day . “ Be it far from thee Lord !”

Now that He had formally accepted the illustrious title , He

begins to instruct His disciples as to the great characteristics

ܙܙ
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from all the rest of their race : “ It is true that I am He

which should distinguish them under the present dispensation ,

wonderful Counsellor, the Mighty God — the Prince of theHouse

of David ; yet for all this I must accomplish my present mission ,

which is to die in the room and stead of my people; and as for

you ,know ye thatI shall come again, and if you would enjoy

all the delights of my glorious kingdom , your business in this

present dispensation is to deny yourselves, take up your Cross,

and follow me . Be ye not ashamed of me in my present humil

iation, and in my coming sufferings and death; lest I also be

ashamed of you, when I come again in the glory of my Father

withmyangels ; and that I will comeagain ,be assured . Verily

some of youshall not taste of death until I show you in a fig

ure, the glory that shall surround me at my second coming . "

Accordingly He takes Peter and James and John into ahigh

mountain , and was transfigured before them ; and behold there

appeared unto them Moses, the representative of all those who

sleep in Jesus, and who shall rise from the dead at his second

coming; and Elias , the representative of all those who shall be

alive and who shall be changed , and caught up to meet Him in

the air.

Thus they were “ Eye witnesses of His majesty,” as Peter

writes in his Second Epistle , in which he describesthis wonder

ful scene ; and they hear that voice from the “ excellent glory,

saying , this is my beloved Son , hear ye Him ! ” And as they

came down from the mountain , Jesus charged them that they

should tell the vison to no man until after His resurrection .

The other fact that we notice , is the marvellous blindness of

these apostles -- and the inveterate obstinacy, with which they

repudiate and ignore, not only the oldprophecy concerning our

Lord's sufferings and death , but the plain and direct teachings

of Jesus Himself. Nay more, we are told that Moses and Elias

talked with him of His decease which He should accomplish

at Jerusalem ” —and yet the very first question they ask Him,

as they came down from the mountain , shows that they expected

Him then to set up His Kingdom - the figure of which they had

just seen . " Why then , say they, do the Scribes tell us that

Elias must first come ? ' '

Perhaps the only parallel , that the history of the Church fur

nishes , is found in the conduct of those Christians of our own day

who err at the other extreme . As the Jews knew of but one

coming of the Messiah , and that a glorious one—so these are

content to know , that He hath appeared once to atone for their

sins . He tells the apostles plainly, that he would go up to Je

rusalem , be delivered into the hands of His enemies, slain , and

would rise again -- and they question among themselves , " what

the rising from the dead should mean .” His angels tells us

that “ this same Jesus , which is taken up from you into heaven ,
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shall so come in like manner as ye have seen Him
go into hea

ven” (Acts I : 2. ) and we either forget that there is such a prom

ise in the Bible—or else think it fulfilled in the conversion of

sinners by the power of the Holy Ghost .

But behold the patience of our glorious Lord ? He tells them

it is true— “ Elias shall come, before my glorious appearing, of

which you have just seen the figure. But do you not know

how it is written of Me, the Son of Man , that I must suffermany

things, and be set at nought? Even so have they done whatso

ever they listed unto him, who would have been the fulfiller of

thisprophecy, which the scribes quote—if they had accepted

Me .

The truth of the proposition with which we set out, has

seemed to us, more and more manifest as we progressed with

our task . It may be said , that we have failed to establish our

point- and many objectionsmay be raised against each propo

sition we have advanced . We have only to say in conclusion

that we have thrown these considerations together in great

haste — and that we offer them with great modesty. If amore

satisfactory solution of the difficulties that surround thesubject,

can be given , we will be very thankful to him who will furnish

it .

A LAYMAN .
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Pastor of the Presbyterian Church, Norfolk , Va.

Among all the volumes which have been called forth recently, by the

impertinencies of the Modern Hydropathic School of Theology, we have

seen none in which genuine criticism and logic is so successfully popular

ized , as in this volume of Dr. Armstrong ,
He seems to have written un

der the conviction that the best preservative of the great body of the people,

against the tricks and the demagoguery of quacks and empirics, is the

plain teaching of positive truth, rather than endless wrangling with, and

exposure of pious knavery. Hence, his book will be found to be just such

a repository of true expositions of all the important passages in Scripture

many of them difficult - bearing upon the question of Baptism-as an in

telligent Sabbath School or Bible Class teacher often feels the need of. It

will be found that in addition to the two questions of the mode and the

subjects of Baptism , heretofore the topics of such volumes, Dr. Armstrong

has given a large space to a third question - recently mooted—the “ trans

lation question." We regard it as evidence of high attainments in grace,

that a Christian scholar and gentleman, should with so much kindness and

patience, as Dr. A. has done, deal with such folly as this modern revision

movement. For ourselves, we confess we never could regard in any other

light than as an exquisite piece of solemn fun, the fact, that in the year of

Grace, 1840, men should have " Resolved, at by the fact that the na

tions of the Earth must now look to the Baptist denomination ALONE, for

faithful translations of the Word of God, a responsibility is imposed upon

them ,” & c., & c. Norhave the practical results of this bombastic “ Resolve,"

been of a character either to give sobriety to our views of the matter, or to

impair the excellence of the original joke. Not inaptly has some orator

described this ambitious effort as “ an attempt to hatch the eagle in a duck's

nest.” The result surely seems to justify the comparison. When the

world is all agog with expectancy, to see the aspiring chick soar to the em

Pyrean ,
and

gaze upon
the sun

-behold, true to the instincts of his nature,

he waddles with noisy gabble to the barn -yard puddle !

And yet, we are constrained to admit , that Dr. Armstrong has judged

more wisely than we , in " answering not a fool according to his folly," but

patiently and kindly setting forth the truth on the subject, as gathered

from a careful comparison of the teachings of God's Word.

In the third part of his work , we are glad to find Dr. Armstrong bring

ing out,in a popular form , the true foundation on which this whole ques
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tion of infant membership in the Church rests - namely, the very idea and

nature of the Church of God. It would have pleased us better, had he

more largely set forth the Calvinistic idea of the Church, as an essential

element of any revelation of God's eternal purpose to redeem , not indi

viduals of the race merely, but a kingdom -- a society of men ; and not

a visible Church as an arrangement of expediency — as a school, or nursery,

--but we cannot expect an author to say everything, in one little volume.

So far as Dr. A. goes into the question of the Church—his views are of

the right sort . As a clear, logical, popular, and yet unanswerable state

ment of the truth on this subject, as against either Romish or Baptist

Sacramentalism , we commend this book to the attention of all candid in

quirers. As a model of popularizing the most technical of all doctrinal

discussions — even the most accomplished of the ministry may study it to

advantage.

II . STATE EDUCATION NOT RADICALLY WRONG : Being a reply to an Ar

ticle in the Presb. Critic , 1855. By a Friend of Education .

Some one has sent us a pamphlet of 30 odd pages, bearing this title,

and prefaced with a letter to "Hon . John R. Kelso, ” President of the

Board of School Commissioners, Baltimore. There was such an article on

State Education , from one of our Virginia correspondents, who probably did

not know that there were public schools in Baltimore - in the Critic for Au

gust, 1855 ; butmarked as a communication, by the words " for the Critic”

which mark had been explained before -- as meaning that the Critic gave

such article circulation , without being farther responsible for it. What

views the article set forth , we do not remember, nor could we or any one

else ever guess , from this pamphlet. When it is considered that the arti

cle on State Education, like articles on both sides of the American ques

tion , and other articles which the Editors had no responsibility for, was

thus carefully marked --what but the combined action of impotence and

malignity could have generated the twaddle of this pamphlet, concerning

the Critic as an organ of Presbyterianism , aiming to reflect upon and in

jure the local institutions of Baltimore ? We notice the thing here,not by

way of defending the Critic—but rather of defending the Public Schools

of Baltimore from the disgrace of such English , and such nonsense as this

pamphlet afflicts the world with, in their name . We take it for granted ,

that the man who can deliberately write such stuff, read it , print it, and

proof-read it (amid the sly grins of Typo ,) will be silly enough to send it

to sensible men out of Baltimore; we desire to assure all such — and espe

cially our correspondent in Virginia — that the Public School system of

Baltimore, must not be judged of by such “ friends of education ” as this

writer - that our old friend Mr. Kelso, is a gentleman of intelligence, as

well as of high public spirit-and not to be judged as having any respon

sibility for such writing — that we have never yet met with a boy, in any

department of the schools,above the primary, who would not make himself

merry over such a specimen of writing as this pamphlet -- that in Balti

more, as in other large towns where printing is easy, there are as usual,

men whose aversion to the sort of labor God made them for, leads them to

mimic men who think — and whose invincible ignorance—and self - conceit

equally invincible-- leads them to the folly of inflicting their nonsense upon

the public --the shame of it, upon their friends — and the injury of it, upon

the good cause which may have the misfortune to attract their friendship.
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III. SACRED PRAISE : An earnest appeal to Christian Worshippers, in

behalf of a neglected duty. By Thomas Hastings.

Selal : A collection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Introits, Anthems, Chants,

Motetts, Choruses, & c . Adapted to the use of Classes , Private Circles

and Worshipping Assemblies. By Thomas Hastings.

The multiplication of church-music books has of late beenso rapid , as

to defy the efforts of the miscellaneous reviewer disposed carefully to inspect

them . Were this rapid multiplication of books indicativeof a correspond

ing growth ofan intelligent interest and taste , we should of course welcome

the omen. But such , we fear, is not the case . So numerous are the

evidences of mere trade-driving attending these multiplied issues , we con

fess that we have, in general , felt little disposed carefully to inspect them .

No such evidences , however, attend the publications of Mr. Hastings, and

we are always sure of an ample reward for any examination bestowed upon

them .

These recent publications are doubtless the most valuable for immediate

and practical Church purposes, of any of their venerated author. The former

is not a book of tunes, but an earnest, close , compact discussion of the sub

ject of Sacred Praise , both in its -theoretical and practical bearings . It is

enough to say of Mr. Hastings 'theory, that it is eminently Scriptural. It

is enough to say of his practice , that it is the result of such observations,

so long continued, made from such positions , and made by a person of such

excellent Christian judgment as well as cultivated musical taste, as entitle

his views to a deference which probably is not due to those of any other

man in the American Church . We could wish that this little treastise

were well pondered, not only by every minister , but also by every private

Christian in the land.

The latter book - the “ Selah” —is, as will be seen above, " a collection of

Psalm and Hymn Tunes,” &c . The collection is voluminous ; yet it will

not be found that any tune has been inserted merely to swell the volume.

The collection is by no means a wholesale importation from Germany, or

from anywhere else, and circulated in the original packages with only a

new label . One will look in vain for meaningless tunes ,--whether canter

ing melodies, or straightforward chorals, without beginning, middle or end .

In two respects this book has particularly pleased us. In the first place,

the preliminary discussion of the elements of vocal music, and especially

the discussion of style in execution," is more to the purpose than anything

we have elsewhere seen in the same compass. In the second place, the

author's intimate acquaintance with Ilymnology has enabled him to furnish ,

in the best manner, the " countless varieties of musical adaptation, which

are called for by the varied sentiment, and deversified structure of the best

hymns in circulation .” We would earnestly commend these two books to

the study of those who are truly desirous of advancing the cause of God's

Public Praise.

These books are for sale in Baltimore, by J. W. Bond & Co.

ERRATA . - In the article— “ Paradoxes of the Gospel,” — beginning on page

304 — through the great ' carelessness of the printer in correcting proof - an error

occurred in the 2d line--for " cultivated , ” read " estimated .”
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VALEDICTORY NOTE .

With the present double number, having filled the engage

ment with our subscribers, we conclude the Second Volume of

the Critic , and with it our editorial labors . To this course we

have been led neither by any abatement in our convictions of

the importance of such discussions, nor any change of opinion

as to the necessity of such a Journal in the Church . But , one of

the editors having been called by the General Assembly to the

position of a public teacher in one of the Theological Schools of

the Church , feels himself thereby precluded by his sense of pro

priety , from further connection with a Journal which had its

origin , and its chief distinction in the desire to open a channel

for the free expression of individual opinion , unembarrassed by

any fear of compromitting public interests in the Church , with

which the authors might have official connection . The other

editor, being unwilling to assume the sole charge of the paper ,

no other course is left but to suspend its publication.

In taking leave of their readers , the editors desire to express

their thanks for the many tokens of approbation with which their

humble, but well -intended efforts in behalf of a pure, honest , out

spoken Presbyterianism , have been rewarded . They feel con

strained in looking back upon these two years of editorial labor

to regard them , as perhaps the most efficient two years service

they have yet been able to render to the Church . A series of

Essays , many of them from the most competent pens in the

Church and of no mere ephemeral value , have thus been collect

ed ; and they will be consulted by multitudes of busy office

bearers , who are often times compelled to act in cases involving

important principles , with little opportunity for study and de

liberation .

In so far as they have encountered opposition in their work,

they are comforted with the reflection that better men and more

efficient labors have fared far worse ; and upon the whole, per

haps, the measure of disapprobation has been less than their

deserts . At all events , they are disposed to consider themselves

amply rewarded for all their toils , by the reflection that their

good intentions towards the Church of their love, however

poorly executed , have not been wholly in vain .
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